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ABSTRACT 

 

 This dissertation examines the problem of radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons 

testing as a pioneering case of global environmental politics during the Cold War. It 

traces the fallout crisis from the radiological disaster of 1954 in the Pacific to the Partial 

Test Ban Treaty of 1963. Informed by sociological studies of risk, the dissertation 

explores why the mid-20
th

 century world came to interpret the risk of global fallout as 

unacceptable. It argues that this shift was an outcome of politics, which developed around 

the paradox that one must blend scientific facts and social values to conceive of risk but 

also demarcate them to be recognized as authoritative. This tension, arising from the 

trans-scientific nature of risk, shaped the respective courses of public debates, scientific 

research, and expert reviews. The dissertation focuses on the United States but 

emphasizes its interactions with Japan, where the fallout crisis first broke out, and also 

with the other two fallout polluters of the time, Great Britain and the Soviet Union. 

 The dissertation analyzes the politics of risk as unfolding at global and local levels. 

The global level revolved around the proposition that the biological effects of low-level 

radiation from global fallout were infinitesimal to the individual but loomed large on the 

scale of the whole population. This raised a serious question of whether the risk was 

acceptable to innocent bystanders in the world. The local level of risk politics centered at 

the interplay of fallout monitoring and radiation safety standards. The expanding 

surveillance of fallout revealed its rising levels and uneven distribution. The permissible 
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dose, however, gradually declined in anticipation of the increase of radiation exposure. 

This dynamic created the alarming impression that a margin of safety was rapidly 

vanishing. The dissertation also investigates various impacts of the changing outlook of 

risk on the issue of a nuclear test ban among the three nuclear powers. It argues that the 

politics of risk stimulated not only a call for a test ban but also a pursuit of technological 

solutions, and that the partial ban was a joint product of these opposite approaches to the 

risk. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Planet Earth is contaminated by radioactive fallout. This pollutant, emitting ionizing 

radiation, originated from the experimental explosions of nuclear weapons. It is a legacy 

from the Cold War, which once divided the world. Security anxiety, a hallmark of the 

twentieth-century international system,
1
 gave rise to one of the first truly global 

contamination cases rather than a worldwide aggregate of local and regional pollution. 

From 1945 to 1980, a total of 543 nuclear weapon explosions took place above ground 

(ILLUSTRATION 0-1). According to the estimate made in 2000 by the United Nations 

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), a total yield of 

the atmospheric detonations is approximately 440 megatons TNT equivalent (MT), of 

which 189 MT comes from fission reactions and the remainder (251 MT) from fusion 

reactions. Part of the fission products, equivalent to about 29 MT, is believed to have 

been deposited near test sites. The remaining 160 MT and almost all radioactive debris 

from fusion reactions is believed to have settled across the world. The total release of 

global fallout is estimated to be 2,566 EBq (10
18

 becquerel
2
) (TABLE 0-1). This is about 

230 times the release from the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine (12 EBq).
3
 

Radioactive fallout, the UNSCEAR concludes, has remained ―the most significant cause 

of exposure of the world population to man-made environmental sources of radiation.‖
4
    

 

                                                 
1
 John R. McNeill, Something New under the Sun: An Environmental History of the Twentieth-Century 

World (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2000), 341-344.  
2
 The becquerel is a unit of radioactivity. 1 Bq is defined as one nucleus decay per second. For the 

explanation of all units used in this dissertation, see Appendix 1.  
3
 UNSCEAR 2000 Report Vol. 1: Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation (2000), 160-162; OECD, 

Chernobyl: Assessment of Radiological and Health Impacts (2002), 35.  
4
 UNSCEAR 2000 Report vol. 1, 158.  
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ILLUSTRATION 0-1:  

Tests of Nuclear Weapons in the Atmosphere and Underground
5
 

 

TABLE 0-1:  

Radionuclides Produced and Globally Dispersed in Atmospheric Nuclear Testing
6
 

 
 

                                                 
5
 Ibid., 160. 

6
 Ibid., 213. 
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A nuclear explosion creates radioactive fallout by splitting uranium, plutonium and 

other fissionable materials into various fission products, including biologically important 

elements such as strontium-89 (Sr-89), strontium-90 (Sr-90), iodine-131 (I-131), and 

cesium-137 (Cs-137) (TABLE 0-2). It can also produce radioactive debris by bombarding 

fast neutrons to non-radioactive matters in the surroundings (i.e. nitrogen into tritium and 

carbon-14 (C-14)).  

 

TABLE 0-2: Approximate Yields of the Principal Nuclides per Megaton of Fission
7
 

Nuclide Half-life PBq (10
15

) 

Strontium-89 53 days 740 

Strontium-90 28 years 3.7 

Zinconium-95 65 days 925 

Ruthenium-103 40 days 684.5 

Ruthenium-106 1 year 10.73 

Iodine-131 8 days 4625 

Cesium-137 30 years 5.92 

Cerium-131 1 year 1443 

Cerium-144 33 days 136.9 

 

The debris then enters different layers of the atmosphere as a function of the detonation‘s 

altitude and yield. While most of it forms particles large enough to fall in close range of 

ground zero, some, including the elements shown above, remains in the atmosphere until 

it returns to earth via precipitation, such as rain or snow. Dust from explosions smaller 

than about 100 kilotons (KT) tends to enter the lower atmosphere where precipitation 

takes place (the troposphere), forming a band along the latitude of injection. Almost all 

the dust from explosions over 500 KT, on the other hand, enters the stratosphere and 

                                                 
7
 Merril Eisenbud and Thomas Gesell, Environmental Radioactivity: From Natural, Industrial, and 

Military Sources, 4
th

 edition (San Diego: Academic Press, 1997), 279. 
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remains for many months before spreading across the globe.
8
 Once entering the 

environment, radioactive fallout can cause significant damage. A biologically significant 

source of external exposure from global fallout is gamma radiation, a type of high-

frequency electromagnetic radiation which can penetrate skin and irradiate the whole 

body including reproductive cells. Some elements enter the human body through 

inhalation and diet, emitting radiation internally. Sr-89 and Sr-90 behave like calcium in 

the metabolic process of living creatures, eventually depositing in human bones and 

potentially causing bone cancer. Cs-137 acts like potassium and settles in soft tissue, 

emitting gamma radiation. I-131 concentrates in the thyroid gland and emits beta 

radiation, which can lead to thyroid cancer.   

 Global fallout reaches the entire world, but exposes each one of us to only a small 

fraction of natural background radiation. The 2000 UNSCEAR report underlines this 

paradox. The annual average individual dose from global fallout during the peak year of 

1963 is estimated to have been 0.11 millisievert (mSv),
9
 or about 4.5% of the worldwide 

average natural radiation (2.4 mSv). The total accumulative dose ultimately delivered to 

the individual before all radionuclides exhaust radiation (called ―committed dose‖) is 3.5 

mSv on worldwide average. This value is equivalent to about a 1.5-year natural dose and 

remains well within the range of fluctuations in the natural dose (1-10 mSv).
10

 In short, 

the biological effects of global fallout have been exceedingly small in individual terms. 

Why did global fallout, which posed an exceedingly small chance of damage to the 

individual, become controversial at all? The historical studies of the fallout debate in the 

                                                 
8
 Ibid., 266.  

9
 The sievert is a unit of dose equivalent radiation, expressing the biological effects of ionizing 

radiation as opposed to the physical effects. See Appendix.  
10

 UNSCEAR 2000 Report vol. 1, 111, 172.  
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United States tend to argue that the human health  impact of global fallout could have 

been potentially serious due to its sheer scale and the prospect of increased levels of 

contamination amidst the nuclear arms race. These works, however, tend to conclude that 

the fallout debate was far out of proportion to the actual danger because of the strong 

emotions it evoked among  scientists and laypeople. Robert A. Divine puts forward the 

classic view that a small number of outspoken scientists mixed scientific facts about 

global fallout with political opinions for or against a nuclear test ban.
11

 Historians also 

claim that diverse images associated with nuclear energy amplified the perceived risk of 

global fallout. The work of Spencer R. Weart represents this symbolic approach  to the 

fallout debate.  He argues that the genetic and carcinogenic effects of radioactive fallout 

forged the association  between  nuclear weapons and the theme of ―contamination‖ as a 

moral failure.
12

  

The above arguments assume that the judgment of  the  potential  harm of global 

fallout  projected into the future, which this dissertation calls ―risk,‖ concerns technical 

facts alone. Political and mental forces, according to them, distorted this objective 

assessment in one way or another. Informed by the sociological studies of risk, I will 

argue that risk is a ―trans-scientific‖ object, straddling both scientific facts and social 

values.
13

 It was a tension between the two elements embedded in the judgment of risk, I 

will argue, that drove the course of the fallout debate from the beginning to the end. The 

                                                 
11

 Robert A. Divine, Blowing on the Wind: The Nuclear Test Ban Debate, 1954-1960 (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1978), 321-322. 
12

 Spencer R. Weart, Nuclear Fear: A History of Image (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1988), 188-190. For more about the cultural symbolism of radioactive fallout, see Margot A. 

Henriksen, Dr. Strangelove’s America: Society and Culture in the Atomic Age (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1997), 54-58; Allan M. Winkler, Life under the Cloud: American Anxiety about the 

Atom (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1993), 84-108. 
13

 Alvin M. Weinberg, ―Science and Trans-Science,‖ Minerva 10 (1972): 209-222.  
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composite nature of risk stems from the proposition that any small amount of radiation 

exposure carries a proportional degree of carcinogenic and  hereditary effects.
14

 

Subscribing to the linear non-threshold (LNT) hypothesis, radiation protection experts 

have long insisted that the risk of low-level radiation is not a technical fact but a problem 

of social acceptance.  

What complicates the trans-scientific nature of risk is that its scientific dimension is 

also socially constructed. Scientific ―facts‖ presuppose fulfilling a desirable degree of 

accuracy, which the scientific community defines through various protocols.
15

 The nature 

of global fallout, however, forces us to relax the conventional definition of scientific 

rigor. One of the major reasons for this relaxation is that it is simply impossible to sample 

the entire world to determine the exact distribution of fallout in the environment. Project 

Sunshine, one of the most ambitious sampling program organized by the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission (USAEC), managed to cover only 3 x 10
-14

 of the Earth‘s surface at 

one point.
16 

Additionally, the radiation dose from global fallout is close to the natural 

radiation baseline, the data required to establish a dose-effect function by statistical 

means is considerably multiplied. Estimates of the genetic mutation rate even in the 

relatively high range of some 100 roentgens (approximately 1 Sv) still required 125,000 

white mice.
17

 The definition of scientific facts when dealing global fallout is depends on 

                                                 
14

 For the historical evolution of the linear non-threshold hypothesis for radiation protection, see J. 

Samuel Walker, Permissible Dose: A History of Radiation Protection in the Twentieth Century 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000).  
15

 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 3
rd

 edition (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1996).  
16

 Weaver to Eisenbud, June 2, 1957, in fldr: Continuation of Program 1956-1957, Records of the 

Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation (CBEAR), The National Academies 

Archives (NAA), Washington DC.   
17

 Report of the Committee on Radiation Biology of the Genetics Society of Canada, Draft – 25 

November 1960, 5475-GE-40, vol. 5160, Records of the Department of External Affairs (RG 25), 

National Library and Archive of Canada (NLAC), Ottawa.  
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how far scientific experts and laypeople are willing to bear the burden of uncertainty. In 

short, one cannot separate scientific facts from social values in the assessment of risk.   

Since the judgment of risk is trans-scientific, it closely mirrors the state of social 

consent to cultural values.
18

 The anthropologist Mary Douglas once observed that the 

perception of pollution and its management reflect cultural values that maintain a 

particular social order.
19

 Historical studies of smoke pollution in the United States and 

Great Britain during the Victorian and Progressive eras have demonstrated that the 

perception of pollution varies according to one‘s attitude toward the industrialization that 

caused the problem. Some people accepted coal smoke as the inevitable price of 

industrial progress. Others approached the problem with a reformist mindset, seeing it as 

a symbol of waste. Yet others deplored the pollution as a systemic crisis of the social 

order as a whole.
20

  

This observation holds true for radioactive fallout. The mid-20
th

 century world, to 

borrow Eric Hobsbawm‘s expression, was an ―age of extremes.‖
21

 The unbounded 

optimism regarding the march of modern civilization coexisted with the horror of 

totalitarian dictatorships and nuclear annihilation. In the pursuit of progress and  peace  

numerous new chemical and radioactive materials were created and  these elements soon 

                                                 
18

 Mary Douglas and Aaron Wildavsky, Risk and Culture: An Essay on the Selection of Technical and 

Environmental Dangers (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982), 1-6. 
19 

Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concept of Pollution and Taboo (London: 

Routledge, 2002; c. 1966).  
20

 Stephen Mosley, The Chimney of the World: A History of Smoke Pollution in Victorian and 
Edwardian Manchester (Cambridge: The White Horse Press, 2001), 69-116; David Stradling, 

Smokestacks and Progressives: Environmentalists, Engineers, and Air Quality in America, 1881-1951 

(Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999); Peter Thorsheim, Inventing Pollution: 
Coal, Smoke, and Culture in Britain since 1800 (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2006).  
21

 Eric J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes: A History of the World, 1914-1991 (New York: Vintage 

Books, 1996).  
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found their way into the environment and reached human bodies.
22

 One key concept to 

taming the environmental feedback of industrial modernity and security anxiety is 

comparative risk analysis. It is a method which quantifies and compares danger to the 

benefits and costs of regulation.
23

 At times, this approach could push the limit of 

tolerance to modern hazards to an extremely high level. Comparative risk analysis, for 

example, was a valued approach to nuclear survival.
24

 This dissertation will demonstrate 

that comparative risk analysis also provided a paradigm that deemed the risk of global 

fallout to be insignificant and acceptable. It aimed to promote a sense of proportion 

comparing the infinitesimal biological effects of low-level radiation to the various 

hazards that the natural environment, industrial civilization, and the Cold War created.  

Global fallout, however, posed a singular challenge to the logic of comparative risk 

analysis. Its source of contamination, nuclear weapons testing, lay in the heart of Cold 

War politics. The era of atmospheric testing until the conclusion of the Partial Test Ban 

Treaty (PTBT) in 1963 witnessed the accelerating nuclear arms race among three major 

powers, the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union, joined by France after 

1960.
25

 The divided world sharply disagreed over the role of weapons testing in national 

security and world peace. Comparative risk analysis became all the more controversial 

                                                 
22

 Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity (London: Sage Publications, 1992).    
23

 For the critical explanation of risk analysis, see Soraya Boudia, ―Global Regulation: Controlling and 

Accepting Radioactivity Risks,‖ History and Technology 23, no. 4 (2007): 389-406; Joseph B. Boland, 

―The Cold War Legacy of Regulatory Risk Analysis: The Atomic Energy Commission and Radiation 

Safety,‖ PhD diss. (University of Oregon, 2002). 
24

 Sharon Ghamari-Tabrizi, The Worlds of Herman Kahn: The Intuitive Science of Thermonuclear War 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005).   
25

 France tested its first atomic weapon in 1960, and China did in 1964. Their contributions to global 

fallout contamination, however, did not come until their respective success in developing the 

thermonuclear weapon in 1968 and 1967. By then, the other three nuclear powers had agreed to ban 
atmospheric testing and contained the sources of contamination underground. For the French and 

Chinese test programs, see Robert S. Norris, ―French and Chinese Nuclear Weapon Testing,‖ Security 
Dialogue 27, no.1 (1996): 39-54.   
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because contemporaries, both for and against a test ban, put the apocalyptic scenario of a 

nuclear war at the other end of the comparative scale. Another major factor complicating 

comparative risk analysis was that fallout contamination affected the global population in 

a strikingly uneven manner. The histograms of Sr-90 in human bones, for example, 

underline a disproportionate risk to some areas of the world (ILLUSTRATION 0-2). As 

the spatial distribution of risk did not match that of national security, the logic of 

optimization was badly unhinged in the case of global fallout contamination.   

 

ILLUSTRATION 0-2: 

Histograms Showing Comparative Distributions of Sr-90 in Bones
26

 

 

 

The controversial social values surrounding radioactive fallout raise a fundamental 

question behind the concept of acceptable risk: Who should determine what constitutes 

the ―acceptable‖ risk? The struggle for the authorship of risk, which I call the ―politics of 

risk,‖ shaped the course of the fallout debate. Scientific experts, claiming the right to 

make a first approximation of social acceptance, occupied a seminal position in the 

politics of risk. Their crucial role in the problem of radioactive fallout was a culmination 

of the long-term trend since the Progressive Era, in which the social concern of harm 

                                                 
26

 J. Laurence Kulp et al., ―Strontium-90 in Man III,‖ Science 129, no.3358 (1959): 1253. 
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from pollution, initially limited to coal smoke and other perceptible and traceable 

nuisances, came to encompass hidden, complex, and potentially lethal effects like 

chemicals and radiation.
27

 One can perceive the danger of these late industrial pollutants 

only through the mediating eyes of scientists who deploy instruments, classify data, and 

interpret findings. The scientists also became prominent in the politics of risk as the 

management of pollution shifted from the outright abolition of its sources toward its 

technical control based on scientific knowledge.
28

 In short, the experts came to play a 

crucial role in the problem of pollution as its nature evolved into a matter of ―risk‖ to be 

assessed and managed.   

The pivotal position of scientific experts in the politics of risk, however, is 

compromised because of the dilemma between the judgment of risk and its 

legitimization. Although one has to consider both scientific and non-scientific elements to 

determine the acceptable risk, the cognitive authority of scientific experts is effective 

only when dealing with scientific facts as demarcated from social values. The sociologist 

Thomas Gieryn calls this epistemic partition between science and non-science to create 

and maintain a source of cognitive authority ―boundary work.‖
29

 The separation of the 

two domains in order to assert authority in one half of risk appraisal, however, poses a 

danger of losing one‘s claim to the overall judgment of risk. The pressure of 

                                                 
27

  For this expanding scope of concern and the role of scientists, see Stradling, Smokestacks and 
Progressives; Frank Ueköetter, The Age of Smoke: Environmental Policy in Germany and the United 

States, 1880-1970 (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009).  
28

 For the role of technocrats in nuclear reactor safety, see Brian Balogh, Chain Reaction: Expert 

Debate and Public Participation in American Commercial Nuclear Power, 1945-1975 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
29

 Thomas F. Gieryn, ―Boundary-Work and the Demarcation of Science from Non-Science: Strains 

and Interests in Professional Ideologies of Scientists,‖ American Sociological Review 48, no. 6 (1983): 

781-795. Also see Sheila Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch: Science Advisers as Policymakers (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1990): 14, 234-236; Kelly Moore, Disrupting Science: Social 

Movements, American Scientists, and the Politics of the Military, 1945-1975 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2008).  
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depoliticization might deprive scientists of their public voice, whereas scientific 

autonomy might lead to a serious policy implication against the interest of political 

leaders. Stakeholders thus walk a fine line between demarcating and blending the 

scientific and social aspects of risk in order to create, maintain, and mobilize cognitive 

authority in the politics of risk.  

This dissertation will analyze the dilemma of ―boundary work‖ as an analytical 

thread of risk politics from its commencement in 1954 to the conclusion of the PTBT in 

1963. It will place a main focus on the United States, but with a strong emphasis on its 

interactions with Japan, where the fallout crisis first broke out, and also with the other 

two fallout polluters of the time, Great Britain and the Soviet Union 

 

Global fallout as a missing subject 

Before elaborating on the analysis described above, a literature review is in order. 

The subject of radioactive fallout has scarcely lacked for scholarly attention. The number 

of studies discussing fallout contamination are substantial, and their approaches are 

diverse, encompassing diplomatic, peace, cultural, and environmental fields. Most of 

them, however, discuss radioactive fallout only as a proxy of something else. 

Surprisingly few actually dwell on the subject and critically review the politics of risk 

unfolding through the interactions of science and policy, experts and laypeople.    

John McNeill and Corinna Unger have observed that the conventional narrative of 

Cold War history has not readily incorporated an environmental dimension.
30

 Global 

fallout has also suffered from this neglect. Jacob Darwin Hamblin, David Zierler, and 

                                                 
30

 John R. McNeill and Corinna R. Unger, ―Introduction: The Big Picture,‖ in Environmental Histories 
of the Cold War, ed, McNeill and Unger (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 3. 
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others are leading the way in bringing biological, chemical, and radioactive 

contamination into the heart of Cold War politics.
31

 Despite this momentum for a new 

synthesis, diplomatic historians still approach the subject of global fallout only as a 

background for a parallel debate about a nuclear test ban. Their primary interests lie in 

the test ban debate and its geopolitical and arms control effects, such as the implications 

of presidential leadership and scientific advice in U.S. arms control policy,
 32

 the role of a 

transnational scientist network in promoting arms control on both sides of the Iron 

Curtain,
 33

 nuclear nonproliferation,
34

 U.S.-U.K. partnership in nuclear policy,
35

 and the 

                                                 
31

 Jacob Darwin Hamblin, ―A Global Contamination Zone: Early Cold War Planning for 
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Think about the Environment (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011).   
32
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United States and the Nuclear Test Ban Negotiations (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
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the role of the President‘s Science Advisory Committee established in November 1957. Charles Albert 

Appleby, ―Eisenhower and Arms Control, 1953-1961: A Balance of Risks,‖ PhD diss. (Johns Hopkins 

University, 1987); Divine, Blowing on the Wind; Benjamin P. Greene, Eisenhower, Science Advice, 

and the Nuclear Test-Ban Debate, 1945-1963 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007); Gregg 

Herken, Cardinal Choices: Presidential Science Advising from the Atomic Bomb to SDI (Stanford, 

CA: Stanford University Press, 2000; c. 1992), 101-145; Martha Smith-Norris, ―The Eisenhower 

Administration and the Nuclear Test Ban Talks, 1958-1960: Another Challenge to ‗Revisionism‘,‖ 

Diplomatic History 27, no. 4 (2003): 503-541; Martha J. Smith, ―The Nuclear Testing Policies of the 

Eisenhower Administration, 1953-60,‖ PhD diss. (University of Toronto, 1997); P. F. I. Pharo, ―A 

Precondition for Peace: Transparency and the Test-Ban Negotiations, 1958-1963,‖ The International 

History Review 22, no. 3 (2000):557-582; Zuoyue Wang, In Sputnik’s Shadow: The President’s Science 

Advisory Committee and Cold War America (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008). 

For Kennedy‘s leadership style and the test ban, see Glenn T. Seaborg with Benjamin S. Loeb, 

Kennedy, Khrushchev, and the Test Ban (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981); Andreas 

Wenger and Marcel Gerber, ―John F. Kennedy and the Limited Test Ban Treaty: A Case Study for 

Presidential Leadership,‖ Presidential Studies Quarterly 29, no. 2 (1999): 460-487. 
33

 Matthew Evangelista, Unarmed Forces: The Transnational Movement to End the Cold War (Ithaca, 

NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 45-89. 
34

 Susanna Schrafstetter and Stephen Twigge, Avoiding Armageddon: Europe, the United States, and 

the Struggle for Nuclear Nonproliferation, 1945-1970 (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2004), 85-131. 
35
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1962 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994); J. P. G. Freeman, Britain’s Nuclear Arms Control Policy in the 
Context of Anglo-American Relations, 1957-68 (New York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1986); Kendrick 
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onset of détente in Europe.
36

 The same holds true for the literature of peace movements, 

which discusses the subject of global fallout only as a backdrop for the upsurge of 

grassroots antinuclear campaigns in the mid-1950s.
37

 Given their research interests, it is 

understandable that no diplomatic or peace historian has consistently followed the 

element of global fallout in and out of the test-ban debate. Equating the fallout debate 

with the test-ban debate has a danger of masking the former‘s autonomous dynamic. 

Indeed, there is no coherent analysis of the fallout debate revolving around knowledge 

production, risk assessment by experts, and societal feedbacks.  

Surprisingly, global fallout is also missing from post-WWII environmental history. 

Studies of environmental movements, for example, have ignored the subject altogether, 

commonly dating the origin of environmentalism only back to 1962‘s publication of 

Silent Spring, Rachel Carson‘s provocative book on the dangers of DDT.
38

 Studies that 

trace the movement‘s origins further back in time have concentrated on industrial, urban, 

and consumer sources of pollution.
39

 Thanks to Michael Egan, Ralph H. Lutts, and Frank 

                                                                                                                                                 
Oliver, Kennedy, Macmillan, and the Nuclear Test-Ban Debate, 1961-63 (London: Macmillan, 1998). 
36

 Itsuki Kurashina, ―Binding the Germans and Talking with the Soviets: U.S. Disarmament Policy 

and the Junktim with German Reunification, 1955-1960,‖ PhD diss. (Rutgers University, 2004); 

Vojtech Mastny, ―The 1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty: A Missed Opportunity for Détente?‖ Journal of 
Cold War Studies 10, no. 1 (2008), 3-25; Marc Trachtenberg, A Constructed Peace: The Making of the 

European Settlement, 1945-1963 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999), 382-402. 
37

 Milton S. Katz, Ban the Bomb: A History of SANE, the Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, 1957-

1985 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1986); Robert Kleidman, Organizing for Peace: Neutrality, 

the Test Ban, and the Freeze (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1993), 89-134; Jeffrey W. 

Knopf, Domestic Society and International Cooperation: The Impact of Protest on US Arms Control 

Policy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 108-157; Lawrence S. Wittner, The Struggle 
against the Bomb, Vol.2: Resisting the Bomb, 1954-1970 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 

1997).  
38

 For example, see Timothy Doyle, Environmental Movements in Majority and  
Minority Worlds: A Global Perspective (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2005), 148-

60; Rik Scarce, Eco-Warriors: Understanding the Radical Environmental Movement (Walnut Creek, 

CA: Left Coast Press, 2006), 47-56. 
39
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Zelko, we can see more clearly the impacts of the fallout debate upon some modern 

environmental protagonists such as Barry Commoner, Rachel Carson, and Greenpeace.
40

 

Still, the conspicuous lack of global fallout in the mainstream account of U.S. and British 

environmental histories reflects the dominant paradigm that modern pollution results 

primarily from industrial growth and economic affluence.
41

 This thesis has an effect of 

orienting the basic direction of pollution studies toward the urban environment.
42

 Some 

environmental historians have scaled up their levels of analysis to a national and 

comparative perspective, but stay focused on industrial pollutants, such as coal smoke, 

automobile exhausts, and chemicals.
43

 Others are also pursuing the problems of 

transborder and global contamination, such as smelter smoke and acid rain,
44

 

                                                 
40

 Michael Egan, Barry Commoner and the Science of Survival: The Remaking of American 
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University Press, 1974).  
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international river and marine pollution,
45

 ocean disposal of radioactive waste,
46

 ozone 

depletion,
47

 and greenhouse gas emissions.
48

 Even at this level of analysis, global fallout 

is conspicuously missing from the list of subjects. Perhaps a sole exception is the work of 

Marvin S. Soroos, a political scientist who discusses the PTBT as one of the international 

attempts to protect the atmosphere. He calls the agreement an early example of a 

―precautionary principle,‖ which saw scientific uncertainty as a sufficient reason for the 

cessation of contamination. But he does not pursue this point to study a historical process 

of defining potential harm and measuring its acceptability. Instead, Soroos simply 

concludes that conventional Cold War politics, separate from ―scientific or technical 

concerns,‖ led to the conclusion of the limited ban.
49

  

Historians of the U.S. West are examining the Cold War legacies of radioactive 

contamination in the Hanford nuclear complex, the Nevada Test Site, uranium mining, 

                                                                                                                                                 
Environmental History Review 1, no. 2 (1996): 34-51; idem, Smelter Smoke in North America: The 
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peaceful nuclear explosives, and radioactive waste disposals.
50

 Indeed, it was the health 

problems among local residents (―downwinders‖) and soldiers (―atomic veterans‖) that 

triggered the first wave of journalistic accounts and historical inquiries about fallout 

contamination in the 1980s.
51

 A similar concern also gave rise to concurrent studies on 

the British incidents.
 52

 Recent work by Frederick Anthony Schoemehl underlines both 

the analytical strength and weaknesses of a regional environmental-historical approach. 

The regional framework ably demonstrates how the USAEC managed to mobilize local 

populations and nature for the Cold War. A barren desert was converted into the ideal 

experimental site for fallout contamination, and local communities were persuaded to see 

themselves not as innocent bystanders at risk but rather as active participants in national 

defense.
53

 The regional approach, however, tends to obscure the global nature of 

contamination as a central force behind the fallout debate. More importantly, it fails to 
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address the macro-politics of risk assessment at the national and international levels and 

the vertical feedbacks to the local and regional levels.  

 

Three sites of risk politics 

The literature review has indicated that global fallout as a subject of independent 

inquiry is altogether missing from extant studies on U.S. foreign relations, social 

movements, and human-nature relations. This dissertation aims to bring worldwide 

contamination back into our understanding of the Cold War as well as of global 

environmental politics. It will follow the dilemma of boundary work between science and 

non-science as a driving force behind the politics of risk, whose locus constantly shifted 

along the triangle of public debates, scientific research, and expert panels. Thanks to 

historians of science, each node of the triangle has a wealth of studies to draw on. This 

dissertation aims to bring them into a dialogue and synthesize all dimensions as the three 

interrelated phases of the struggle for cognitive authority in the politics of risk.  

The official histories of U.S. and British atmospheric testing provide a good starting 

point to connect the three dots of scientific activities. The USAEC and the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC) sponsored a series of studies on the role of U.S. federal 

agencies in radiation protection. Barton C. Hacker provides the most complete 

documentation of radiation safety regulations and actual exposure in the Manhattan 

Project and also in the Nevada and Pacific nuclear test sites.
54

 Hacker‘s counterparts in 

Australia and Britain, Lorna Arnold, Margaret Gowing, and J. L. Symonds, published a 
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detailed account on the British nuclear tests and radiation safety problems in the vicinity 

of the Australian and Pacific test sites.
55

 While the above works concentrate on the 

nuclear test sites and their surrounding regions, George T. Mazuzan and J. Samuel 

Walker were the first to lay out the general course of the fallout debate as a watershed 

moment in the USAEC‘s regulatory activities.
56

 Richard G. Hewlett and Jack M. Holl 

revisit the subject in an attempt to underline the USAEC‘s dual roles as both a nuclear 

weapons developer and the protector of radiation health.
57

  

While official histories appraise the USAEC‘s involvement in the fallout debate, a 

number of studies reveal the individual and collective profiles of U.S. scientists engaged 

in the controversy. Carolyn Kopp provides a first approximation of this task, arguing that 

the debate was rooted in differing yet interconnected disciplinary, institutional, and 

political interests. She describes a typical profile of the scientist who is alarmed by fallout 

hazards as being from a biological discipline, in an academic position, critical of 

McCarthyism, and in favor of a partial or total test ban.
58

 J. Christopher Jolly refines 

Kopp‘s generalization through the close analysis of the rivalry between medical science 

and genetics over radiation protection. He argues that the debate revolved mainly around 

the nature of scientific proof and the ethics of scientists in public affairs rather than 
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around institutional affiliations or political opinions.
59

  

Instead of disciplinary rivalry, Paul Rubinson focuses on the nexus of ethics and 

power. He approaches the fallout debate as a continuation of the integration of U.S. 

scientists into the Cold War consensus, which divided their community into moral 

crusaders outside the state, anticommunist lobbyists backed by cold warriors, and 

technocratic advisers inside the corridors of power. Rubinson finds that the fallout debate 

took place largely between the first two types and examined an archetype scientist from 

each camp. Linus Pauling, a Nobel-laureate chemist, coated his moral critique of global 

fallout in the language of science, whereas Edward Teller, a nuclear weapon lab director, 

used the same rhetoric of science to dismiss any risk and forestall a nuclear test ban.
60

  

While Kopp, Jolly, and Rubinson analyze a type of scientist activism grounded in the 

blending of science and ethics, Michael Egan and Kelly Moore illuminate another role 

model of the scientist as an interpreter of scientific information divorced from value 

judgments. In his biography of Barry Commoner, a botanist who launched a fallout 

information clearinghouse in St. Louis, Egan points out that Commoner denied the 

privilege of scientific experts or policymakers in determining ―acceptable risk.‖ His 

alternative vision was to inform the public so they could make intelligent decisions about 

what constituted an acceptable risk by themselves.
61

 Moore adds that Commoner‘s 

―information‖ model was in part a forced tactic to avoid the red-baiting that imperiled 
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Pauling and other outspoken critics of the Cold War. More importantly, it was a desperate 

attempt to redraw a clear line between the ―scientific‖ and the ―political‖ domains to 

reassert the former‘s autonomy, authority, and power when the fallout debate was 

muddying the reputation of experts as an enlightened voice in public affairs.
62

  

The existing studies on the fallout debate detail the practice of boundary work by 

individual scientists. Building on them, this dissertation will consistently follow the 

dynamic of demarcation and blending of science and value through which scientific 

experts either found or lost their voices in the public forum. It will also seek to 

contextualize the fallout debate with the parallel development of scientific research and 

expert reviews as different aspects of the same boundary work. All stakeholders tried to 

shape the public controversy to their favor through fallout monitoring and biomedical 

research as well as by commissioning an assessment of risk by expert panels. The 

feedback from research and evaluation, in turn, reopened the fallout debate and pushed it 

in a new direction.   

The interlocking of scientific research with risk assessment and management during 

the Cold War is a theme which has well informed the historical studies of Cold War 

sciences. A number of excellent studies have discussed the context of motivation behind 

the post-WWII development of bioenvironmental sciences. Angela N. H. Craeger and 

others trace the evolution of radiation biology and genetics as an example of the 

patronage and mobilization of science by U.S. and British atomic energy agencies for the 

Cold War.
63

 The U.S. national security state also converted the radioactively 
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contaminated landscape surrounding nuclear test sites and atomic energy installations 

into field laboratories equipped with radioactive tracers for a troop of oceanographers, 

meteorologists, biologists, and system ecologists.
64

  

These studies invariably noted that national atomic energy agencies patronized 

bioenvironmental studies to understand and control radiation hazards and contamination. 

But it is less clear from the existing works how exactly the fallout debate and the 

assessment of risk at expert panels shaped the course of biomedical and environmental 
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research, and also how the resulting data fed back to the other two sites of risk politics. 

This non-scientific background of fallout-related research programs is crucial because 

these studies contained a conflict of missions between science and policy. This dualistic 

nature enhanced their political values as the supplier of ―scientific facts‖ helping their 

governments to evaluate risk, but it also compromised their scientific qualities and 

created opportunities for contention. This dissertation will closely follow this science-

policy tension embedded in fallout-related studies, which created both opportunities and 

dangers for scientists around the world to assert their authority in the fallout debate.   

Another area of scientific research examined in this dissertation is the dynamic of 

technological substitution. As Edward A. Parson points out in the case of stratospheric 

ozone depletion, the political crisis developed in parallel with the invention of 

replacements for ozone depletion substances, which in turn reshaped the ―national 

interests‖ of negotiating parties and facilitated their agreement to protect the ozone 

layer.
65

 A strikingly similar interaction characterized the case of global fallout. The 

continual public controversy and the inconclusive state of expert reviews stimulated the 

development of technologies to reduce fission fallout (called ―clean bombs‖) and also to 

conduct underground testing, which in turn made it feasible to conclude a limited test ban 

instead of a total ban saddled with seemingly insurmountable arms control problems. 

While existing studies have treated this dynamic as a natural course of technological 

development or as an expensive propaganda gimmick, this dissertation will examine the 

co-evolution of the fallout debate and technological innovation.    

Finally, the dimension of expert reviews is a relatively new and understudied topic 

compared to the other two dimensions of risk politics. As the fallout debate flared up in 
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the public sphere and scientific research proved inconclusive, policy makers, concerned 

citizens, and scientific experts alike turned to expert panels, for an ―objective and 

dispassionate‖ assessment. At a first glance, this choice seemed appropriate in order to 

divorce political rhetoric from what appeared to be a technical question. As discussed 

before, however, risk is genuinely trans-scientific. This dissertation will analyze a tension 

between science and policy in the origin and development of various expert panels as part 

of the worldwide struggle for scientific authority in determining acceptable risk.  

A few scholars have studied this crucial dimension of risk politics. Their focus is on 

one particular expert committee. Gilbert F. Whittmore briefly touches on the fallout 

debate in his analysis of the NCRP as a professional self-regulation mechanism.
66

 Jacob 

Darwin Hamblin and J. Christopher Jolly both examine the Committee on the Biological 

Effects of Atomic Radiation (BEAR), established in 1955 by the U.S. National Academy 

of Science (NAS) in order to assess various global fallout hazards. Jolly focuses on the 

disciplinary tension between the medical and genetics communities in their respective 

BEAR panels.
67

 Hamblin, on the other hand, is more interested in various techniques to 

ensure the scientific authority of the BEAR report, namely control of media exposure and 

close coordination with the Medical Research Council (MRC), its British counterpart in 

charge of producing a similar report.
68

  

Joseph Boland and Soraya Boudia, on the other hand, discuss the overall system of 

radiation protection as an instrument of power. Boland claims that the USAEC devised a 
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technocratic model of risk analysis in order to prevent safety concerns from interfering 

with nuclear weapons programs designed to prevent the greatest risk of nuclear 

annihilation.
69

 In her work on the rise of the international structure of radiation safety 

regulations, Boudia also offers a critical understanding of expert reviews as a hegemonic 

project of political authorities and radiation experts. She explains that the fallout debate 

threatened their authoritative position on the issue of radiation hazards. As a result, the 

international regime was established to ―objectivize‖ and ―depoliticize‖ the issue in order 

to facilitate the social acceptance of controversial technologies.
70

   

This dissertation aims to take the challenge set by Boland and Boudia and 

demonstrate dynamic, interactive, and even subversive politics of risk. If the system of 

expert reviews simply legitimatized the acceptable risk of radioactive fallout, why did we 

come to control the source of contamination at all? To illustrate the paradoxes in the 

supposedly hegemonic project of risk regulations, the dissertation will analyze a dynamic 

of inter- and intra-committee competitions for scientific authority, as done by Hamblin in 

his meticulous study of radioactive waste disposal at sea.
71

 To do so, it will closely 

examine the complex interrelationship of all expert panels concerned in generating 

cognitive authority and their response to public debate and scientific research.  

 

Organization of the dissertation  

The dissertation, divided into twelve chapters, will trace the dynamic of boundary 

work as the locus of risk politics was constantly moving among the triangle of public 

debate, scientific research, and expert reviews. The crisis began on March 1, 1954, when 
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a U.S. thermonuclear detonation in the Mid-Pacific accidentally showered a massive 

amount of radioactive fallout outside the danger zone, irradiating U.S. servicemen, 

Marshall Islanders, and about two dozen Japanese fishermen on a small tuna boat. Before 

examining the global dimension of the crisis, Chapter One will situate this so-called 

Lucky Dragon incident within the framework of U.S.-Japan relations. The Pacific crisis 

unfolded in the absence of expert consensus regarding radiation protection standards for 

this unprecedented scale of contamination. The chapter will discuss how the central 

control of knowledge production, the establishment of standards by experts, and Tokyo‘s 

public diplomacy managed to successfully resolve this crisis.  

   Chapter Two will explain why the contamination revealed by the Lucky Dragon 

incident came to be conceived as a global crisis. Focusing on the role of U.S. geneticists 

as a translator of risk, the chapter will examine their public debate with USAEC staff 

scientists. The debate went out of control because of the dual audience; Experts could not 

communicate risk to laypeople without striking their opponents as misleading. The debate 

had no end because of a deep divide of expert opinions with regard to risk perspective, 

scientific uncertainty, and the scientists‘ role in public affairs. Chapter Three will discuss 

how the scientists‘ movement joined the debate and competed with the U.S. and British 

governments in establishing the multitude of expert committees to demarcate science 

from policy and break the impasse in the fallout debate. It will illuminate the politics 

surrounding the composition of and terms of reference for such reviews, leading to the 

creation of multiple committees of experts by the end of 1955.  

 Chapter Four will examine the review process within the U.S. and British national 

expert panels, which published their respective reports in June 1956. Despite much hope 
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for unanimous and reassuring verdicts, the U.S. report failed to command respect from 

fellow experts, while the British report managed to do so but proved alarming. The 

chapter will seek reasons for the unexpected consequences of the respective panel 

structures in terms of producing scientific authority. Of particular focus is the ambitiously 

designed U.S. committee, in which each disciplinary subsection, instead of working 

together with the others, insisted on its own jurisdiction while deferring a fundamental 

decision about fallout hazards to one another as well as the National Council on 

Radiation Protection (NCRP) in the United States. The British panel avoided this 

compartmentalization and took into account much uncertainty, resulting in a more 

conservative assessment. The failure of the national expert reviews pushed the locus of 

risk politics back into the public scene, as detailed in Chapter Five. With no definitive 

word of reassurance, many nations, including Britain, moved toward some test limitation, 

while the U.S. presidential campaign debated an option of banning H-bomb tests. The 

dynamic of technological substitution also set in, as the U.S. government disclosed the 

development of ―clean‖ bombs. The central control of fallout monitoring began to erode 

as restless consumers, particularly mothers, lobbied for the installation of fresh milk 

surveillance.  

 The public debate drove Washington and Moscow to compete for scientific authority 

to sway the debate in favor of one‘s own nuclear policy. Chapter Six, focusing on the 

United States following the 1956 presidential race, will explain the rise of three distinct 

approaches in defining risk in the matrix of science and social values. Some blended 

science and social values to call for a nuclear test ban, while others did the same in a 

different manner to defend the need of weapons testing for technological innovations. Yet 
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others demarcated both spheres and asked scientists to ―return to the laboratory‖ for 

scientific research. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, had to reconstruct its scientific 

knowledge infrastructure before joining the fallout debate as a full participant. Chapter 

Seven will trace this process, in which Soviet atomic physicists and classic geneticists 

successfully exploited Moscow‘s peace propaganda in their two-front war on domestic 

rivals and nuclear danger. The Kremlin also became interested in forging consensus 

among international scientists to mobilize their cognitive authority to force a test ban on 

its Western nuclear rivals.  

Against the background of the Soviet offensive, the UNSCEAR prepared and 

adopted its final report in June 1958. Chapter Eight will discuss this international expert 

review and its repercussions in the test ban debate. It will first describe how the 

UNSCEAR members negotiated the interface between science and policy in composing 

the report and extending its conclusion to the problem of weapons testing. The chapter 

will then trace the contrasting receptions of the UNSCEAR report among the three 

nuclear countries. The Soviet Union exploited expert opinions as a propaganda tool with 

the aim of bringing about a nuclear test ban, while the opponents of such an agreement in 

the Western nuclear powers put forward a counterproposal designed to limit or eliminate 

fallout emission without halting all tests. In this manner, both the advocates and 

opponents of a test ban came to terms with fallout anxiety as a political fact of life. The 

chapter will also examine the episode of the ―fallout suit‖ as an unrealized alternative to 

the conventional process of risk assessment by experts and policymaking.   

The international crisis largely subsided when three nuclear powers voluntarily 

suspended all weapons tests in November 1958. During this moratorium period, the site 
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of risk politics shifted from the global to the local levels at the heart of the United States. 

This localist turn took place when various citizen groups and subnational public 

authorities collaborated with dissenting experts, initiating fallout surveillance on their 

own. This decentralization of risk knowledge, as detailed in Chapter Nine, coincided with 

another round of expert reviews that led to the significant reduction of ―permissible 

dose.‖ The result was the widespread impression of a vanishing margin of safety, leading 

to a public relations disaster for the U.S. government. President Dwight D. Eisenhower 

refused to resume atmospheric testing until he left office in January 1961. The disaster 

was followed by a new expert review, in which the U.S. Federal Radiation Council issued 

a ―no safe, no danger‖ hypothesis to disabuse the notion of safety margin, only to be 

trapped into expressing the ―acceptable‖ risk with a new and even lower number.  

The fact that global fallout had acquired a public status akin to a taboo was revealed 

when Moscow abruptly resumed atmospheric testing in September 1961. Chapter Ten 

will discuss the strength and limits of this taboo status in driving the politics of risk 

forward. It will explain that global fallout never factored as a chief reason for or against 

another round of nuclear testing. And yet, it proved to be ―sticky‖ at every turn of the 

events until Washington and London managed to restart atmospheric testing in April 

1962. Even Khrushchev, who had cynically used the fear of global fallout as a political 

instrument, now faced the consequences as the international community condemned 

Moscow. Andrei Sakharov, who had become genuinely concerned with fallout hazards 

through his propaganda works, staged fierce dissent from within. The chapter will 

demonstrate how the potential harm of global fallout was consolidated as a social fact 

despite the persistent lack of expert consensus regarding its actual nature and magnitude.  
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Once resuming atmospheric testing, all three nuclear powers tried to replace the 

fallout taboo with the principle of an ―acceptable risk‖ for the sake of national survival. 

As Chapter Eleven will show, however, this maneuver faced great pushback in Britain 

and the United States, where the numerical guides for progressive radiation control, 

designed to reassure people, proved unworkable and even counterproductive. The 

monitoring sites and countermeasures proliferated beyond central control, especially in 

the United States. The chapter will also discuss a relatively small but vocal segment of 

the public, which increasingly perceived the risk of global fallout through a maternal 

lens, while seeking active cooperation with dissenting experts to add scientific authority 

to their moral protests. Chapter Twelve will conclude the dissertation by deciphering the 

enigmatic birth of the PTBT, arguing that it was the resilience of the Cold War mindset 

that finally paved the way to the conclusion of the partial ban as a global regulation of 

fallout pollution.    
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

THE LUCKY DRAGON INCIDENT:  

THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF A PACIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 

 

On March 1, 1954, a Japanese tuna boat, the Fukuryu Maru No. 5, had been afloat in 

the Mid-Pacific since leaving the port of Yaizu, southwest of Tokyo, in January. The 

crew began casting nets at 1:00 a.m. and finished by 3:17 a.m. The equatorial sky was 

dark and clear, with a warm breeze from east-north-east. Around 3:40 am, a sudden 

reddish flash appeared above the horizon west-south-west of the boat. The flare gradually 

turned into yellowish-white, then regained its red tint before fading into the dark sky. 

Seven or eight minutes later, the crew heard twice the sound of an explosion, yet felt no 

blast. The crew began to frantically pull the lines and catch aboard. Two or three hours 

later, fine dust, like white sand, began to sprinkle the boat. It quickly whitened the fish, 

the crew, and everything else on the decks. The dust accumulated enough to leave visible 

footprints until it finally stopped around noon. The crew rushed to wash away the 

mysterious white powder. Two or three days later, the 23 crew members began to feel 

slight headaches. Some also complained of nausea. Seven or eight days later, parts of 

their bodies that the ashes had covered—the neck, face, and ears—began to look burned 

and became sore.
1
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The crew was only vaguely aware that something ominous had happened: the flash 

they saw was a thermonuclear weapon explosion, Shot BRAVO, the opening shot of 

Operation Castle, a U.S. nuclear test series in the Pacific. The dust was a cluster of 

radionuclides scattered by BRAVO, which fell onto the 23 Japanese fishermen as well as 

28 U.S. personnel and 236 Marshall Islanders on a few neighboring atolls. The U.S. joint 

task forces secretly evacuated the latter two groups of people within a few days of the 

incident.
2
 Unknown to them, however, was the Japanese boat, hurrying its way northwest 

back to its home port in Japan. The Fukuryu Maru, bearing an auspicious name meaning 

a “lucky dragon,” became an accidental messenger of foreboding about the fallout peril to 

the world.   

Many Japanese have recalled the Lucky Dragon incident through the lens of 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki and regarded it as the nation’s third experience of atomic 

victimization. Historians have also examined the legacies of the incident within the 

context of nuclear disarmament and U.S.-Japan relations.
3
 Few, however, have analyzed 

what turned the tragedy of one unfortunate boat into a nationwide crisis. The Lucky 

Dragon incident, first and foremost, heralded the beginning of a global environmental 
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contamination crisis arising from the worldwide reach of radioactive fallout. It laid bare a 

variety of risks, real and imagined, that the detectable level of residual radioactivity from 

nuclear tests posed upon air, water, foodstuffs, and human health in the world. In an 

immediate sense, the Lucky Dragon incident triggered a crisis across the Pacific. 

Japanese and American physicians, disputing the diagnosis and treatment of the Fukuryu 

Maru crew, contributed much to the tension between the two allied nations. The 

discovery of lingering radioactivity in the environment, however, converted the entire 

nation of Japan into becoming “another Fukuryu Maru” and brought the crisis to a whole 

new stage.  

This chapter will analyze this environmental dimension of the Lucky Dragon incident 

within the context of U.S.-Japan relations, with a focus on the feedback triangle of public 

debates, scientific research, and expert reviews. Central to the making of the crisis were 

the politics of environmental radiation monitoring and radiation safety standards. When a 

spontaneous network of surveillance alerted people to radioactive dust but experts were 

divided over a permissible dose, concerned Japanese citizens acted in self-defense. 

Japan’s mass-based antinuclear movement was born out of this dynamic. The two 

governments, eager to “unmake” the Lucky Dragon incident, tried to regain their lost 

control over risk knowledge. In the end, however, the crisis was unmade only when 

Tokyo launched antinuclear diplomacy to win back trust from its citizens and contain the 

grassroots campaign.  
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The making of the Lucky Dragon incident 

On March 16, 1954, Yomiuri Shimbun, Japan’s national daily newspaper, had the 

scoop on the return of the Fukuryu Maru No. 5 to Yaizu, its home port, located roughly a 

hundred miles southwest of Tokyo. A media blitz followed, and the nation’s attention 

was riveted to the “atomic disease” to which the crew had allegedly succumbed. It was 

soon determined that all 23 fishermen received a high level of full body radiation 

exposure.
4
 The diagnosis and treatment of the Fukuryu Maru crew soon became a 

controversy among physicians at every level. Within the Japanese medical community, a 

bureaucratic turf war broke out between the University of Tokyo medical team and Japan 

National Institutes of Health.
5
 The mixture of the Japanese scientists’ professional pride 

and nationalistic sentiments blocked the American physicians and scientists from gaining 

full access to the patients and clinical data. Both sides were also at odds with one another 

over the choice of treatment. The Japanese physicians administered a massive blood 

transfusion to fight the low blood count. The American counterparts, however, advised 

the use of antibiotics, fearing that the serum might trigger a serious side effect. In late 

September, when Aikichi Kuboyama died of liver failure, the physicians of both nations 

argued back and forth over the cause of his death.
6
 The U.S.-Japan medical cooperation 

collapsed while Kuboyama became a martyr of Japan’s third atomic victimization.  
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What turned the misfortune of the Fukuryu Maru and its crew into a nationwide 

panic, however, was the “atomic tuna” aboard the boat. Immediately after the arrival of 

the Fukuryu Maru, radio broadcasts made “emergency announcements,” warning that 

around 28,000 pounds of contaminated tuna and shark had already been unloaded and 

shipped from Yaizu to Tokyo, Nagoya, Kobe, Osaka, Kyoto, Fukuoka, and other central 

Pacific coastal cities.
7
 Although most of the fish was seized en route and buried deep 

underground, the sales of fish nosedived. Perhaps the best indicator of the mass psychosis 

was the price of tuna, which plummeted to around sixty percent of its normal value a 

month after the incident.
8
  

Contrary to the impression from the word, the Lucky Dragon “incident” resulted from 

a tension between the dual uses of the Mid-Pacific. Taking over the Marshall Islands 

from Japan as a U.N. trustee, the United States converted the region into an “American 

lake” in the name of world security.
9
 In 1946, it began to conduct nuclear testing as an 

exercise of its mandate. At the same time, Japan turned its eye to the Mid-Pacific once 

again as a lucrative tuna fishing ground. After the Pacific War, Japan’s fishing grounds 

were being squeezed from all directions. During its occupation period, the United Nations 

imposed severe restrictions upon the fishing area open to Japan. South Korea and 

Mainland China, revengeful of Japan’s prewar dominance in exploiting marine resources, 

unleashed a “war” on their former enemy’s fishing boats in the Yellow and East China 

Seas. Soviet Russia also forced Japanese pollack and crab fisheries out of the Sea of 
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Okhotsk. Even Japan’s postwar “allies” were no exception. Upon the end of the 

occupation, Japan was obliged to enter a conservation treaty with Canada and the United 

States, which required the Japanese to “abstain” from fishing salmon and halibut off the 

North American coast.
10

  

In this postwar “containment” of Japanese fisheries in the high seas, the only 

direction of expansion was the Mid-Pacific for tuna fishing. Aware of Japan’s plight, the 

United States allowed Japanese boats to operate in the high seas around and beyond the 

Marshall Islands, beginning on a limited basis in 1950. Washington hoped that the 

opening of the tuna field would reorient Japanese fisheries from the seas in dispute, 

relieve the food shortage at home, and enable the country to export surplus tuna to the 

U.S. market.
11

 Upon regaining sovereignty in 1952, Japan embarked on a full exploitation 

of the tuna fields. Under the slogan of “from inshore to offshore, from offshore to deep 

sea,” the Japanese government responded by enacting a special law in 1953 for fishermen 

to enlarge their vessels and convert them into oceangoing tuna boats.
12

 Riding on this 

promotion, Japan’s tuna exports to the United States increased from 1951 through 1954 at 

an average annual rate of 12.4 percent.
13

 The triangular flow of tuna in the Pacific, from 

the Mid-Pacific to Japan and then to the United States, became a strategic tool to revive 
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Japan from the ruins of the war and remake it into an anticommunist bulwark for the Cold 

War in Asia. “Radioactive tuna” thus struck the Japanese fishing industry at the very 

moment when it was struggling to rebuild itself through the tuna boom.  

Tokyo and Washington quickly concluded that the best way to contain the tuna panic 

was the radiation monitoring of tuna at seaports. On March 18, Japan’s Ministry of 

Health and Welfare ordered all tuna boats returning from the Mid-Pacific waters to report 

to five designated ports (Shiogama, Ishinomaki, Tokyo, Misaki, Yaizu) for radiological 

scanning. On the same day, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) alerted its 

West Coast districts, asking them to inspect tuna imports from Japan. The U.S. tuna 

industry, however, was far from satisfied by these measures. U.S. buyers threatened to 

cancel orders of tuna from Japan, barring irrefutable proof of no contamination in the 

delivery. This industrial interest raised the bar of safety much higher than otherwise. 

Tokyo was forced to promise that no fish showing signs of radioactivity would be 

shipped to the United States.
14

 The USAEC also decided to dispatch Merrill Eisenbud, 

the director of its Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL), to Tokyo in order to assist the 

Japanese in meeting the demand of the U.S. tuna importers.  

The outstanding question was how to define what constituted excess radioactivity in 

tuna. A simple solution was to reject fish which showed any radiation above natural 

background levels. This zero tolerance approach was predicated on the assumption that 

oceangoing fish caught outside the danger zone would show no detectable artificial 

radioactivity at all. The USAEC was confident in this hypothesis. John Bugher, the 

director of the USAEC Division of Biology and Medicine (DBM), concluded that ocean 
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currents would dilute any radioactivity beyond a few hundred miles of the proving 

grounds.
15

 On March 23, a statement on this theory of non-detectability was quickly 

wired to Tokyo for press release.
16

 Meeting with Japanese officials on the same day, 

Eisenbud stressed the importance of uniformity in tuna inspection standards across the 

Pacific, recommending 100 counts per minute (cpm)
 17

 above normal background as an 

operational threshold to disqualify tuna for export.
18

 Following the FDA’s procedure, the 

Japan Scientific Council (JCS), an independent organization of scientists with an 

advisory status for the government on scientific affairs, determined the warning threshold 

at 100 cpm of beta-gamma radiation at a 10 cm distance from the surface of tuna. The 

fish whose radioactivity was over the threshold were then to be inspected in detail. If 

even part of the cargo registered radioactivity above 300 cpm, the entire shipment was to 

be buried underground or thrown into the sea.
19

 It was hoped that the strict and uniform 

standards would convince producers and consumers that “radioactive tuna” was an 

unfortunate but isolated phenomenon unique to those aboard the Fukuryu Maru. 

Port inspections with strict standards, as it turned out, rather fueled the panic because 

they continued to find “radioactive tuna” from other boats. After Operation Castle ended 

in May, the volume of destroyed tuna actually increased, recording a peak as late as 

October (TABLE 1-1). The geographic distribution of radioactive fish widened from the 

Mid-Pacific to include the Solomon Sea, Indian Ocean, and even coastal waters of Japan 
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(ILLUSTRATION 1-1).
20

 The panic threatened to spread around the Pacific Rim when 

the U.S. Foreign Operations Administration mission in Taipei secretly reported the 

findings of radioactivity in the commercial fish catches unloaded in southwestern 

Taiwan, with fish spleen at 2000 cpm.
21

 On the U.S. West Coast, three tuna fish imported 

from Japan were found radioactive by early July, registering 0.5 to 0.8 milliroentgen per 

hour.
22

  

 

TABLE 1-1: The Results of Port Inspection, March to November 1954
23

 

 

Number of 

Vessels 

Whose 

Catch was 

Destroyed 

Weight of 

Destroyed 

Fish (lb) 

(Intensity Detected Among Destroyed Fish at 

the Five Designated Ports) (%) 

Over 

5,000 

cpm 

Over 

3,000 

cpm 

Over 

1,000 

cpm 

Over 

500 

cpm 

Over 

10 cpm 

March 2 135,641.2 0 0 0 0 100 

April 17 75,290.1 0 0 1.8 1.8 96.4 

May 86 56,829.0 0 0.7 5.8 10.3 83.2 

June 126 127,678.0 0 0 21.8 21.8 56.5 

July 73 40,327.0 3 9.1 15.1 21.2 51.5 

August 62 159,320.7 3.5 5.8 22.4 29.4 38.8 

September 69 153,672.3 1.1 2.2 32.6 30.3 33.7 

October 114 198,983.6 1.3 0.6 14.4 22.9 60.8 

November 134 59,690.4 0 1.1 11.8 22.6 64.5 

Total 683 1,007,432.4 0.8 1.8 14.3 18.8 64.3 
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ILLUSTRATION 1-1: Areas of Operation for Boats with Fish Inspected and Destroyed, 

March 16 to August 31, 1954
24

 

 

 

Part of the mystery behind the continued discovery of radioactive tuna was due to a 

peculiar property of radiological instrumentation. The use of Geiger counters in an open 

environment like seaports was plagued with many flaws. The counters inevitably 

registered the level of natural background radiation, which varied according to the 

surrounding soil type and biological materials. Indeed, the Japanese inspectors used the 

tubes unshielded, which potentially allowed background radiation to affect the 

response.
25

 Each counter also widely differed from another in its quality and sensitivity, 

but none of the counting equipment, hastily gathered from the U.S. military as well as 

throughout the country, was carefully calibrated to ensure the accuracy of readings.
26

 The 

problem of handling the Geiger counters, together with the conservative warning value, 
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led port inspectors to discover numerous loads of “radioactive tuna.” Eisenbud, 

witnessing this problem while visiting Japan, repeatedly offered to double-check the 

findings, only to receive no request for such a service from the Japanese. Radioactive 

tuna was immediately destroyed, and the vessel under investigation often hastily left the 

port to avoid any publicity. This made it almost impossible for US scientists to 

investigate if an alleged case of pollution was really due to fallout from nuclear tests.
27

    

The Geiger counters, which converted the ubiquitous presence of natural radioactivity 

into an audible sound, triggered a wave of sensationalism. “Radioactive tuna,” however, 

was by no means a fabrication caused by the mishandling of instruments alone. Contrary 

to the assumed non-existence of artificial radioactivity outside the Pacific proving 

grounds, many oceangoing fish were found to contain radioisotopes from fallout, not only 

on their surface, but also deep inside. Yoshio Hiyama, a prominent fishery scientist at the 

University of Tokyo, confirmed that lingering radioactivity found a way into oceangoing 

fish and concentrated in their guts and digestive tracts.
28

 Although the edible portion of 

fish recorded relatively little radioactivity, consumers were terrified by the simple fact 

that fish contained measurable radioactivity within itself.  

This independent finding from monitoring in Japan was a serious blow to the 

USAEC’s public denial of any marine contamination at all outside the danger zone. Until 

then, the scientific backbone of the Commission’s claim had been supplied by a series of 

marine radiobiological surveys the U.S. Navy and the USAEC had been sponsoring since 

Operation Crossroads, the first U.S. Pacific nuclear test in 1946. Their principal aim, 
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however, had been locally focused, namely to ensure radiation safety in the vicinity of the 

test sites and monitor the extent of lingering radioactivity to determine when the Bikini 

islanders, voluntarily evacuated since 1946, could return home.
29

 Central to this research 

were Lauren Donaldson and his colleagues at the Applied Fisheries Laboratory at 

University of Washington. The contaminated lagoons offered an ideal field laboratory for 

them to boost their discipline and institution. Donaldson tried to sustain the USAEC’s 

interest in his research, which he described as crucial to understanding the dynamics of 

environmental contamination for survival in event of a nuclear war or reactor accident.
30

  

Donaldson’s ambition and the USAEC’s patronage, however, did not extend to the 

problem of oceanic contamination. The situations abruptly changed when the first U.S. 

thermonuclear device, detonated in November 1952, for the first time injected radioactive 

fallout into the upper atmosphere, raising worldwide background radiation levels to a 

slight degree. Although the USAEC found no immediate danger, this phenomenon 

pointed to the prospect that the arms race was reaching a point that a nuclear war might 

contaminate the entire world to an intolerable extent for humankind. In the summer of 

1953, this deep anxiety led the USAEC to launch Project Sunshine, a secret program to 

investigate the worldwide environmental distribution of Sr-90 from nuclear testing in 

order to estimate a maximum allowable number of nuclear explosions.
31

 None of the 

USAEC staff scientists, however, was competent enough to design a program for the 
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marine environment. In November 1953, John Bugher, the director of the DBM, visited 

Donaldson’s laboratory, asking for assistance in addressing the looming danger of 

widespread radioactive contamination.
32

 The Lucky Dragon incident broke out, however, 

before the USAEC could launch such a program outside the Pacific test site.   

Pressed by the tuna panic, Tokyo was forced to organize its own oceanographic 

survey in the Pacific. On May 15, with Operation Castle ended, oceanographers, marine 

biologists, meteorologists, food scientists, and radiation analysts embarked on the 

Shunkotsu Maru, a small mariner training ship, and traversed the Pacific between Japan 

and Bikini.
33

 This two-month, 9000 nautical-mile survey became the world’s first marine 

environmental radiation survey outside the nuclear test sites. This extremely crowded 

“floating laboratory” transformed the sectionalist habit of science rampant in Japan, 

promoting the free exchange of data and ideas beyond their disciplinary lines.
34

 The 

interdisciplinary survey succeeded in challenging the USAEC’s reassurance that no 

detectable contamination took place outside the danger zone. A sample of seawater, taken 

at 2000 km west-north-west of Bikini, showed an over 1000 disintegration-per-minute-

per-liter (d/m/l) measure, comparable to a radioactive sewage pond near U.S. atomic 

energy installations.
35

 The USAEC, surprised at this report, promptly organized a follow-

up survey in early 1955. Operation Troll confirmed the Japanese discovery, 

demonstrating that ocean currents carried a cluster of radionuclides from Bikini toward 
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the Philippines, Taiwan, and Japan.
36

 Although no resultant contamination neared the 

Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) of the time, the density of radioactive 

seawater was expected to remain “high enough to attract the attention of Japanese 

scientists,” a contingency which was likely to entail “political as well as scientific 

significance.”
37

  

Scientists in Japan confirmed the fact of extensive fallout contamination also through 

the discovery of “radioactive rains.” In May, a team at Kyoto University provided the 

first unmistakable proof of contaminated rainwater.
38

 With no formal coordination, 

scientists across Japan formed a spontaneous network of rainwater surveillance from 

Aomori to Kagoshima. Yasuo Miyake, the research director of Japan’s Central 

Meteorological Observatory, later pointed out that this monitoring web was made 

possible by an unusual extent of cooperation among scientists in Japan, united by their 

scientific curiosity, sense of mission to protect the nation from radioactivity, and 

indignation against the H-bomb tests.
39

 These scientists competed with one another in 

reporting findings through mass media. The decentralization of fallout monitoring and 

reporting forced the Japanese government to launch its own monitoring of water supplies, 

food, soil, grass, crops and other items on land.
40

 Miyake conceived an even more 

ambitious program. He proposed international joint rainwater surveillance in the route of 

contaminated airflow to “protect one’s own nation and also make an appeal to the 
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conscience of the world.”
41

 Although his proposal did not materialize, it underlined the 

fact that environmental monitoring was an essential part of risk politics.  

Unlike the contamination of seawater and fish, the discovery of air pollution directed 

Japanese attention to an upwind source of nuclear fallout—the Soviet Union. In 

September, when Moscow started their nuclear testing series, “hot rains” began to pour 

on the Sea of Japan side of the archipelago.
42

 The Russians vehemently disputed the 

claim that fallout from the north was “made in the U.S.S.R.” In February 1955, Radio 

Moscow broadcasted a message to the Japanese, alleging that “those who spread this 

false rumor are those hostile to the Soviet Union.”
43

 A group of pro-Soviet scientists 

followed suit and fabricated a story that “a certain country” might have dumped 

radioactive ash from nuclear reactors or exploded a small-size atomic bomb over the Sea 

of Japan.
44

 Despite this propaganda barrage, the Soviets’ claim soon lost ground. Miyake 

successfully corroborated his data in Japan with that in France, both of which pointed to 

the same Russian source of fallout.
45

 Japan’s extensive fallout monitoring, capturing 

radioactive dust drifting from north and south, reinforced the nation’s identity as an 

innocent victim of the Cold War, who happened to live “in the valley of the ash of 

death.”
46

 

As the nationwide system of fallout monitoring reported the fact of global fallout and 

fueled much speculation about its adverse effects, the basis of crisis management needed 
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to shift from the assumption of non-detectability to a more realistic one. The concept of 

permissible dose emerged as the most promising substitute. Japanese officials and 

scientists, U.S. Embassy staff, and U.S. tuna industry agents alike desperately pressed the 

USAEC and its scientists for information on the permissible concentration of 

radioactivity in tuna and other food.
47

 The search for the permissible dose, however, 

proved to be a daunting task because available guidelines included assumptions unfit for 

the situation in Japan. A civil defense manual, for example, limited itself to a case of 

short-term emergency—nuclear war—which required only the thinnest margin of 

safety.
48

 The NCRP published a peacetime guideline but only for the occupational 

hazards of atomic workers (See Chapter 2). Although the NCRP offered some 

recommendations with regard to the general population for planning purposes, it 

addressed those living near a source of nuclear energy, not those thousands of miles away 

from the source.
49

 The NCRP guideline also listed two different standards for water 

contamination, one for a known radioisotope and the other for an unknown source, the 

latter’s value much lower than the former’s. Since a source of radioactivity was not 

always instantly recognizable in the case of polluted food or water, some Japanese 

scientists insisted on using the more conservative number.
50
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The scientific aspect, however, was just part of the difficulty in establishing the 

permissible dose. It was a highly delicate political-economic problem, which frustrated 

efforts to determine the permissible dose for tuna. On May 10, the FDA, upon 

consultation with the USAEC, wired new guidance to the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo based 

on the recommendations of the NCRP and its international counterpart, the International 

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).
51

 This information, however, was not 

released to the Japanese government or the public. The reason for the suppression was 

“concern over the possible adverse effect such information would have on the U.S. and 

Japanese tuna industries.” A radiation tolerance guide exclusively for tuna fish “might set 

tuna apart from other food and fishery products in the public mind to the detriment of the 

tuna industry.”
52

 In July, the information was finally forwarded in an informal manner 

from Eisenbud to Hirotake Kakehi, a professor of radiology at Tokyo University.
53

 But 

the Japanese side could make little use of it. On July 19, the Japanese government 

announced an administrative change in the tuna inspection guideline. The 100 cpm 

guideline was still held, but radioactive fish were now allowed to pass the inspection if 

their internal organs were removed and radioactivity declined below 100 cpm.
54
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When the wide distribution of fallout met with the very low levels of safety standards, 

its consequences proved to be serious. People were constantly alerted to the threats of 

“radioactive tuna,” “radioactive rains,” “radioactive snows,” “radioactive rice,” and many 

other hazards. As a U.S. intelligence report observed, the Lucky Dragon incident “imbued 

the average Japanese with a sense of personal danger.” As the Japanese government 

failed to show any leadership, “the individual Japanese is no longer willing to leave to his 

public leaders the responsibility for resolving the complex problems of individual and 

national security in an era of ‘atomic plenty.’”
55

 Left to judge the risks on their own, both 

food producers and consumers began to act in self-defense. Their diverging economic 

interests and social identities, however, led to a sharp contrast in their attitudes toward 

contamination.  

Given the direct economic loss from contamination, it was no wonder that the 

producers and distributors of the fishing industry stood up first against the nuclear tests. 

Major tuna ports and markets, including Yaizu, Misaki, Ishinomaki, as well as Tsukiji 

fish market in Tokyo, unanimously adopted resolutions that called for compensation, 

safety measures, and the suspension of atomic tests.
56

 The threat of contamination 

spurred otherwise conservative workers at sea to unusual antinuclear activism. Later in 

1956, Ambassador John Allison detailed the plight of the All-Japan Seamen’s Union, a 

“friendly, strongly Anti-Communist group directly affected by tests.”
57

 The industry’s 

contaminated product, “atomic tuna” (genshi maguro), became a symbol of antinuclear 
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protest, as seen during May Day of 1954 (ILLUSTRATION 1-2). Contaminated food 

translated the invisible, abstract risk of global fallout into a visible, familiar object, 

empowering the voice of protest against further contamination. 

 

 

ILLUSTRATION 1-2:  

Tuna Cries, “Stop A- and H-Bombs!”
58

  

 

 

 

 

The question of radioactive contamination, however, forced the fishermen to walk a 

tightrope. As an industry with a vital economic interest in the sale of fish, the fishing 

groups simply could not afford to play up “radioactive tuna.” A fishing industry 

spokesman explained the dilemma: “It might be possible that they do not stop atomic 

tests if we do not clamor about the effects of radioactivity. But if we clamor about it too 

much, the fishmongers would be in trouble …”
59

 Another source of dilemma was that the 

tuna fishing industry, most harmed by the contamination, was one of the businesses most 

dependent upon exports to the United States. Any rumor about “radioactive tuna” would 

instantly ruin this source of income. For the sake of marketing in and out of Japan, the 

fishing industry had a primary interest in emphasizing the harmlessness of contamination. 

It complained about the government’s practice of destroying tuna, which allegedly fueled 
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a popular fear that radiation-related disease might be contagious like those caused by 

bacteria and viruses.
60

 The fishermen also blamed sensationalism in the mass media, 

which seemed to overplay the fear of radioactive tuna to impress the public about the 

danger of nuclear weapons.
61

 A leaflet in Misaki after the Lucky Dragon incident was 

typical, pointing out the presence of natural radiation everywhere. What people must 

beware was “ignorance rather than radioactivity.”
62

  

The consumers, in contrast, felt no such reservation. Radioactive tuna hit urban 

consumers particularly hard because these city dwellers consumed 1.8 times as much fish 

on average as those in rural areas.
63

 This deep connection of city residents with the 

marine environment, mediated by the urban fish markets, made them unusually sensitive 

to disturbances caused by the nuclear tests far away from their dinner tables. As 

radioactive rain began to fall onto vegetables, rice, and drinking water, the anxiety of 

consumers became stronger than ever. Fish and produce markets posted a notice, 

“radioactivity-free,” which ironically reminded shoppers of the ubiquitous presence of 

contaminated food (ILLUSTRATION 1-3). In April 1954, the Japan Consumers’ Co-

operative Union (Nihon Seikatsu Kyōdō Kumiai Rengōkai) made an announcement, 

stating that further tests would “destroy our frugal livelihood by disrupting the nutrition 

source.”
64

 The consumers’ anger turned into a ban-the-bomb resolution in September, 
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one of the first Japanese-sponsored initiatives at the International Co-operative 

Alliance.
65

  

 

 

ILLUSTRATION 1-3: Newspaper 

Cartoon, “Produce Markets in the 

Age of Radioactive Rain.”
66

  

  

 

 

The rising tide of consumer activism triggered a maternal turn in the popular 

perception of risk. Reflecting a social norm of housewives as “good wives and wise 

mothers,” most Japanese consumers were women, whose duty was to manage 

consumption and health at home for their children and husbands.
67

 But housewives’ 

concerns hardly remained within the closed circuit of domesticity. The bitter memory of 

the Pacific War and the image of mothers as love-givers and moral redeemers had already 

attuned women to the question of peace in public life.
68

 Fallout proved to be a spark to 

activate the established gender norm to identify women as “the bearer of the kitchen and 
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that of peace.”
69

 As fallout trespassed into women’s sphere through food, “the trouble of 

fishery people” was transmitted to kitchens as “the trouble of housewives.”
70

  As we will 

discuss later, this consumerist-maternalist turn later characterized grassroots opposition in 

the Western world as well. Japan first experienced this trend because its extensive fallout 

monitoring in the absence of safety standards dramatized and sustained a popular anxiety 

about contamination.  

The urgent sense of mission to rescue the kitchens and peace inspired a local 

movement. In the Suginami-ward of Tokyo, a small group of citizens gathered in May 

1954 and launched a ban-the-bomb petition drive. Once the petition campaign started 

rolling, a female petition collector reported that “there has been no movement like this to 

collect [signatures for the petition] with such ease. […] There was a high interest, like we 

cannot eat fish, we cannot eat vegetables. Even children were quite cooperative.”
71

 

Within a month, the petition drive collected over 260,000 signatures in the ward of 

400,000 citizens, 65 percent of which were collected by women.
72

 This Suginami 

campaign soon spread throughout the country. The petition bore three simply yet 

carefully worded slogans: “Let every citizen sign to ban the H-bomb”; “Let us appeal to 

governments and peoples around the world”; and “Let us save the lives and happiness of 

humanity.”
73

 The nationwide crisis of radioactive contamination shaped the message of 

humanitarianism. The campaign’s pamphlet in January 1955 recalled a national 

experience of facing radioactive tuna, rain, rice, drinking water and vegetables as well as 

weather changes. “The first reason” to account for the petition’s success was “the fact 
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that it is rooted in the most immediate demand of citizens’ livelihoods and lives.” It was 

“why we call this [movement] as ‘the movement to protect lives and happiness.’”
74

 In 

September 1955, on the basis of over 20 million signatures, the Suginami campaign 

turned into the Japan Council against A- and H-Bombs (Gensuibaku Kinshi Nihon 

Kyōgikai, or Gensuikyō). This first mass-based nuclear disarmament advocacy group in 

Japan grew out of the citizenry’s loss of confidence in the government’s reassurances.  

 

The unmaking of the Lucky Dragon incident  

 As the radiological panic was whirling throughout Japan, Tokyo and Washington 

agreed that financial compensation was the best way to defuse the crisis. The direct 

damages to the Fukuryu Maru and its 23 crew members posed little legal difficulty. But 

the indirect losses relating to radioactive pollution proved to be a far more delicate 

problem. Ambassador Allison saw such claims as “clearly inadmissible.” The panic was 

“largely manufactured by its [Japan’s] own sensationalist press,” and the Japanese 

stubbornly refused to ask the US scientists to recheck the alleged “radioactive tuna.”
 75

  

But even if the Japanese had acted in good faith, the United States could ill afford to 

accept liability for low-level radioactive oceanic pollution. Indeed, as the U.S. Embassy 

concluded, indirect damages posed “the most significant element in the Fukuryu Maru 

incident” according to the international law of claims. If an ex gratia settlement 

(assuming no legal liability) was not a possible solution, then “the old canons of 

proximate versus remoted [sic] cause, and speculative versus established damage, will 

have to come to grips with the technology of the nuclear age.” The subsequent dispute 
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would open a Pandora’s Box, stirring up numerous controversies surrounding a 

permissible level of radioactivity, the freedom of the seas, and the national and 

international standards for environmental radiation monitoring. “Out of conceivable 

differences which may emerge in the United States and Japanese positions,” the Embassy 

observed, “may come the origins of a corpus juris of international atomic torts.” This 

eventuality might set a precedent for an “extensive and continuing liability by the United 

States in Japan and elsewhere.”
76

  

Faced with the specter of environmental litigation of an unprecedented scale, 

Washington agreed by the end of April to pursue a lump-sum settlement on an ex gratia 

basis.
77

 Fortunately, the Japanese government had no intention to challenge its ally’s 

nuclear tests and pursue legal options. Defying a mounting popular call for an immediate 

halt to testing, the conservative Shigeru Yoshida administration repeatedly supported the 

U.S. nuclear program as a necessary measure for the security of Japan and the Free 

World.
78

 In an official protest, it simply asked the United States to “move the thermo-

nuclear bomb testing grounds for 1954 to another location as far as is technically 

possible.”
79

 This “NIMBY” (Not-In-My-Backyard) request fueled some wild speculation. 

A rumor circulated that Washington was planning to move the test site to Antarctica, 

which “caused so much excitement in New Zealand and almost became a factor in the 

recent elections.”
80

 In fact, Washington remained firmly committed to the continuous use 

of the Mid-Pacific as its nuclear proving ground, and Japan pleaded only for 
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precautionary measures and compensation in the future. In January 1955, the agreement 

was finally reached, and Japan received $200,000 as a one-time payment which indicated 

no legal liability on the US side.  

Monetary compensation pacified the Japanese fishing industry to a degree and 

certainly contributed to crisis management. But both the U.S. and Japanese governments 

were also well aware that compensation did not solve the fundamental problem. The real 

source of the Lucky Dragon incident was the lack of uniformity in monitoring, assessing, 

and reporting the potential hazards of detectable artificial radioactivity in the 

environment. It was crucial to standardize an approach to fallout, break from 

sensationalism, and educate the public about the nature of lingering radioactivity from 

fallout. The State Department strongly supported initiatives for such a measure: “We feel 

that in the long run scientific interchange is the best remedy for Japanese emotion and 

ignorance and we intend to push such projects.”
81

  

The containment of the crisis hinged upon U.S.-Japan cooperation in marine science. 

This field of science developed strong bilateral ties at both formal and informal levels. 

The North Pacific Fisheries Committee, established in 1953 to discuss the sustainable 

fisheries of salmon, halibut, and herring, had served as an institutional platform for 

cooperation. Marine scientists also regularly met one another at such academic 

conferences as the Pacific Science Congress and exchanged visits to institutions.
82

 

Indeed, from the outset of the Lucky Dragon incident, the private channel of 

communication was quite active across the Pacific. Worrying that “communists” might 
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exploit fish contamination for their anti-U.S. platform, Hiyama contacted Donaldson and 

others in Seattle and proposed the upward revision of warning levels.
83

 Another line of 

correspondence opened between Kanji Suda, a geophysical oceanographer heading the 

Hydrographic Office of Japan, and Roger Revelle of the Scripps Institute of 

Oceanography in La Jolla, California. Suda called for close collaboration, convinced that 

oceanography would be the best tool to dispel people’s ignorance about the extent of 

oceanic pollution by fallout.
 84

  

The first candidate for bilateral scientific cooperation was the coproduction of 

knowledge through a joint research program. Immediately after the Lucky Dragon 

incident, Bugher transmitted such an idea to Tokyo.
85

 The Japanese scientists, however, 

insisted on proceeding with their own oceanographic survey. A mixture of nationalistic 

indignation, professional pride, and fear of censorship might have made them reluctant 

toward a joint research program, just as their medical colleagues refused a similar 

overture concerning the clinical examination of the Lucky Dragon crew. On the eve of 

the Shunkotsu Maru‘s departure, its scientists finally agreed to extend an invitation to a 

few U.S. researchers. Their expected role, however, was close to that of a hostage, 

guaranteeing a safe voyage while the U.S. nuclear test series was still in progress. The 

U.S. scientists were also asked to act not as full participants but rather as data reviewers 

lest the mass media seize on any misinterpreted result.
86

 The USAEC nevertheless 

agreed, quickly appointing Donaldson and Willis R. Boss, an animal physiologist from 
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Syracuse University who temporarily worked for the Commission. Upon hearing that the 

U.S. test series had ended, however, the Shunkotsu Maru had already left the port without 

waiting for the arrival of the U.S. scientists. This timing strongly indicated that the 

Japanese scientists did not welcome a genuine joint research program.  

A more promising venue of collaboration was a bilateral radiobiological conference. 

Unlike the joint research, the conference would allow the Japanese scientists to claim full 

credit for their discoveries while promoting a common position on methods and 

interpretations. Hiyama was very enthusiastic, urging it to be held even before the return 

of the Shunkotsu Maru to “correct exaggerated stories and reactions still appearing [in 

the] Japanese press.”
87

 The JSC was also interested in the conference, as its Radiation 

Effects Investigation Special Committee needed much information about the setting of 

permissible dose, the removal of contamination, and the standardization of Geiger 

counters and other radiological instrumentation.
88

 The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo welcomed 

the conference, convinced that face-to-face interactions would be the best way to “lay 

groundwork for [the] Japanese to retreat from some of extreme positions they have taken 

regarding perils of radioactivity.”
89

 As bilateral collaboration in scientific research 

faltered, joint expert review emerged as a key to containing the crisis.  

During the period from November 15 to 19, 1954, 6 U.S. scientists and 15 Japanese 

scientists
90

 attended the U.S.-Japan Radiobiological Conference in Tokyo. Closed to 
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news reporters, it provided a quiet forum for them to iron out major points of 

disagreement. The discussion revolved around the setting of the permissible dose. The 

Japanese side questioned the adequacy of data that informed the NCRP’s 

recommendation. The U.S. delegates readily admitted its insufficiency but stressed its 

conservative nature, arguing that an ample margin of safety took care of scientific 

uncertainty. When asked whether the current dose covered the genetic effects which 

might have no threshold of safety, the U.S. scientists pushed the burden of proof and 

insisted that the genetic factor would not lower the permissible dose until further data 

became available.
 91

 The immediate task, they argued, was rather to adjust the Japanese 

guideline to international and U.S. standards. The U.S. scientists strongly urged the 

upward revision of the tuna inspection guideline from 100 cpm of beta and gamma 

radiation to 500 cpm of gamma radiation alone.  

Another major agenda item concerned the standardization of instrumentation. The 

Americans explained the procedures of radiochemical analysis and described the precise 

characters, calibrations, handlings, and readings of air filters, gummed papers, Geiger 

counters, film badges, ionization chambers, scintillation counters. What was exchanged 

was not limited to the formal specifications. The U.S. scientists brought some of the 

actual instruments into the conference room and demonstrated how to use them in front 

of their counterparts’ eyes. The significance of standardization was driven home in a 
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symbolic way as well. The U.S. delegation donated various instruments as well as a 

packet of uranium foil, used in calibrating them in the United States, “as a gesture of 

friendship.”
92

  

The Radiobiological Conference turned out to be an instant success. Before the 

conference, government officials had warily viewed the course of scientific diplomacy. 

But, as Boss reported upon return from Tokyo, “this apprehension was quickly 

dispelled.” The conference, as it turned out, saw more agreements than disagreements. 

The informal contacts of scientists and their socializing ability—including savoring sake 

and sushi together—also made much contribution to its success. Furthermore, the US 

delegates now realized that “these Japanese Scientists are fine men, hard workers and 

smart competent men.”
93

 The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo echoed this assessment. The 

conference “did not, of course, accomplish the impossible and wholly convert the 

Japanese scientists to the American approach to all the problems involved.” But it was 

expected to serve as a steppingstone for further exchanges.
94

   

The joint expert review had an immediate effect. On the heels of the conference, 

Tokyo announced that the Ministry of Health and Welfare would terminate all port 

inspection by the end of the year. Based on the advice of the U.S. scientists, Hiyama 

reassessed “radioactive tuna,” concluding that the extent of contamination was well 

below the maximum permissible concentration listed in the NCRP guideline. It was true 

even if the whole source of radiation were entirely Sr-90, the most dangerous long-life 

radioisotope, and if people would subsist solely on fish for years to come.
95

 Seeing an 
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encouraging sign in the conference’s success, the U.S. Embassy now felt assured about 

the place of scientists in the delicate bilateral relationship. In the future, “we should 

encourage closer liaison with Japanese scientists as a means of maintaining good 

diplomatic relations.”
96

      

 The diplomats of both nations turned heavily to their scientists when the United 

States announced in January 1956 that Operation Redwing, a new Pacific nuclear test 

series, would begin in May. Upon hearing the announcement, the Japanese foreign 

officials immediately asked for an instant payment of compensation, again on an ex 

gratia basis, and also for an acceleration of scientific cooperation to determine 

permissible dose. Fearing the reoccurrence of a “radioactive tuna” panic, the diplomats of 

both countries encouraged the informal exchange of opinions between U.S. and Japanese 

scientists to set a “reasonable standard of radiation.”
97

 In Washington, two Japanese 

technocrats from the Fisheries Agency, happening to stay in town, were instructed to 

meet State and USAEC officials to discuss the pattern of tuna fishing, radiation 

standards, and the calibration of instruments.
98

 In Tokyo, the U.S. Embassy was asked to 

consult with two former USAEC directors of biology and medicine, Shields Warren and 

John Bugher, who happened to be visiting the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission in 

Hiroshima.
99
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 The strong concerns among diplomats had a good reason. Even after the conference 

in November 1954, Japanese scientists still failed to agree on what constituted a 

dangerous level of radioactivity. The disagreement stemmed from the same source that 

had perplexed the Japanese in 1954: the NCRP guideline could be subject to various 

interpretations. The problem was further compounded by the fact that there was no single 

institution in Japan with a mandate to determine tolerance levels and establish radiation 

standards. At the end of February 1956, U.S. and Japanese foreign officials met in 

Washington. “Because of the economic implications of establishing too low standards,” it 

was agreed that “it would be well to determine practical and economic standards as soon 

as possible.”
100

 As long as the disagreement among Japanese scientists continued, 

however, the United States remained reluctant to make recommendations concerning 

radiation standards. As Boss emphasized during the meeting, “there first should be an 

agreement on standards among the Japanese scientists.”
101

  

 The groundwork for such an agreement, however, had been done on the part of 

Japanese scientists. The Atomic Energy Utilization Preparatory Investigation Committee 

and, after January 1956, its successor the Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC), had 

grown as an institutional bastion for politicians, industrialists, technocrats, and nuclear 

engineers in support of “Atoms for Peace” in Japan. Indeed, Shōriki Matsutarō, the media 

king in Japan who owned the Yomiuri conglomerate, and his associates had once 

suggested to the U.S. officials that the best way to counter the popular antipathy against 

atomic bombs was to proclaim the “gospel of the peaceful application of atomic energy to 
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stimulate an imagination of another industrial revolution.”
102

 Also as a Diet member, 

Shōriki successfully pushed himself into the first chairmanship of the JAEC and ensured 

that all committee members firmly embraced the promise of atomic energy.
103

      

It was not surprising that the rivalry broke out between the JAEC and the all-

academician JSC over the basic direction of industrialization and the advisory status for 

the government on atomic energy affairs.
104

 In this fierce battle for leadership in the 

atomic future, the U.S. and Japanese governments were hardly impartial. The Japanese 

secret report classified many atomic physicists, exercising a strong influence in the JSC, 

as “leftist,” “fellow-traveler,” or “extremely leftist.”
105

 The U.S. Embassy agreed, 

characterizing the JSC’s public statements as a “woolly mixture of abstract idealism, 

pacifism, and neutralism.”
106

 The JAEC’s ascendancy and the JSC’s marginalization in 

atomic energy affairs was a crucial first step for the setting of a “practical and economic” 

radiation safety guideline. On February 19, 1956, the JAEC briefly discussed the 

possibility of commissioning the studies of biological effects of radiation to the JSC, only 

to decide against it. Instead, the JAEC appointed itself in charge of such studies. On 
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March 9, Fujinaga was asked to start the planning of an oceanographic survey to be 

conducted in the aftermath of Operation Redwing.
107

   

“Atoms for Peace” prepared the Japanese scientific community for the setting of a 

permissible dose in yet another way. Many researchers came to regard popular panic over 

low-level radiation from nuclear tests as a major obstacle to the future uses of atomic 

energy. Such was Warren’s impression from his informal conversations with various 

Japanese scientists, including Masao Tsuzuki, a physician and the chief delegate to the 

UNSCEAR.
108

 He reported to the U.S. Embassy that these scientists realized that “the 

risks from tests are minimal” and feared that “hysteria … might jeopardize Japan’s 

program to develop the peaceful uses of atomic energy.” His contacts, therefore, were 

keenly aware of the “need for a public information program in Japan.”
109

   

A final push for the determination of radiation safety standards came from the 

Ministry of Health and Welfare. While the Fisheries Agency, pressed by the fishing 

industry, still opposed any further test in the Pacific, the Ministry prevailed in the Cabinet 

meeting on March 7 and launched a crash study, with Hiyama as chair, to produce a new 

guideline to replace the JSC-recommended one.
110

 During the study, official 

consultations with the United States were avoided “since these could lead to accusations 

that the U.S. is dictating Japanese acceptance of American radiation standards.” But 

Tsuzuki and Motonori Nakaizumi, then visiting New York to attend the first session of 
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the UNSCEAR, were instructed to confer “informally” with U.S. scientists on the 

question of radiation standards.
111

   

Because of their informal nature, it is unclear how these consultations took place and 

to what extent they affected the course of the Japanese study. The end result, however, 

was a new guideline published on May 5, the first day of Operation Redwing. As Hiyama 

explained to Boss in a personal letter, it was “just a translation of [the] idea of 

‘Recommendation of International Commission of [sic] Radiological Protection,’ with 

some modification to be easy to be understood by food hygiene inspectors.”
112

 This new 

guideline, conforming to the ICRP standards, had two major consequences. First, in 

contrast to the 1954 JSC standards, the new principles explicitly subscribed to the 

concept of permissible dose.
113

 This led to an upward revision of the warning value from 

100 cpm, a value slightly above natural background radiation, to 0.1 μc (222 

disintegrations per minute (dpm) per litter).
114

 Second, a warning was to be issued only 

when the value above the threshold was sustained for two to three successive months. In 

this way, sporadically excessive fallout readings in rains and foods, which had fueled the 

mass media’s sensational coverage in 1954, would be averaged in terms of radiation’s 

lifelong biomedical effects. The new guideline, in short, instantly took the label of 

“radioactive tuna” from those identified as such during the Lucky Dragon incident.
115
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 Announcement of the safety standards came with the Japanese government’s 

decision to conduct an oceanographic survey. Part of the reason was pressure from 

scientists, who insisted on the survey in order to measure the exact kinds of radioisotopes 

that contaminated the environment.
116

 The accurate identification of elements was crucial 

because a permissible dose for an unknown source of radiation was “too severe.”
117

 More 

importantly, however, the survey plan materialized because the government attempted to 

“avoid the public hysteria incident[al] to port checks of tuna and other such checks of 

radioactive contamination within Japan.”
118

 It was still possible that anxious people might 

“draft” private scientists to unofficially check the tuna. But the government hoped that 

the prestige of prominent scientists aboard the survey ship would overshadow reports 

arising from any sporadic monitoring.
119

 It is likely that the vital need for scientific 

prestige informed the government when it asked the JSC, not the JAEC, to help organize 

the oceanographic survey, standardize equipment for checking radiation, and coordinate 

the monitoring of radioactive pollution in the air.
120

  

The Shunkotsu Maru, used in the 1954 survey, was once again commissioned. 

Unlike the previous voyage, however, no media reporter was aboard, a decision which 

prevailed only after a hard fight with the press. This second Shunkotsu Maru expedition 

traversed the Pacific from mid-May to late June. The findings were mixed. The degree of 

contamination in the seawater was much less than in 1954. Fallout in the air, however, 

was found in some spots to reach an unusually high level (95,231 d/m/l at maximum) and 
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also to “stray out” of the danger zone for hundreds of kilometers to the west.
121

 Impressed 

by the extent of pollution, many scientists on the survey ship called for an immediate 

activation of port inspection. The government, however, resisted such a call and 

maintained the position that such a measure was unnecessary. In holding their ground 

against popular pressure, officials in Tokyo were haunted by a nightmare scenario of 

Washington’s betrayal. It was feared that the American tuna interests, suffering from the 

flood of cheap imports from Japan, might force their government to install the strictest 

possible inspection to exclude the Japanese products from the U.S. market.
122

  

By the time Operation Redwing concluded, it became clear that the community of 

scientists across the Pacific, through various measures to change the ways in which 

fallout was monitored, reported and evaluated, managed to contain a potential panic in 

1956. Despite much progress in the scientific fields, the Japanese government remained 

reluctant in persuading its citizens to accept the risk of contamination as a small price for 

nuclear peace. Upon hearing of Operation Redwing, the Ichirō Hatoyama administration 

registered a protest with the United States. Its real intent, however, was no more than to 

create an impression that the government was “fully responsive to Japanese public 

opinion.”
123

 This passivity, however, strongly disappointed Washington. The Japanese 

government, in its opinion, “should educate the Japanese people” and make it known to 

them that “nuclear weapons were necessary in the development of deterrent power for the 
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use of the free world.”
124

 This overdue task of public education, however, turned in an 

unexpected direction for Washington.  

 

Birth of Japan as an anti-nuclear nation 

   The Japanese antinuclear movement, with Gensukyō as its national headquarters, 

continued to expand with the spread of radioactive contamination. The Japanese people 

had developed a self-identification as a special risk community forced to live in the 

“valley of the ashes of death” among the test sites of three nuclear nations. In early 1957, 

this sense of victimization rose to a new plane. Washington announced its plan to hold a 

small-scale test series in Nevada in late spring, and London was poised to conduct its first 

H-bomb test on Christmas Island of the Mid-Pacific in May. Moscow was also carrying 

out a number of unannounced nuclear explosions in Semipalatinsk and Novaya Zemlya, 

whose fallout continued to contaminate the air and rains in Japan. In March, to mark the 

third anniversary of the Lucky Dragon incident, Gensukyō issued the Tokyo Appeal and 

criticized all nuclear powers for the spiral of arms race, nuclear tests, and radioactive 

contamination.
125

 It also declared its intention to send “people's missions” to London, 

Moscow, and Washington to protest their tests and call for the immediate conclusion of a 

test ban agreement.
126

  

While the grassroots movement stepped up its campaign against all nuclear tests, the 

government radically changed the tone of its diplomacy. In January 1957, Nobusuke 

Kishi, a key player for the 1955 merger of two major conservative parties, became 
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foreign minister under Prime Minister Tanzan Ishibashi. Two months later, he took over 

the premiership due to Ishibashi’s illness. Upon hearing the British announcement of 

their test, Kishi sent a highly publicized message of opposition and decided to dispatch 

Masatoshi Matsushita, a Christian and president of St. Paul University in Tokyo, to 

London as his personal envoy. Deeply annoyed by Kishi’s sudden activism, a British 

embassy official in Washington called the Kishi administration “completely spineless” in 

the face of boiling public opinion.
127

    

 Kishi’s public diplomacy against nuclear tests, however, was anything but a 

spineless capitulation. On the contrary, as a Japanese diplomat confided to his American 

counterparts, the administration acted out of a “sincere motive” to “try to take the 

initiative away from the leftists on the nuclear test issue and thereby prevent the leftists 

controlling the whole movement” against the bomb experiments.
128

 By going along with 

people’s risk perception rather than seeking to modify it, the Prime Minister intended to 

limit its “excess,” prevent leftist “abuse” of it, and guide antinuclear sentiment onto “the 

right path.”
129

 Kishi knew the paradox well: in order to control the popular agitation 

against nuclear tests, the government needed to sponsor it through diplomacy and win 

back the public’s trust. Only in this way, he believed, could the conservatives divert 

attention away from Gensuikyō, which Kishi and others believed was left-leaning.  

 In this hidden war against the antinuclear campaign, the Kishi administration decided 

to focus people’s attention on fallout hazards. In April 1957, when senior Japanese 

foreign officials met to discuss the future of policy against nuclear tests, they agreed that 
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the “genetic, long-term damage to mankind” should be the basis for such diplomacy. This 

sudden turnaround from the previous policy, which had sought to calm people’s anxiety 

about fallout hazards, was motivated by Japan’s national security policy. By playing up 

the risks of fallout from nuclear experiments, the government attempted to decouple the 

test ban issue from the question of nuclear deterrence and depict the nature of problem as 

“humanitarian.”
130

 In this way, the government could meet its citizens’ concerns and steal 

popular support from its leftist enemies without compromising the protective umbrella of 

U.S. nuclear deterrents over Japan.  

The decision could not have come at a better moment. By then, the public was more 

aware of the far-reaching consequences of radioactive pollution. Douglas MacArthur II, 

who succeeded Allison as ambassador to Tokyo, observed that Japanese concerns shifted 

from local fallout and radioactive tuna to long-life residual radioisotopes and their genetic 

effects.
131

 An opinion poll underlined this, showing that people’s anxiety about fallout 

had reached an all-time high. Out of 88 percent who opposed nuclear tests, 50 percent 

cited the terror of radioactivity as their reason for opposition. In contrast, 16 percent saw 

the issue as part of disarmament, and only 7 percent opposed the tests on grounds of 

Japan’s unique history of atomic victimization in Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Bikini.
132

 

Noting the magnitude of the fallout terror, MacArthur concluded derisively that the 

Japanese now “consider health hazards from continuation of tests greater than risks 
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involved in reliance upon Soviet promises to adhere to [an] agreement on test 

prohibition.”
133

  

The Kishi administration was determined to exploit the profound public anxiety for 

the government’s own political goals. Anti-test diplomacy based on “humanitarian” 

concerns now aimed not at the Pacific tests alone but at all nuclear experiments anywhere 

in the world. The government played on the risk of radioactive contamination, stretching 

it so far that it became contradictory to the government’s own scientific judgment. In 

May 1957, when the Japanese government protested the U.S. tests in Nevada due to their 

radiation danger, its messenger confided to U.S. officials that this statement was “not in 

accord with scientific findings submitted by Japan to UN Scientific Committee 

[UNSCEAR].” He still justified the government’s protest, however, arguing that it 

expressed Tokyo’s desire to “go along with public.”
134

 Kishi’s diplomacy, however, was 

by no means based on people’s paranoia as opposed to the scientific truth. Indeed, it was 

successful precisely because of profound scientific uncertainty about the real nature of 

fallout hazards. In this fluid situation, the Japanese justified their actions against nuclear 

tests by shifting the burden of proof. A public protest by the Kishi administration in 

September 1957, for example, asserted that “all nuclear tests should be suspended at the 

present stage where there is as yet no scientific assurance […] that the hazard to mankind 

from repeated nuclear tests will not increase.”
135

  

Shrewdly sensing the popular view of radiation hazards, Kishi launched diplomacy 

against nuclear tests. His aim was to win back the citizens’ trust in the government which 

had been lost during the nationwide panic of the Lucky Dragon incident. Domestic 
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political maneuvers and national security considerations in the Cold War world lay 

beneath Japan’s reemphasis on the risks of fallout hazards. The birth of Japan as an anti-

nuclear nation was completed. Both the government and the grassroots movement were 

now competing with one another to champion people’s anxiety about fallout hazards.  

 

Conclusion  

The beginning of Japan’s antinuclear diplomacy marked the end of the period in 

which Tokyo and Washington struggled to “unmake” the driving force behind the Lucky 

Dragon incident. Such a force was the discovery of detectable radioactivity from nuclear 

tests throughout the environment. When this wide distribution of fallout met the lack of 

uniformity in monitoring, evaluating, and reporting its potential hazards, people stopped 

trusting their government’s safety assurances and organized themselves in a campaign to 

halt nuclear testing and remove the source of fallout. An amalgam of scientific 

uncertainty and the political economy of food, however, continued to frustrate the 

desperate search for an acceptable level of permissible dose.  

After the initial setback, the community of scientists across the Pacific, bound by 

dense personal networks, fear of communism, and the dream of a new atomic civilization, 

gradually recouped. At both the official and informal levels, the scientists worked 

together to standardize radiation surveillance and safety guidelines among themselves as 

well as to educate the public about “acceptable risk” in the atomic age—in war or peace. 

At the end, however, the Japanese leadership realized the need for a political approach to 

unmaking the Lucky Dragon incident. It was to win people’s trust back to the government 

through diplomatic support for a test ban. To balance between “individual and national 
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security in an era of ‘atomic plenty,’”
136

 Tokyo refocused on the risks of fallout, in hope 

of setting the problem of nuclear tests apart from that of nuclear deterrence. Fallout thus 

came to constitute the core of Japan’s antinuclear diplomacy but, at the same time, ceased 

to be a subversive force to the government and the Pacific Cold War alliance. In this 

sense, the Lucky Dragon incident was finally “unmade.” 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

DILEMMA OF A DUAL AUDIENCE: 

PUBLIC DEBATE AND THE ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL FALLOUT CRISIS 

 

When does a global environmental change become a “global” crisis? In discussing 

the case of global climate change, Clark A. Miller underlines the crucial role of science 

which triggers an epistemic turn from a local to a global outlook. Until the early 1980s, 

Miller explains, the definition of “climate” and “weather” largely remained local or 

regional. This framing gradually transformed in response to the development of 

Atmospheric General Circulation Models. “Only when the Earth’s climate was re-

imagined as a global system,” Miller explains, “did claims about climate change begin to 

engage with debates about international politics.”
1
 A similar epistemic turn shaped 

another “global” crisis, population explosion, which went global when the Club of 

Rome’s famous 1972 report, The Limits to Growth, extensively used computer modeling 

based on Operations Research.
2
 

The branch of science which transformed worldwide fallout contamination into a 

truly “global” hazard was classic genetics. Its disciples understood the term “radiation 

hazard” deep in space and time, conceiving the theoretical existence of genetic damage as 

cumulative in the whole population. Hermann J. Muller’s discovery of artificial gene 

mutations in the late 1920s convinced mainstream geneticists that there was no minimum 
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radiation dose which would not cause mutations, and that each mutation was passed 

down through generations until it eliminated itself in the form of someone’s death.
3
  Only 

on this large population scale did the extent of genetic damage from global fallout, too 

small to bother any individual and his immediate descendants, become an unmistakable 

“hazard.”    

The material phenomenon of widespread fallout contamination began with the very 

first atomic detonation: Shot TRINITY exploded in the desert of New Mexico in July 

1945. Its radioactive particles drifted on the wind, fogging some photographic films a few 

thousand miles away from the test site. The scale of contamination became truly global in 

November 1952 when the United States detonated the world’s first thermonuclear device, 

Shot MIKE. Throughout this period, however, the main focus of concern for the classic 

geneticists had been fixed to the genetic consequences of radioactive fallout during a 

nuclear war.
4
 Why, then, did they suddenly begin to warn about the genetic damage from 

weapons testing in the aftermath of the radiological disaster at Bikini in 1954?  

Drawing on the literature discussing the reactions of U.S. geneticists to the Bikini 

incident,
5
 this chapter seeks to explain the origin of the fallout debate by focusing on the 

fact that the incident alarmed both geneticists and laypeople at the same time. For the 

U.S. government, this activated the dilemma of a dual audience in risk communication. 

Classic geneticists, on the one hand, considered “hazard” in terms of the extent of genetic 

damage in the population. On the other hand, the U.S. government, fearful of mass panic, 

had long carefully crafted the discussion of genetic effects in its fallout safety statements 
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in a manner to reassure laypeople. Until the Bikini incident, Washington managed to 

satisfy both laypeople and geneticists by allowing each audience to draw its own meaning 

from the same fallout safety statements.   

The intensive public concern following the Bikini incident, however, undermined the 

interpretative elasticity of fallout safety statements. The denial of any “harm” by the U.S. 

government, intended to reassure laypeople, no longer satisfied another audience 

comprised of geneticists, who now found such a reassurance as dishonest and misleading. 

The discontented experts tried to underline the genetic “hazard” entailed in global fallout 

by presenting it as an established “fact” leading to the production of “numerous” 

casualties. This presentation, in turn, struck USAEC officials as dangerously misleading 

to the public. In the end, neither side of the debate, aware of laypeople as their common 

audience, could make an argument without being taken as over-reassuring or over-

sensational. This self-reinforcing dynamic of the dual-audience dilemma stirred the 

fallout debate.  

The fallout debate, however, was not simply a product of risk miscommunication. It 

sustained and escalated because of an irreconcilable divide of opinion among experts 

regarding the following two major questions. The first question concerned the handling 

of scientific uncertainty. Which side, governments or critics, should bear the burden of 

proof when the nature and magnitude of risk remained uncertain? The other question 

concerned the philosophy of risk. Should one be concerned with the risk which is 

theoretically extant but undetectable by means of epidemiological analysis or clinical 

observation? And should one be concerned with an absolute burden of risk and its 

political and moral implication or with its comparative magnitude to be balanced against 
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exchanged benefits as well as other natural and social hazards? The USAEC officials 

managed to be unanimous in approaching the above two questions, pushing the burden of 

proof to their critics and declaring the genetic risk as “negligible” because it was 

indiscernible and acceptable in a comparative sense. The geneticists, in contrast, proved 

incapable of speaking up as one collective voice.   

 

Fear of nuclear fear  

 The fallout debate is often believed to have begun with a popular fear of the 

unknown. Indeed, the Bikini Incident instantly unleashed a number of wild speculations 

about the effects of H-bombs. BRAVO was rumored to have gone “out of control.” The 

entire atoll was said to have disappeared from the face of Earth, and the Pacific Ocean 

was alleged to be poisoned with deadly radioactivity. A healthy dose of scientific 

information, however, hardly addressed the problem because it missed the point 

altogether. All loose talk about H-bomb effects, including radioactive fallout, was 

colorful and sensational but unspecific and disoriented. As Spencer Weart explains, these 

narratives did not strive to describe actual phenomena in the first place. Their aim was 

rather to teach a moral lesson about the danger of playing with “forbidden secrets,” 

demonic or scientific, upsetting the natural order of things.
6
 The nuclear fear was thus all-

encompassing but not taking any specific direction. Not surprisingly, Washington later 

found out that the awareness of H-bomb effects, while raising a general sense of 

uneasiness, hardly had any notable effect in galvanizing a political force against nuclear 

armaments or alliance with the United States.
7
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Nuclear fear constituted a background for the fallout debate, but did not create it. 

What actually set the fallout debate in motion was the initiative of U.S. political leaders 

to contain such fear. This fear of nuclear fear, which shaped U.S. nuclear information 

policy since the dawn of the atomic age, reflected the cultural outlook of the postwar 

statecraft which turned to behavioral sciences to understand and govern the mass public.
8
 

Following the first U.S. thermonuclear test in November 1952, the White House ordered 

a policy review about the public disclosure of H-bomb effects. The report was heavily 

loaded with the terms of crowd psychology, which diagnosed popular reactions to nuclear 

weapons as swinging between the emotional extremes of “hysteria” and “complacency.”
9
 

This emotional pendulum was believed to weaken the will of the United States and its 

allies to deter Communist aggression. It was especially dangerous in the aftermath of the 

Lucky Dragon incident because BRAVO boosted U.S. nuclear strength to be capable of 

“massive retaliation” but appeared to drive Japan, Britain, and other key U.S. allies into 

neutralism.
10

 Out of desperation, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles begged USAEC 
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Chairman Lewis Strauss to “say something” about H-bomb effects and calm the “wave of 

hysteria.”
11

 

 A typical method of U.S. nuclear information policy was a sort of tit for tat, seeking 

to counter a fear with a hope without the population losing the moral fiber to coexist with 

the danger of a nuclear war. For this purpose, Washington recycled Eisenhower’s Atoms 

for Peace plan, proposed in December 1953 as a scheme to divert fission materials from 

weapons to peaceful uses abroad, as a propaganda tool to promote the peaceful image of 

atomic energy.
12

 This desire to offset a supposedly excessive fear set the basic tone when 

Strauss released the first official statement on the radiological incident at Bikini on March 

31, 1954. He categorically denied any damage due to radioactive fallout from BRAVO. 

While he admitted that there had been “a small increase in natural background radiation 

in some localities in the continental United States,” the chairman insisted that it remained 

“far below the levels which could be harmful in any way to human beings, animals, or 

crops.”
13

 He overstepped, however, when he boasted about the tremendous destructive 

power of BRAVO, declaring that it could wipe out “any city.” As it turned out, this 

colorful comment temporarily stole the media spotlight from nuclear testing and its 

fallout.
14

  

Strauss’ speech, however, soon triggered the fallout debate because the term he used, 

“harmful,” lost its interpretative flexibility after the incident at Bikini had created an 

intense public interest in the subject. John Bugher, the director of the USAEC’s DBM, 

later explained that the general public commonly interpreted the word “hazard” as 
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pointing to “a clear and present danger that would injure themselves, some member of 

their families or those immediately about them.”
15

 Strauss’ categorical denial of any harm 

was intended to dispel such a fear in this target audience. The same word, however, 

signified a totally different concept for the expert, who typically interpreted the word as 

denoting “a finite statistical probability of injury even though the likelihood of 

encountering anyone with such an injury might be extremely small.”
16

 Because Strauss’ 

speech reached experts and non-experts alike through the mass media, his denial of 

“harm” served its purpose to reassure non-experts but struck experts as untrue and 

dishonest.  

Strauss’ speech offended a number of prominent geneticists who recognized the 

theoretical existence of genetic effects no matter how weak radiation was. The geneticist 

who first raised a voice of protest was Alfred H. Sturtevant at the California Institute of 

Technology. He was one of the brightest disciples of Thomas Hunt Morgan, the founder 

of experimental genetics who had used the fruit flies Drosophila to study inheritance 

through chromosomes.
17

 In June 1954, Sturtevant took strong issue with Strauss’ remark 

during his speech at the annual Pacific region meeting of the American Association for 

Advancement of Sciences (AAAS). “Presumably,” Sturtevant told his fellow scientists, 

the USAEC chairman’s comment was “intended to refer only to immediate effects on 

exposed individuals.” But he pointed out that even the slightest increase of background 

radiation might lead to a proportional increase in the frequency of genetic mutations. 

Sturtevant concluded his speech by expressing his “regret” that “an official in a position 
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of such responsibility” denied the existence of genetic effects. “There is no possible 

escape from the conclusion,” he declared, that the bombs already exploded would 

ultimately result in “the production of numerous defective individuals” in the future.
18

 

Sturtevant’s demand appeared to be modest. It was not a critique of the government’s 

nuclear policy, but a request for its public recognition of genetic damage as a matter of 

fact, no matter how minute it was. In response, the USAEC took some positive steps to 

meet Sturtevant’s demand. Earl L. Green, a genetics specialist at the DBM on loan from 

Ohio State University, was quietly working from within the Commission to modify the 

official position in a manner to admit the theoretical existence of a genetic risk.
19

 The 

USAEC also proved willing to discuss all detailed scientific issues, but only within the 

closed world of the scientific community to avoid the dilemma of a dual audience.
20

 But 

Sturtevant spoke up on the public stage. As it was bound to alarm people in the street, the 

USAEC sharply reacted to this trespassing. It was this condition of a dual audience that 

sparked a fierce debate between the USAEC and the geneticists.  

The debate between the experts revolved around the following two seminal issues 

which had underpinned the concept of the “permissible” dose. What was a “scientific 

fact” about the genetic risk from low-level radiation? And how to frame such a risk? In 

writing to Sturtevant, John Bugher charged that the geneticist had failed to be “scientific” 

on both counts. To begin with, the DBM director acknowledged the theoretical existence 
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of the genetic risk from global fallout. But he criticized the sense of certitude with which 

Sturtevant spoke of the subject as “unscientific.” Bugher pointed out that the question of 

genetic damage from low-level chronic exposure was far from settled. Indeed, it was 

derived from an extrapolation from the data of mice and fruit fries exposed to a much 

higher range of radiation. The USAEC cited this lack of direct evidence as grounds to 

dismiss Sturtevant's warning as too uncertain and push the burden of proof upon him. 

What was needed, Bugher told Sturtevant, was not a premature warning in public but a 

“sound set of data” obtained through further research.
21

 

Bugher also denounced Sturtevant’s framing of risk. The geneticist worried about an 

absolute increase of the genetic risk, no matter how small it was. The DBM director, on 

the other hand, insisted on a comparative perspective and dismissed a risk too small to be 

discernable. The levels of global fallout, he said, remained smaller than the incidental 

variation in natural background radiation.
22

 This meant that a statistical analysis could not 

discern any victim from global fallout as such from those due to natural radiation and 

other causes. As the USAEC’s Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine later 

explained that it was impossible to detect the small additional number of genetic 

abnormalities due to global fallout. It was because some 40,000 defectives for all 

spontaneous causes occurred out of the 4 million annual newborns in the United States 

(or one percent).
23 

The USAEC officials reassured themselves with this lack of any 

discernable demographic effect. The government scientists, Libby told Strauss, “have 

never deprecated fallout.” “We have pointed to the fact,” he said, “that it is small as 
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compared to normal dosages and therefore the prophets of doom had better check their 

reasoning.”
24 

For Bugher, this comparative analysis of risk was an ethical outlook for the scientist 

as an apostle of progress because it would not let an exceedingly small risk in numerical 

terms obstruct scientific advancement and social improvement. He warned Sturtevant not 

to exaggerate the significance of “vanishingly small probabilities” in the course of 

“human adjustment to a world in which nuclear energy is widely utilized.” As the subject 

in this case was “as sensitive as the atomic weapons program,” Bugher said, “sweeping 

generalizations which are not derived from good observations should receive a prompt 

and effective correction.”
25

 The comparative perspective of risk was a key epistemic 

device for embracing all promises and risks of the high-modern, Cold War world.  

 
As Bugher and Sturtevant quarreled with one another behind the scenes, political 

journalists thrust the debate into the public forum. This crucial step in the politics of risk 

took place in the fall of 1954 when the Alsop brothers wrote a series of newspaper 

columns on Sturtevant’s claim. The columnists readily translated his prediction of 

“numerous” defective individuals into a graphic image of “monsters,” which deeply 

resonated with the popular cultural understanding of radiation damage.
26

 The USAEC 

still could dismiss such talk as just another case of nonsense. What proved more 

disturbing to the Commission, however, was the statement that Sturtevant’s claim, true or 

not, created the impression that even the most distinguished experts disagreed over the 
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pure scientific fact of fallout hazards. Here, the claim “nobody knows” was not a neutral 

description that the actual danger might fall on either side of the debate, but rather a 

rhetorical statement that it was bound to be much worse or even catastrophic. The Alsops 

strongly implied this conclusion, casting doubt on the competence of USAEC staff 

experts who had proved “wrong” at Bikini.
27

   

The Alsop bothers added another crucial dimension to the debate, arguing that the 

USAEC was withholding alarming fallout data from the public.
28 

Regardless of its actual 

grounds, this charge rang plausible for those who were well aware of the USAEC’s 

obsession with security. Shortly after the Bikini Incident, Strauss and his associates 

accused J. Robert Oppenheimer, an atomic physicist who had led the Manhattan Project 

to success as its science director, of having communist sympathies and stripped him of 

access to weapons information.
29 

Against this backdrop, the columnists called on the 

USAEC to publish its fallout studies without delay, “however much this may shock such 

high priests in the cult of Q-clearance as Lewis Strauss.”
30

  

Behind the scene, Strauss indeed asked government officials to refrain from 

commenting on radioactive fallout and other H-bomb effects until the USAEC published 

an “authoritative statement” on the subject. His aim was to contain sensational news 

coverage based on a series of leaks.
31

 As it turned out, Strauss was forced to withhold the 

document until February 1955 because Dulles feared that the report might revive nuclear 
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fear abroad and jeopardize diplomatic talks then in progress to establish the European 

Defense Community.
32

 For critics like the Alsops, this delay seemed to vindicate their 

suspicion that the USAEC suppressed fallout information. Strauss became a favored 

scapegoat for this blunder. One day, he forwarded a copy of one such exposé article to the 

State Department with a bitter note: “Here is a sample of the ripe tomatoes that are being 

thrown because of the delay in the release of our statement on fallout.”
33

 The delay of the 

report was part of a wider process which gradually chipped away the USAEC’s original 

reputation as a competent and objective technocratic organization. This credibility 

problem boded ill for the USAEC’s position in the politics of risk.  

When the fallout debate burst into the public sphere by the hand of journalists, 

Herman J. Muller entered the scene and took the debate to a new plane. Muller was 

another prominent disciple of Morgan, who first discovered the genetic damage of 

ionizing radiation in the late 1920s. This finding later won him a Nobel Prize for 

Medicine in 1946. Invited by Nicolai I. Vavilov, a prominent Soviet plant biologist, 

Muller migrated to the Soviet Union in 1933 and continued his Drosophila studies. 

Morgan’s theory of chromosomal inheritance, however, soon came under attack by 

Trofim Lysenko. An agronomist from Ukraine, Lysenko became a champion of the 

Lamarckian theory of inheritance that acquired characteristics in one's lifetime could be 

passed to offspring. Backed by the Stalinist regime, Lysenko and his disciples unleashed 

a political persecution of the rival school of classic genetics as a bourgeois science of 

idealism with no practical application. Deeply disillusioned, Muller left the Soviet Union 
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in 1937. His patron Vavilov was later arrested and died in exile in 1943. When Lysenko 

managed to win Stalin’s approval to ban classic genetics in 1948, Muller resigned as a 

foreign member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and became an outspoken critic of 

Stalinism and Lysenkoism.
34

    

Sturtevant’s public take on the genetic effect of radiation was a considerable surprise 

to Muller. In a letter to Stewart Alsop, Muller alluded to some “personal differences” 

between them in the remote past.
35

 The Nobel laureate nevertheless endorsed Sturtevant’s 

position because he was also under the impression that the USAEC, seeking to reassure 

the public, dismissed the principle of genetic damage altogether. Unlike Sturtevant, 

however, Muller cautioned against using such a sensational term as “monsters” to 

describe the genetic risk from fallout. In his opinion, most mutations would manifest 

themselves as slight, obscure defects, which were nevertheless just as detrimental to the 

population as a whole as the gross abnormalities.
36

 Muller also knew a paradox in risk 

communication. If the danger was presented in too lurid colors, he said, the public would 

soon be led to dismiss it entirely. This outcome might wind up leaving the subject to 

“people who, like Strauss, whitewash the entire menace.”
37

  

As J. Christopher Jolly points out, Muller and other geneticists did not simply react to 

Strauss’s double talk of risk, but joined the debate with their own agenda. Since the pre-
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atomic age, these scientists had repeatedly warned about the genetic effects of radiation, 

especially from the widespread misuse and overuse of X-rays. Although their doses to 

any single individual might be quite small, Muller and other geneticists argued that their 

aggregate effects in the population as a whole might have a consequence for overall 

human fitness in the future. Medical radiation, however, belonged to the turf of 

physicians, who insisted on their discretion on radiation use for the betterment of 

patients. The geneticists took advantage of the public interest animated by the fallout 

debate as part of their public education campaign to incorporate genetic risk into 

radiation protection.
38

 This longstanding agenda of the geneticists sustained the debate far 

beyond the strong but transient popular furor following the Bikini Incident.  

Indeed, the seed of politics in radiation protection had been sown when Muller 

became a consultant for the NCRP in 1948. Ironically, upon advice from Caltech 

geneticist George W. Beadle, the USAEC had persuaded the NCRP to seek advice from 

Muller to incorporate genetic effects into its radiation safety guidelines.
39

 Muller insisted 

on the prompt need for setting the genetically permissible dose for the whole population. 

In September 1952, he was invited to attend the ICRP’s meeting in Stockholm and 

proposed about 20 r per capita for the 30-year reproductive period.
 
He believed that 

humankind could accept up to the magnitude of risk equivalent to a 25% increase in the 

spontaneous mutation rate.
40

 The estimates of the spontaneous mutation rate, however, 

remained uncertain, ranging from as low as a few roentgen up to close to 100 r. Given 
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this unsettling status of knowledge, many European delegates preferred erring on a safer 

side. The British and Swedish, for example, put forward a number comparable to the 

natural dosage (3 to 5 r for the reproductive period).
41

 Despite this wide disagreement 

over an exact number, Muller was still delighted to see the ICRP’s strong interest in 

genetic risk.
42

  

Back in the United States, the NCRP was also concerned with the genetic risk to the 

whole population. Indeed, it had already adopted the prudent hypothesis that any small 

dose could cause a proportional degree of genetic and health damage. Its chief mission, 

however, was a professional self-regulation of radiological workers. Its “maximum 

permissible dose” was meant to indicate a point which might be “negligible” to the health 

of any individual worker.
43

 In the case of the exposure of the whole population, however, 

a much lower permissible dose was required in order to keep its aggregate and 

cumulative genetic damage to a “negligible” extent. The NCRP fully accepted this 

principle but remained reluctant to name a specific number for this purpose. The practical 

problem of persuading labor unions and insurance companies to accept a much higher 

permissible dose in the workplace informed Taylor’s strong objection to the principle of a 

double standard.
44

 In Stockholm, Taylor insisted that no population dose should be 
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determined until it became a real issue in that country concerned.
45

 But one of the NCRP 

members, Giaocchino Failla, concluded that the NCRP could no longer avoid this 

problem. In January 1953, he asked Muller and another consultant, Curt Stern, to 

investigate a possible genetic population dose on behalf of the NCRP. In his letter to 

Stern, Failla even hinted his willingness to accept Muller’s number, 20 to 30 r, as 

reasonable.
46

   

Stern, however, replied with the proposal of a much lower number, about 3 or 5 r. 

This low figure forced the NCRP to face the serious social implications of the genetic 

population dose. Like Taylor, Failla believed that such a number was harmful for labor 

relations in atomic installations.
47

 Another social problem, as Muller later stated in his 

recollection of the episode, was the persistent fear of mass panic at the idea of atomic 

war.
48

 Although there seems to be no direct reference to this effect in the NCRP 

documents of the time, the USAEC and armed forces indeed feared a mass panic and 

preferred leaving out the discussion of genetic risk in civil defense manuals.
49

 Muller, 

however, did not share these concerns regarding a double standard. The geneticist 

believed that the fears of labor unrest and mass panic should not obscure the genetic 

principle to be reckoned with in radiation protection.
50

 To avoid the adoption of a 
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dangerously low number based on incomplete knowledge, Failla insisted that the 

geneticists should first resolve disagreement among themselves on a specific number 

before the NCRP took the genetic risk into account. He pressed Muller and Stern to 

provide a scientific ground for their numbers, only to hear nothing from them. The lack of 

consensus within the genetics community allowed the NCRP to drop the whole matter 

from Handbook 59 when it was published in September 1954.
51

  

Against this unresolved dispute inside the NCRP, Muller seized on the fallout debate 

to take his case to the public. Muller sharply reacted to two points raised by Bugher. He 

took issue with the first argument that genetic damage from low-level radiation lacked 

direct evidence and remained too uncertain. As one of the foremost theorists in the field, 

Muller believed it permissible to use incomplete data and unproven hypotheses to 

calculate at least a possible minimum magnitude of damage.
52

 Muller also deplored 

another argument that the genetic damage from fallout, even if existent, was negligible 

because it lacked a discernible demographic impact. The H-bomb tests so far, Muller 

granted, had not produced an amount of fallout that would have a serious damaging 

genetic effect on humankind as a whole. But he found obscure individual miseries, 

scattered far and wide in space and time, no less worrisome than a clear demographic 

catastrophe.
53

 His strong concern about individual fates reflected his ethical outlook of 
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humanism. Later in 1963, the American Humanist Association nominated him as the 

Humanist of the Year.
54

  

The question was, as the historian J. Christopher Jolly points out, how to “impress 

upon the public the significance of an undetectable risk.”
 55

  To underline such a hazard 

and raise its moral implication, Sturtevant took a crucial step in the fallout debate. In 

January 1955, he published an estimate of the minimum number of potential casualties 

from global fallout. As the historian Peter Thorsheim observes, this art of “body count” 

was also used as a rhetorical tool of persuasion to “see” the London Fog of 1952 as a 

disaster.
56

 Sturtevant noted that the degree of risk from global fallout, estimated around 

0.035 roentgen/yr, was indeed negligible to any particular individual and his immediate 

descendants. But measured against the entire population in the United States and in the 

world, this slight exposure might result in 78 and 1,800 mutations per year if one 

roentgen would make one undesirable mutation in every 10,000 genetic cells. Sturtevant 

granted that the hazard might be slight when weighed against the possible benefits and 

indeed so small to any individual as to be disregarded. But he argued that “the facts 

remains that there is a hazard, and that it may become a significant one in terms of large 

populations.” He also raised a moral problem of harming any individual due to this global 

hazard. From “a humanitarian point of view,” he concluded that “any increase at all in the 

number of individuals that are defective either mentally or physically is not to be lightly 

dismissed.”
57

 Sturtevant’s number, in short, was intended to underline both the truly 
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global nature of hazard and its profound moral implication in the form of each individual 

victim.  

Bugher and Green correctly noticed the humanitarian concern behind Sturtevant’s 

estimates but found it misplaced. For them, humanitarianism meant the full use of atomic 

energy for national defense and social progress. Some risks from this new source of 

power thus had to be weighed in balance against all the promised benefits.
58

 What the 

USAEC really abhorred, however, was the method Sturtevant chose in making his 

argument. In the condition of a dual audience, his virtual body count was bound to lead 

the public to conclude that the damage was proven, and that the number of individuals 

Sturtevant invoked had actually died or would die. Bugher deplored this exercise of 

numbers based on various hypotheses as misleading and unscientific. In writing to a 

journalist, Bugher complained that the calculation of hypothetical casualties failed to 

appreciate the fact that “the language of science may mean something quite different to 

non-scientific people than is intended by the scientific writer.” Keenly aware of the 

dilemma of a dual audience, the DBM director insisted on “a little more scientific 

humility” on the part of geneticists.
59

   

The USAEC moved to end the harmful debate by accepting what the geneticists 

demanded. In February 1955, the Commission released a report on global fallout from H-

bombs, which Strauss had hoped to be an “authoritative document” on the subject. In it, 

the USAEC admitted that nuclear testing entailed a certain element of risk in an absolute 
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sense. The Commission, however, quickly reassured the readers that no data collected by 

the USAEC pointed to the “dangerous amounts” of fallout “anywhere in the world” 

outside the test sites. The term “danger” in this bold statement was not what the 

geneticists conceived—a sum of minute damage to the whole population—but what 

people in the street understood—a threat to oneself and one’s offspring. The report stated 

that the average dose received by anyone in the United States from all nuclear tests to 

date had been 0.1 r. It was equivalent to approximately 1/100 of the natural dose and 

about the same as the exposure received from one chest X-ray.
60

  

As Sturtevant himself admitted, the risk was negligible if defined in such individual 

terms. The geneticists, however, saw the USAEC’s argument beside the point and, worse, 

misleading about the nature and magnitude of genetic damage at issue. The indelible 

suspicion that the USAEC was still belittling the genetic risk became stronger when a 

feature article in U.S. News & World Report quoted a string of “official sources” and 

denied any genetic harm whatsoever by fallout from nuclear tests. Worse, it dismissed the 

critics as “alarmists” who helped the communists undermine the nation's defense from 

within.
61

 Despite a barrage of protests from Muller and many other scientists, the USAEC 

refused to denounce the article. This stonewall attitude reinforced Muller’s long-harbored 

suspicion that medical experts, who had long resisted the restriction of X-rays use from a 

point of view of heritable effects , monopolized scientific advice for the USAEC in 

radiation protection.
62  

This scandal once again underlined the dilemma both sides of the 
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debate faced in the public sphere. On a regretful note, Green told Bugher that the debate 

was moving fast out of control. “We are now in the position of having seen expressed in 

the public press and weekly magazines only those views approaching the two 

extremes.”
63

 

 

Atomic weather: A crisis which did not come 

The fallout debate was born out of an unexpected dynamic of the public debate 

among experts. The vital role of this dynamic in the incipient phase of the politics of risk 

is evident if we take a brief look at the contrasting case: the effects of nuclear explosions 

on weather and climate.
64

 While scientific experts led the debate over genetic risk, it was 

ordinary folks who first noticed “freak weather” and suspected its possible link to atomic 

detonations. This bottom-up mode of risk knowledge ultimately failed when the popular 

interest waned with no continuous input of dissenting expertise. The U.S. Weather 

Bureau, with its consensus-seeking approach and public reputation as an objective 

technocratic office, managed to maintain the sharp expert-lay divide by staging the public 

demonstration of consensus among meteorologists.
65
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From the outset of the atomic age, people often fanaticized that atomic explosions 

might trigger a “chain reaction” of atmospheric disturbances.
66

 In the spring of 1953, 

however, the topic of “atomic weather” became a serious subject of concern in the United 

States. When the atomic test series began in Nevada, many parts of the United States 

experienced excessive rainfall, floods, extreme temperatures, winds of hurricane velocity, 

and storms of hail stones. What disturbed people above all was what appeared to be the 

unusually high number of tornadoes. 175 tornadoes were reported during the first four 

and a half months of 1953, far more than an average of 83 tornadoes a year for the 35 

years from 1916 to 1950. The human and financial toll from this “freak weather” was not 

insignificant. For the first half year, the tornadoes killed at least 420 persons, injured 

several thousand, and damaged property worth $200 million.
67

  

Washington repeatedly denied any connection between atomic tests and weather 

disturbances outside the test sites. In doing so, it drew a sharp divide between 

professional meteorologists and casual observers. Government specialists tried to 

disabuse the popular notion of “normal” weather as a constant repetition of certain 

weather events. The experts insisted on their definition, namely the average over a long 

period of time, made up of wide “abnormal” swings about the average from time to time, 

place to place. Neither weather records nor various theories, the experts said, found any 

possible correlation between weather disturbances and atomic explosions. In an absolute 

sense, the amount of energy released from atomic bombs, with all their destructive power, 

was surprisingly modest compared to that from winds and storms. Harry Wexler, the 
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Director of Meteorological Research in the U.S. Weather Bureau, stated that even a local 

thunderstorm was equal to the power of 3 to 5 A-bombs of the Hiroshima type.
68

 This 

comparison to Mother Nature was helpful also as a rhetorical device to disabuse the 

popular nuclear fear that the atomic bomb was the ultimate weapon capable of upsetting 

the natural order of things. “An atomic explosion is awesomely powerful,” one science 

reporter wrote, “but not powerful enough to open the heavens.”
69 

All reassurances from “experts” notwithstanding, talk of atomic weather still 

continued. A Gallup poll taken in June 1953 underlined this fact. While 51% of the 

respondents denied the connection between atomic testing and weather events, 29% 

suspected such a link.
70

 A dose of skepticism in government expertise seemed to inform 

such a suspicion. One reader, in writing to the editor of Los Angeles Times, stated his 

suspicion of the weather effects of atomic explosions “despite the pooh-poohings of the 

Weather Bureau and Washington’s smart-aleck scientists and meteorologists.” He also put 

forward an alternative view of Nature as delicately balanced. The atomic-age metaphor of 

chain reaction, a small trigger leading to a big explosion, enhanced this impression. “A 

pebble can trigger an avalanche,” he wrote.
71

 The popular suspicion in atomic weather, 

however, encountered the public appearance of expert consensus. The JCAE tried to 

underline this impression, announcing that it was unaware of any specialist who took 

issue with the reassurance by the USAEC.
72

 This crucial asset, however, came under 
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threat when one newspaper columnist asserted that some anonymous scientists 

“privately” harbored a suspicion and favored a full review by a committee of experts.
73

 
 

The anecdotal episodes of atomic weather continued to build up in 1954 as the Lucky 

Dragon incident revived nuclear fear throughout the world. The early summer of that 

year in Japan and Europe was the coldest in decades. North America braced for a record-

breaking number of over 600 tornadoes in the first nine months of the year. Not 

surprisingly, mass media in and outside the United States came to habitually “trace back 

to atomic explosion tests any bad weather period.”
74

 This trend was especially strong in 

Japan which was in the middle of the crisis following the Lucky Dragon incident. Fearing 

that “unfriendly elements” would exploit a poor forecast of rice harvest due to the cold 

summer, the Japanese government and the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo begged Washington 

for information to refute the causation between U.S. nuclear tests and the cold summer or 

to “link any weather effects to Soviet tests.”
75

 With the heavy media coverage in 

progress, U.S. diplomats in Japan became unusually nervous about any abnormal weather 

report. In September, when a powerful typhoon sunk a ferryboat near the Japanese coast, 

Ambassador John Allison could not but wonder if his nation’s H-bomb tests might be 

accused of having caused the disaster.
76

    

While U.S. meteorologists continued to dismiss any association between abnormal 

weather and atomic explosions, their counterparts in Japan and Europe took a serious 

look at the problem. The Meteorological Society of Japan, in its ban-the-bomb appeal on 

the heels of the Bikini Incident, raised the possibility that the radioactive dust injected by 
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H-bombs into the stratosphere might block the transmission of solar radiation like a 

volcanic eruption did. This statement was one of the first cases that pointed to the 

hypothesis later known as a “nuclear winter” phenomenon.
77

 In Europe, C. Noel-Martin 

corresponded to the French Academy of Sciences and pointed out some additional 

meteorological effects suspected from atomic explosions, such as the production of acid 

rain and the enhanced levels of atmospheric radioactivity due to the increase of C-14.
78

 

The voice of dissent among experts abruptly unlocked a political window of opportunity 

for linking meteorological risk to a campaign against nuclear weapons. The Soviet 

delegate to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) seized on the Japanese claim 

and called for action on their ban-the-bomb appeal. Most members rejected this explicitly 

political motion, but strong public interest forced the WMO to open an investigation of 

the alleged weather effects.
79

 Some scientist-activists in the United States, reportedly 

including Albert Einstein, also became interested in the warning of meteorologists abroad 

as one of the reasons against H-bombs.
80

  

The politicization of atomic weather, however, was soon contained by the U.S. 

Weather Bureau. Unlike the genetic risk which lacked an established mechanism of 

expert reviews, meteorological affairs belonged firmly to the turf of the Weather Bureau. 

With no conclusive positive proof against the weather effects of nuclear explosions, the 

Weather Bureau carefully avoided being “euchred into a negative position in the subject” 
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vis-à-vis the public and its fellow meteorologists.
81

 The Bureau canvassed some 80 

meteorologists throughout the country for a possible theoretical model, which was then 

checked against the available weather data, all unclassified and freely available. Although 

all proved negative, the review still admitted a possible weather effect of an atomic 

explosion. Such an effect, however, was said to be likely to remain within the range of 

natural weather oscillations.
82

  

The review, published in January 1955, was highly successful. The Bureau's 

consensus-building approach successfully persuaded the meteorologists, as none of them 

disputed the carefully qualified negative conclusion.
83 

The mass media seemed to be 

satisfied as well. The major newspapers habitually quoted the views of the U.S. Weather 

Bureau and the British Meteorological Services (which conducted a similar review 

around the same time
84

) as their authoritative information source on the matter of weather 

effects. The most cited counter-opinions were not those of experts, but those labeled as 

street rumors and local anecdotes.
85

 The successful staging of expert consensus pushed 

any talk about meteorological risk into the lesser “anecdotal” realm as demarcated from 

the “scientific” field. When the weather appeared to return to normal and the popular 

interest waned, international experts also began to question the scientific value of any 
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further investigation. By the end of 1955, only 13 of 101 countries responded to the 

WMO’s inquiry with some meteorological data, but most of it was not even related to the 

investigation.
86

 The subversive talk of atomic weather continued, but the sharp lay-expert 

divide rendered it harmless as one of the folk myths in the atomic age.  

 

“One scientist speaks up”: The limits of individual protest 

Unlike the case of atomic weather, the debate over the genetic risk from global 

fallout continued because of the dilemma of a dual audience in the public sphere. Neither 

side of the dispute could make an argument without being taken as either over-reassuring 

or over-sensational. In this unexpected manner, both the USAEC staff experts and the 

geneticists coproduced the fallout debate. The geneticists, however, proved incapable of 

pushing the debate beyond a state of impasse toward a new synthesis. Their communal 

interest as a branch of science united them behind the demand that the USAEC should 

recognize the fact of a genetic hazard entailed in global fallout. This lowest common 

denominator aside, the geneticists found themselves underpowered. The USAEC held all 

key scientific facts about the extent of contamination and its probable genetic effects. The 

genetics community was also fragmented over the question of an acceptable definition of 

risk. Individual scientists managed to initiate the debate, but proved inadequate in 

producing a new ground of consensus.    

To argue that a radiation dose due to fallout was exceedingly small, one has to have 

accurate data regarding the actual extent of fallout contamination. In this respect, the 

USAEC had an unmatched advantage thanks to its extensive fallout monitoring 
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programs. Since 1951, its Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL) routinely measured 

mixed fission products in surface air and rain at 89 sites nationwide (reduced to 41 when 

no test took place).
87

 Project Sunshine added a worldwide layer of monitoring to the 

HASL program. This program began in 1953 in order to sample Sr-90 and other fallout 

products from weapons testing as an invaluable clue to estimate the worldwide biological 

effects of a nuclear war. When global fallout from weapons testing itself became an 

object of controversy, the fallout data of Project Sunshine proved extremely helpful for 

the USAEC to reassure the public.
88

  As of May 1957, Project Sunshine operated 105 

gummed-film sites and 21 steel pot stations to sample surface air and water, over 100 for 

seawater, 17 stations for soil, 8 for dried milk, and 20 for human bones. In 7 locations, 

the movement of radiostrontium was tracked in the soil-grass-animal food chain.
89

 

Supported by this wealth of fallout data, Bugher reassured the Congress that his 

commission “accurately determined” the actual level of fallout over the world.
90  

Indeed, 

as Libby later recalled, the USAEC might have been in an “exceedingly difficult 

position” without these surveillance data.
91

  

The USAEC wasted no time in mobilizing this knowledge base as a weapon to win 

the fallout debate once and for all. In May 1955, Merril Eisenbud, the director of HASL, 
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and his colleague John Harley released the nationwide data of external radiation from 

fission products deposited up to the end of 1954. Two months later, Libby published the 

estimates of various natural radiation sources for comparison to fallout. He averaged the 

nationwide exposure from external fallout radiation as of January 1955 and showed that 

this average, around 1 milliroentgen per year, was much smaller than the 16 mr/yr which 

one received upon moving from Washington to Denver.
92

 The full load of fallout 

surveillance data emboldened the USAEC experts to declare triumph. The fallout debate 

was not that of equal scientific credentials but, Eisenbud and Harley implicated, an 

asymmetrical one between “the calm presentation of the facts” and “the more sensational 

statements” appearing in the press “as a result of either pure speculations or superficial 

and incomplete information.”
93

  

The USAEC presented the fallout data to the public as scientifically accurate. The 

actual data, however, was the Commission’s possible best within the restraints of 

resources and knowledge. The HASL network was concerned with external radiation 

alone and, as it turned out, overlooked some crucial internal emitters such as Cs-137, Sr-

89, and I-131. Project Sunshine tracked one of these emitters, Sr-90, but remained a trial-

and-error program. Although all project members agreed that a factor of 2 (95% 

confidence) was scientifically desirable, Merril Eisenbud considered such a rigor 

“useless.” The phenomenon of radioactive fallout involved numerous imponderables, and 

the required number of samples to achieve a high degree of precision was prohibitive. 

But the project members were unsure about what was a “useful degree of accuracy” in 
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Project Sunshine.
94

 As Donald MacKenzie explains in his groundbreaking study of 

nuclear missile guidance, technology cannot determine its own desirable degree of 

accuracy divorced from social contexts.
95

 “This philosophical evaluation,” the project 

members concluded in May 1955, “proved, as always, so troublesome that we cheerfully 

abandoned it in favor of the customary intuition.”
96

  

The pragmatic nature of the USAEC’s fallout data, however, did not immediately 

come to surface. Back then, few institutions in or outside the United States conducted 

independent checks of global fallout. Moreover, the USAEC could determine when to 

disclose fallout data, and how much. The Commission’s information policy guidelines, 

Jolly points out, excluded from automatic disclosure “work with elements of atomic 

number 90 and above.”
97

 The chief method of fallout data dissemination was through 

individual speeches and articles by USAEC officials and contractors. In this manner, the 

Commission also could interpret the released data in a manner to buttress its reassuring 

message about fallout hazards.  

The USAEC held another key scientific information in the fallout debate: the extent 

of genetic damage from low-level radiation. Indeed, the USAEC was one of the major 

patrons for genetic research, including the genetic study of atomic survivors in Japan and 

numerous experimental projects at Brookhaven and Oak Ridge.
98

 The commission’s 

predecessor, the Manhattan Project, stepped into biomedical research out of the 
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compelling need for radiation safety in handling an unprecedented amount of 

radionuclides to make the atomic bomb. Its top secret nature also forced the Project to 

build its own institutional knowledge base.
99

 The USAEC inherited the biomedical 

program, providing a whole package of biomedical research—laboratories, field work 

sites, scientific training, and research tools such as radioisotopes. It also emerged as a 

major financial provider for biomedicine through contracts as the civilian National 

Science Foundation failed to play a central role. The USAEC, a powerful national 

security agency, could secure appropriations from the Congress for biomedical 

researchers.
100

  The USAEC also found its sponsorship of biomedical research useful to 

promoting the peaceful image of atomic energy in the United States and abroad, 

including its role in the war on cancer.
101

  

One of the most important USAEC-sponsored genetics studies was to determine a so-

called “doubling dose” required to double the human's spontaneous mutation rate. Since 

the number of some kinds of genetic defects at the levels of natural radiation was well 

known, the doubling dose was expected to allow one to calculate their increase expected 

with an additional dose of radiation. To ascertain this value, William L. Russell and his 

wife Liane at the USAEC's Oak Ridge National Laboratory launched a large-scale animal 
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experiment beginning in 1950, with thousands of mice exposed to a range of radiation 

around some 100 roentgens.
102

 Only the USAEC could implement this “mega-mouse” 

project because no academic institution found it feasible or desirable to embark on this 

long-term, heavily capitalized experiment with its dubious basic scientific interest for 

academic institutions.
103

  

Russell’s data still remained far from conclusive when the fallout debate erupted. It 

had a host of extrapolation problems from specific loci to the whole body, from mice to 

humans, and from relatively high doses to much lower doses comparable to that of 

natural dosage. Because of these uncertain factors, Stern and Muller could defend their 

widely different amounts of a doubling dose as equally valid. William Russell himself did 

not consider the question as settled by his preliminary data.
104

 Moreover, the fundamental 

question still remained as to whether it was advisable at all to use the doubling dose as an 

index of radiation damage.
105

 Despite this lack of consensus within the community of 

geneticists, the USAEC promptly drew a probable doubling dose from the mice data to 

argue that the extent of genetic damage from global fallout was inconsequential. 

Speaking before the Congress in April 1955, Green named 50 r as such a number and 

reassured his audience that the dose from fallout remained an exceedingly small fraction 

of this value.
106
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 The fallout debate proved also asymmetrical regarding the question of framing risk. 

The USAEC officials were unanimous in their verdict that the genetic risk from global 

fallout existed in an absolute sense but acceptable in comparative terms. In reply to 

Muller’s complaint about the U.S. News & World Report article, Earl Green asked him to 

balance the risk from global fallout “against other risks to which the populace is routinely 

subjected” and “against the hazard to the national defense of not testing nuclear 

devices.”
107

 To drive the point home, Bugher asked Hardin B. Jones, a UC-Berkeley 

physiologist, to investigate a method of comparing fallout risk to all modern social 

benefits and risks in terms of life-shortening effects. “No single hazard stands alone and, 

in general, none can ever be reduced to zero,” Bugher told Jones. “The hazards from 

radiation exposure need to be related to the other hazards which human experience has 

found acceptable.”
108

  

Jones’ report, completed in January 1957, placed the fallout risk in “the entire 

climate of risks” to individual health and social progress. He compared the estimates of 

life-shortening effects across different social and habitual factors to the case of radiation 

exposure to 1 roentgen (TABLE 2-1). Just as Sturtevant counted hypothetical dead bodies 

due to global fallout as a rhetorical device of persuasion, Jones turned to numbers as a 

powerful tool to mask all contexts and uncertainties entailed in each danger and render 

the fallout risk acceptable in a pure numerical sense. Radiation was “like money and 

time,” Hardin argued in the report, to be wisely expended to enjoy such benefits from the 

uses of atomic energy as economic development, social welfare, and national defense.
109
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TABLE 2-1: Relative Displacements of Physiologic Age by Various Factors (Days)
110

 

Country vs. City Dwelling +1825 

Married vs. Single, Widowed, Divorced +1826 

Overweight (per 1% overweight) -62 

Occupational Exercise vs. Sedentary Occupation +1825 

1 Pack cigarettes per day -3285 

All accidental deaths (Statistical Distribution in the U.S.A.) -841 

1 r - 5 or -10 

 

 

 The comparative outlook of risk divided the epistemic community of geneticists. 

Sturtevant and his Caltech colleague George W. Beadle, on the one hand, refused to 

subscribe to a comparative analysis. A genetic danger by fallout was indeed small 

compared to the baseline of natural radiation, but this comparison did not mute their 

concerns about an absolute increase of the burden to humankind. Beadle argued: “I still 

insist that the amount you add is important irrespective of what you had to start with. 

That is, if half the people died spontaneously, and you killed half of the remaining ones, 

this would be important.”
111

 Sturtevant and Beadle also objected to the weighing of 

global fallout against the other sources of artificial radiation and various social risks. 

Although their ultimate biological effects might be identical, fallout risk differed from 
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most other hazards in terms of informed choice. While one had a choice regarding a chest 

X-ray or cigarette-smoking, Sturtevant said, “we are all of us submitted, willy-nilly, to 

fall-out.”
112

 

In contrast to the position concerned with risk in absolute terms, Muller and other 

colleagues deferred to the USAEC’s risk judgment based on a comparative analysis. 

Muller exemplified a humanitarian with a rationalist heart. While he cared about 

individual victims, he also upheld a risk-and-benefit formula for sake of social progress. 

Muller’s concept of the maximum genetic dose for the whole population represented his 

belief that humankind could accept an increase in mutations up to a quarter of the 

doubling dose if the benefits of activities involving radiation outweighed an addition of 

genetic damage from them.
113

 Curt Stern also agreed on the need for weighing fallout 

hazards “in a balance.” He said: “we do not propose to abolish automobiles, x-ray 

machines, and chemical industry” simply because of their creation of hazards. Society 

embraced them when their benefits outweighed the hazards. “If the tests cause benefits,” 

Stern said, “the harm also done must be evaluated in relative terms.”
114  

The philosophy of risk as a balance scale, however, was no more “objective” in the 

high-modern, Cold War world than an alternative method of considering an absolute 

burden of risk. The anticommunist consensus naturalized the “benefits” of weapons 

testing as if they were self-evident, just as the modernist consensus rendered the values of 

modern marvels such as automobiles, X-rays, and chemicals look indisputably positive. 
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This dual consensus underpinned Muller’s outlook. In his letter to Green, Muller declared 

that he was “entirely in agreement” with the USAEC’s position that the genetic damage 

occasioned by nuclear tests carried out at the rate of the past years was too small to 

justify their suspension. Muller was convinced of the “potential benefits” of the tests as a 

means of “strengthening the defense of democratic civilization.” He also pointed out that 

people seemed to accept much greater hazards than those of global fallout in exchange of 

all the comforts of modern life, such as those of rapid transportation.
115

  

The Cold War consensus bound even such a staunch critic as Sturtevant, who 

conceded that the possible gains “may be sufficient to warrant the tests.” He complicated 

the risk-benefit formula, however, by asking a penetrating question: beneficial to whom? 

“While it may be argued that some of this is for our ultimate advantage, it must be 

recognized that we get fall-out from Russian bombs as well, and that the rest of the world 

gets it from Russian and American bombs alike.”
116 

Sturtevant's remark captured a 

geographic disjuncture between the scope of national security and the reach of global 

fallout. The Cold War consensus, however, blurred this complicating factor in the risk-

benefit formula because of the intense millennialism in U.S. nationalism. As John Fousek 

explains, Cold War America believed that it was leading a crusade against communism 

for the sake of human civilization.
117

 This globalism of the Cold War consensus made the 

minute genetic damage entailed in global fallout look indisputably “acceptable” for 

humankind as a whole.    
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The outlook of risk as a balance scale, however, pushed most other geneticists into 

silence. These experts might have felt well qualified to speak of the one end of the 

scale—the biological effects of global fallout. But the discussion of the other end of the 

scale, the “benefits” of weapons testing, raised a troublesome question as to the ethics of 

the scientist in national security affairs. Scientists of progressive persuasion believed that 

the scientist had a special obligation as a bearer of the objective truth of science to 

enlighten public affairs based on consensual knowledge. The anticommunist persecution 

of outspoken scientists culminating in the trial of Oppenheimer, however, marginalized 

the progressive vision of the scientist’s role in public affairs.
118

 In addition, U.S. atomic 

scientists fiercely disagreed among themselves over the making the H-bomb and the 

subsequent course of weapons development.
119

 By the time the fallout debate broke out, 

the progressive ideal of scientists in national security affairs was increasingly in question.  

There was still a call for scientists to “speak up” against weapons testing on grounds 

of scientific knowledge and moral conscience. Albert Schweitzer, a world-famous 

missionary physician working in French Central Africa, voiced his humanist faith in the 

power of enlightened individuals. “The scientists must speak up,” he stated in his open 

letter to a London newspaper. “It must be the scientists who speak to the world, as many 

as possible of them, all telling humanity the truth in speeches and articles.” The scientists 

alone, Schweitzer declared, had “the authority to state that we can no longer take on 

ourselves the responsibility for these experiments.”
120

  But the post-progressive mood of 
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oppression and disillusionment led most U.S. geneticists to refuse to “speak up” as “the 

authority” on the subject. In an article published in Science as a direct response to 

Schweitzer, Curt Stern denied that the scientists alone had “the authority” to demand the 

cessation of nuclear testing. For the political aspect of the question, he said, “the 

scientist’s views cannot claim greater attention than those of other citizens.”
121

 Beadle, 

despite his concern about global fallout, agreed: “Geneticists are moderately normal 

citizens, and as such, their individual opinions on social questions vary widely,” he 

admitted. “I am sure that geneticists, like other sensible people, want to do everything 

possible to decrease the probability of war. Unfortunately they possess no magic formula 

for this.”
122

 

 

Conclusion 

 The fallout debate, which conceived the risk of global fallout as a global problem, 

began and continued in the condition of a dual audience. Neither the USAEC officials nor 

classic geneticists could communicate their concept of harm and its seriousness to one 

another without the appearance of alarming or over-reassuring concerned citizens. The 

contrasting case of atomic weather underlined the crucial role of expert consensus in the 

public sphere to contain a potential crisis. Although the geneticists managed to “speak 

up” against the USAEC’s risk assessment, their public protests did not amount to an 

authoritative verdict rooted in the scientific truth as Albert Schweitzer had hoped. The 

USAEC was in a superior position of interpreting scientific knowledge and managing 
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scientific uncertainty through its sponsorship of fallout monitoring and genetic 

experiments. Moreover, its officials were firmly committed to a comparative perspective 

of risk based on the double-binding Cold War and modernist consensus. The geneticists, 

in contrast, were sharply divided over the interpretation of scientific data, the perspective 

of risk, and the role of scientists in public affairs. The public debate initiated the politics 

of risk but failed to settle it. This impasse shifted the site of politics from the public 

sphere to the closed space of expert panels.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

A CONCILIUM OF WORLD SCIENCE:  

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EXPERT REVIEW PANELS 

 

U.S. geneticists translated the phenomenon of contamination into a global genetic 

hazard but failed to forge a collective position as to whether the hazard was “negligible.” 

The USAEC, a weapon developer but also obliged by law to protect health, produced key 

fallout and genetic data. Its officials framed this wealth of information in a way to 

minimize the appearance of scientific uncertainty and underline the insignificance of risk 

in a comparative term. The geneticists, in contrast, remained divided over the 

interpretation of data and of risk as well as the ethics of the scientist in public affairs.   

As the debate continued, the main question shifted from “whether risk was 

negligible” to “who should determine ‘whether risk was negligible.’” As it turned out, 

both government authorities and their critics invariably turned to committees of experts 

for a unanimous and objective verdict. At a first glance, this choice seems natural. The 

question of whether risk is negligible appears to be a technical question based on a 

universal truth. But as we have discussed, risk is not purely scientific but trans-scientific, 

as social values affect the way in which one handles scientific uncertainty and frames the 

risk. Given the trans-scientific nature of risk, it is a political action if one treats the 

problem of risk as if it were entirely technical and asks experts for an “authoritative” 

review.  

This chapter will discuss the politics of establishing expert committees for fallout 
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risk evaluation. In dealing with the same subject, Soraya Boudia stresses the initiative of 

political authorities and radiation protection professionals to “objectivize” and 

“depoliticize” the issue of radiation hazard in order to end a public crisis and facilitate the 

social acceptance of controversial technologies.
1
 Her shrewd observation, however, does 

not extend to the fact that government critics also took the initiative for expert reviews 

with a subversive political agenda—linking risk knowledge to nuclear disarmament. The 

depoliticization of risk through expert reviews paradoxically politicized their composition 

and terms of reference, because both sides of the debate suspect that the opponent might 

“stack the cards” and manipulate a verdict of experts. The process of establishing expert 

panels was thus hotly contested by various parties, not imposed by those who tried to 

legitimize nuclear technologies. The outcome of this contention, as we will see, resulted 

in a series of compromises leading to the establishment of multiple committees of 

experts, not a single scientific review mechanism.  

  

The atomic scientists’ movement called for international expert review  

While classic geneticists failed to speak up as one voice in the fallout debate, the 

members of the atomic scientists' movement stepped in. Unlike most geneticists, these 

socially conscious scientists were committed to the progressive vision of scientific ethics. 

It was this conviction which led Albert Einstein and other leading atomic scientists to 

enter politics as the “reluctant lobby” to warn the public about the nuclear danger as an 

objective fact whose only solution was the international control of nuclear bombs.
2
 In the 
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post-progressive era, however, the public scientists were in a desperate search for a new 

method to discharge their social obligation. The fallout debate was one such venue in 

which the atomic scientists’ movement found it possible to restore its lost voice and speak 

of the nuclear danger as a scientific truth once again.  

The atomic scientists’ movement approached the debate from a different angle from 

the geneticists. While the latter did so through public speeches and writings, the former 

understood the power of expert consensus, staged as a unanimous verdict of science, on 

public affairs. Shortly after the Lucky Dragon incident, Alexander Haddow, a foremost 

British cancer researcher and member of the Atomic Scientists’ Association (ASA), wrote 

to the editor of the London Times. He despaired that, despite the terrestrial risks of 

radioactive fallout, “the Governments of the world are so compromised in their attitudes 

towards it.” As an alternative, he proposed “a concilium of world science representing 

especially physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine, representative also of their 

nationalities, yet supranational in outlook, of an authority transcending that of the 

politician, and with an unimpeachable primary loyalty to humanity as a whole.”
3
 

Haddow’s proposal illustrated that the atomic scientists’ movement operated in the model 

of what Michael Polanyi calls the “Republic of Science.”
4
 Haddow and his associates 

never doubted that expert opinions, once set free from politics, would naturally converge 

to a synthesis underlining the nuclear danger as a scientific fact. Based on this 

harmonious vision of expert opinions, the atomic scientists’ movement explored various 

institutional platforms in pursuit of a “strictly scientific” fallout risk review divorced 
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from Cold War politics.   

When the radiological disaster broke out at Bikini, the noncommunist scientists’ 

movement in the West had been pursuing the idea of a transnational, as opposed to 

intergovernmental, forum of scientists from both sides of the Iron Curtain. Eugene 

Rabinowitch, the founder and editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, was a driving 

force behind this enterprise, and the British ASA also explored if they could realize 

Haddow’s proposal. Both Rabinowitch and the ASA intended to add the topic of 

biological effects of atomic radiation to their respective conference agendas.
5
 This 

transnational path to establishing expert consensus on the subject, however, did not 

materialize. No foundation was willing to finance the venture, and some members of the 

U.S. Federation of American Scientists (FAS) strongly objected to the idea. According to 

them, the trial of Oppenheimer made the position of U.S. scientists “so insecure,” and the 

Cold War made it impossible for scientists to reach an unanimous opinion regarding 

nuclear weapons. The public demonstration of discord, the opponents said, would 

“damage whatever influence scientists may still have in public affairs.”
6 

 

Around the same time, pro-communist progressive scientists also tried to stage expert 

consensus through the United Nations. In May 1954, the Indian members of the World 

Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW), a communist-front organization, called on the 

United Nations to organize a scientific meeting. The proposed agendas mirrored those of 
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the non-communist counterpart, including the medical aspects of atomic radiation.
7
 

Frédéric Joliot-Curie, the Federation's president and the Nobel-laureate French nuclear 

physicist, communicated the proposal to his contacts behind the Iron Curtain. Soviet 

leaders reacted positively, approving the participation of Dmitrii V. Skobeltsyn, a 

renowned Soviet atomic physicist, in the proposed conference.
8
 The United Nations, 

however, brushed aside the overture from this partisan organization.  

  The non-communist movement turned to the nonaligned and neutral camp. On 

December 23, 1954, Bertrand Russell, one of Britain's foremost philosophers, delivered a 

Christmas Eve lecture on BBC radio. He was a pacifist dedicated to non-violence, 

repeatedly calling for the abolition of war. In the lecture, the 80-year-old philosopher 

argued that a source of “man’s peril” lay not in nuclear weapons but rather in the 

“irrational” refusal of the nuclear nations to recognize the suicidal outcome of a 

thermonuclear war. Russell believed that only “neutrals,” impartial to both sides of the 

Cold War, could conduct a dispassionate expert review on the destructive outcomes of a 

thermonuclear war in a strictly scientific manner.
9
 Shortly after the speech, Russell 

approached the Indians for this enterprise. Back in April 1954, Indian Prime Minister 

Jawaharlal Nehru had called on the nuclear powers to disclose all information about the 

effects of the H-bombs, in the hope of alerting world opinion to the suicidal nature of 

nuclear war.
10

 Russell’s public appeal to India surprised Nehru. “I did not at first attach 
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much importance to it,” the Prime Minister told Vice President Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, 

“but I think there might be something in the proposal.”
11

  

 The scientists in New Delhi, however, did not agree with Russell that their nation 

could conduct an authoritative review on the effects of H-bombs. Homi J. Bhabha, the 

chairman of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission, told Nehru that it was not feasible to 

organize a meaningful investigation by neutral scientists alone. While Russell believed 

that India’s non-alignment would make its scientific review authoritative. Bhabha argued 

that technical information about H-bombs, not one’s political status, would produce an 

authoritative report. India, he told Nehru, did not have such information.
12

 Dissuaded 

from initiating a full-scale public commission, Nehru asked Daulat Singh Kothari, a 

scientific adviser to the Ministry of Defense, to conduct an informal project of collecting 

open materials to put together a general picture of nuclear explosions and their effects.
13

 

Politically prestigious but scientifically underpowered, India decided against taking 

initiative for a thorough expert review.     

 With other venues proving futile, the noncommunist movement decided to make an 

appeal to the United Nations but specific to the biological effects of radioactive fallout 

from nuclear weapons testing. On March 6, 1955, the FAS issued a public statement, 

proposing the establishment of an U.N. commission of scientists whose mission was to 

determine a “danger threshold” of radioactive contamination resulting from nuclear tests. 

Once the experts identified such a point of peril, the FAS stated, the United Nations 

should establish a worldwide regulation of nuclear testing to keep their radioactive 
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emissions below the threshold.
14

 Why did the FAS take the initiative regarding global 

fallout from nuclear testing? It was not because the atomic scientists’ movement found 

the current level of contamination alarming. Most of its members shared an outlook with 

government experts, dismissing the public furor about radioactive fallout as based in 

ignorance.
15

 Paradoxically, the horror of thermonuclear war glimpsed through the 

incident at Bikini redoubled their determination to promote nuclear disarmament. 

Compared to this urgent need, the extent of genetic damage by peacetime nuclear testing 

looked trivial. Ralph Lapp, an atomic physicist and freelance writer critical of 

Washington's nuclear policy, dismissed fallout from nuclear tests as “of minor 

importance” in light of the menace of lethal fallout in a thermonuclear war.
16

 An all-

absorbing preoccupation with the problem of human extinction resulted in a strikingly 

similar indifference to the global fallout risk for both hawks and doves in nuclear affairs.  

The FAS members found alarming, however, the ultimate health effects of an 

unending spiral of nuclear testing in the future. The Bikini Incident seemed to indicate no 

end to the competition for more destructive nuclear weapons. It was the time when the 

idea of the “cobalt bomb,” which was believed to produce an amount of fallout enough to 

kill all humans on Earth, captured the popular imagination as the ultimate Doomsday 

Machine.
17

 Joseph Rotblat, ASA’s Vice-President, predicted that such a world might see 
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the level of fallout contamination rising to a dangerous point.
18

 The atomic scientists’ 

pessimistic view about the future course of the nuclear arms race magnified their 

perception of fallout hazards. This depth of political time was a new context which 

USAEC officials and geneticists alike had overlooked.  

The eyes of the FAS members, however, were still fixed to their goal of nuclear 

disarmament. They hoped that a modest scientific project on peacetime nuclear testing 

would make a “small break-through” in the deadlock over nuclear disarmament.
19

 The 

United States, since it submitted the so-called Baruch Plan in June 1946, insisted on the 

installation of international inspection inside the Soviet Union before taking any step 

toward nuclear disarmament. The Soviet Union countered with its own demand for an 

outright ban on nuclear weapons prior to accepting any kind of safeguard.
20

 A key to 

breaking this impasse, the FAS concluded, was the clear establishment of a peacetime 

limit of fallout contamination from nuclear tests. If international scientists unanimously 

agreed on such a threshold, this authoritative knowledge would lead world opinion to 

realize that any major atomic war would lead to the levels of contamination far beyond 

the peacetime ceiling. This somber understanding, the FAS hoped, would force all nations 

to “take a more realistic attitude toward the consequences of atomic war and the necessity 

for arms limitation and control.”
21

  

To establish this crucial link between risk knowledge and nuclear disarmament, the 

FAS needed an institutional platform capable of forging consensus among experts, not an 
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endless public debate. The solution to the fallout problem, it declared, “depends for its 

success largely on scientific agreement on technical problems involving measurable 

phenomena.” The public scientists promised that such agreement, presented as 

“technical” in nature, “can be reached [more easily] than in the more diffuse area of 

political relations.” Reflecting its firm faith in the progressive vision of scientific 

objectivity in public affairs, scientific consensus could be achieved only through a 

transnational (as opposed to intergovernmental) forum of independent scientists strictly 

insulated from Cold War politics. “We must leave this problem to experts in the field,” 

the FAS concluded.
22

 

 

The establishment of national review committees 

   The FAS publicized the proposal for a U.N scientific committee when Washington 

found itself in deep trouble with Sturtevant, Muller, and other prominent geneticists. 

Their agenda was not a political protest against nuclear testing but rather an “apolitical” 

request for the USAEC to take a serious look at the “fact” of genetic effects from fallout. 

The endless public debate over the definition of “harm,” however, proved politically 

harmful for Washington. The open divide in expert opinions alarmed the public, who 

became less confident in the U.S. government’s position that the biological effects of 

global fallout were too small to curtail its nuclear tests. This political ripple effect was 

profound because the Eisenhower administration had briefly considered an H-bomb ban 

in the aftermath of the radiological disaster at Bikini but decided against such an action 

except as part of safeguarded comprehensive disarmament.
23

 The U.S. government was 
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as much eager to terminate this harmful debate as the atomic scientists’ movement, 

despite their opposite political aims. 

 Against this backdrop, the U.S. State Department found some merit in the FAS’s 

idea, although it preferred confining the role of the proposed international committee to 

collecting and publishing fallout data. U.S. foreign officials believed that such a technical 

forum comprised of all three nuclear powers would “inevitably carry most weight” as an 

authoritative body of experts.
24

 Since the Soviet Union also conducted weapons testing 

no less vigorously than the United States, the State Department believed that “even they 

do not want a moratorium, and will be fairly limited in their arguments as to the effects of 

such tests.” Its review was thus expected to result in “internationally-acceptable proof [of 

the] U.S. contention” that there had been no health hazards resulting from atomic testing. 

This finding, in turn, would help Washington forestall demands for a test ban or a full-

scale independent study empowered to make recommendations on test limitation.
25  

   The USAEC and the Pentagon strongly objected to any sort of international 

investigation whatsoever. Part of their opposition was technical. An international 

investigation might force the United States to disclose classified nuclear weapons 

information. But their main concern was about a delicate problem of scientific 

uncertainty surrounding the biological effects of global fallout. When the White House 

upheld the decision against the ban, it managed to contain multiple uncertainties 

surrounding the nature and magnitude of biological damage from fallout by pushing the 

burden of proof to the side of critics. One policy memo wrote: “so long as continuing 
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technical studies do not reveal solid basis, these fears do not constitute justification for 

abandoning our tests.”
26

 The lack of firm evidence about harm, however, could go in both 

directions, either as a call for preemptive action or as an excuse for non-action, as 

Michael Heazle’s excellent work on the politics of whaling demonstrates.
27 

If an 

international expert review would expose all uncertainties about a “safe” dose of 

radiation, the USAEC feared, it would create irresistible momentum for the limitation of 

nuclear testing.
28

 The Pentagon agreed, claiming that “it is untimely and imprudent to 

advocate a commission to determine the danger threshold” so long as there was no new 

data or scholarly consensus.
29

 A public scientific review, in short, had the danger of 

disclosing scientific uncertainty in a manner that could deny Washington from using it as 

an excuse for non-action.  

Across the Atlantic, the British government, another Western nuclear power, was also 

opposed to the FAS’s proposal. After the Bikini incident demonstrated the power of a 

thermonuclear weapon, Prime Minister Winston Churchill decided that Britain should 

develop its own H-bombs. His aim was to deter the Soviets, strengthen his nation’s 

diplomatic leverage in Washington as an equal nuclear partner, and buttress its flagging 

status as a world power. He thus agreed with his U.S. counterpart that a test ban was 

unacceptable, except as part of comprehensive disarmament.
30

 British government 
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experts reassured Anthony Eden, who succeeded Churchill, from a comparative point of 

view, pointing out that the estimate of average fallout radiation levels to the individual in 

Britain, less than 0.003 r, was well below a likely doubling dose of 50 r.
31

 Based on this 

reassurance, the Eden government insisted that the crux of the problem about nuclear 

testing was not radiation health but nuclear disarmament, and that the proper bodies of 

deliberation had to be governments, not scientists.
32

 

The disturbing problem of scientific uncertainty also informed the British 

government’s resistance to an open scientific review. Since the new genetic data would 

come in only slowly, the proposed risk review was expected to become “a ventilation of 

opinions with no basis of experimental knowledge.”
33

 There was a danger, however, that 

the Western scientists might be forced to admit much uncertainty about the threshold of 

genetic danger. Lord Plowden, the chairman of Britain's Atomic Energy Authority, 

warned: “The contrast between emphatic assertions on the Russian side and what would 

appear to be a confession of uncertainty and ignorance on the Western side would be 

likely to have a bad effect and increase rather than allay public misgivings.”
34

   

The Tory government, however, found itself vulnerable to mounting demands for an 

international fallout safety study. Upon hearing about the FAS proposal, the Labor Party 

immediately filed a motion in Parliament for sponsoring the suggested international 

conference. The ruling Conservative Party opposed the motion, arguing that the 
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impartiality of all scientists as alleged by the supporters of an international appraisal of 

the genetic risk of global fallout was “not true.” In the Soviet Union, one of the 

Conservative members pointed out, Lysenkoism was bending scientific truth to political 

whims. Even the U.S. scientific community was suffering from the “shackling effect” of 

security legislation and McCarthyism.
35

 The Labor Party, however, endorsed the 

harmonious view of expert opinions in face of a common global danger to humankind.
36

 

In the end, the Conservatives managed to defeat the motion but by a fairly close margin 

of 40. 

As the demand for a transnational committee of experts mounted, Richard Powell, 

deputy defense minister, proposed forming a national panel of scientists as a less 

dangerous option.
37

 The question was which scientific organization should conduct such 

a study. The Cabinet briefly considered the Royal Society, but concluded that it was too 

independent to pull together a unanimous report. Instead, Whitehall nominated a quasi-

governmental organization, the Medical Research Council (MRC), for this mission. The 

MRC supervised almost all research projects concerning radiation hazards in the country, 

and enjoyed a public reputation as independent from the government.
38

 With an 

authoritative review by the semi-official, national body of experts, Whitehall hoped to 

contain further public debate. What was needed, one Conservative legislator said, was not 

a series of lengthy quotes from individual scientists but “their ipsissima verba.”
39

  

The United States also drifted toward the alternative of a semi-governmental and 
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national risk review. Unlike the British case, it was a bottom-up process. In December 

1954, the board members of the Rockefeller Foundation discussed the ongoing fallout 

controversy. Noting genuine concerns among a number of respectable scientists and 

religious leaders, the board decided to offer a considerable sum of funds for a prestigious 

nongovernmental body to carry out a study on the biological effects of radiation.
40

 

Eventually, the Foundation nominated the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), a 

quasi-governmental society of scientists, for this independent investigation.  

The NAS, however, faced a potential competitor when the nongovernmental 

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) also decided in 

December 1954 to plan its own study on the hazards of radioactive byproducts both from 

nuclear bombs and power plants.
41 

A nongovernmental alternative of risk assessment by 

AAAS could have been potentially subversive, as later demonstrated by the association’s 

independent review of Agent Orange during the Vietnam War.
42

 AAAS President Warren 

Weaver, who also happened to be an officer of the Rockefeller Foundation, tried to avoid 

a headlong clash between the two societies. In February 1955, he wrote to NAS President 

Detlev Bronk and asked him for advice to “minimize the danger of wasted or foolish 

effort.”
43

  

Dean Rusk, the president of the Rockefeller Foundation, moved to consolidate the 

NAS’s position as the sole reviewer. In his letter to Eisenhower, Rusk stressed the NAS's 

unique qualification as a troubleshooter: the Academy was authorized to act as a 
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scientific adviser to the government, with many of its scientists cleared for access to 

security information. It still remained “non-governmental in character,” and it was well-

connected to other academies of sciences abroad.
44 

Because of its hybrid character, the 

academy’s conclusion was believed to be accepted as authoritative by all parties. The 

USAEC found Rusk's proposal an attractive alternative to the FAS’s international, 

nongovernment option. On March 21, Strauss wrote to Rusk with a pledge of “full 

cooperation” for the proposed NAS study. Two weeks later, Bronk publicly unveiled a 

Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiations (BEAR).
45

  

The BEAR Committee soon took the wind out of the nongovernmental alternative 

planned by AAAS. With official blessing for the NAS effort, Bronk now strongly 

opposed a duplication of studies and called on AAAS to narrow the scope of its project to 

be subordinate to the NAS report.
46

 In response, Weaver decided to persuade his 

association to suspend the undertaking altogether. Weaver made a strong appeal to the 

notion of demarcation, insisting that the risk review was a technical, not political, matter. 

The political status of AAAS as totally independent thus hardly mattered. Without access 

to security information, Weaver said “a study in this area cannot be realistic or effective” 

because it was “impossible to assess the accuracy or the adequacy of the released 

information.”
47

 Weaver’s argument successfully convinced AAAS to postpone any action 

in deference to the BEAR Committee. The widely held belief among experts that 
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scientific information alone could form and authenticate an expert review in public affairs 

helped in containing the subversive alternative of nongovernmental investigation.  

   

The establishment of the U.N. scientific committee   

The announcement of the national studies by the NAS and the MRC, as it turned out, 

failed to contain growing momentum for a transnational scientific review. In April 1955, 

the annual convention of the International Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS) took 

place in Italy. On behalf of its Genetics Section, Norwegian biologist Kunt Fægri 

submitted a resolution to call for a UN investigation to explore the genetic effects of 

fallout on living organisms. The U.S. delegation, sensing a “strong undertone” against the 

continuation of U.S. nuclear tests, again invoked the notion of demarcation, asking to 

remove a “strictly scientific investigation of the controversial issue” from the political 

arena.
48 

The drafting committee agreed to direct the resolution not to the United Nations 

but instead to the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), a nongovernmental 

center of national scientific bodies and international scientific unions.   

Another transnational force which tried to forge expert consensus on fallout hazards 

was Bertrand Russell. In order to force the world to realize the impossibility of war, he 

placed more emphasis than ever on the danger of radioactive contamination, albeit in the 

context of a thermonuclear total war. The famed Russell-Einstein manifesto, published in 

July 1955 as Einstein's will, declared that the true disaster of an H-bomb war was the 

global contamination of lethal fallout. A war with H-bombs, the manifesto stated, “might 
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possibly put an end to the human race.”
49 

A month later, riding upon the manifesto's 

success, Russell hosted a small scientific seminar in London to plan a future international 

conference of scientists on the effects of atomic radiation, nuclear disarmament, and the 

social responsibility of scientists.
50

  

Non-aligned and neutral countries also continued to press for a similar independent 

fallout risk review at an international level. In Sweden, 43 women's organizations sent a 

joint open letter to the United Nations, calling for a test ban until a U.N. expert 

committee determined the biological effects of fallout.
51

 In response, Swedish Foreign 

Minister Östen Undén indicated his plan to file a motion at the U.N. General Assembly in 

fall of 1955 requesting an international study. This “old Socialist,” the British ambassador 

to Sweden reported, seemed to “really feel concerned” about the hazards of fallout – and 

perhaps the fate of the upcoming general election. The British tried to dissuade him, but 

the foreign minister stood firm. He welcomed the Anglo-American expert reviews, but 

found them far from satisfying world opinion because of an inevitable suspicion of 

national bias.
52

 Moreover, prompt publication of the national studies in order to eliminate 

the need for an international review proved impossible. To make its risk assessment truly 

authoritative, the MRC needed more time to “avoid at almost all costs the danger of a 

minority report.”
53

  

The USAEC and the Pentagon still adamantly opposed any international study. But 

Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, lobbied for a policy 
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change. The NAS study, despite its privileged access to classified fallout data, would still 

be criticized as “exclusively American and not reflecting the views of foreign 

scientists.”
54

 In a personal letter to John Foster Dulles on May 3, Lodge proposed a U.N. 

scientific committee as a worldwide information clearinghouse, as opposed to a full-scale 

independent investigative body as the FAS had demanded. Lodge pointed out that the 

United States was a chief sponsor of the upcoming Geneva Conference in the Peaceful 

Use of Atomic Energy in August. Unless the United States took the initiative, the 

ambassador warned, this major propaganda event for Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace 

would turn into a forum to debate the effects of nuclear tests and a test ban.
55

  

When Lodge discussed his proposal with Dulles and Strauss, he found both of them 

still hostile to any independent study at an international level. “Any report by an 

international body would be considered by a packed jury,” Strauss said. Its finding would 

“undoubtedly be adverse to our possession of nuclear weapons.” He would rather gladly 

“accept the onus of opposing anything introduced by Sweden, India or others.” Dulles 

agreed with Strauss: A transnational nongovernmental body like the ICSU was “not 

subject to sufficient control to be entrusted with the job.” In response, Lodge reassured 

them that his plan called for no more than an information center to circulate all national 

reports and data through the United Nations. In this way, the USAEC could keep control 

over the substance and interpretation of the fallout risk assessment.
56

 Dulles and Strauss 

finally agreed with Lodge, and the ambassador proceeded to unveil his plan on June 21 at 
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the Tenth Anniversary Conference of the United Nations in San Francisco. 

The Lodge Plan caught London by total surprise. The Tory government, having 

resisted any international scheme, did an about-face and expressed its support for the U.S. 

idea.
57

  But British officials soon discovered that Lodge’s proposal was poorly designed. 

The first problem was the terms of reference. The Americans envisaged the committee’s 

task to be little more than a “post office,” passing on fallout data and national reports 

without evaluation or intervention at all. When circulated reports stood at odds with one 

another, it would be the responsibility of governments, not scientists, to “decide where 

the truth lies.”
58

 But British officials found such a policy rather dangerous. The 

circulation of contamination data without interpretation could easily lead to 

“misinterpretation” because people would draw their own conclusions. The automatic 

publication of all national reports would be no better, as the public would face 

“apparently authoritative but conflicting views.”
59

  

One solution was to enlarge the terms of reference and make it possible for the 

scientific committee to produce a single report with a “clear statement which would 

reassure world opinion.”
60

 The British did not consider such an activity dangerous 

because of their strong confidence in Anglo-American scientific leadership. The NAS and 

MRC reports, if allowed to be published earlier than the U.N. report, would “set the tone 

of the discussions of the U.N. scientists” and make it difficult for “fellow travelers” to get 
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the subject on the wrong foot.
61

 The United States eventually agreed to allow the 

scientists to evaluate the findings as provided by governments, but without the mandate 

of any additional investigation. As the Anglo-American national reports were expected to 

become public in 1956, the due date for the UN report was set no earlier than July 1958. 

In this manner, the national reviews became all the more important for the U.S. and 

British experts to exercise leadership in a potentially subversive international 

investigation.  

Another device to contain the political danger of the international review was the 

structure of the proposed scientific committee. London was astonished when it realized 

that Washington preferred the U.N. Disarmament Commission as the committee's host 

body. Dulles was well aware of the danger of creating an impression of association 

between fallout hazards and nuclear armaments. Indeed, as we have discussed, it was 

exactly what the FAS aimed for. The U.S. Secretary of State, however, found it even 

more dangerous to set up a completely new committee from scratch because the 

committee might be packed with scientists from neutral and communist countries. Dulles 

thus believed that the Disarmament Commission was “the most readily controlled body 

available.”
62

 The British understood Dulles’ logic, but still abhorred the possibility that 

the fallout risk review might be “wedded to disarmament.”
63

 Eventually, London 

successfully convinced Washington of the desirability of convening a new ad hoc 

committee.  

At the beginning, the scientists in the ad hoc committee were expected to act as 
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independent experts, not as government representatives. The qualified scientists were to 

be nominated by the Secretary-General in consultation with a specific group of state 

members. Initially, the nomination committee was to be staffed by the representatives of 

the Big Four (United States, United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and France) plus Canada 

and Sweden.
64

 Soon the suggested list expanded to include the members of the Advisory 

Committee for the Geneva Conference (Brazil and India). With strong U.S. backing, 

Japan was added to this list on grounds of a geographic representation, its intense interest, 

and technical competence, despite the fact that Japan was still barred from the United 

Nations until 1956. Australia, in which British tests were conducted, also promoted itself 

as an additional member because Canberra was under heavy pressure from women’s 

organizations for assurances about fallout hazards.
65

  

When Lodge’s plan was taking its shape, the ICSU was pursuing a full-scale 

transnational study. The U.S. State Department was agnostic over its merits and relation 

to the Lodge Plan. As we have seen, Dulles, Strauss and others categorically opposed any 

investigation by an independent transnational organization like the ICSU. Moreover, any 

difference of interpretation between the UN and ICSU reports would create much 

confusion and defeat the aim of expert review to reassure the public. But the State 

Department also believed that world scientists would respect a report from the ICSU, a 

purely scientific body, more than the political United Nations controlled by member 

states. To win the respect of the scientific community was essential, U.S. foreign officials 

believed, because “the peoples and press in the free countries will not remain long 
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convinced by a report if their scientists are not also convinced.”
66

  

To strike a balance between political control and scientific independence as a source 

of authority, the United States tried to guide the ICSU toward cooperating with the Lodge 

Plan. Close collaboration would hammer out any differences, and the findings would 

appeal to both scientists and nations and enjoy “authority beyond question.”
67 

At the 

ICSU's annual meeting in August, the U.S. delegates followed these instructions and 

urged the members to offer technical advice to the United Nations. Paul Weiss declared 

that scientists alone could “muster the courage” to face the probabilistic nature of 

biological effects from global fallout and frame this disturbing element of uncertainty in 

perspective.
68

 The convention passed a resolution along the suggested lines, and the U.S. 

State Department began to look for a way to combine both the ICSU and Lodge 

proposals.
69

  

By the time the U.N. General Assembly opened in October, however, the U.S. 

delegation had decided to drop any scheme that afforded a protective shell of autonomy 

for scientists. Fearful that eminent scientists might act on their own, Washington now 

insisted that each member state should directly appoint a scientist as its representative. 

But this change might undermine the essence of expert authority—its demarcation from 

the political domain. Britain and Canada reluctantly agreed with the United States, as 

fiercely independent and unfriendly scientists might wind up issuing “some sort of 
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Einstein-Russell statement.”
70

 The Scandinavians resisted the principle of government 

appointment, but British officials persuaded them that the new plan had a merit of 

empowering scientists to force their governments to disclose necessary data.
71

 Once 

again, the notion of risk review as technical successfully contained the dangerous 

alternative of scientific independence.  

London and Washington also shut the door to another perilous source of autonomy: 

specialized international organizations and U.N. bureaucrats. UNESCO, acting on a 

resolution adopted at its annual convention in November 1954, lobbied for a fair share of 

the Lodge Plan’s work.
72

 But Washington tolerated no more than an auxiliary role for 

UNESCO, confining its participation to submitting reports and data.
73

 The role of U.N. 

Secretary-General was likewise limited to ceremonial and secretarial work. In the opinion 

of a British official, the Secretariat was a “mixed bag” staffed by the Soviet bloc and 

neutral nations, its performance record “patchy,” and its impulse driven toward empire-

building.
74

  

Once the modified Lodge Plan was tabled at the U.N. General Assembly, a debate 

broke out over the defined terms of reference. The Soviet Union, largely silent about the 

problem of global fallout, submitted an amendment to empower the committee to make 

recommendations on “the means of protection and treatment” of radiation hazards, with a 
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test ban included.
75

 The Soviets' position, however, failed to attract much support from 

the neutral camp. The Indians, under the moderating influence of Bhabha, did not explore 

such a linkage and instead focused on the genetic danger and its broader implications for 

atomic energy use.
76

 Syria and Indonesia, on the other hand, pursued the linkage and co-

sponsored a motion calling for a moratorium of all nuclear tests pending the conclusion 

of the review. Their resolution, however, was soundly voted down. The demarcation of 

the political and the scientific again proved helpful for the Western nuclear powers.  

A far more difficult problem was the committee’s membership. Although the original 

resolution named eleven countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, 

France, India, Japan, Soviet Union, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United States), a 

number of countries asked for expansion. The Soviet Union pushed for Rumania and the 

Beijing regime in addition to Czechoslovakia. Mexico claimed its own qualification, with 

its cattle “being infected owing to proximity to United States atomic proving grounds.”
77

 

The Indians supported the inclusion of Mexico and added the name of Egypt to prevent 

the committee from being “an autocratic club dominated by the Powers possessing 

hydrogen bombs.”
 78 

Belgium also demanded a committee seat, citing the contributions of 

Zénon Bacq, a prominent Belgian radio-biologist. 

Great Britain and the United States tried to stop “this snowball” of membership 

requests, emphasizing “pure scientific merit” over “geographical representation” for 
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membership selection. They feared that the expanded committee might result in an 

“unsound majority of members” critical of nuclear armaments.
79 

But the approved 

membership list eventually included four additional members (Argentina, Belgium, 

Egypt, and Mexico). According to a British observer, seven out of the fifteen members 

(Australia, Belgium, Britain, Canada, France, Sweden, and the U.S.) seemed to share a 

similar outlook but now found themselves in the minority.
80

  

On the eve of voting on the resolution, the floor was split over whether to allow the 

People's Republic of China, a communist regime barred from the United Nations, to 

submit reports and data to the scientific committee. India strongly supported Beijing's 

right to do so. Opposing Washington's two China policy as detrimental to the stability of 

Asia, India sought to crack open the closed door of international relations to the Beijing 

regime.
81

 To make the case, Krishna Menon, Indian ambassador to the UN, eloquently 

spoke of the global nature of radioactive contamination. He maintained that fallout blown 

on the wind knew no national borders or ideological camps. His argument, a British 

observer admitted, was “compelling.”
82

 Eventually, the Indians retreated and submitted a 

watered-down amendment, intended to keep the door open for Communist China by 

calling on “all concerned” to cooperate with the scientific committee. On December 3, 

1955, with the Indian motion adopted, the UN General Assembly overwhelmingly 

approved the establishment of the Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 

Radiations (UNSCEAR).  
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Conclusion  

The creation of an omnibus regime of expert reviews was an unexpected product of 

risk politics. Alarmed by the unending public debate between USAEC officials and 

classic geneticists, policymakers, scientists, and citizens alike sought an authoritative 

verdict of experts. All parties subscribed to the notion that a risk assessment was purely 

technical, unwittingly working together to demarcate the “scientific” from the “political” 

aspects of risk. This “boundary work,” however, ironically politicized the character and 

composition of expert panels and their terms of reference for fear of manipulation by 

opponents. Central to this contention was whether to allow a linkage between expert 

reviews and political actions. The atomic scientists’ movement believed in a natural 

connection, whereas Washington and London sought to place a firewall between 

knowledge and action through strong political control over the review process. Both 

sides, however, also had to yield some ground in order to ensure that the review would be 

authoritative enough to settle the debate. The end product was a plural regime based on a 

compromise between the international and the national, the independent and the 

governmental. As the UNSCEAR was born with a potentially dangerous membership 

basis and terms of reference, Washington and London turned to their respective national 

committees of experts as a guiding voice for consensus-building at the UNSCEAR. The 

course of risk politics now hinged on the national review process.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

U.S. AND BRITISH COMMITTEES OF EXPERTS  

 

When the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the British Medical 

Research Council (MRC) weighed in on the fallout risk review, the unending debate as to 

the risk of global fallout had created an alarming impression of experts disagreeing in the 

public sphere. Washington and London hoped that the national expert panels, insulated 

from both domestic and international politics, would naturally reach consensus in line 

with their position that the potential harm entailed in global fallout was negligible as a 

technical fact. The unanimous verdict of the national bodies, as governments expected, 

would command respect from experts and citizens, settle the fallout debate, and guide the 

international expert review, already in progress, to a similarly reassuring conclusion. 

Whether the U.S. and British committees could both muster consensus and command 

respect became a decisive factor in the politics of risk.  

Historians of science have started unpacking the behind-the-scenes process of 

consensus-building in the NAS and MRC committees. Their focus, however, tends to 

zoom in on one or two subcommittees. J. Christopher Jolly, for example, has described 

deliberations within the genetics and pathology sections of the NAS committee.
1
 Jacob 

Darwin Hamblin has recently shed fresh light upon trans-Atlantic informal coordination 

as a device of maximizing scientific authority, which ironed out areas of disagreement 

and staged unanimous agreement in the public sphere.
2
 Drawing upon the above works, 
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this chapter will reorient an analytical focus from the works of individual disciplines 

toward their dynamic interactions in the process of producing the NAS and MRC reports, 

publicly released in June 1956. 

Of particular importance were the complex effects of compartmentalization on the 

evaluation of such an interdisciplinary and trans-scientific subject as the danger of global 

fallout contamination. The U.S. and British expert reviews divided themselves to address 

both the genetic and health hazards of global fallout. This structure, on the one hand, was 

helpful in defusing the public debate about genetic risk. The creation of an independent 

institution generated a source of cognitive authority for the geneticists, allowing them to 

work toward a unified public position behind closed doors. The same structure, however, 

hindered coordination among related disciplines in the case of the review on health 

effects from Sr-90. The U.S. NAS committee, adding to itself the subsections of food 

science, oceanography, meteorology, and geology, suffered in particular from this 

negative effect. Each section pursued its own research agendas rather than being involved 

in regulatory politics. It also jealously guarded its epistemic jurisdiction from other 

panels, while tossing out the task of determining uncertain but critical factors in the 

overall risk evaluation among themselves as well as outside authorities. As a result, the 

pathology part of the NAS report, once published, instantly became subject to a barrage 

of open criticisms not only from outside critics but even from other subsections of the 

NAS committee.  

While the U.S. expert committee quickly fell out of an authoritative position, its 

British counterpart managed to avoid the pitfall of a multi-panel structure. Its health 
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effects panel remained faithful to its expected role in regulatory politics, piecing together 

various uncertain elements, both technical and political. Its report succeeded in 

commanding much more respect than its U.S. counterpart. This success, however, proved 

little help for Washington and London to reassure the public and justify unregulated 

nuclear testing. Keenly aware of its regulatory mission in face of scientific and political 

uncertainty, the MRC determined a dose much lower than the permissible dose as an 

administrative ―warning dose‖ for global fallout. This new number created a widespread 

impression of serious disagreement across the Atlantic. While the British report appeared 

prudently conservative, the U.S. version seemed dangerously optimistic. As it turned out, 

informal coordination between the two national committees did little to prevent a public 

relations disaster.  In the end, neither the U.S. nor the British expert review could 

terminate the public debate.  

 

Environmental sciences  

Both the U.S. and British committees had an initial mandate to focus on the genetic 

and individual health (somatic) hazards of atomic radiation. Soon after the review was 

announced, the British MRC swiftly moved to set up the Genetic and Individual Effects 

Panels and began its deliberation in May 1955. The U.S. NAS, however, delayed the 

setup of its Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation until late fall. This 

was because NAS President Detlev Bronk designed an ambitious multi-panel committee 

in the aftermath of the Geneva Conference in August 1955. ―The more I thought about 

the problem,‖ Bronk later explained, ―the more did I become convinced that, after all, this 
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[genetics] is one aspect and only one aspect of the total broad issue.‖ 
3
 The review scope 

of the NAS committee eventually encompassed environmental and earth sciences such as 

agriculture and food, oceanography, meteorology, and geology. Its agenda also expanded 

beyond global fallout to peaceful use of atomic energy and its production of radioactive 

wastes.
4
 Under Bronk‘s strong leadership, the NAS study was framed in a way to tackle a 

multifaceted, interdisciplinary nature of radioactive contamination in the atomic age.   

In contrast to the conservative structure of the MRC committee, the presence of the 

environmental and earths scientists in the NAS committee had the unique potential to 

transcend conventional approaches toward radiation protection. Many participants in the 

NAS committee except for geneticists had long investigated various industrial hazards 

and environmental pollution.
5
 Their cross-issue knowledge led the environmental science 

wing of the NAS committee to take a critical view at the paradigm of radiation safety in 

which a ―hazard‖ was defined in terms of its effects on humans and also based on the 

concept of ―permissible dose.‖ At the same time, however, the extensive experience of 

these scientists dealing with nature‘s dynamics and other types of contamination also 

imbued a sense of pragmatism in the evaluation of hazards in global fallout. In the end, 

the critical appraisal of what constituted the potential harm entailed in global fallout fell 

short of challenging the human-centered, ―permissible dose‖ paradigm of radiation 

protection.  

The Agriculture Committee, for example, compared the paradigm of radiation safety 
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to that of pesticide residues and food additives. While radiation safety predicated a 

certain ―permissible‖ level of radiation, food safety was based on the principle of ―zero 

tolerance.‖ This contrast reflected their diverging historical paths. Radiation safety 

evolved around the question of a dose detrimental to human health, progressing from a 

clinically observable injury resulting from relatively high doses toward a statistically 

detectable one at much lower doses.
6
 The relations of radiation safety with ―zero‖—the 

natural background radiation—only slowly came into the picture. Food safety, in contrast, 

was a bottom-up approach, measuring a departure from the ―natural‖ state of food. This 

concept was reinforced when the Delaney Committee, convened in 1950, laid the 

principle of zero tolerance for residual chemicals known to induce cancer, even if cancer 

might occur only if one took a large dose of the chemical concerned.
7
 Since radiation was 

proven to trigger cancer at least when a very heavy dose was administered, this ―zero 

tolerance‖ paradigm, if applied to radioactivity, would not tolerate even infinitesimal 

levels of food contamination by global fallout.
8
  

The NAS agriculture and food scientists, however, did not recommend this rigorous 

approach because there was no clear ―natural‖ state of radioactivity in food. In the case of 

chemical compounds, usually nonexistent in nature, it was relatively straightforward to 

detect any burden above the ―natural‖ baseline. In the case of radioactivity, however, food 

naturally includes radioisotopes, whose distribution widely fluctuates. Examples include 
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types of spring water containing elements of radium and radon, and potassium from food 

which includes its radioactive daughter, K-40. Moreover, as a result of global fallout, ―the 

'natural content' of foods now consumed by animals and man is not the same as in the 

pre-atomic age.‖
9
 The NAS Agriculture Committee ruled out the ―zero tolerance‖ 

paradigm and endorsed the existing ―permissible dose‖ framework.  

The NAS environmental scientists also discussed another unconventional alternative 

to the dominant radiation protection paradigm: the impact of artificial environmental 

radiation on non-human organisms or events. There were some protagonists of a 

radiation-induced ecological crisis. Anderson Nettleship, a pathologist at the University 

of Arkansas Medical School, warned that radiation could wreak havoc to the entire food 

chain by killing off some key species in a lower trophic level like nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria.
10

 This type of warning had the potential to trigger an epistemic turn, redefining 

―risk‖ in global fallout from human health effects to environmental alterations akin to 

ozone depletion and climate change.  

The NAS committee, however, concluded against defining the hazards of global 

fallout in terms of its nonhuman effects. The Agriculture and Oceanography Committees 

both argued that plants and animals could tolerate much higher levels of radiation than 

humans.
11

 The marine scientists still conceded that low-level radiation might produce 

genetic defects in organisms and influence marine population dynamics in the future. But, 

unlike in the case of humans, ―there is no conclusive evidence that this [genetic and 
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population change] will be undesirable.‖
12

 This diagnosis reflected the view of nature as 

chaotic and dynamic, whereas Carson, Nettleship, and others regarded nature as 

delicately balanced and warned a potentially catastrophic impact of anthropogenic 

disturbances. As the dynamic view of ―nature‘s economy‖
13

 prevailed in the NAS 

committee, the redefinition of harm by global fallout from human to nonhuman terms 

failed to materialize.  

Endorsing the conventional paradigm of radiation protection, the environmental 

science branches of the NAS committee concluded that radiation protection regulations 

were not their business. Cyril L. Comer, a Cornell University professor and member of 

the Agriculture Committee believed that public authorities should first clarify their legal 

and administrative jurisdictions and take stock of facilities, personnel, and equipment to 

see whether it was possible to control food contamination.
14

 The oceanographers also 

regarded regulatory policy as a subject outside the ―scientific‖ domain. Roger Revelle, 

the director of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography and chairman of the Oceanography 

Committee, insisted that ―our jobs as scientists‖ was to understand nature's mechanism 

for prediction and control.
15

 For him, such a task was purely technical and value-neutral 

and thus within the legitimate realm of scientists. Citing the motto of E. W. Scripps, his 

institution‘s founding donor—―Give light and people will find their own way‖— Revelle 

warned his colleagues not to be involved in regulatory policy. ―Once you get involved in 
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recommendations as to policy,‖ he said, ―you weaken your case rather than help it.‖
16

  

Agricultural and marine scientists stayed clear of the problem of global fallout also 

because they were much more interested in other environmental problems. Revelle and 

his fellow members, for example, were concerned with the prospect of radioactive waste 

from nuclear power plants. Long used by humans as an ultimate sink for litter, the sea 

seemed to be a natural site for radioactive waste disposal, in particular for Britain and 

other island nations.
17

 Another focus of concern among agricultural and marine scientists 

was the shortage of food and energy in face of population explosion. As the Second 

World War seemed to vindicate the bleak forecast of an inevitable struggle over limited 

natural resources, this Neo-Malthusian discourse stimulated security anxiety and became 

very popular in Cold War America.
18

 Concerned with the dangers of radioactive waste 

and food production, one Oceanography Committee member even called fallout 

contamination ―a convenient source of fission products‖ to understand the cycles of 

radioactive effluents and nutrient minerals in the environment.
19

 The 

compartmentalization of the review process allowed the NAS agricultural and marine 

scientists to pursue their own research agendas instead of being involved in the overall 

risk evaluation.   
 

Contented with their own disciplinary boundaries, the NAS members in the 

environmental branches did not challenge the USAEC‘s position regarding fallout safety 
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unless it unwittingly stepped into their disciplinary turfs. This trespassing happened in 

January and again in April 1956 when USAEC Commissioner Willard Libby delivered a 

series of public speeches and alluded to the hitherto secret work of Project Sunshine. 

Based on its preliminary data, he discussed a number of environmental mechanisms 

which might minimize the danger of global fallout. Libby argued that much of the fallout 

from H-bombs would remain adrift in the stratosphere for ―some ten years‖ and most of it 

would decay before reentering the biosphere. He also assumed that the rate of global 

fallout‘s settlement and its geographic distribution were both uniform across the world, 

which would dilute the deposited fallout to the maximum extent. Once fallout settled on 

the ground, its most dangerous element, Sr-90, would move together with calcium from 

soil to grass, grass to cow, cow to milk, and milk to humans. Libby emphasized, however, 

that each stage of the food ladder would discriminate the uptake of radiostrontium in 

favor of calcium. ―Nature's built-in safety factor,‖ he concluded, ―would lower the Sr90 

content of humans to approximately 0.001 MPC units or less.‖
20

 

In drawing a reassuring conclusion from the wealth of biological and environmental 

data produced by the USAEC, Libby had the impressive credential as a chemist of 

interdisciplinary caliber. Later, in 1960, he won a Nobel Prize for his radiocarbon dating 

method that revolutionalized archaeology, geology, geophysics, and many other scientific 

fields. His stratospheric diffusion model, however, did not stand without a challenge by 

Lester Machta, a senior meteorologist of the U.S. Weather Bureau (USWB) serving as 

one of the panelists in the NAS Meteorology Committee. Upon hearing Libby‘s speech, 

Machta drafted a rebuttal of his meteorological model to be included in the NAS 
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committee report. A source of disagreement was the indirect method of stratospheric 

fallout measurement. Instead of directly sampling radioactive dust in the stratosphere, the 

USAEC inferred the distribution and precipitation rate of stratospheric fallout based on 

an estimated amount of Sr-90 injected into the stratosphere and the observed data of Sr-

90 in the lower air, rainwater, and soil. Libby assumed an even and slow deposition of 

stratospheric fallout, attributing some uneven distribution of Sr-90 in soil to the effects of 

tropospheric (lower atmospheric) fallout from small-yield atomic tests in the Nevada Test 

Site. Machta, however, believed that strategic fallout itself settled on the ground unevenly 

and in a much faster pace, on the order of five years rather than Libby‘s ten-year estimate. 

He found Libby's model, presented as one of nature‘s safety mechanisms, too premature 

and uncertain to be put forward as an established scientific fact.
21

  

Libby, however, refused to stop citing this disputed number in his public speeches. In 

a private letter to Machta, he insisted that Project Sunshine, far from being perfect, had 

still progressed enough to ―nail this very important conclusion down and tell the world 

about it.‖ Machta's criticism, disputing the value of a tentative conclusion derived from 

Project Sunshine, ―seems … not to recognize its importance to science and human 

welfare.‖
22 

Fearing the outbreak of a public dispute, Harry Wexler, the chief 

meteorologist of the USWB who chaired the NAS Meteorological Committee, tried to 

hold back his fellow panelists. He told Machta and others that biological effects remained 

much more uncertain than environmental mechanisms. The five years as opposed to the 

ten, Wexler said, ―in no way invalidate the sense of Dr. Libby‘s conclusions‖ that the risk 
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of global fallout was insignificant.
23 

  

Machta, as it turned out, found himself isolated from the rest of the NAS committee. 

Despite its original concern about fallout, the expert review had grown so large and 

diverse that a number of panels simply ―did not interpret this [fallout evaluation] as one 

of their initial obligations.‖ The Agriculture Committee, for example, did not review 

Libby‘s claim concerning the discrimination of radiostrontium in the food chain. In May 

1956, a month before the publication of the final report, Bronk and the chairmen of the 

panels agreed ―not to go into great detail concerning the weapons effects of fallout.‖
24 

The Meteorology Panel decided to withdraw its criticism about Libby‘s model also 

because it agreed with the commissioner that the total amount of fallout from past tests 

was ―far too small to approach maximum permissible concentration‖ regardless of its 

atmospheric diffusion process.
25

 If the nuclear arms race continued, however, Libby's 

gross estimate might prove too inaccurate to rule out any danger in the future. For this 

reason, the report of the Meteorology Committee urged for the direct monitoring of 

radioactive materials in the stratosphere.
26

  

The withdrawal of Machta‘s criticism underlined the effect of compartmentalization 

to contain an open challenge to the USAEC from within the U.S. expert review. Each 

subsection decided to stay out of regulatory politics and pursued its own research interest, 

blurring the review‘s mission to evaluate the risk of global fallout. The meteorologists 

sharply reacted to Libby‘s handling of scientific uncertainty once it impinged on their 

discipline, but readily accepted the decision of outside authorities about ―permissible 
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dose.‖ This boundary-patrolling contrasted with the British case, as we will discuss later, 

in which the health effects panel took into account uncertain elements in the strategic 

diffusion model and drew a serious implication for its administrative guideline.  

      

Genetics 

  Unlike the environmental scientists, both the NAS and MRC-appointed genetic 

panels never hesitated to tackle the administrative problem of radiation protection. As we 

have seen, the geneticists publicly disputed one another over an index of harm and its 

numerical value. Government authorities and radiation protection professionals cited this 

lack of consensus among the geneticists as a reason to exclude genetic factors from their 

administrative guidelines. Warren Weaver, appointed to the chairman of the NAS 

committee‘s genetic panel, summarized the situations: ―You geneticists have no business 

to recommend a change in the permissible dose […] because you don't have any really 

sound basis for recommending the change.‖
27

 Now organized into a panel officially in 

charge of the genetic risk review of radiation, William L. Russell believed, the geneticists 

would be ―regarded as the authority,‖ an opportunity for them to ―take some control over 

the situation.‖
28 

 Their business was to reach consensus among themselves as to the 

nature and magnitude of genetic damage from low-level radiation. 
 

The compartmentalization made such a task possible for the first time because it 

provided an institutional shell in which the geneticists could quietly work out areas of 

agreement.
 
The panelists remained divided over whether the ultimate effects of induced 

mutations would be always detrimental, but both sides agreed to stress in the final report 
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―no disagreement as to fundamental conclusions‖ between them.
29

 Any amount of 

radiation dose, no matter how small, would induce a corresponding number of mutations, 

and ―almost all radiation-induced mutations which had effects large enough to be 

detected are harmful.‖
30

 This minimum line, however, was considered far from 

satisfactory as a radiation safety guideline. According to Weaver, ―it won't be sufficient to 

say: ‗As little as possible.‘‖
31

 This was exactly why radiation protection professionals 

found it difficult to take into account genetic elements in their actual practices.   

The NAS geneticists sought to replace the ―as little as possible‖ principle with the 

concept of acceptable risk based on a comparative risk analysis. Its final report endorsed 

this pragmatic approach. ―What is involved is not an elimination of all risks, for that is 

impossible,‖ it stated. ―It is a balance of opposed risks and of different sorts of 

benefits.‖
32

 The report declared that this principle should be applied to the problem of 

global fallout as well. The reduction of the genetic risk from radioactive contamination 

by conducting fewer atomic tests, it asserted, would ―subject us to a different set of 

risks.‖ The ―disturbing and confusing‖ fact in this balancing act, however, was that 

―mankind has to seek to balance the scale, when the risk on neither side is completely 

visible.‖
33

 This dilemma was particularly strong in case of global fallout, where the non-

scientific end of the scale—the benefit of nuclear testing and the risk of nuclear war—

was not only uncertain, but hotly disputed across the world.  

What the NAS Genetic Committee actually did was to determine a specific number 
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as an overall permissible dose for the whole population from the genetic point of view. 

Why did it do so when both ends of the balancing scale remained uncertain? Indeed, a 

few panelists objected to determining a genetically ―permissible dose‖ for this very 

reason. James Neel, a human geneticist at the University of Michigan who guided the 

genetic survey of atomic survivors in Japan, considered the existing data too uncertain to 

pinpoint a specific figure as permissible.
34

 Neel also feared that ―our 'permissible dose' 

will be seized upon and used in a way that we will regret, actually having a stultifying 

effect on the research which is so urgently needed.‖
35

 George Beadle, a Caltech 

geneticist, voiced a similar concern. Indeed, Libby tried to reassure the public by arguing 

that the levels of external radiation from global fallout were only a small fraction of what 

might be a genetically permissible dose. Beadle pointed out that this argument, which 

created a false impression that global fallout entailed no genetic risk at all, was ―a 

beautiful example of a true, but misleading, statement.‖
36

  

Most of the panelists, however, found it feasible to name a specific number. First of 

all, a new pragmatic approach to scientific uncertainty was developing. Neel, for 

example, followed a rigorous definition of scientific accuracy, finding it unscientific to 

determine a specific number until facts became more accurate. In contrast, Warren 

Weaver, a mathematician who chaired the Genetics Committee, embraced a pragmatic 

definition of precision informed by the success of Operations Research during the Second 

World War, a mathematical analysis designed to optimize resources and outcomes.
37
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Although this technique was not about the assessment of radiation hazards per se, Weaver 

was confident that one could determine an optimum number for practical decisions even 

in face of scientific uncertainty. Recalling a case of antiaircraft fire control, Weaver 

explained to Neel that ―the existing information and the probability of getting a hit 

involved factors of uncertainty much greater than these [spontaneous mutation rate 

estimates]; and still before it was over we began to shoot down some airplanes.‖
38  

The determination of a specific number was not only feasible but also essential, 

because the numerical value of ―permissible dose‖ had already been in place. William 

Russell warned Neel: ―If we don't do it, somebody else is going to do it.‖
39

 The 

geneticists needed a clear figure in order to change the practices of radiation protection. 

Russell acknowledged that the figure represented no more an educated guess, but firmly 

believed that his committee, politically neutral and scientifically competent, was the only 

qualified body to do this guesswork.
40

 The panelists agreed that any permissible dose was 

―a voting consensus of a series of opinions arrived at from many different sources and on 

many different bases than a single logically derived solution.‖
 41

 Keenly aware of the 

need to balance genetic considerations and non-genetic circumstances, Muller found 5 

rem, a figure which Stern proposed, too stringent to be observed in the future when the 

use of atomic energy would be wide spread.
42

 In the end, the panel agreed on 10 r as a 

geometric mean between Muller's ―advisable dose‖ of 20 r and Stern's figure of 5 r.
43
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Across the Atlantic, the members of the MRC Genetics Panel faced a strikingly 

similar dilemma. They were well aware that the lack of a specific number of reference 

would render their review ―of little value to Parliament and the country, with the 

consequent risk that the wrong executive decisions may be made, or no decisions at 

all.‖
44

 But the British experts eschewed from identifying a specific number as the 

genetically permissible dose. Instead, a doubling dose, which was likely to fall in a range 

of 30 to 50 r, was used as an index to quantify an expected genetic injury from increased 

radiation. In early April of 1956, however, MRC Secretary Himsworth visited 

Washington and discovered that the U.S. side had decided to specify 10 r as a genetically 

permissible dose.
45

 Upon his return to London, Himsworth tried to persuade his fellow 

members to subscribe to the U.S. approach.
46

 Despite his effort, the British geneticists 

resisted accepting the U.S. number and preferred following the existing authoritative 

body in charge of permissible dose, the International Committee on Radiological 

Protection (ICRP).
47

 Indeed, the annual meeting of the ICRP in Geneva was then 

discussing a new guideline for the whole population from the genetic point of view. The 

ICRP eventually came to the conclusion that the total dose of radiation for this purpose 

should be limited to ―an amount of the order of the natural background in presently 

inhabited regions of the earth.‖
48

 Unlike the U.S. number, the ICRP excluded medical 

radiations from this ceiling. The MRC‘s final report followed this ICRP guideline but 
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clarified a numeric range that fell on the conservative side. It stated that the genetically 

permissible population dose was to be limited to no more than twice the natural dosage in 

Great Britain.
49

  

While building consensus as to the genetically permissible dose, the NAS and MRC 

committees respectively decided to measure the actual magnitude of radiation exposure 

from global fallout as compared to the contributions of various sources of gamma 

radiation, a type of radiation capable of reaching the gonads. Studies soon revealed that 

the share of medical radiology was by far the largest, ranging from 22 to 40 percent of the 

genetically permissible dose as defined in the respective nation. In contrast, the 

contribution of external gamma radiation from global fallout, even if nuclear tests 

continued indefinitely at the same rate as the last few years, was estimated to be less than 

1 percent.
50

 Weaver summarized the implication of these findings: ―If you have a budget 

of $10 a year to spend, spending $3 a year on medical x-rays, but 50 cents a year for 

fallout out of our $10. Then, ‗Well, this still is not a negligible part of our yearly budget. 

It still deserves scrutiny but we don‘t need to get all lathered up about it at the 

moment.‘‖
51

 

Consensus moved toward judging the genetic risk of global fallout as ―insignificant‖ 

from a relative point of view. But Alfred Sturtevant, who had initiated the public debate 

with his bombshell criticism against Strauss, grew concerned about such an assessment. 

He feared that it might be taken to mean that fallout was completely safe. He still 
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believed that the total genetic effects of external gamma radiation from global fallout, 

even less than 1 percent of the ―permissible‖ dose, might ultimately produce some 2,500 

or even over 100,000 handicapped children in the United States. ―To say that we needn't 

worry about such numbers, merely because other sources of radiation are producing more 

damage,‖ Sturtevant told his fellow panelists, ―seems … analogous to saying that murder 

is more serious than robbery, and therefore we'll pay no attention to robbery.‖
52

 To 

qualify the report's conclusion based on a comparative analysis, the Genetics Panel 

approved an additional explanation proposed by Sturtevant. ―So long as the present level 

is not increased this [the insignificance of the genetic risk of global fallout] will continue 

to be true,‖ the added clause stated. ―But there remains a proper concern to see to it that 

the fall-out level does not increase to more serious levels.‖
53 

With this qualification, the 

geneticists pushed the task of managing the risk to government authorities.  
 

 

Medical sciences   

The expert review divided by disciplines generated a source of authority and an 

institutional framework with which the NAS geneticists managed to settle disagreement 

behind the closed doors and stage the public appearance of unanimous consensus. 

Compared to the task the geneticists faced, the evaluation of the individual health effects 

of atomic radiation seemed to be much less complicated. In case of genetic damage, 

experts agreed that there was likely to be no minimum safe dose. This no-threshold 

hypothesis was widely accepted regarding the genetic and life-shortening effects of 
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whole-body exposure to gamma radiation. Some health effects such as bone cancer, 

however, appeared to have a practical point of safety. This meant that a minute amount of 

β-ray emitting radiostrontium (Sr-89 and Sr-90), deposited and concentrated in bone, was 

extremely unlikely to cause bone tumor so long as it remained far below its maximum 

permissible concentration (MPC) value. The NCRP and ICRP still defined their 

permissible limits based on the non-threshold hypothesis, but its validity was still in 

dispute. Willard Libby, for example, repeatedly claimed that the highest amount of Sr-90 

ever found in human bone was about 1/1000 of the occupational MPC and 1/10000 of the 

minimum level where the occurrence of bone tumor was observed. Based on the 

hypothesis of a practical threshold, the USAEC commissioner concluded that the 

worldwide health hazards from the present rate of testing are insignificant.
54  

The NAS Pathology Committee reviewed the threshold model of radiation injuries 

and found that the data of radiologists and atomic survivors pointed to a non-threshold 

mechanism in terms of life-shortening effects and leukemia incidences. The pathologists, 

however, determined that a non-threshold hypothesis was too uncertain. The data was 

considered far from complete and reliable, and the estimated accumulated doses in these 

cases exceeded 1,000 r. The findings‘ validity was thus in a serious question in case of a 

low-level, chronic exposure like global fallout.
55

 The NAS Genetics Committee, by 

contrast, grew alarmed by the non-threshold hypothesis of leukemia induction. By the 

end of 1955, Edward B. Lewis, a professor of biology at Caltech, conceived this 

possibility and shared his misgivings with Beadle and other geneticists.
56

 In February 
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1956, Beadle wrote to Weaver, asking him to ensure that the Pathology Committee would 

thoroughly review Lewis' hypothesis.
57

 By then, however, the pathologists had already 

finished their review, simply ignoring this unwelcome intervention from the Genetics 

Committee. The compartmentalization of the U.S. expert review allowed the geneticists 

to determine matters within their epistemic jurisdiction, but prevented them from 

affecting the course of deliberations across disciplinary borders. As we will discuss later, 

this impenetrable wall of disciplines forced Lewis and his supporters in the NAS 

Genetics Committee to take their complaints to the public sphere.   

A source of trouble lay also on the other side of the Atlantic. While the NAS 

Pathology Committee found a non-threshold model for leukemia as possible but 

uncertain, the MRC Individual Effects Panel considered this possibility more compelling. 

In addition to the U.S. data concerning radiologists and atomic survivors, the MRC 

investigated the reported cases of leukemia among some 13,000 patients from 1935 to 

1954 who had undergone X-ray treatments for ankylosing spondylitis, a disease of the 

spine or joints. The estimated doses received in certain parts of the bone marrow, as it 

turned out, indicated a linear relationship between the incidence of leukemia and the 

received dose. This disturbing result was still inconclusive. The average received dose 

was no less than 1,000 r, and its applicability to a case of chronic low-level exposures 

was still open to question.
58

 Unlike their U.S. counterparts, however, the MRC members 

found it more difficult to put them aside. Alexander Haddow, who served in the 
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Individual Effects Panel, contended that a linear relationship should not be excluded in 

case of leukemia.
59

 

In contrast to leukemia, the production of bone cancers by ingested radionuclides 

seemed to be more straightforward. One of the subcommittees chaired by Austin Brues of 

the USAEC Argonne National Laboratory concluded that there was some sort of 

threshold in the production of tumors, or at least there was no straight line function. 

Brues later elaborated that a plausible model for cancer events might be neither threshold 

nor non-threshold, but a practical threshold which required more than one ―hit‖ by 

ionizing radiation to turn the damage cancerous.
60

 Regardless of the cancer induction 

model, Brues believed that there was also a practically acceptable level of environmental 

radiation. It was ―very silly for anyone,‖ he said, to complain about contamination if it 

remained only a small fraction of natural background radiation.
61 

In the end, the 

Pathology Committee followed the NCRP and added a factor of 10 to the occupational 

MPC to take into account various physiological conditions among ordinary people. This 

value was also considered comparable to the range of exposure to natural radiation.
62 

Confident in its universal applicability, the NAS pathologists found ―no reason to hesitate 

to allow a universal human strontium … burden of 1/10 of the permissible [occupational 

MPC].‖
63 
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The U.S. medical scientists turned to the NCRP guideline as a source of authority 

and also considered natural radiation background as a universal yardstick. The British 

experts, however, were more critical of the data that the NCRP and ICRP had long used 

to calculate the minimum concentration of radium that might trigger bone tumors. W. V. 

Mayneord and J. S. Mitchell discovered that the occupational MPC indicated a degree of 

risk less than 1 in 10,000. This risk was still considered ―permissible‖ as long as the scale 

of exposure was limited to thousands of adult workers handling radioactive substances. 

Global fallout, however, affected all people, including children whose growing bones 

tended to absorb and store more Sr-90 than adults. Mayneord and Mitchell predicted that 

one-tenth of the occupational MPC, which the American experts declared universally 

acceptable, might produce about 40 tumors per million exposed persons, or 5 percent 

increase on the natural incident rate.
64

 
 

A number of uncertain factors surrounding Sr-90 prompted Haddow to fire off a 

series of private letters to Himsworth, calling for a more conservative health risk 

evaluation than the U.S. version. While being ―somewhat reassured as to the genetic 

risks,‖ Haddow told the MRC secretary that he was ―not so sure about individual 

hazards.‖
65

 By mid-April, he was ―really becoming very anxious‖ about the health risk of 

global fallout, and Mitchell reportedly also shared his concern.
66

 Haddow agreed with 

Himsworth that the MRC report should be based on facts. He insisted, however, that ―it 

should include a certain element of reserve, in view of the uncertainties.‖
67

 While the 
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NAS pathologists solved the taxing problem of scientific uncertainty by turning to the 

outside authority of the NCRP, the MRC experts tried to consider its serious implication 

on a large demographic scale, leading to a more conservative attitude toward the potential 

health effects of global fallout.   

The trans-Atlantic divergence did not initially come to surface. When Himsworth 

visited Washington in April 1956, he was satisfied to see that the reports of the somatic 

effects appeared to be ―on much the same lines.‖
68

 Soon thereafter, however, the British 

draft was revised substantially to take into account a possible non-threshold model of 

leukemia and bone cancer. Before the session on May 5, one member of the Individual 

Effects Panel, W. Marley, discussed with John Cockcroft, the director of Harwell, 

agreeing that the MRC committee should endorse 1/10 of the occupational MPC for Sr-

90 as permissible, but also cut it further by 1/10 to indicate an ―undesirable‖ level for the 

entire British population.
69

 This reduced number was fateful because Britain‘s 

measurement of Sr-90 seemed to indicate a more rapid increase of its soil deposition than 

the U.S. estimates. Libby, for example, predicted 7 mc/mi
2
 as a maximum future level of 

Sr-90 in the U.S. soil. Sr-90 in British soil, however, had already increased from 6 mc/mi
2
 

in early 1954 to 11 mc/mi
2
 by the end of 1955.

70
  This upward curve pointed to the 

possibility that the ultimate concentration of Sr-90 in human bone might reach 1/100 of 

the occupational MRC in several decades even if nuclear tests occurred at the same rate 

as in the past few years.
71  
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As we have seen, the possibility of a faster and uneven settlement of Sr-90 failed to 

alarm the NAS committee. Its compartmentalized structure prevented the meteorologists 

from communicating to the pathologists. The meteorologists also deferred the problem of 

permissible dose to the pathologists, who in turn drew on the NCRP guideline. This 

matrix of cognitive authority delegations made it impossible for the NAS committee to 

reflect on a multitude of uncertain elements in the biological and environmental fields. 

The MRC committee, in contrast, was more integrated than its U.S. counterpart. The 

ominous meteorological prediction alarmed the MRC medical scientists when they 

became concerned with a possible demographic health impact of Sr-90 contamination 

even below the maximum permissible concentration.  

Moreover, unlike its U.S. counterpart, the MRC committee remained firmly 

committed to its expected role in regulatory policy and was willing to translate the 

implication of all uncertain elements into a concrete administrative guideline instead of 

simply endorsing the existing permissible dose. At the eleventh hour before the deadline 

for the final report, the MRC committee amended the report‘s conclusion to note an 

appreciable upward trend of Sr-90 deposition in soil. Because of this development, the 

MRC committee declared that ―immediate consideration[s] were required if the 

concentration in human bones showed signs of rising greatly beyond one-hundredth of 

that corresponding to the maximum permissible occupational level.‖
72 

The integral and 

administrative character of the MRC review led to a more gloomy assessment than the 

NAS evaluation. Informal trans-Atlantic coordination did little to prevent this clear 

divergence from coming to surface through their respective reports.  
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Erosion of scientific authority  

The divided process of the NAS review had an effect of containing and deflating 

internal criticisms about some uncertain elements, such as the behavior of stratospheric 

fallout and the induction of leukemia. This structural exclusion, however, soon led to the 

outbreak of the public debate. The first salvo was shot by Ralph Lapp. In May 1956, 

Lapp began to criticize the argument that the health effects of Sr-90 remained negligible 

so long as atomic tests continued at the same rate of firing as in the past. He was keenly 

aware of the self-accelerating dynamic of nuclear arms race. In his opinion, even if the 

rate of nuclear tests only doubled in a decade, an amount of Sr-90 committed to the 

stratosphere might ultimately give the whole world one population MPC (1/10 of the 

occupational MPC) in the 1970s.
73

 ―I cannot regard this as justified,‖ Lapp expressed his 

worry in a letter to Muller. ―What this means is that even nuclear tests can be a hazard to 

whole populations when we integrate the effect of many tests over a long period of 

time.‖
74

  

A member of the Federation of American Scientists and regular contributor to the 

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists and other media outlets, Lapp supported an initiative to 

regulate or ban nuclear testing. It was the time when Democratic candidate Adlai 

Stevenson called for an H-bomb test ban, and Lapp naturally endorsed his position. As 

we will discuss in Chapter 5, however, Stevenson did not base his argument upon the 

danger of Sr-90 until September. While Lapp‘s political interest in a test ban undoubtedly 

informed his criticism against Libby and the NAS, it is evident that its direct cause lay in 

the fact that the NAS committee had failed to exhaust discussion about the fallout 
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diffusion mechanism. The fundamental source of problem was less about partisan politics 

than the manner in which the NAS committee handled scientific uncertainty.     

A similar problem also led Edward Lewis to take his complaint to the public sphere. 

In December 1956, when the latest data of radiation exposures and leukemia cases among 

atomic survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki became available, Lewis was convinced that 

the threshold concept had to ―be re-examined.‖ In May 1957, he published a study in 

Science magazine. In it, Lewis found no proof for the existence of threshold and then 

extended a non-threshold hypothesis to a chronic low-level exposure and computed a 

number of leukemia cases. In case of the population MPC (1/10 of the occupational 

MPC) in bone marrow, a probability of leukemia was calculated as 1 x 10
-6

 per individual 

per rad per year. The risk was too small to bother any particular individual, but if the 

entire population in the United States received this ―acceptable‖ dose as declared by the 

NAS pathologists, it would lead to about 500 to 1000 cases of leukemia per year, or 5 to 

10 percent increase of the disease occurrence.
75

 

As we have seen, both the NAS and MRC committees had well recognized a 

possibility of non-threshold in case of leukemia. The NAS pathologists, however, had 

dismissed it as too uncertain. A major contribution of Lewis' work was that it made the 

dominant paradigm of threshold much less certain than before. He later wrote to the 

editor of Science Graham P. DuShane regarding the intent of his article. ―My article in 

SCIENCE does not claim to have established the absence of a threshold dose,‖ Lewis 

stated. ―The article does stress that the available data do not support the concept of a 
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threshold dose.‖
76

 For Lewis, the lack of conclusive proof should not be an excuse to 

continue to operate in the threshold paradigm and push the burden of proof on the 

advocates of a non-threshold model. ―Since human life is involved,‖ he argued in a letter 

to one of his critics, ―I think it wiser to proceed on the assumption that there is no 

threshold dose, until evidence to the contrary is obtained.‖
77

 Lewis challenged the 

handling of scientific uncertainty by the NAS pathologists, who saw the problem not as a 

call for precaution but rather as an excuse not to take action until more data came in.   

Lewis' paper, which made the threshold paradigm less certain, also rendered the non-

threshold alternative appear less uncertain. What Lewis did for the leukemia risk was the 

same as what Sturtevant did for the genetic risk: both of them calculated a number of 

potential victims as the most compelling way to demonstrate that the risk from global 

fallout was not too uncertain as the NAS pathologists claimed. As Lewis later observed, 

his numerical estimates attracted much criticism on the grounds that it would generate an 

―exaggerated fear of radiation‖ in the public‘s mind. For Lewis, however, it was the 

failure to make such estimates which was likely to create an irrational fear that ―our 

ignorance is so great that the risk may be far greater than is admitted.‖
78

  DuShane never 

failed to note this implication of Lewis' work. Thanks to Lewis, he said, ―we are 

approaching the point at which it will be possible to make the phrase ‗calculated risk‘ for 

radiation mean something a good deal more precise than the ‗best guess‘.‖
79

   

The points raised by Lapp and Lewis rekindled internal criticisms within the NAS 

committee as soon as its public report was released. In August 1956, Beadle wrote to both 
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NAS President Detlev Bronk and Weaver, alerting them to Lapp's criticism and pressing 

on a fresh review regarding the effects of Sr-90. ―I feel strongly that Lapp should not be 

disregarded,‖ Beadle wrote. ―He has been right too many times.‖
80 

Weaver agreed on a 

need of a continuous investigation. In a confidential letter to Bronk, the Genetics 

Committee chairman even questioned the objectivity of the NAS pathologists, which he 

accused was acting as a spokesman for the USAEC.
81

 Later in autumn, when Lewis 

began to circulate his leukemia paper informally in a draft form, his finding reinforced 

the impression among the NAS geneticists that ―the Pathology Committee 

underestimated the hazard.‖
82 

If Lewis was correct, Muller said, even the British MRC‘s 

―worrying dose,‖ 1/100 of the occupational MPC, might produce some 80,000 leukemia 

victims around the world. ―This would seem to me to be a fairly heavy price to pay for 

the tests and at least the public ought to know about it,‖ Muller concluded.
83

  

Lapp‘s public criticism also reopened the contained discontents among the NAS 

meteorologists. Just as the MRC experts noticed, Lapp pointed to the possibility that it 

might be too late if too much radioactive fallout was injected in the stratosphere without 

understanding its descending mechanism. Upon reading Lapp‘s article, Lester Machta 

immediately wrote to Bronk and expressed his ―serious reservations‖ about Libby‘s 

strategic diffusion model. He complained that Libby only cited his own model in the 

public speeches, ignoring Machta's alternative.
84

 The NAS experts in agriculture, who 

had not examined Libby's comments on the discrimination against Sr-90 uptake in food 
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chains, also began to raise voices of concern. In his letter to Bronk, A. G. Norman, the 

chairman of the Agriculture Committee, stated that he was ―by no means certain‖ about 

the sequence of events in soil and in crop plants grown in area subject to fallout.
85 

As 

criticisms mounted, Bronk found it inevitable to set up a cross-board task force to track 

the paths and damages of Sr-90 ―from test to tumor.‖
86 

Only a few months after its 

release, the public reputation of the NAS report regarding Sr-90 hazards was increasingly 

in question.  

 

Conclusion 

 The U.S. and British national committees of experts achieved mixed success in their 

expected role to forge expert consensus and settle the public debate. The degree of 

success hinged on the way in which the compartmentalized process of the expert review 

worked. On the one hand, it generated a new source of authority and an institution that 

facilitated basic agreement among the NAS and MRC geneticists. Their conclusion 

converged with the position of their governments that the genetic risk of global fallout 

was insignificant in relative terms.  The same structure, however, prevented one 

subsection from communicating its concerns to another across disciplinary and 

institutional walls. This problem plagued the process of the NAS review, finely divided 

into six scientific branches, while the MRC committee remained fairly integrated and 

took into account various uncertain elements across disciplines.  A resulting significant 

divergence about a possible future health risk of global fallout brought the disturbing fact 
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of scientific uncertainty to the public. The MRC was more willing than the NAS to 

provide an administrative guidance, leading to the British recommendation of a 

conservative ―undesirable‖ dose.  The conclusion of the national expert reviews thus 

closed the public debate about the genetic risk of external gamma radiation but opened a 

new dispute about the health risk of Sr-90. The problem of uncertainty, publicly 

illuminated by the NAS and MRC reports, took this new round of risk politics to an even 

more controversial stage.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

PUBLIC DEBATE REKINDLED, 1956-1957 

 

The U.S. and British committees of experts, expected to give a final word in the 

fallout debate, failed to deliver an authoritative and reassuring judgment of risk. The lack 

of a unanimous verdict on the cancer risk of Sr-90 pushed the site of risk politics from 

conference rooms back to the public sphere. The new debate, however, unfolded in a 

remarkably different atmosphere. While the first round of the debate took place mainly 

within the scientific community, the rekindled debate spilled over to the international and 

U.S. domestic political arenas. As scientists openly disagreed over the future of Sr-90 

deposition and its possible cancer risk, political leaders and concerned citizens took 

various initiatives toward the control and reduction of contamination.  

Since the chief approach to reduce or eliminate nuclear fallout was to limit or ban its 

source, the fallout debate became increasingly inseparable from the test ban debate. It is 

no surprise that historical studies have treated the renewed fallout debate following the 

public release of the NAS and MRC reports as subordinate to a fierce partisan debate 

during the 1956 U.S. presidential race concerning an H-bomb test ban proposed by Adlai 

Stevenson.
1
 But few have carefully sorted out their respective dynamics as well as mutual 

interactions. This chapter will demonstrate how uncertainty surrounding fallout hazards, 

exposed by the divergent conclusions of the NAS and MRC reports, led to a series of 
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modest initiatives in and outside the United States to reduce fallout emission without 

banning nuclear tests altogether. In contrast, Stevenson’s camp, advocating a test ban on 

grounds of its arms control merits, only belatedly played up the cancer risk of Sr-90. This 

chapter will demonstrate a subtle yet distinct tension between the public health and arms 

control dimensions of various overtures for the prohibition or limitation of nuclear 

testing.  

Partisan politics in the United States surrounding Stevenson’s proposal for an H-

bomb test ban ultimately obstructed any small step toward controlling the source of 

fallout contamination except for a technological project to reduce fission fallout from 

nuclear detonations. It was certainly a tactical triumph for those insisting on the complete 

freedom of testing nuclear weapons. The rekindled fallout debate in the United States, 

however, was gradually sapping some of the conceptual devices which had long 

buttressed the U.S. government’s reassuring evaluation of fallout hazards. This chapter 

will focus on the problem of handling uncertainty about the future levels of Sr-90 

contamination and its biological effects, as its policy implication for or against a test ban 

was hotly contested during the U.S. presidential race. It will also examine another 

seminal question in risk politics, namely the validity of a comparative risk analysis at the 

time when a small but growing number of people began to challenge the U.S. societal 

consensus that took for granted the threat of communism and the benefits of modern 

society. 

 

International repercussions 

The disturbing implication of the NAS and MRC reports, released in June 1956, first 
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struck the British government. Its first H-bomb had been already scheduled to be tested in 

the spring of 1957 on Christmas Island, an uninhabited atoll in the Mid-Pacific. Prime 

Minister Anthony Eden was on the eve of making an official announcement about this 

experiment. When a meeting of his cabinet had a briefing on the MRC committee report, 

all agreed that “nothing in the report . . . would justify canceling or postponing this 

particular series of tests.”
2
 The report’s conservative character including a much lower 

“warning dose,” however, led the minister to conclude that “world scientific opinion and 

a substantial body of American scientific opinion is likely to agree with the M.R.C.”
3
 The 

disapproval of scientists would undoubtedly fuel strong opposition to any further major 

tests. To preempt this pressure and buy more time for Britain's upcoming H-bomb test, 

the cabinet meeting agreed to “take the initiative in proposing discussions between the 

three Powers concerned” for some sort of test limitation or ban.
4
  

Washington was astonished by the reversal of British policy. USAEC chairman 

Lewis Strauss immediately moved to squash it. The NAS committee, he told the British 

ambassador to the United States, concluded that the continuance of nuclear tests at the 

same rate as in the past could continue indefinitely without raising the universal body 

burden of Sr-90 above the level of 1/10 of the occupational MPC.
5
 The U.S. government, 

however, soon realized that the British decision was informed by the prospect of an 

accelerated nuclear arms race, not of its stable continuation. Unlike the NAS committee, 

the MRC review panel took into account such a political element and warned about an 

upward trend of contamination in the future. “The problem of persuading them away 
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from their proposed move,” a U.S. foreign service official concluded, “becomes 

substantially more difficult.”
6
 Despite strong misgivings in the U.S. government, Eden 

proceeded with his plan and declared in the House of Commons on July 22 that his 

government was willing to enter negotiations with the other two powers for a test 

limitation.    

The conservative trend in the risk evaluation evident in the MRC report was also 

conducive to the rise of a nationwide antinuclear campaign in Britain. In November, 

Britain's National Peace Council hosted a meeting of peace activists to discuss the 

possibility of concerted action against nuclear tests. While the pacifists looked to a test 

ban as a first step toward the abolition of the Bomb, it was the ASA scientists who 

introduced an additional ground for a test ban. Alexander Haddow, who was also a 

member of the MRC committee, explained to the peace workers that a good case could be 

made for a test ban as a prudent measure so long as scientific evidence about harm 

remained inconclusive. Joseph Rotblat, ASA’s vice-president, also reminded the audience 

that the pacifist goal of war abolition was a long-term project while a test ban required a 

prompt action. The tests, he warned, “themselves may be sufficient to end the human 

race.”
7 

  

As the growing awareness of the fallout danger met with a tactical shift of pacifists, 

the forum participants agreed to launch an ad hoc national campaign called a National 

Council for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapon Tests (NCANWT). Commenced in 

February 1957, this umbrella movement quickly grew far beyond its original pacifist 
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basis. By the end of the year, NCANWT covered the nation with over 100 local branches. 

An emphasis on the fallout peril seemed to have a particular gender appeal to women, 

who constituted about two-thirds of the NCANWT supporters.
8 

During the campaign that 

culminated on the eve of the first British H-bomb test, NCANWT dismissed the whole 

notion of safe dose as “a totally irresponsible, unscientific attitude.” It framed the risk not 

as a technical problem but as a moral crisis, pointing out that any slight risk of health 

damage was intolerable for those around the world who did not agree on the nuclear 

powers' policies.
9
  

While London began to reckon with the unsettling problem of global fallout, a 

number of non-nuclear nations also moved to force such recognition. Unlike the nuclear 

powers, none of them could claim to “know” nuclear weapons and their health effects. 

What drove their initiatives was rather the disturbing implication of scientific uncertainty. 

Some of them like the Indians, for example, took advantage of this fact as an additional 

reason for an immediate test ban. In June 1956, when the U.S. and British national 

studies came out, India's report was also published. Drawing on unclassified literature 

alone, the Indian work aimed not to report a new finding but to draw a political 

implication from scientific uncertainty. The report admitted that the danger of global 

fallout remained undetermined. Those in support of nuclear tests cited this unsettled 

status and pushed the burden of proof upon their opponents. “This is a rather strange line 

of argument,” the Indians pointed out. “To argue that tests should stop only if it were 

definitely established that their continuation would cause serious harm to mankind is a 
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regrettable commentary on 2,500 years of progress since the Buddha.”
10

 Just as Haddow 

explained to British pacifists, India tried to make a case for a test ban as a precautionary 

measure in face of scientific uncertainty.  

The Scandinavians, in contrast, reluctantly addressed the problem of radioactive 

fallout because of their geographic proximity to the Soviet test sites. What initiated their 

concern was strikingly similar to the case of the Japanese in the aftermath of the Lucky 

Dragon incident: a combination of widespread fallout monitoring in the absence of clear, 

uniform radiation protection guidelines. In early 1956, snow runoff in Norway showed a 

level of beta radiation in excess of the most conservative MPC in the NCRP guideline for 

drinking water (10 μμc per liter, a population MPC for the beta activities of an unknown 

origin). This finding immediately triggered a furor because the drinking water supply for 

a large part of the population in this region came from melted snow, often without any 

purification.
11

  

To contain the public scare that struck this NATO ally, the USAEC tried to reassure 

the Norwegians through the interpretation of the NCRP guideline as well as the NAS and 

MRC reports. Following the discovery of radioactive snow, John Harley, a USAEC 

health scientist, was dispatched to Oslo, explaining to the Norwegian authority that only a 

fraction of beta activities in snow runoff was from Sr-90, and that the permissible 

concentration for Sr-90 assumed a continuous lifetime intake and included a generous 

factor of safety.
12

 In late June, Charles Dunham, a successor to Bugher as the director of 
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the USAEC DBM, flew to Paris and briefed the NATO members, together with British 

experts, on the findings of the NAS and MRC committees. This joint briefing sought to 

reassure the anxious European allies that nuclear tests, if conducted at the constant rate as 

in the past, could continue indefinitely without health hazards.
13

  

The Norwegians, however, found it difficult to embrace the contamination of their 

landscape. Oslo faced the mounting pressure from its restless citizens, and the abrupt 

shift of Britain's test ban policy also encouraged Norway to take a moderate diplomatic 

initiative for test regulation.
14

 In pursuit of a compromise between the prohibition of 

nuclear testing and its unregulated continuation, the Norwegians chose to call for self-

restraint on the part of nuclear testers.
15

 Their proposal, first discussed at the UN General 

Assembly in November 1956, demanded that all planned weapons tests should be 

registered in advance with the United Nations, where the UNSCEAR was to check if 

radioactive fallout from proposed tests would remain within the limits of safety.
16

 In this 

unexpected way, the UNSCEAR’s terms of reference, which Washington and London 

carefully restricted to the technical assessment of fallout hazards, found a possible 

reconnection to the problem of nuclear armaments.   

Norway's initiative in exploring a middle ground strongly echoed the direction of 

Canada’s policy. Canada was perhaps the only non-nuclear nation in the 1950s which was 

uniquely qualified in the politics of risk surrounding radioactive fallout. Canada’s 
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participation in the Manhattan Project made the nation a smaller but vital player in 

international negotiations for nuclear disarmament. Since 1954, Canada was one of the 

five subcommittee members of the U.N. Disarmament Commission.
17

 At the same time, 

its wartime involvement in the atomic development also familiarized Canada with 

radiation protection.
18

 André J. Cipriani, the director of the Biology Division at the 

atomic research installations in Chalk River, was actively involved in the ICRP until his 

tragic death at the age of 47 in February 1956.  

In Canada, the legal mandate to ensure radiation health resided with the Atomic 

Energy Control Board. But the Board, with no technical competence, relied on the 

Department of National Health and Welfare (DNHW) for advice on all health matters. 

This arrangement was closer to the British model, where public health officials 

established their independent role in radiation protection through the MRC. When 

Canada was nominated as one of the UNSCEAR’s founding member states, the DNHW 

established subcommittees in connection with the problem of radioactive fallout. It also 

appointed Ernest A. Watkinson, the chief of occupational health, as Canada’s delegate to 

the UNSCEAR.
19

 Ottawa initially accepted the reassurance made by the U.S. NAS report 

that the health hazards of global fallout would remain insignificant at the present rate of 

firing.
20

 It soon realized, however, that neither the NAS nor MRC reports could guarantee 
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safety in the future if nuclear tests accelerated.
21

 It was the same point as Lapp and other 

critics raised against the optimistic conclusion of the NAS report.   

While Canada grew concerned with fallout hazards, its foreign officers were 

desperately searching for any small step to break an impasse in nuclear disarmament 

talks. Lester Pearson, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, also personally tried to 

boost the Western position on arms control in the United Nations by currying the favor of 

India and its nonalignment camp.
22

 At this conjuncture, the conservative assessment of 

fallout hazards pointed to a new direction for Canada’s diplomatic initiative on arms 

control. By fall of 1956, the Department of External Affairs came to the conclusion that 

“there may well be a case on medical and general health grounds for early action on test 

explosions.” From an absolute point of view, which opposed “any adverse effects on 

human beings,” even the more “optimistic” estimate set a point of danger “only a few 

years in the future.”
23

 What confronted a non-nuclear U.S. ally like Canada, however, 

was the dearth of information on both ends of the risk-benefit scale: health hazards on the 

one hand and defense needs on the other. With these two factors uncertain, both the 

DNHW and the Department of Defense agreed with Pearson that Canada should explore 

a middle ground and call for some form of test limitation.
24

 In January 1957, when 

Norway officially submitted a U.N. resolution and called for an advanced registration 

program, Canada joined Norway as a co-sponsor, together with Japan.   

A growing anxiety about fallout hazards among the Scandinavians and Canadians not 

only led to their modest diplomatic initiative, but also reshaped the course of discussion 
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in the UNSCEAR. As we have discussed, Washington and London had been confident 

that their national reports would prove reassuring and guide the intergovernmental panel 

to a similar conclusion. As it turned out, the NAS and MRC reports alerted the world to 

the upward trend of fallout contamination and its uncertain biological effects. During the 

UNSCEAR’s second meeting session from October 22 to November 2, 1956, Rolf 

Sievert, a prominent Swedish radiation expert, privately voiced his serious concern about 

the effects of fallout in Scandinavia from Soviet tests. Ernest Watkinson, representing 

Canada, also found disturbing the rapid rise of Sr-90 deposits in his country.
25

 The U.S. 

and British delegates took pains to prevent any such concern from being discussed during 

the session, fearing that it might drive some neutral UNSCEAR members toward the 

USSR's call for a test ban.
26  

In the end, the UNSCEAR postponed further discussion on Sr-90 to the subsequent 

meetings. Despite this success, one of the British delegates to the UNSCEAR, Edward 

Pochin, foresaw much trouble in the future. Although the intergovernmental panel was 

barred from making policy recommendations as to nuclear testing, it could still do so in 

an indirect way, stating that certain rates of release of Sr-90 or any further release might 

prove biologically hazardous. Pochin predicted that the Soviet Union would secure 

support from Egypt and possibly from Czechoslovakia, Japan, and India. As Canada and 

Sweden grew anxious on grounds of uncertainties rather than of a demonstrable 

likelihood of hazard, Pochin feared that their position might affect Argentina, Brazil and 

Mexico. Australia, Belgium, and France would act according to the balance of evidence, 
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and even the United States might ultimately admit the hazard.
27

 Although the 

UNSCEAR's reporting deadline was still more than a year ahead, the threat of a 

bandwagon effect, which might drive one member after another toward the side of 

caution, had already loomed on the horizon. 
 

The future course of the UNSCEAR became unclear also because its status as the only 

international panel in charge of reviewing the fallout risk faced a serious challenge. 

Bertrand Russell and his associates tried to exploit the uncertain status of scientific 

knowledge about fallout hazards as a springboard for organizing an alternative 

international conference of scientists. In August 1956, upon learning that India agreed to 

host a meeting of the planning committee for such a conference, Russell sent letters of 

invitation to the signatories of the Russell-Einstein manifesto as well as other scientific 

luminaries. In the letters, Russell argued that the U.S., British, and Indian reports pointed 

to a potential health danger involved in nuclear tests, and that various political restraints 

might unduly affect the UNSCEAR’s review process. Invoking the notion of the strict 

separation between politics and science, he justified the proposal of an international 

scientific conference as an “independent enquiry” divorced from Cold War politics. The 

proposed conference agendas included the discussion of the long-term hazards of 

radioactive fallout from nuclear tests, the role of tests as an accelerator of arms race, and 

a “new international code of law” regarding the widespread use of radioactive materials 

for both military and peaceful purposes.
28

   

Most invitees endorsed the conference in principle, but hesitated to compete with the 
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UNSCEAR. Hideki Yukawa, a Japanese atomic physicist, proposed that the planned 

meeting should be supplemental to this intergovernmental panel. K. S. Krishnan, the 

president of the Indian Science Congress, also cautioned against being critical of the 

UNSCEAR. Niels Bohr, a Danish atomic physicist who played a prominent role in the 

Manhattan Project, declined to cooperate, citing his prior commitment and respect for the 

work of the UNSCEAR, as did Werner Heisenberg, a leading German atomic physicist.
29 

Even Alexander Haddow, who had long advocated a world congress of scientists to 

address the terrestrial risk of radioactive fallout, advised Russell against conducting an 

ambitious scientific investigation. He insisted that the conference should rather make a 

plea for “a balanced judgment of the facts already available” in such a way as to refute 

“extremists who on the one hand tend to minimize the hazards, or on the other hand 

exaggerate them.”
30

 In the end, the Suez and Hungarian Crises temporarily derailed the 

planning meeting originally scheduled in January 1957.
31

 Despite this setback, as we will 

discuss in Chapter 7, Russell and his supporters continued to work toward forging expert 

consensus outside the UNSCEAR.   

 

U.S. domestic repercussions  

The United States found it increasingly isolated in its optimistic fallout risk 

assessment. There was still a strong sentiment within the Eisenhower administration that 

the alleged risk of global fallout from nuclear tests was based on “ignorance, exaggerated 
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notions and unwarranted fear concerning radiation effects.”
32

 The Operations 

Coordinating Board (OCB), an inter-departmental consultative group under the National 

Security Council, recommended the “maximum exploitation” of the NAS and MRC 

reports to dispel what it believed was the irrational fear of global fallout.
33

 The essence of 

problem was not the lack of scientific education on the part of laypeople, but rather the 

sharp divide of expert opinions, publicized by the NAS and MRC reports, over how to 

cope with scientific and political uncertainties about the future trend of nuclear testing 

and its health effects.  

As there was uproar against radioactive fallout, the USAEC found it desirable to 

justify nuclear testing as the best way to invent “clean bombs” and reduce fallout 

emissions. This “clean” technology aimed to increase a relative share of fusion energy to 

fission energy in a nuclear explosion and thereby reduce an amount of radioactive 

byproducts resulting from the latter, such as Sr-90. Since the Lucky Dragon incident 

dramatized the problem of radioactive contamination in a thermonuclear war, both Los 

Alamos Scientific Laboratory and University of California Radiation Laboratory at 

Livermore (UCRL) had been tackling this technological challenge.
34

 In July 1956, the 

USAEC disclosed this ongoing project with much fanfare, describing the clean bomb as a 

“humanitarian” weapon.  

This technological substitution quickly earned a derogatory reputation as an 
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expensive propaganda gimmick. For many weapons scientists and military officials, 

however, the public release of the clean bomb project entailed a serious risk. While Teller 

supported the disclosure to counter “considerable pressure” for a test ban, Libby strongly 

resisted it as a serious breach of the weapon design to the Russians.
35

 General Alfred D. 

Starbird, the director of the USAEC's Military Application Division, also voiced his 

concerns. Once the United States highlighted the existence of clean bombs, he feared, 

“pressure would come from the United Nations or other sources to limit tests in the future 

to 'Clean Weapons.'” Because clean technology remained still imperfect, such a 

restriction would seriously hamper the development of some crucial nuclear weapons, 

such as a light-weight, large-yield intercontinental ballistic missile warhead.
36 

Starbird's 

point underlined the dilemma that confronted the USAEC. The development of the clean 

technology to rationalize the continuation of nuclear testing had a paradoxical effect of 

legitimizing the popular fear of nuclear fallout and strengthening its taboo status.      

In addition to the technological substitution, the USAEC also considered a positive 

step toward the regulation of nuclear testing, albeit in a limited form. In July, the session 

of the UN Disarmament Subcommittee adjourned without a breakthrough in arms 

control. Harold A. Stassen, Eisenhower's adviser on disarmament, began a policy review 

with a focus on nuclear testing. Even the USAEC now admitted the weight of “overriding 

political considerations.”
37

 A month later, Willard Libby drafted a memorandum about the 

feasibility of test limitation. According to him, the numerically most important segment 
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of the test ban advocates were those honestly scared about the health effects of fallout. 

Libby acknowledged that the cancer risk of Sr-90, no matter how small it was, might not 

be readily acceptable. “I must say I do not like the thought that my children will have 

strontium-90 in their bones, as much as I know about the subject, and know how 

harmless it is.” Libby’s solution was to cap the emission of fission fallout, namely an 

annual limit of 5 to 10 MT fission yields to keep the worldwide levels of Sr-90 

contamination below 1/10 of the occupational MPC, which the NAS and MRC reports 

saw as a breaking point of danger.
38

 With this proposal, Libby aimed to divide the test 

ban supporters between the health-minded majority and the disarmament-oriented 

minority. Through this tactic to “divide and conquer” his opponents, the commissioner 

hoped to arrest further momentum for a complete test ban.
39

  

This crucial step toward the control of radioactive contamination, however, failed to 

materialize when the 1956 U.S. presidential election politicized the test ban issue. Adlai 

E. Stevenson, a former Democratic governor of Illinois who lost to Eisenhower in the 

previous 1952 campaign, again declared his bid for the presidency. In April 1956, he 

proposed an H-bomb test ban as part of his campaign platform. Initially, he characterized 

the idea as part of his peace initiative, not in terms of fallout hazards.
40

 Stevenson did not 

press on his H-bomb test ban proposal until September 5 when he returned to the subject 

in a speech before the American Legion Convention. Once he did, the test ban problem 

became a highly delicate subject in domestic politics. Dulles abruptly withdrew his 
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support for Stassen’s policy review on nuclear testing. Despite his trusted adviser's 

change of mind, Eisenhower still insisted on its continuation in order to respond 

positively to a worldwide concern over the effects of radiation from tests and the 

consequences of nuclear war.
 41

 In the meantime, however, the President was forced to 

allow his Republican partisans to assail Stevenson's proposal as a disastrous move of 

unilateral disarmament. Far from being deterred, the Democratic challenger continued to 

emphasize the need for an H-bomb test ban until the end of his campaign.  

When the test ban problem was firmly locked in the dynamic of partisan politics, 

Stevenson began to exploit fallout danger as an additional factor in support of his 

proposal. In his speech on September 29, the Democratic contender declared that “the 

testing alone of these super bombs is considered by scientists to be dangerous to man.”
42

 

Seeing the widespread support for his stance, Stevenson invited Harrison Brown, a 

Caltech geochemist, to act as a science adviser for his campaign.
43

 A former participant in 

the Manhattan Project, Brown was one of the core members of the atomic scientists' 

movement from its outset.
44

 He was a vocal critic of nuclear weapons, but an enthusiastic 

supporter of atomic energy use for peaceful purposes. Brown’s strong interest in Neo-

Malthusianism shaped his contrasting view on the military and peaceful uses of atomic 

energy. Through a series of writings for general audience, he deplored armaments and 

wars as the waste of limited resources on Earth. He saw a peaceful world as a 

precondition for humankind to exploit an unlimited source of energy from the atom and 
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overcome problems arisen from population explosion.
45

 Brown’s concern was thus not 

about the inherent health hazards of atomic energy, but about the uncontrolled and 

unknown dangers from its misuse. 

In an attempt to connect the fallout debate to the test ban agenda, Stevenson’s 

campaign benefited from the open division of expert opinions concerning the cancer risk 

from Sr-90. Those who disagreed with the NAS report started directly writing to the 

Democratic camp. In his letter to Stevenson, Walter Selove, a USAEC biophysicist and 

one of the leading FAS members who served at the NAS Pathology Committee, argued 

that his committee put forward “the most optimistic end of the possible range.”
46 

Laurence H. Snyder, President-Elect of AAAS, also informed Stevenson that the 

hypothesis of a constant rate of nuclear testing was false. “Our tests cause other nations to 

increase their pace, which in turn increases ours,” he said. “It becomes a self-accelerating 

system.”
47 

 

The open disagreement within the U.S. scientific community about the course of 

nuclear arms race and its biological effects allowed Stevenson to declare the NAS report, 

which the Eisenhower administration repeatedly cited as the most authoritative source of 

information, as “already out of date.” The Republican opponent, he claimed, exaggerated 

“the degree of certainty that is possible on the basis of present scientific knowledge.”
48

 

Stevenson’s campaign depicted scientific uncertainty as a precautionary call for an 
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immediate ban on H-bomb testing. One of its policy memos pointed out that “neither side 

can argue with certainty that continued tests are or are not harmful to the human race.” 

“With such uncertainty,” it stated, “the argument is on the side of those who wish to stop 

the large nuclear tests.”
49

  

Stevenson’s interpretation of uncertainty posed a serious challenge to the USAEC. 

The Commission had long covered up the political dimension of uncertainty by assuming 

a constant rate of nuclear testing, not its acceleration. It had also coped with the problem 

of scientific uncertainty by pushing the burden of proof upon its critics. Eisenhower, 

however, still preferred reassuring the public on what he believed was purely technical 

because he was anxious not to make any political argument about the delicate national 

security issue of nuclear testing. The President asked his advisers to refute Stevenson not 

by making political claims but by citing “the experts' opinions, completely accurately and 

factually.”
50

 Eisenhower, like many other policymakers, adopted the position that the 

question of whether the danger of global fallout was serious or insignificant was purely 

technical, not political and moral.   

The NAS report, however, failed to deliver such an unequivocal assurance based on 

scientific knowledge alone. The administration was thus forced to turn to its scientific 

allies to interpret the report in a way to emphasize the most harmless aspects of fallout 

risk. With their support, the administration repeatedly cited the NAS report's conclusion 

that the genetic risk from global fallout was insignificant in comparative terms.
51

 The 

Republican side also refused to consider the “self-accelerating” nature of the nuclear 
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arms race, insisting on a constant rate of nuclear tests. Any speculation beyond this 

minimum line was dismissed as a political statement “beyond the limits of existing 

scientific evidence.”
52

 

As both the Democratic and Republican campaigns continued to dispute the 

interpretation of the NAS report for or against a test ban, the Federation of American 

Scientists worried that both sides of the debate mislabeled the political nature of 

disagreement as a scientific dispute. Although the FAS strongly supported Stevenson's 

position, it did so because of its merit for the cause of nuclear disarmament. The atomic 

scientists, striving to preserve a source of cognitive authority for scientists in public 

affairs, did not welcome the “confusion” of the scientific and the political domains. As 

we have seen, the initial phase of the fallout debate had led the FAS to propose an 

international expert review to demarcate the “scientific” from the “political” domains. As 

the partisan heat from the test ban debate blurred this line once again, the FAS set up its 

own expert panel to settle this “confusion.”  

On October 24, shortly before the presidential election, the FAS’s Radiation Hazards 

Committee released its “independent and objective study.” The committee, chaired by 

Walter Selove, translated the degree of risk involved in global fallout into a concrete 

number of estimated casualties. The FAS then compared this number to those from 

various hazards in modern U.S. life. Motor accidents killed 1,100 per year per 5 million, 

and the normal incidence of bone cancer and leukemia condemned 380 to death per year 

per 5 million. Continued nuclear tests, on the other hand, might add 13 more annual 

deaths from bone cancer and leukemia in the population of 5 million by the year 2000. 
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The FAS argued that the question of whether this scale of risk was dangerous was 

political, not scientific. “If one believes that even one death from fallout is too many, and 

that no nation should subject other peoples to the effects of fallout without their consent, 

then the answer to the question is 'Yes.'” On the other hand, “if one believes that the 

security of the country depends on continued testing, then the answer to the question is, 

'No'; it is a small price to pay for security.”
 
The arguments for or against a test ban, the 

FAS concluded, “must be based primarily on moral grounds and on considerations of 

international affairs, and not purely on a scientific evaluation of the radiation hazards.”
53

 

The illumination by the FAS of non-technical elements in the fallout risk evaluation 

delivered a devastating blow on the Eisenhower administration, which insisted that its 

reassuring fallout statement was a scientific fact.  

Eisenhower's landslide election triumph in November briefly suspended the fallout 

debate, but by then the supposedly authoritative NAS report, which the USAEC 

repeatedly cited to legitimize its optimistic judgment of risk, had been undermined to an 

irreversible extent. Stevenson, although soundly defeated at the ballot box, believed that 

his cause did not lose. In February 1957, Life magazine published his post-election 

manifesto entitled “Why I Raised the H-Bomb Question.” In it, Stevenson declared: 

“With politics suspended for a while, we should all take a fresh and more dispassionate 

look at this life-touching problem and decide what to do about it.”
54
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The decline of social tolerance to modern hazards 

The 1956 U.S. presidential race politicized the problem of handling uncertainty 

surrounding the future source of nuclear arms race and its health effects. A parallel 

development which also changed the context of the fallout risk review was a growing 

anxiety among U.S. citizens about various modern hazards compared to which the risk of 

global fallout was declared as negligible. As we have seen, the fallout risk reviewers 

subscribed to the notion that their society fully embraced—and must embrace as a moral 

command—the risks from modern technologies for sake of material comfort and social 

progress. When the danger of global fallout was compared to that of X-rays, its intention 

was to show how unimportant fallout was compared to the much larger yet socially 

accepted risk.
55

 The normal background of modern risks, however, turned out to be an 

elusive moving target. As Ulrich Beck has observed, industrial society did not embrace 

car accidents, excessive medical radiations, cigarette-smoking, and other artificial 

dangers as an inevitable price for pleasure, welfare, and progress. Instead, it entered a 

reflexive stage in which modern society began to confront the risks of its own creation 

and question the hitherto unquestioned “benefits” of social progress.
56

 The problem of 

radioactive contamination took place in the middle of this historical transition toward the 

self-confrontation. This fluid condition rendered the comparative risk analysis 

increasingly difficult as a universally acceptable formula for the evaluation of fallout 

hazards.  

The “reflexive” process of risk politics was evident when the NAS and MRC reports, 

comparing the risk of global fallout to a much larger danger of X-rays in order to reassure 
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the readers, unexpectedly spurred actions to restrict the uses of radiation from medical 

and other miscellaneous sources. Public health authorities in the United States, for 

example, quickly moved to tighten the regulations of shoe-fitting fluoroscopes. The State 

of Massachusetts went as far as to call off mass X-ray screening for tuberculosis.
57

 U.S. 

medical professionals also vowed to keep the dose as low as possible through educational 

campaigns. One pamphlet, over 200,000 copies of which were distributed among dentists 

and physicians, solemnly declared that it was “a professional responsibility” to recognize 

radiation hazards and take practical actions to reduce them.
58

 The effect of self-regulation 

slowly appeared over time. The ratio of collimated X-ray machines in dental offices, 

based on comparable studies in the United States, increased from 22.6% (November 

1957—March 1958) to 69% (June 1960).
59

 The voluntary actions changed the dynamic 

of a market demand in favor of safer products. One of the leading dental X-ray film 

manufactures reported an 8% annual increase in the order for more sensitive products to 

reduce the exposure time.
 60

 This market demand encouraged medical equipment 

manufacturers to develop new technologies. A certain kind of image amplification for 

fluoroscopy, for example, was estimated to be capable of reducing the exposure to 1/500 

of the earlier value.
61

  

In response to government regulations and malpractice suits, medical professionals 

took action to maintain their professional, authoritative discretion over the use of 

radiation. At the same time, about 3,000 certified U.S. radiologists seized this heightened 
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awareness to assert their expertise and boost their position within the medical community. 

The American College of Radiology published a comment on the NAS report, in which it 

blamed “inadequately trained” general practitioners for medical overexposure.
62 

The 

actual effects of self-regulations, of course, were far from immediate and universal. A 

1959 survey in Philadelphia still found that the great majority of nonradiologists used 

fluoroscopes without even knowing the output of their machines.
63

 Since public opinion 

no longer viewed radiation doses from medical practices as socially acceptable, it became 

increasingly difficult to view even the smaller doses from fallout as benign.  

Some consumers worried not only about atomic radiation, but about the other 

chemicals and modern hazards in their surroundings.. In a letter to the NAS committee, 

for example, a housewife from New Jersey complained about the effect which “'fall-out,' 

ex-rays [sic], chemicals and other air impurities are having on us humans in spite of what 

we read on the negative side and discounting the Communist ‘line.’”
64 

Another anxious 

mother from New York wrote to the FDA, “The marked increase of respiratory ailments, 

intestinal disorders, mental ills may be a result of radioactivity in the human body.”.  She 

continued, “This plus all the chemicals, preservatives, hormones, artificial fertilizers, and 

insect repellants we consume daily in our foods!”
65 

Public complaints, often greeted as 

nonsense, nevertheless indicated that the allegedly normal background of modern health 

risks was increasingly unacceptable to a growing number of people on the receiving end. 
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Some anxious consumers began to take direct actions against food allegedly 

contamination by fallout. In October 1956, intensive media coverage about Sr-90 at the 

end of the presidential campaign prompted 28 women in St. Louis to ask their municipal 

public health commissioners to test local fresh milk. As the local office had no expert or 

equipment, the women took the case to a congressman from their district. Their lobbying 

forced the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) to agree to assist the local health authorities 

in milk monitoring. The news of this success quickly spread, triggering a wave of similar 

requests across the United States. In May 1957, the PHS instituted a regular fresh milk 

monitoring program in 5 cities (St. Louis, Cincinnati, New York, Sacramento, and Salt 

Lake City).
66

  

Despite their public appearance as innocent mothers and consumers, the St. Louis 

women were socially conscious. Many of them belonged to the St. Louis Consumer 

Federation, the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, or the Women's 

International League for Peace and Freedom. When anticommunist persecution in Cold 

War America increasingly marginalized these progressive and peace movements, the 

danger of radioactive fallout re-empowered their female members to speak up in the 

public sphere in their non-threatening homebound image.
67

 Two of the St. Louis women 

were even granted an opportunity to testify before the congressional hearings on 

disarmament in December 1956. In their capacities as concerned mothers and consumers, 

the St. Louis women tried to bring back the rich contexts of global fallout which a 
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comparative perspective of risk masked.  

One of them, speaking as “simply a woman,” explained her outlook of risk. So long 

as experts sharply disagreed, she refused to accept any risk because she found it 

unacceptable to children. “Our children,” she said, “are not white mice or guinea pigs.” 

She raised the bar for the justification of nuclear testing in light of its health risk to 

children, asking: “Do H-bomb tests add so greatly to our security that we are justified in 

risking the health of our children?”
68

 Another witness, Gertrude Faust, explained a 

consumer's standpoint as the president of St. Louis Consumers' Federation. She called the 

situation “a worldwide consumer problem” because consumers were deprived of means 

to protect themselves from fallout-contaminated food. Its global and ubiquitous character 

made it impossible to avoid a bad product or urge for its removal from market. “The only 

way to avoid poisoning,” Faust concluded, was a test ban.
69  

Although their local activism was still exceptional in the national scene, the St. Louis 

women played a pioneering role in the grassroots politics of risk. Their demand for fresh 

milk surveillance initiated the proliferation of fallout monitoring by various entities other 

than the USAEC. Their independent findings, as we will discuss in Chapter 9, later 

exposed scientific uncertainty and undermined the USAEC’s authoritative position based 

on its privileged access to fallout data. The St. Louis women, speaking up as consumers 

and mothers, also challenged the logic of the comparative risk analysis that 

decontextualized the risk of global fallout and placed an exclusive focus on its relatively 

small quantitative magnitude. This challenge, as we will see later, also reverberated 
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through the subsequent grassroots politics of risk.  

 

In the aftermath of the storm  

While the United States was consumed in the presidential election campaign, the 

international community was warily watching the development. London and Ottawa 

quietly waited for this domestic political storm to subside. The U.S. government, they 

hoped, would accept some test limitation “once the USA public had an opportunity to 

forget the Stevenson campaign.”
70 

By then, however, the Eisenhower administration 

backpedalled from its move toward some test limitation. Upon the insistence of USAEC 

Chairman Lewis Strauss, it was decided to link any test ban with the cessation of 

fissionable material production for weapons purpose (cutoff). The linkage, Strauss 

calculated, would force the Kremlin to reject the deal because cutoff would freeze U.S. 

nuclear superiority and open the Soviet Union for the large army of international 

inspectors.
71

 Strauss’ linkage policy was designed to obstruct the prospect of any test ban 

or limitation.  

The linkage posed a serious threat not only to the Soviets but also to the British. 

Toward the end of the U.S. presidential campaign, the crisis over the nationalization of 

the Suez Canal Company culminated in the invasion of Egypt by the British, French, and 

Israeli forces. The United States pressured its European allies to call off the military 

actions and abandon their colonial interests. This event redoubled London's will to 
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remain an independent nuclear power.
72

 The package of a test ban and cutoff would 

knock the British out of nuclear business at a crucial moment. The Eisenhower 

administration promised the expansion of atomic cooperation, but the U.S. Congress 

refused to amend the Atomic Energy Act to help the “imperialist” British in the aftermath 

of the Suez Crisis.
73

  

Seeing this impasse in Capitol Hill, Harold Stassen, Eisenhower's disarmament 

adviser, maneuvered to loosen Strauss’s linkage. At the end of January 1957, he met with 

Allan Noble, the British deputy foreign minister, to discuss the British proposal of 

capping an annual emission of fission fallout at 15 MT to be shared among the three 

nuclear nations. This regulation was to stabilize the stratospheric radiostrontium 

inventory at 600 MT fission, keeping the average level of worldwide exposure below 

1/10 of the occupational MPC as desired by the NAS and MRC reports. Although Stassen 

did not discard the linkage between a test ban and cutoff, both negotiators agreed that 

some sort of test limitation was “both acceptable militarily and 'safe' from the health 

point of view.”
74  

By the time that Eisenhower met in March with the new British Prime Minister, 

Harold Macmillan, the U.S. foreign and military offices were inclined toward the 

limitation of fission fallout emissions, by agreement or self-restraint.
75

 At the last minute 
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before the Anglo-American summit meeting, however, Strauss managed to kill the 

limitation proposal. He explained to Eisenhower and Macmillan that it was difficult to fix 

a precise figure because “no reports on the effects of radiation have fixed a precise danger 

point.” The USAEC chairman proposed a joint declaration as a substitute, which simply 

stated that both nations would conduct nuclear tests in a way not to raise the level of 

contamination. When Dulles asked him “where is the danger line,” Strauss drew on a 

comparative perspective and noted that exposure from fallout, if added at the constant 

rate as in the past, would remain much smaller than X-rays and natural dosages. The 

President approved Strauss' proposal, which signaled a positive message of self-restraint 

without compromising “sufficient latitude to continue necessary tests.”
76

 Eisenhower and 

Macmillan then proceeded in signing a secret note, pledging not to change test policy 

without consultation.
77

  

The outright dismissal of any formal regulations by London and Washington 

“puzzled” the Canadians and Norwegians, who likewise explored a middle ground 

between continued tests and fallout hazards.
78

 After forcing London to abandon its 

initiative for limitation, Strauss and his USAEC moved to mop up the remaining similar 

proposal at the United Nations. The United States now claimed that the progress of the 

“clean” technology made it infeasible to estimate the amount of fission fallout by field 

observation without disclosing weapon secrets.
79 

Norway's UN resolution remained on 
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the table but was modified in a way to call for the registration of nuclear tests with no 

mechanism for their limitation. Oslo accepted the alteration but warned Washington that 

world pressure would eventually build up to a point that the UNSCEAR's mandate might 

be extended to the regulation of nuclear testing.
80

 The U.S. State Department also knew 

well that Strauss' obstruction could go only so far. Insisting that there was no danger of 

global fallout was one thing, but, as one U.S. foreign official observed, “it is another to 

persuade the world to have unqualified confidence in our judgment.” It was “doubtful” 

that “a remedy can be found short of a drastic change in policy.”
81

  

Indeed, Macmillan soon faced the consequences of his policy reversal at home as the 

date for the British H-bomb test drew near. Although the British public opinion was 

evenly divided over the approval of the forthcoming test, a majority of the people across 

the political spectrum saw the fallout danger as a matter of fact. According to the opinion 

poll taken in April 1957, those who believed that H-bomb tests constituted a very serious 

threat to their health and that of future generations accounted for 51% among the 

Conservative voters, 57% among the Labor supporters, and 51% among the Liberal 

constituents. Only 21% of all respondents answered that the danger of fallout was not 

well founded.
82

 The opinion poll did not point to a possible factor behind the majority 

consensus, but it seems that the fallout danger might have established itself as a social 

fact in Britain through the conservative MRC report, continuous media coverage, and 
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London’s past pledge to explore a test limitation based on fallout hazards.  

What raised the widespread awareness of fallout hazards was the public release of a 

report by the ASA on the eve of the British H-bomb test. In November 1956, inspired by 

the U.S. FAS report on the subject, the British atomic scientists formed their own 

radiation hazards committee.
83

 Their agenda, however, differed on one important aspect. 

The FAS translated an abstract health risk of global fallout into a concrete number but put 

in in a comparative perspective. ASA’s vice president Joseph Rotblat, however, steered 

the British project in such a way as to impress people with the theoretical human costs of 

the forthcoming British H-bomb test. Although the MRC also pointed to the existence of 

such a risk in general, it refrained from computing a possible scale of damage because 

such a calculation entailed many uncertain and unproven assumptions. The ASA 

committee, however, proceeded with the calculation. Its aim, Rotblat explained to MRC 

Secretary Harold Himsworth, was to “give a balanced view” and help the government 

“do away with all the exaggerated figures” on the street.
84

 When W. G. Marley, a Harwell 

health physicist and member of the MRC committee, strongly urged the ASA to consult 

with MRC experts, Rotblat insisted on an independent inquiry, arguing that his committee 

was simply trying to do some arithmetic in the worst-case scenario.
85

  

To avoid an embarrassment to ASA members who worked for the government, the 

ASA decided to release the report as an opinion of Rotblat’s committee. Despite this 

careful qualification, the sensationalistic report, once published in April 1957, triggered 
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an instant public reaction on the eve of the British H-bomb test. It stated that every 1 MT 

fission-yield explosion might produce an additional 1,000 cases of bone sarcoma 

worldwide (in the case of a linear non-threshold hypothesis), although this number 

remained a very small fraction of the normal incidences of the disease.
86

 The Labor 

members turned the MRC and the ASA reports into a weapon against the government's 

reassurances based on a comparative risk analysis.
87

 Although the British H-bomb went 

off as scheduled, Macmillan bitterly noted that global fallout became a “gripping point” 

for “the agitator” against his administration. “It had an appeal for the mother, the 

prospective mother, the grandmother, and all the rest,” he said, “and every kind of 

exaggeration or mis-statement is permissible.”
88

  

 

Conclusion 

The U.S. and British national reports publicized the deep division of opinions among 

the fallout risk reviewers as to whether the health risk of global fallout was and would 

remain “negligible.” This disclosure prompted policymakers, scientists, and concerned 

citizens alike to pursue various measures to reduce and contain further fallout 

contamination. As this chapter has described, the available methods of controlling the 

contamination sources varied widely, including not only an immediate test ban but also 

some moderate initiatives such as an international regulation of fallout emissions and the 

technological innovation of “clean bombs.” The dynamic was analogous to the politics of 

stratospheric ozone layer depletion. Some stakeholders pursued an outright ban on CFCs, 
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while others called for a moderate measure of regulation, and yet others worked on the 

invention of substitutes for CFCs.
89

 The fallout debate thus gave rise to diverse paths of 

solution, with a test ban only one of the possible options.    

Eisenhower’s election victory and U.S. diplomatic pressure together managed to 

arrest the mounting momentum for the prohibition of limitation of nuclear testing in and 

outside the United States. This containment, however, did not affect a fundamental shift 

in the politics of risk. While the USAEC interpreted scientific uncertainty as a call for 

further scientific research, instead of premature public action, political leaders in various 

countries, including Adlai Stevenson, began to view the uncertainty as a call for 

precautionary measures to control the sources of contamination. Another parallel 

development was a growing doubt about the applicability of the comparative risk analysis 

to the problem of global fallout. The USAEC had always insisted that the health risk of 

contamination was universally acceptable if compared to the normal background of 

modern hazards, the compensating national security benefits of nuclear weapons, and a 

much larger risk of nuclear war. But this priority list of risks, which reflected the 

USAEC’s firm commitment to the Cold War as well as to modern social progress, 

became less self-evident than in the past. A very small but vocal minority started asking 

penetrating questions about the acceptability of global fallout from weapons testing 

provided its contested political and moral contexts. The short respite after the storm of 

Stevenson’s campaign thus masked a gradual shift in social attitudes toward the health 

risk of global fallout. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

“RETURN TO THE LABORATORY AND LEAVE THE WORLD OF POLITICS”: 

SCIENCE AND MORALITY IN THE U.S. FALLOUT DEBATE, 1957-1958 

 

The USAEC had long insisted that the question of whether the health risks of global 

fallout were “negligible” was a technical issue despite the fact that a set of political 

values and ethical outlooks informed the USAEC’s risk analysis and interpretation of 

uncertainty regarding the trend of global fallout emission and its leukemic and cancer 

effects. Strauss and Libby insisted on, and Eisenhower accepted, the technocratic 

definition of risk. Various initiatives for some sort of test limitation within and outside the 

United States, however, triggered an epistemic turn, interpreting the publicized division 

of expert opinions over the handling of uncertainty as disturbing enough to take some 

precautionary measures against further contamination. Eisenhower’s electoral victory at 

home and diplomatic pressures abroad hardly changed the emerging linkage between 

scientific uncertainty and policy action.  

This chapter, focusing on the United States in the aftermath of the 1956 presidential 

election, will discuss the new phase of the fallout debate revolving around the question of 

how to define risk in the matrix of science and morality. Both sides of the debate, Willard 

Libby and Edward Teller on the one hand, and Linus Pauling and Albert Schweitzer on 

the other, blended science and morality in a strikingly different manner to interpret the 

health risks of global fallout. U.S. political leaders, in contrast, tried to demarcate 

“scientific facts” from “value judgments” in order to deprive outspoken scientists, both 
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for and against a test ban, of the aura of authority in the public sphere. Many scientists, 

equally resentful about those who allegedly mixed up science and social values in the 

fallout debate, cooperated in this demarcation in an attempt to defend their source of 

authority. The retreat of U.S. scientists from the public to the scientific sphere was as 

effective in “containing” their criticisms against weapons testing as a naked threat of 

anticommunist persecution.
1
  

This chapter will also trace how the diverging interpretations of risk gave rise to 

three different approaches to the question of how to control risk. The first course of 

action was grassroots activism for a test ban organized by Pauling, Schweitzer, and their 

pacifist and liberal friends. The second type was the promotion of technological 

innovations to reduce and contain radioactive fallout, an approach championed by Teller 

and his associates. The third type was the ambitious expansion of biomedical research 

and fallout monitoring, which the USAEC sponsored in order to fulfill its public pledge 

to ensure that no one in the world was and would be at undue risk.    

 

Aftershock    

Lewis Strauss and his USAEC succeeded in containing the momentum for a test ban 

for a time. But this success hardly ended the difficulties posed by trying to convince the 

public that the risk from global fallout was inconsequential. It was simply inconceivable 

for the defenders of nuclear tests, who embraced the Cold War and modernist consensus, 

that a growing number of people did not share their outlook of risk. In their view, the 

problem was one of communication failure. To fix the situation, one Los Alamos scientist 
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proposed the making of a popular fallout film by Disney’s Studio.
2 

Similarly one of the 

USAEC's General Advisory Committee members recommended hiring top experts in 

public relations. “We, as a nation, are taking a calculated risk in exposing persons to 

damaging radiation,” he told Strauss. “We know, we have told you, you must believe, but 

you won't – so what can we do?”
3
  

The USAEC, however, knew that the fundamental problem was not a matter of 

public relations. Everett Holles, a public information official, told Strauss that their 

scientists had already spoken or written in a way as to be “easily comprehensive to the 

Omaha milkman.” The real trouble, he said, was that “too many qualified scientists” 

openly defied the USAEC's view. Holles then recommended that the Commission should 

stop quoting the NAS report, as if it recognized no risk from nuclear tests at all. What 

was needed, he told Strauss, was to present the problem as a “calculated risk” and to 

“make people realize the cost of security and freedom,” just as the Americans embraced 

automobiles despite 45,000 annual deaths from them.
4
  

This proposed shift from the concept of absolute safety to that of acceptable risk, 

however, hardly improved the USAEC’s plight. Stevenson’s campaign had already 

undermined the hypothesis that any restriction on nuclear testing would weaken U.S. 

nuclear strength and incur a much larger risk of a nuclear war through communist 

aggression. It was, rather, the endless nuclear arms race, Stevenson had insisted, which 

would lead to a nuclear war. Despite the increasingly controversial nature of the political 
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judgment, scientists working for the USAEC tried to justify the health risk of global 

fallout in terms of a calculated risk. In a public speech, C. W. Shilling, the deputy director 

of the USAEC DBM, argued “The game we are playing with Russia is for enormously 

high stakes and is for keeps.” “Therefore,” he said, “we must gamble with the probability 

of radiation damage to a few individuals [by weapons testing] in order to secure the 

survival of the total society.”
5 

This line of justification, as we will discuss later, subjected 

the USAEC to the charge that it was mixing up “scientific” facts and “political” 

arguments.   

While defending the necessity of accepting fallout hazards in political rhetoric, the 

USAEC also set out to expand its scientific research programs to reinforce the 

Commission’s scientific authority. At the center of this attempt was Project Sunshine, the 

worldwide Sr-90 sampling program as discussed in Chapter 2. On February 4, 1957, 

Libby called a meeting of all major participants in Project Sunshine. “Next to weapons, 

Sunshine is the most important work in the Atomic Energy Commission,” he said. If the 

risk from fallout was not properly understood, “weapons testing may be forced to stop – a 

circumstance which could well be disastrous to the free world.” What the USAEC 

needed, he said, was nothing other than “good science.” All data had to be processed in 

the most accurate way possible. “Honest criticism” from outsider scientists had to be 

welcomed, because it would “assist us in making sure that no important item is 

overlooked.”
6
 As soon as the 1956 U.S. presidential election was over, Libby began to 

send a series of letters to Harrison Brown and other critics. On an unusually 

reconciliatory tone, the USAEC commissioner asked for cooperation in pointing out any 
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fact or consideration he might have overlooked.
7
  

This open-arms gesture, however, did not prevent Libby from adjusting the hurdle of 

scientific proof so that he could refute or ignore criticisms. When J. Laurence Kulp, a 

bone collector for Project Sunshine, drafted his first unclassified report on the subject, he 

included a prediction that the Sr-90 burden of the British Welsh living on a local diet 

might reach a population MPC by 1970, even with no more tests. Libby promptly asked 

him to “give a much fuller discussion of these cases or omit it.” When Kulp explained 

that he had looked at the data “in the most pessimistic light,” Libby dismissed his 

perspective: “It is this type of approximate consideration that led to the difficult furor in 

the last political campaign.” Because the issue involved “very important considerations of 

world policy,” he deemed extrapolations as unscientific and biased.
8
 Libby, however, 

excused himself for overselling his model that fallout descended from the upper air 

slowly and settled evenly around the world. When Lester Machta of the NAS 

Meteorology Committee continued to complain about Libby’s model, the USAEC 

commissioner replied, “Let's wait until our stratospheric sampling program is further 

along.”
9  

To his delight, Machta agreed not to publicize their disagreement because he still 

believed that it would hardly change the overall evaluation of fallout hazards.
10

 

Harrison Brown keenly sensed Libby's double-standard about the burden of proof.  

He later recalled his meeting with Libby after the 1956 presidential election. The 

commissioner, Brown remembered, leaned back in his chair and said: “All right, 

convince me that it's dangerous.” “In view of the nature of the problem,” Brown replied, 
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“it would be far more appropriate if he were to convince me that fallout is safe.” In 

recounting this exchange, he observed that “from the beginning Dr. Libby has been so 

convinced that H-bomb tests must be continued a priori he has taken the attitude that the 

risks are small.” This attitude, he argued, was “the foundation for the approach of the 

AEC to the entire fallout problem.”
11

  

Libby differed from Brown also over the question of whether comparative risk 

analysis should be applied to the issue of global fallout. The commissioner saw no undue 

risk whatsoever based on the fact that exposure from fallout remained and would remain 

far below natural dosages and their fluctuations.
12

 He simply could not grasp the 

alternative outlook, which focused on the uncertainties of fallout hazards and their 

political and moral contexts. In a letter to Brown, Libby expressed a sense of 

bewilderment at Brown's complaint about the slight degree of contamination. The 

USAEC commissioner even asked Brown to “join our Sunshine Project” in order to see 

for himself that the levels of radiation from global fallout remained well within 

fluctuations in natural dosages.
13

 For Brown, of course, such a quantitative fact was 

beside the point. For Libby, however, it constituted a sufficient reason for anyone in the 

world to accept the exceedingly small magnitude of risk. It was all the more acceptable 

when its opposite risk, Libby believed, was the imminent danger of communist 

aggression leading to a nuclear Armageddon.   

 

Confusion of morality with science?   

 Libby and Brown, the scientific brains for each side of the fallout debate during the 
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1956 presidential race, remained far apart from one another over the judgment of risk 

even after the election ended. In the meantime, the public controversy entered a new 

phase. Two world-renowned experts, Linus Pauling and Albert Schweitzer, triggered a 

wave of criticisms against nuclear testing on grounds of its fallout hazards. This new 

development differed widely from the earlier fallout debate. Earlier, U.S. geneticists had 

urged their government to recognize genetic damage from low-level radiation as a 

scientific fact. Although Alfred Sturtevant and some others harbored private concerns 

about the moral implication of fallout hazards, the geneticists disavowed any privileged 

position to judge the political dimension of the problem. In contrast, Pauling and 

Schweitzer injected the progressive ideal of public scientists into the fallout debate. 

Blending humanism and science, they raised a moral question about placing numerous 

individuals, especially those “innocent bystanders” of the Cold War, in harm’s way for 

sake of nuclear weapons development. Despite their divergent views about the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy, the two public intellectuals were united behind the moral 

indictment of its military uses and their biological side effects.   

A Nobel-laureate U.S. chemist, Linus Pauling was among the earliest critics of 

nuclear armaments. Inspired by his pacifist wife Ava Helen, Pauling was actively 

involved in the atomic scientists’ movement for the international control of atomic 

energy. Pauling firmly believed in the progressive role of scientists as the enlightened 

voices in public affairs. He followed the footsteps of J. D. Bernal, a British chemist of 

Marxist persuasion who advocated the responsibility of scientists for social betterment, 

and also Albert Einstein, a German-born theoretical physicist who led his fellow atomic 

scientists against nuclear weapons. Pauling continued to speak against nuclear weapons 
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even after the Cold War began in earnest and anticommunist persecution destroyed the 

public standing of many outspoken progressive scientists. The U.S. State Department 

refused to grant travel documents for Pauling, and the FBI placed him under surveillance 

as a subversive agent. He was marginalized also within the U.S. scientific community. 

His public activism as an enlightened opinion leader struck his fellow scientists as 

personally arrogant and politically naïve. Even those in the atomic scientists’ movement 

frowned upon Pauling for his lack of a critical attitude toward communism.
14 

   

The fallout debate, straddling science and public policy, prompted Pauling to pursue 

what he perceived as the social responsibility of scientists. He scribbled his sense of 

mission on the back cover of a copy of the NAS report: “Scientists have a special duty to 

express their opinions about important questions about which they have special 

knowledge of possible value to their fellow citizens.” The fallout debate, he wrote, was 

one of the cases in which scientific facts were crucial, but also confusing and 

controversial. It was essential, Pauling concluded, that “scientists exercise their privileges 

as citizens to aid their fellow citizens by expressing their opinions.”
15 

His approach to the 

fallout debate embodied what Paul Rubinson has characterized as the “science of 

morality.” Pauling made an argument based on a moral conscience, but couched it in the 

dispassionate but compelling rhetoric of science.
16

  

This blending of morality and science underpinned Pauling’s solitary project of 

computing the number of potential casualties from nuclear tests. Based on a non-

threshold model of genetic and health effects, Pauling computed a fantastic number of 
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theoretical victims in what he called a worst-case scenario. In the fall of 1956, he 

predicted that around 10,000 of those downwind from the Nevada Test Site might 

ultimately have a shorter life expectancy of 10 to 20 weeks.
17 

In the spring of 1957, he 

made a shocking estimate for the first British H-bomb test: up to 100,000 deaths might 

occur from a single 5-MT detonation, plus the birth of 20,000 defective children in the 

next generation worldwide.
18 

Pauling certainly did not falsify these numbers. The extent 

of scientific uncertainty was such that he could combine the most pessimistic hypotheses 

and interpretations of fallout data. Asked about the reasoning behind his sensational 

estimates, Pauling admitted that there was “considerable uncertainty about estimated 

values in this field,” but he insisted that “we should consider the worst possible case, 

rather than the best possible case.”
19

 His point, however, was not really about the 

numerical scale. Pauling was intolerant of even a single victim from immoral nuclear 

weapons. “It may be that this figure, 15,000, is not right.” he once admitted. “But I would 

fight just as hard about 1000 additional seriously defective children.”
20 

Pauling’s virtual 

“body count” was to provoke his audience into grasping the risk in human terms.  

Pauling's lone project found a powerful ally in Albert Schweitzer. In the fall of 1956, 

Norman Cousins, the editor of the U.S. weekend magazine The Saturday Review, visited 

Schweitzer's hospital in Lambarene in French Equatorial Africa. As one of the leaders in 

the world federation movement in the early post-WWII years, Cousins strongly endorsed 

Stevenson’s H-bomb test ban proposal during the U.S. presidential election. It was 
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natural that he asked Schweitzer to make a public appeal for nuclear disarmament. The 

doctor, however, hesitated about taking sides in politics because he believed that 

humanitarianism should stand above politics.
21

 Schweitzer also still believed that 

scientists alone, who knew the “terrible truth” about the nuclear peril, had “the authority” 

to make a convincing case.
22

  

Schweitzer, however, did not embrace science as the only compass for his opinions. 

To the contrary, he was firmly opposed to science without a moral guide. Adlai 

Stevenson, visiting him in Africa after his failed bid for presidency, reported his word: 

“Heretofore man has had to obey nature. But now he has learned how to subjugate nature 

and Dr. Schweitzer considers this the most dangerous period in history.”
23

 As a proponent 

of “reverence for life,” seeing the goodness of all living things, he upheld this life-

affirmative principle as his supreme guide. Refusing to sacrifice a single life to the 

“project,” he was a sharp critic of not only the Cold War but also of scientific progress 

divorced from the respect for life. This fusion of science and morality eventually led 

Schweitzer to conclude that global fallout contamination, putting numerous Cold War 

“bystanders” at risk, entailed a profound moral crisis.
24

 On April 24, 1957, Radio Oslo 

aired Schweitzer's statement. Like Pauling, the humanist raised the problem of harming 

individuals despite their being invisible and anonymous. Schweitzer conceded that, 

except for those subject to heavy local fallout near Bikini in 1954, global fallout had yet 

to produce any discernible victims. He deplored, however, “every increase in the existing 

danger through further creation of radioactive elements by atom bomb explosions” as “a 
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catastrophe for the human race.”
25

  

Schweitzer's message produced a resounding popular response. The broadcast was 

transmitted to 50 radio stations worldwide and distributed to no less than 70 countries 

through international press agencies. USAEC Chairman Strauss admitted that 

Schweitzer's proclamation was “a body blow to the testing program.”
26 

To contain the 

damage, Willard Libby immediately sent an open letter to Schweitzer. His “reply,” 

however, missed Schweitzer's points. The USAEC commissioner declared that the risk 

from global fallout had no discernable effect because average radiation exposure from it 

remained far below the maximum permissible limit and natural radiation. As a 

commentator in Canada noted, however, Schweitzer's message was “essentially 

irrefutable, for he thinks of individuals and not of continental population statistics.”
27 

Libby’s other argument was equally off the mark. He admitted the existence of the risk 

but declared it acceptable in light of what he believed was a far more serious risk of 

communist aggression. “We accept risk as payments for our pleasures, our comforts, and 

our material progress,” he said. “Here the choice seems much clearer – the terrible risk of 

abandoning the defense effort which is so essential under present conditions to the 

survival of the Free World against the small controlled risk from weapons testing.”
28 

Schweitzer, however, spoke for those which identified themselves—rightly or wrongly—

as innocent bystanders in the Cold War.
29
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While Schweitzer chose a radio broadcast as a means to disseminate his view, 

Pauling launched a petition drive to turn his conclusion into consensus among his fellow 

scientists outside the formal process of expert reviews. On May 15, 1957, in a speech at 

Washington University in St. Louis, Pauling repeated his position that none should be at 

risk for immoral nuclear weapons. Citing Schweitzer's philosophy of life, Pauling 

declared: “I believe that no human being should be sacrificed to a project; and in 

particular I believe that no human being should be sacrificed to the project of perfecting 

nuclear weapons that could kill hundreds of millions of human beings, [and that] could 

devastate this beautiful world in which we live.”
30

 His speech aroused enthusiastic 

reactions from Barry Commoner and other faculty members who also worried about the 

moral dimension of fallout hazards. After the speech, Pauling and his supporters decided 

to draw up a petition for an international test ban based on Pauling’s message. The 

petition identified its signers as those who possessed “knowledge of the dangers 

involved.” To make such a claim, the final draft of the petition dropped all sensational but 

doubtful numerical estimates of potential victims and instead placed a sharp focus on 

some basic points.
31

 “Each nuclear bomb test spreads an added burden of radioactive 

elements over every part of the world,” the petition read. “Each added amount of 

radiation causes damage to the health of human beings all over the world and causes 

damage to the pool of human germ plasm such as to lead to an increase in the number of 

seriously defective children that will be born in future generations.”
32   

Within a few weeks, over 2,000 scientists in the United States had signed. Pauling 
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himself later analyzed the state of representation. The leading supporters were biologists, 

who accounted for 32% of the signers, followed by physicists (17%), biochemists (15%), 

chemists (14%), medical scientists and physicians (10%), mathematicians (4%), 

psychologists and social scientists (3%), and astronomers, geologists, and engineers 

(3%). The geographical coverage was incomplete, as 99% of the signers came from about 

20 states.
33

 As Paul Rubinson has detailed, many scientists declined to sign the petition 

out of objection to Pauling’s blending of morality and science. Some of them, for 

example, supported the need of nuclear testing and found the risk of genetic damage 

acceptable. Others expressed concern about the risk but believed that the question of a 

test ban was political, not scientific. Yet others sympathized with Pauling’s position but 

found the scientific ground too uncertain or lying outside their expertise to make a 

categorical statement. In short, Pauling’s informal canvassing underlined some major 

fault lines which divided the U.S. scientific community in the fallout debate.
34

 Despite 

this state of discord, Pauling submitted the appeal to President Eisenhower on June 4, 

insisting that it expressed “essentially unanimous agreement” among scientists that there 

were real health hazards involved in nuclear tests.
35

  

The arrival of some unsolicited signatures from Europe soon prompted Pauling and 

Commoner to circulate their petition worldwide. Their approach was again informal and 

random. Commoner took the bulk of the names from the 1957 edition of The World of 

Learning which listed the world’s academic institutions and their senior staff members by 

specialty. Scanning the list, he picked up those whose expertise might be fairly close to 

the problem of radiation. Except for those who appeared in news items, congressional 
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hearings and others, Pauling knew nothing about these individuals.
36

 This random contact 

inevitably led to highly uneven outcomes. In some countries like Austria and Sweden, 

only a few scientists signed. In Japan and Rumania, Pauling’s contacts organized a 

nationwide petition drive.
37

 Still, the overall result was impressive. On January 14, 1958, 

when Pauling submitted the appeal to the United Nations, it bore the names of 9,235 

scientists from 44 countries, including 36 Nobel laureates, 35 fellows of the Royal 

Society of London, and 216 members and correspondents of the Soviet Academy of 

Sciences. The appeal, he said in his letter to the U.N. Secretary-General, represented “the 

feelings of the great majority of the scientists of the world.”
38 

Pauling’s petition was the 

tool to disseminate his moral view of science and turn into a focal point of agreement 

among scientific experts outside the process of expert reviews.  

 

Separation of “science” from “politics”   

 As the fallout debate escalated even after Eisenhower defeated Stevenson at the 

ballot box, the U.S. legislative branch entered the volatile situation. From May 27 to June 

6, 1957, Chet Holifield, a Democratic congressman from California and one of the 

JCAE's founding members, chaired a congressional hearing on the effects of radioactive 

fallout from nuclear tests. The Holifield hearing was planned as a fact-finding forum 

designed to squeeze fallout information out of the USAEC and ensure its wide public 

dissemination. The hearing, Holifield said in the opening statement, was a strictly “fact-

finding” venture free from “any moral, political, or philosophical conclusions.”
39

 This 
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role of Congress in the fallout debate as an information provider stemmed from a 

growing dispute between USAEC Chairman Strauss and the Democratic members of 

Congress over the control of information regarding the protection of health and safety. 

Holifield and his Democratic colleagues repeatedly stressed this point in their attack on 

the Republican policy of nuclear reactors development and civil defense.
40

  

At the same time, the Holifield hearing also expected that the strict demarcation of 

scientific information from value judgments would defuse the fallout debate which 

continued in the aftermath of Stevenson’s presidential campaign. Behind the scene, 

Holifield and other mainstream Democrats had worried about his proposal of a H-bomb 

test ban as politically and militarily dangerous.
41

 The best approach to contain the fallout 

debate and its thrust for a test ban was to separate the scientific from the political 

dimensions of risk. One of the JCAE staff memos stated that the hearing’s aim was to 

separate “scientific facts” from “value judgments” and to demonstrate “the limits and 

uncertainties of the knowledge in sciences related to fallout.”
42

 The rigorous demarcation 

of scientific facts from value judgments, the memo concluded, would allow the 

government to “think about the policies of war and peace,” while directing scientists to 

“return to the laboratory and leave the world of politics where they are ill-acclimated.”
43

 

This “boundary work” had an effect of depriving outspoken scientists, both for and 

against a test ban, of cognitive authority in the fallout debate. The strict demarcation of 
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scientific facts from value judgments worked as effective in silencing scientists in the 

public sphere as any anticommunist persecution.  

   The hearing unfolded in the way as Holifield had expected. It dissipated the aura of 

authority pervading the NAS report, which the Republican administration had repeatedly 

cited to legitimize its reassuring view of fallout hazards. A number of the NAS committee 

members unpacked what had been the “black box” of their controversial review process 

behind the NAS report.
44

 Lester Machta, for example, publicly disputed Libby's model of 

the rate and distribution of stratospheric fallout. William F. Neuman, a physiologist at the 

University of Rochester, was not an NAS committee member, but raised a serious 

question about what the NAS Agriculture Committee had not investigated: the soil-grass-

cow-milk food chain which Libby argued would screen out much Sr-90 before being 

deposited in human bones. Edward Lewis also confronted the NAS pathologists, who had 

dismissed his non-threshold hypothesis for leukemia induction. Alfred Sturtevant, 

Herman Muller and other NAS geneticists now openly regretted their previous 

conclusion that global fallout was inconsequential compared to medical radiation. In an 

attempt to draw attention to an absolute scale of risk, James Crow, a University of 

Wisconsin geneticist, ventured to estimate the actual number of cases of different kinds of 

genetic harm among 2 billion children whose parents received an average of 0.1 

roentgen, roughly equivalent to the 30-year total dose of external gamma radiation from 

residual fallout in the United States (TABLE 6-1).  
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TABLE 6-1: Genetic Damage from 0.1 Roentgen of Gamma Radiation
45 

 

Kind of damage Number 

Proportio

n of total 

populatio

n affected 

Fraction of 

which 

existing 

abnormalitie

s would be 

increased   

First 

generation 

only 

Total for 

future 

generations 

Gross physical or mental 

defect 8000 80000 1/250,000 0.0001 

Stillbirths and childhood 

deaths 20000 300000 1/100,000 0.0001 

Embryonic and neonatal 

deaths 40000 700000 1/50,000 0.0001 

 

    

Instead of a behind-the-closed-door deliberation, the Holifield hearing experimented with 

open round-table discussions. All panelists agreed that the current level of contamination 

entailed no immediate danger. But their opinions widely diverged when asked to predict a 

future level of contamination and its biological effects (TABLE 6-2).  

 

TABLE 6-2: 

Future Average Concentrations in the Human Skeleton (μμc Sr-90/gm Ca, or SU)
 46

 

 

  

If testing discontinued 

as of 1957 

If testing continued at rate 

averaged over past 5 years 

Eisenbud 5 40 

Kulp 3 24 

Neuman   up to 100 

Libby up to 2 up to 10 

Langham 3 24 
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In this manner, the Holifield subcommittee exposed the limits of scientific knowledge 

concerning the risk of exposure, concluding that technical facts, of which scientists spoke 

with an aura of authority, could not make the case for or against a test ban.  

The Holifield hearing also exposed the functioning of “value judgments” in the 

fallout risk evaluation. The opposing scientists, both for and against a test ban, invariably 

admitted that the essence of debate was political, not scientific.
47 

Libby, speaking for the 

USAEC, argued that a nuclear test ban would increase a chance of nuclear war. It would 

halt U.S. technological innovation while allowing the Kremlin to cheat on the test ban, 

amounting to unilateral disarmament by the United States. This view led him to conclude 

that the choice was between the very small risk from nuclear tests and a clear danger 

from a nuclear war following the erosion of U.S. deterrents.
48

 Walter Selove, speaking for 

the FAS, called Libby's binary a false argument. For him, it was nuclear arms race and 

cold war tensions which might trigger a nuclear war.
49 

But he was as eager as Libby to 

demarcate the scientific problems from the political arguments. Selove saw no reason 

why the disagreement as to the best way to avoid a nuclear war should extend to the 

evaluation of fallout hazards. “I think we can and should make that an objective 

evaluation,” Selove said.
 50

  

Indeed, like Holifield and other congressmen, many leaders in the U.S. atomic 

scientists’ movement resented the blending of scientific facts and political judgments by 
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both sides of the fallout debate. As we have seen, this “confusion” had prompted the FAS 

to publish its own fallout risk review toward the end of the 1956 U.S. presidential race. In 

the same vain, Eugene Rabinowitch, the editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 

refused to sign Pauling’s petition. In writing to Pauling, Rabinowitch stated his belief that 

the chief role of scientists was to make quantitative arguments, and that it was impossible 

to do so for the cessation of nuclear testing.
51

 The atomic scientists found the USAEC 

equally guilty of mixing the scientific and political domains. Before the Holifield hearing, 

Selove loudly questioned the USAEC’s ability to conduct an objective fallout review due 

to “the dual responsibility of conducting a weapons development program and of 

evaluating the fallout hazard.”
52

 The common agenda of redrawing science from politics 

made the atomic scientists and the Democrats strange bedfellows.  

The Holifield hearing exposed the political and value-laden nature of risk evaluation 

in such a way as to deny scientists’ claims to authority.. The legislators, however, refused 

to shoulder the burden of determining a “calculated risk” in explicitly political terms. 

They instead turned to scientific experts once again for a pure technical solution to what 

was essentially a political problem. At one point in the hearing, Neuman discussed the 

possibility of capping the annual quota of nuclear tests in such a manner as to maintain an 

overall balance between the amount of fresh Sr-90 with that of decaying Sr-90 in the 

environment (ILLUSTRATION 6-1).  
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ILLUSTRATION 6-1: Equation for the Tolerable Ground Levels of Strontium-90
53

 

 

Note: MPC stands for Maximum Permissible Concentration of Sr-90. 

 

At the request of Democratic Senator Clinton P. Anderson, a round-table discussion was 

immediately set up. Neuman and others agreed that 2 to 10 MT of fission yield equivalent 

per year could place the fallout from nuclear tests on a sustainable basis. Anderson was 

enthusiastic about this conclusion: “That is one of the things we were trying to get in this 

hearing.”
54

 The scientists were no less excited. Wright H. Langham, a leading biomedical 

scientist at Los Alamos, happily declared: “We can test for the next 2,000 years.”
55

  

In the end, the Democratic legislators successfully demystified the scientific facade 

of the USAEC's denial of harm from global fallout, while containing the disturbing 

aftereffects of the 1956 U.S. presidential campaign. All scientists, for or against a test 

ban, were asked to return to the laboratory and refine the global fallout hazard model for 

a sustainable nuclear arms race. The summary report of the hearing concluded on an 

optimistic tone: “The rapidity with which information is now being gathered, and the 

vigor with which future information-gathering activities perhaps will occur, suggest that 

each year’s passing will help significantly in the making of judgments.”
56
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Failure of updating the NAS report  

    The Holifield hearing, which had demonstrated the limits of scientific knowledge, 

stripped outspoken scientists of the mantle of authority in the fallout debate. The USAEC 

was well aware of this agenda, hoping that the congressional investigation would “catch 

such scientific racketeers as Ralph Lapp” who had attacked the Commission during and 

after the 1956 presidential race.
57 

Holifield’s insistence on the strict segregation of 

“scientific facts” from “value judgments,” however, also allowed the Democrats to 

launch a bristling partisan attack against the USAEC for mixing up the obligation of 

radiation health protection with that of nuclear weapons development. Holifield echoed 

what Walter Selove had raised during the hearing: “Who evaluates the risk? I see here a 

conflict of interests,” he wrote in his article on Cousins’ magazine The Saturday Review. 

“Is it prudent to ask the same agency to both develop bombs and evaluate the risks of 

fallout?” Pointing out that Strauss failed to keep U.S. Congress “fully informed,” as was 

required by law, the congressman wondered if he advised the President of the risk from 

nuclear tests in the fullest manner when experts sharply disagreed over its nature and 

magnitude.
58

   

Strauss and the USAEC faced a growing problem. The source of trouble, Strauss 

observed, was just how quickly the NAS report had lost its authoritative status. At one 

meeting of the USAEC Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine (ACBM), Strauss 

expressed his sense of puzzlement, stating that he could think of “no statement more 

reputable” than the report of the nation’s most prestigious scientific body. It became an 

urgent task to restore people’s confidence in the defense and atomic energy authorities in 
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charge of weapons testing. But, Strauss lamented, “the use of special advisory groups to 

determine policies didn't appear to work too well in the past.”
59

 What Strauss did not 

notice, however, was the fact that expert reviews like the NAS report were not technical 

documents rooted in consensual knowledge, but negotiated products that masked some 

major areas of disagreement about the diffusion and effects of Sr-90 as well as its future 

trend and social implications.   

Despite the increasingly doubtful utility of expert reviews, the USAEC found no 

choice but to turn to the NAS committee once again. Congressman Holifield, for one, 

also called for a fresh review by the NAS committee. He cited some testimony that the 

British MRC had done more detailed research and reached a less optimistic conclusion.
60

 

Eisenhower also publicly reiterated his full trust in the NAS committee, referring to its 

report as the “authoritative document by which I act up to this moment.”
61

 In an 

unmistakable tone of red-baiting, the President pointed to “many instances” in which 

“scientists that seem to be out of their own field of competence are getting into this 

argument, and it looks almost [like] an organized affair.”
62

 Discrediting the scientist 

critics, Eisenhower voiced his full confidence in the NAS committee. Instead of listening 

to those out of their fields, he said, “I would rather go myself to the Academy of Sciences 

… and say, ‘Now, what do you people think?’”
63

   

The NAS committee, however, found it exceedingly difficult to conduct a timely 

review to update its disputed conclusions about the health effects of global fallout. As 
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discussed in Chapter 4, NAS President Detlev Bronk had decided in September 1956 to 

organize an inter-committee task force about Sr-90 hazards. He had much difficulty, 

however, in finding an able chairman for this difficult assignment.
64

 In March 1957, all 

subsection chairmen of the NAS committee finally agreed to ask Austin Brues, the chair 

of the Subcommittee on Internal Emitters of the NAS Pathology Committee, to guide the 

proposed investigation. Brues, however, did not even receive notification of this request 

until summer and then declined the offer of chairmanship. In the meantime, Lester 

Machta of the NAS Meteorology Committee repeatedly expressed his willingness to 

organize the undertaking, but the NAS committee leadership did not see him as an ideal 

candidate for the task, whose key issue was biological not meteorological.
65

   

While the lack of coordination hampered the proposed inter-disciplinary 

investigation, the NAS pathologists successfully dodged mounting pressure from outside 

to revise their conclusion about the induction of leukemia and bone cancer. The British 

MRC and Edward Lewis similarly interpreted the lack of solid proof for threshold in 

bone cancer and leukemia as a sufficient reason to adopt a linear hypothesis as a prudent 

basis to assess the risks of global fallout. The NAS pathologists, however, remained of 

the opinion that the induction of cancer was likely to have a practical threshold, and that 

the statistical data on leukemia was too unreliable to conclude for or against threshold. In 

contrast to the MRC experts and Lewis, the NAS pathologists construed the uncertainty 

in such a manner as to refuse to change their view until more data became available.
66
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The NAS geneticists, despite their strong support for Lewis, did not push for an 

immediate change. George Beadle, who attended one of the Pathology Committee 

meetings in September 1957 as a liaison for the Genetics Committee, agreed on the need 

for further research.
67

  

Another factor which confronted the NAS committee was the new development in 

which Pauling and others blended morality and science in their public indictment of 

fallout hazards. The Holifield hearing tried to contain this challenge by depriving 

scientists of authority in the fallout debate through the separation of “facts” from 

“values.” But Warren Weaver, the ex-chair of the NAS Genetics Committee, believed that 

the NAS committee should integrate both dimensions to make its new review truly 

authoritative. On the heels of the Holifield hearing, Weaver wrote to Bronk, proposing 

the creation of a new board of experts to explore “cores of agreement” in all aspects of 

Sr-90 hazards. “The more I think the whole matter,” he stated, “the more I am convinced 

that this is, in the terminology of the mathematician, not a problem in which the variables 

can be separated.”
68

 Weaver preferred “some of the responsible and reasonable 

individuals of extreme camps” in the fallout debate. In addition, he proposed to invite a 

few leading Cold War liberals, such as Paul Nitze and Reinhold Niebuhr, to consider and 

compare fallout hazards to various types of risks in the Cold-War, modern industrial 

world.
69

 His proposal reflected the ideological map of Cold War America where Cold 

War liberalism, envisioning a gradual reform within the constraints of anticommunism, 

constituted the Vital Center against the political polemics in the fallout debate.   
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Most NAS scientists, however, were anxious to keep the scientific domain separate 

from the political sphere at all costs. The chairs of the Agriculture, Meteorology, and 

Pathology Committees strongly objected to Weaver’s proposal, arguing that the 

discussion of political elements would threaten the NAS’s reputation as an authoritative 

institution of science.
70

 This self-policing of the scientific realm, however, did not mean 

that NAS scientists had no political compass in their judgment of risk. The NAS 

pathologists, for example, believed that global fallout was as part of human-made 

hazards, such as tobacco, petroleum combustion, and food additives, which modern 

society must embrace as a small price for overall comfort and progress. “This is the only 

way in which present nuclear hazards can be placed in perspective with ethics,” the NAS 

pathologists concluded.
71

  

Another major reason against Weaver’s proposal lay in the fact that its past report 

had become a public document. The NAS report, as Shields Warren, the chair of the 

Pathology Committee, pointed out, had been “quoted directly and referred to by the 

President as a significant guide” for his public policy. To supersede the report, Warren 

warned, was “extremely unwise”
72

 In short, a new review by the NAS only a year after its 

first report had a danger of jeopardizing the reputation of the original report and, by 

implication, Eisenhower's policy toward nuclear testing. The NAS committee, enshrined 

by the U.S. government as “the most authoritative source of information,” no longer 

found it possible to stay authoritative through a timely new review. By October 1957, the 
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NAS committee suspended its exploration for a new review when Warren insisted that it 

should wait until the UNSCEAR published its report in the summer of 1958.
73

   

 

In search for solution   

While the NAS committee remained immobile, the fallout debate in the United 

States began to follow a new path. The Holifield hearing exposed the unsettling status of 

expert opinions about the trend and distribution of radioactive fallout, its biological 

effects, and its political and moral implications. This public visibility of disagreement 

among scientists prompted both sides of the debate to approach political leaders. Norman 

Cousins, deeply concerned with fallout hazards, construed the disagreement as a call for a 

nuclear test ban as a precautionary measure. Excluded from the center of power, Cousins 

and his associates turned to grassroots protests in order to generate social pressure for an 

immediate test ban. Edward Teller, alarmed by this development, launched his own 

public campaign to counter the mounting call for a test ban based on fallout hazards. 

Teller’s unique contribution, however, lay in his role to stimulate the dynamic of 

technological substitution. A combination of fierce anticommunism and technological 

optimism drove Teller to invent various means to continue nuclear weapons development 

without excessive contamination. Just as the CFCs debate prompted the chemical 

industry to downplay their danger in public while accelerating research on less harmful 

substitutes, the fallout debate precipitated a strikingly similar adaptive action on the part 

of those opposed to a test ban. This adjustment, in turn, laid technological grounds for a 

wide range of intermediate options between the unregulated continuation of nuclear 
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testing and a complete test ban.  

On the heels of the Holifield hearing, the advocates for a test ban scrambled to have 

a hearing with Eisenhower to counter the USAEC’s science counseling which tended to 

interpret scientific uncertainty in an optimistic manner. In his letter to Eisenhower dated 

on June 7, Norman Cousins argued that the lack of consensus among experts was a 

sufficient reason to stop further contamination. It might be too late, he said, when the 

danger of contamination was determined. In addition, Cousins believed that the polluters 

should bear the burden of proof about radiation safety “beyond a question of doubt” 

because global fallout affected not only those willing to accept risk for national defense 

but also numerous innocent bystanders over the world. If such a categorical assurance 

were impossible, Cousins told the President, “the contamination of air over those 

countries represents a form of trespassing of a serious nature.”
74 

His direct appeal, 

however, was hamstrung by Lewis Strauss. The USAEC chairman drafted a polite but 

dismissive reply on behalf of the President.
75

 Eisenhower's leadership style, which placed 

full trust in his advisers, allowed Strauss to keep Cousins’ alternative view out of the 

center of political power.
76

   

While being denied access to Eisenhower, Cousins explored the possibility of 

organizing a grassroots campaign specific for a test ban. On June 21, Cousins and his 

friend and pacifist Clarence Pickett convened a small conference of liberal intellectuals 

and pacifist activists in New York. Among 27 participants were some scientists engaged 
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in the fallout debate, including Graham DuShane, the editor of Science, Stanley 

Livingston, the president of the FAS, William Neuman, and Edward Lewis. Just as the 

British ASA scientists had once explained to a group of pacifists, the U.S. scientist critics 

pointed out that a combination of scientific uncertainty and moral conscience could make 

a good case for the control of nuclear testing as a precautionary measure. DuShane 

strongly criticized the manner in which the USAEC handled the uncertainty, namely 

making an excuse for the continuation of nuclear testing and “putt[ing] the burden of 

proof on those who would show damage.” Lewis also argued that, given the lack of proof 

for threshold in leukemia, “it is dangerous to say that there is any permissible or safe dose 

for the public.”
77

  

Like DuShane and Lewis, Cousins also interpreted the fact of disagreement among 

experts as a sufficient reason for a test ban. He later observed: “When important scientists 

disagree, we must be concerned.”
78

 This plea for precaution gave birth to a national ad 

hoc campaign for a test ban named a National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy 

(SANE).  On November 15, SANE made its dramatic debut with a full-page opinion ad 

in the New York Times. The statement, entitled “We Are Facing a Danger Unlike Any 

Danger That Has Ever Existed.” It asserted that the risk from global fallout violated the 

inalienable natural rights “to live and to grow, to breathe unpoisoned air, to work on 

uncontaminated soil.”
79

 Riding on the resounding success of its ad campaign, SANE 

quickly grew to be the largest antinuclear movement in the United States, with about 130 
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branches and 25,000 members by the summer of 1958.
80

  

As the fallout debate added momentum to the cause of a nuclear test ban, those 

opposed to the prohibition began to launch their own campaign. A leading figure in this 

counterforce was Edward Teller. Known as the Father of the U.S. H-bomb, Teller was a 

theoretical atomic physicist who lent his scientific talent and passion to the development 

of fusion weapons. Teller differed from J. Robert Oppenheimer and other atomic 

scientists who resisted the decision of making the H-bomb in 1950 on grounds that it was 

an immoral device of mass murder. Teller’s rift with his fellow scientists became 

complete when he testified against Oppenheimer as a security risk. A technological 

determinist and fervent anticommunist, Teller had found it a moral duty for the United 

States to develop the H-bomb, lest the Soviet Union do so first and enslave the world. 

Based at UCRL, which he founded with Ernest O. Lawrence, Teller continued to explore 

the unending frontier of technological innovations in order to maintain U.S. nuclear 

superiority in what he believed was a dynamic and precarious race of weapons 

technology.
81

   

Teller seems to fit the popular image of a Faustian “mad scientist,” selling his soul to 

taste a forbidden fruit of knowledge.
82

 Teller, however, was far from immoral. Like 

Pauling, Teller blended his science with anticommunist ethics and faith in modern 

progress. Anxious to counter Pauling’s version of morality and science, Teller joined the 

fallout debate, taking strong issue with Pauling’s arguments for a test ban as scientifically 
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inaccurate and politically dangerous. In the February 10, 1958 volume of Life magazine, 

he co-authored an article, which bore a provocative headline, stating that Teller decisively 

“refuted” Pauling and 9,000 scientists who signed his petition. Ten days later, Pauling and 

Teller had a face-off in a TV debate in San Francisco. Their debate spilled over into a war 

of books, which pitted Teller's Our Nuclear Future against Pauling's No More War! 

Teller’s crusade against Pauling was timely, because the USAEC as a government agency 

found it increasingly difficult to dispute its critics without being charged of the conflict of 

interests. Willard Libby gladly assisted Teller’s project, reading his book manuscript and 

offering technical advice.
83

   

In the fallout debate, Teller challenged the trend of interpreting scientific uncertainty 

as a sufficient reason for a test ban. Pointing to the lack of firm evidence about the 

genetic and cancer risk of low-level radiation comparable to global fallout, Teller argued 

that one should suspend any dogmatic conclusion about the risk, even implying that a 

small dose of radiation might ultimately prove to be beneficial for individual health and 

human evolution.
84

 Although admitting that the exact nature and magnitude of harm from 

global fallout were uncertain, Teller pointed out that it was certainly “small compared to 

many risks which we habitually take and almost always ignore, which in fact we have to 

ignore to continue to live in this civilized world.”
 85

 In contrast to Pauling, who computed 

a large number of theoretical victims from global fallout, Teller used the dispassionate 

rhetoric of science to drive his point across. Citing a comparison of life-shortening 

effects, he argued that the worldwide fallout was “as dangerous as being an ounce 
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overweight or smoking one cigarette every two months.”
86

 As Teller deployed this 

rhetorical excess, the opponents of a test ban gladly took advantage of his remarks.
87

  

While Pauling protested any slight harm inflicted by what he saw as an immoral 

nuclear weapons project, Teller embraced the concept of acceptable risk to defend the 

continuation of weapons testing. In his opinion, it was immoral to allow such a minor risk 

as global fallout to undermine U.S. nuclear strength which he believed was essential to 

maintain peace and freedom in the Cold War. Teller insisted that the prohibition of 

nuclear testing would invite a far more serious danger of communist domination and/or 

nuclear destruction. The Soviet Union, he argued, would conduct nuclear testing secretly 

deep underground or in outer space. The erosion of U.S. nuclear superiority then might 

embolden the communists to unleash a war of world enslavement.
88

 Conservatism about 

a minor risk, Teller also believed, was an anathema to social progress through science. He 

pointed out that much less was known about the dangers of synthetic chemicals in the 

environment than those of radiation. “If we should worry about our ignorance concerning 

our chemical surroundings as we worry about the possible effects of radiation,” Teller 

wrote, “we would be condemned to a conservatism that would stop all change and stifle 

all progress.”
89

 He was convinced that modern society should tolerate the risks of its own 

creation to a certain extent to realize its promise. “It has been claimed that it is wrong to 

endanger any human life,” Teller wrote. “Is it not more realistic and in fact more in 

keeping with the ideals of humanitarianism to strive toward a better life for all 
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mankind?”
90

 

Teller’s dedication to anticommunism and commitment to modern progress led him 

to present the relatively small risk of global fallout as being readily acceptable. Teller, 

however, was certainly not a reckless adventurist who would take any risk whatsoever for 

his faith. Indeed, he was extremely cautious about a catastrophic nuclear risk. Teller, who 

chaired the Reactor Safeguard Committee from 1947 to 1953, was instrumental in 

enshrining the prevention of the worst-case scenario, regardless of the probability of its 

actual occurrence, as the guiding philosophy of reactor safety. “We could not follow the 

usual method of trial and error,” Teller once observed. “In developing reactor safety, the 

trials had to be on paper because actual errors could be catastrophic.”
91

 His strong 

conservatism, however, did not preclude the development of nuclear reactors. Teller 

firmly believed that it was possible to foresee all accidents and disasters, and develop 

technological control to prevent them from occurring. “Whatever the scientists are able to 

discover or invent,” he stated, “the people will be good enough and wise enough to 

control.”
92

 Teller’s optimism strongly informed his cautious approach to the reactor risk.   

A strikingly similar logic shaped Teller’s attitude toward fallout hazards. Although he 

dismissed the risk of global fallout from weapons testing, he readily acknowledged the 

danger of heavy fallout as real and serious, which would unnecessarily kill a great 

number of innocent noncombatants during a nuclear war. He denounced the strategy of 

massive retaliation, designed to cause a catastrophic blow to the cities and factories of the 

enemy, as militarily ineffective and morally indefensible. His solution was not to ban the 
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bomb, but to reduce and contain its hazards through weapons research. He proposed to 

replace the nuclear arsenals capable of overkill with small-yield, fusion weapons with 

little or no fission fallout, allowing the United States to defeat the enemy’s military forces 

with no risk of collateral damage.
93

 Teller also argued that a bomb free of fission fallout 

would eliminate the danger of contamination which dimmed the prospect of nuclear 

dynamites for peaceful purposes. A “clean” bomb, he stated, would be one more step 

toward controlling the forces of nature, allowing humankind to alter landscape in any 

manner as it wished.
94

 Having the Bomb on his conscience, Teller championed the option 

of technological substitution from the conventional to the “clean” bomb.  

Just as Pauling and his supporters pushed for a test ban as a solution to the health 

risks of global fallout, Teller and his associates marketed the alternative of technological 

innovation. Following the Holifield hearing, Teller and other two UCRL scientists, Ernest 

Lawrence and Mark Mills, testified before U.S. Congress and forcefully defended the 

need of further nuclear tests in order to perfect “clean bombs.”
95 

Many Republican 

congressmen strongly supported their arguments, and Lewis Strauss helped them in 

arranging an appointment with Eisenhower on June 24. What really worried the 

President, however, was not the question of which side of the fallout debate was correct. 

It was the public demonstration of “an actual division” of expert opinions on fallout 

hazards. This open debate, Eisenhower observed, was enough to arouse world opinion 

against nuclear testing. Pauling's argument might be “quite invalid,” he granted, but “so 

many nations and people are reading in the press these fearsome and horrible reports that 
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they are having a substantial result” on U.S. policy toward nuclear testing.
96

  

Eisenhower, however, did not consider the lack of expert consensus and its political 

repercussions as a decisive reason for a test ban. He still believed that a test ban was part 

of arms control that had to take into account its impact on U.S. national security and 

foreign allies. As we have discussed, Strauss tried to obstruct a test regulation by 

conditioning it upon the cessation of producing fission materials for weapons purposes 

(cutoff), to which the Soviet Union categorically objected as a plot to consolidate U.S. 

nuclear superiority. When the U.N. Disarmament Subcommittee began in March 1957, 

Harold Stassen, Eisenhower’s disarmament adviser, sought to loosen the linkage. His 

proposal included a 10-month moratorium of all tests to be followed by the installation of 

international inspection to police a permanent test ban and cutoff. It also incorporated a 

limited scheme of aerial inspection against a surprise attack in Central Europe, which 

West Germany feared might consolidate the division of Germany. On May 31, however, 

Stassen leaked his proposal to the Soviets without full consultation with NATO allies. 

The subsequent crisis of alliance made any move on a test ban highly dangerous. Teller’s 

promise of the clean bomb thus offered a timely excuse for the White House to restrain 

Stassen from pursuing a bilateral deal with the Soviet side.
97

 

The propaganda merit of the clean bomb against a test ban was only part of the 

reason why many in the U.S. government supported the path of technological innovation. 

By the time that Teller raised the prospect of clean bombs, the problem of radioactive 

fallout was threatening all aspects of U.S. nuclear policy. On June 25, 1956, Army 

Lieutenant General James M. Gavin testified before U.S. Congress, predicting that a full-
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scale nuclear attack against the Soviet Union would cause tremendous collateral damage 

to friendly countries by heavy fallout.
98

 An alternative option of tactical nuclear weapons 

also faced a similar trouble because radioactive fallout was still so destructive as to make 

this “limited” option as fantastic as massive retaliation. A simulation exercise in June 

1955 demonstrated that 355 such devices, most of them to be detonated over West 

Germany at the first line of defense against the communist bloc, would instantly kill up to 

1.7 million German civilians and injure a total of 3.5 million, even excluding the effects 

of lingering contamination.
99

 To reassure U.S. allies and make the use of nuclear weapons 

more credible, U.S. military and foreign officials turned to the clean bomb to solve the 

problem of overkill. 

Another technological solution to fallout contamination was to contain radioactive 

dust by detonating nuclear weapons deep underground. As early as 1955, some leading 

seismologists advocated the idea of underground explosions as a powerful artificial 

seismic source to study the earth’s interior structure.
100

 But it was Edward Teller, together 

with David T. Griggs, a UCLA geophysicist, who first explored the merit of this method 

for containing radioactive fallout. In February 1956, Teller and Griggs completed a report 

on the feasibility of a fully-contained underground explosion. It was possible, the report 

concluded, to contain the “long-term radiologic hazard” while gathering the scientific 

information about a nuclear explosion. The underground test had an additional advantage 
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of eliminating the vexing problem of weather conditions, which often interrupted nuclear 

test programs.
101

 At the end of 1956, Teller's team at UCRL proposed to schedule the first 

deep underground shot, RANIER, for the fall of 1957 during a test series at the Nevada 

Test Site.  

Containing the hazards of contamination, however, only invited another kind of 

environmental risk. Although Teller and Griggs saw no seismic hazard from the proposed 

small-yield shot, the theoretical possibility of underground detonations triggering 

earthquakes raised a significant public relations problem. The director of Los Alamos 

pointed out that, should an earthquake occur within 24 hours after the detonation, “It 

would be impossible to correct the impression on the part of many people that the 

earthquake had been caused by the underground shot.” Willard Libby, however, 

passionately defended the experiment. He recommended consultation with geophysical 

experts, but insisted that the letter to the President for approval “should not indicate any 

uncertainty about this shot being carried out.”
102

  

      After an advisory committee endorsed the plan and a non-nuclear mock underground 

shot took place, RANIER was successfully fired on September 19, 1957, in a chamber at 

the end of a 2,000 foot tunnel dug on the slope of a rock mesa. Its detonation, yielding 1.7 

kt, was fully contained, with no escape of radioactive dust. The test also reinforced 

Teller’s claim that the Soviet Union could secretly conduct nuclear testing underground, 

because remote detection alone could not differentiate their shockwaves from those of 

natural earthquakes. One U.S. Geological Survey scientist fully realized the shot's 

political implications. In a letter to Libby, he considered it “of the utmost importance to 
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acquaint the public that it is now possible to make tests of atomic reactions without 

fallout and without possibility of detection.” If this fact was widely known, he said, “it 

should still much of the clamor about stopping tests.”
103

 The success of RANIER, 

however, also pointed to a new policy option of continuing weapons development 

without causing fallout contamination.  

 

Pursuit of scientific proof  

Teller took the lead in technological innovation to reduce and contain radioactive 

fallout without banning nuclear tests altogether. In the meantime, the USAEC expanded 

its fallout surveillance and radiobiological research to narrow the range of uncertainty 

surrounding the environmental diffusion of Sr-90 and its health effects. To be sure, 

scientific research was part of the Commission’s legal obligation to ensure radiation 

safety. But it became all the more important because the USAEC insisted that scientific 

uncertainty called for further research, not a premature conclusion in favor of a test ban. 

This interpretation of uncertainty, however, saddled the USAEC with the heavy burden of 

proof about its claim that no one in the world was and would be at undue risk due to 

global fallout.  

Indeed, science advisers for the USAEC agreed that no crash research program, even 

on the scale of the Manhattan Project, would suffice to prove or disprove the existence of 

threshold in the health effects of low-level radiation. As the level of radiation became 

closer to natural background radiations, the number of required samples to prove a 

significant effect multiplied. Given “the present state of the biological sciences and from 
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the nature of the problems,” ACBM member Gioacchino Failla told his colleagues, 

“quick answers cannot be obtained, no matter how much money is appropriated for the 

purpose.”
104

 Asked by one of the NAS pathologists about the carcinogenetic effects of 

radiation, George V. LeRoy, a University of Chicago medical professor, deemed “the 

almost frantic search for such certainties as a ‘threshold dose’ and a reliable ‘dose-effect 

relationship as naïve efforts to allay anxiety.” In his opinion, the essence of problem was 

not the precise calculation of radiation hazards, but their social acceptance. “We lack a 

comparable degree of certainty in almost every area of human risk, and in most of these 

areas we have learned to ‘bear the burden of uncertainty,’ to use a phrase of Julian 

Huxley,” he said. “It is a bit paradoxical to search for certainty, in order to take a 

calculated risk.”
105

  

The unlikelihood of a swift and conclusive scientific answer hardly freed the 

USAEC from its legal, political, and moral obligations to ensure that global fallout posed 

no undue risk to anyone. Wright Langham was one of those who repeatedly pressed the 

Commission to accelerate biomedical research for this purpose. He granted that no 

experiment would be sufficient to calm the public. But if nuclear tests were to continue 

forever, “somebody had better start doing something.” “We do have time,” he observed, 

“but to get the answers on chronic effects may require about all the time we have.”
106

 

Even Austin Brues and his subcommittee members of the NAS Pathology Committee, 

who saw no serious danger in the foreseeable levels of Sr-90, still criticized the USAEC’s 

biomedical programs. The existing animal experimental studies of the chronic effects of 
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radiostrontium remained “grossly inadequate to settle low-dose questions.” They 

admitted that scientific proof was a “costly way to settle problems,” but insisted that “this 

must nevertheless be presumed.”
107

  

To discharge its burden of proof, the USAEC rapidly expanded Sr-90-related 

research programs. Human studies held some promise as one could avoid the vexing 

problem of extrapolation. Radiation experiments had long involved human subjects, at 

times without informing them or not for therapeutic purposes.
108

 The most important 

human data, used to determine the MPC for Sr-90 and other internal emitters, was that of 

radium dial painters who unknowingly digested and carried radium in their bones.
109

 The 

sample size, however, was severely limited, covering less than 200 known exposed 

workers in the United States. As discussed in Chapter 4, this inadequacy had driven the 

British MRC toward a prudent non-threshold hypothesis for bone tumor incidence. To 

improve the quality of data, a number of USAEC contractors tried to locate and examine 

more radium workers to secure the “irreplaceable” data of human subjects, which they 

would not be able to attain “short of all-out nuclear warfare.”
110

 The problem, however, 

was the rarity of bone tumors which made it difficult to deduce increases in incidence in 

small subgroups. Even a large group of 100,000 15-year-old girls would have only 15 
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bone tumor deaths out of a total of more than 5,000 deaths for the first 15 years.
111

 In 

parallel to the clinical studies of radium workers, the USAEC’s Argonne National 

Laboratory organized an epidemiological survey involving about 750,000 people in 

Illinois. Their drinking water from deep sandstone wells contained an unusually high 

content of radium, an average of about 6 μμg of Radium-226 per liter (4 μμg was the 

population MPC). Like the case of radium workers, this demographic investigation faced 

numerous obstacles such as low incidence rates, faulty diagnosis, and migrating 

populations.
112

  

In parallel to the human studies, the success of the Russells' mega-mouse genetic 

studies encouraged the rapid expansion of the existing animal experimental programs 

with radiostrontium (Sr-89 and Sr-90).
113

 From June 1957 to the end of 1959, the number 

of laboratory animals at least doubled. While the Russells handled 125,000 mice at one 

point, a comparative program for radiostrontium required about twice the number 

because the latter had a much slower turnover. In addition to the mice, the number of 

Sr90-treated dogs tripled at the University of Utah from 1957 to 1958. Argonne National 

Laboratory also housed 264 dogs for a similar experiment, and the University of 

Rochester expanded its monkey program and added 200 dogs, 60 monkeys and 2,000 

rats. The University of California at Davis, another center for dog experiments, also 

expanded its animal facilities.
114

 The expanded animal experimental programs, however, 

yielded results only slowly and faced the difficult problem of extrapolation. 
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Unlike the biomedical programs, fallout monitoring had the immediate import of 

reassuring people in the world that no one was subject to an unusual amount of radiation. 

In the past, both USAEC officials and NAS members had discounted the significance of 

uncertainties relating to the movement of radioactive fallout in the air, soil, and food 

chain for the overall evaluation of risk. The extent of uncertainty surrounding biological 

elements had appeared to dwarf that concerning environmental factors. The Holifield 

hearing, however, publicly exposed various areas of disagreement about the 

environmental mechanisms, leading to a wide range of estimates about the maximum 

future levels of Sr-90 deposits in human bone. It was also strongly interested in William 

Neuman’s idea of a sustainable rate of weapons testing, which required more 

sophisticated knowledge regarding each phase of fallout transfer in the environment.   

The mounting pressure from political leaders and concerned citizens led to the rapid 

expansion of Project Sunshine and other fallout monitoring programs. The budget for this 

purpose rapidly grew from approximately $1.7 million in FY 1958 to $3.6 million in FY 

1960.
115

 Personnel for Project Sunshine also increased to a level equivalent to 800 

scientists, in addition to offsite contacts with 204 universities and 19 industrial 

corporations. Sunshine maintained about 100 surface air monitoring stations in 37 

countries worldwide, and the USAEC’s HASL operated over 80 sites during a nuclear 

test series. The PHS also established 39 stations nationwide by the end of 1957 as part of 

its study of air and water pollution.
116

 The Naval Research Laboratory added its own 

network since May 1956, which operated a total of 20 stations by the fall of 1957 along 
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the 80
th

 meridian west from the Arctic to the Antarctica.
117

 A routine collection of soil 

also took place at 17 sites in the United States (operated by HASL) and at 64 locations 

abroad.
118 

Project Sunshine also processed a considerable number of biological samples, 

ranging from milk to tuna, urine to human bones (TABLE 6-3) 
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TABLE 6-3: Estimate of Sr-90 Analysis to the Run, July 1957–June 1958
119

 

Contractors  HASL 

Bone 

Program 
  2700  

New 

York  
  108 

Soil Program   90-150   Milk 24 

  

Nevada

, Other 

U.S. 

27    Tap Water 12 

  
Chicag

o 
12-18   Pot 24 

  World 50-100   Funnel 24 

Pot Program   150    Urine 24 

Milk 

Program 
  36  

Pasture 

Programs 

(Soil, 

Vegetation, 

Animal Bone) 

36 

Tuna 

Program 
  48  U.S. Soil    34 

Digestibility 

Study 
  20  Food    60 

Foreign Food 

Surveys 
  250  

Milk 

(NY 

State) 

  36 

Intercompari

son Samples 
  60  

Human 

Milk 
  50 

Mississippi 

River 

Samples 

  20  
Standard 

Samples 
  20 

Pittsburgh 

Pots 
  24  

Air 

Samples 

(Hawaii) 

  40 

Chicago Pots   12  
Pot 

Program 
  150 

Subtotal   
3380-

3470 
      

Duplicate 

Analysis 

(10%) 

  340-350       

Total   
3720-

3820 
Total   554 
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As was the case in the biomedical problem, the USAEC found it exceedingly 

difficult to discharge the burden of proof in the environmental dimension. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, Project Sunshine was never meant to be a straightforward statistical program 

to achieve the utmost degree of accuracy. In a letter to HASL director Merrill Eisenbud, 

Warren Weaver denounced his abuse of the words “certainly” and “conservative” in 

explaining the results of Project Sunshine in a popular science journal. The area sampled, 

for example, covered only 3 x 10
-14

 of the surface of Earth. Weaver likened it to “Mr. 

Gallup doing a poll of global opinion by interviewing one person about every three 

million years.”
120 

 
 

The question of what constituted an “adequate” coverage for global fallout 

surveillance manifested itself in much uncertainty surrounding the distribution of Sr-90 

across the world. Project Sunshine was designed to establish an average level of Sr-90 

deposition in human bone, but it was less capable of indicating the range of extreme 

values and the overall distribution curve.
121 

Libby had long argued that an average value 

was sufficient to reassure almost all people in the world. He assumed that Sr-90 would be 

completely mixed with natural strontium, and some data seemed to indicate a normal 

distribution in natural strontium in human bone.
122

 In the case of the normal distribution, 

the data predicted that only one individual out of 20 million would have more than 3 

times the average strontium in bone. But if the distribution was lognormal, 1 out of 200 

would have more than 3 times, and 1 out of 40 million would have more than 10 times 
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the average amount. In writing to Libby, Ronald G. Menzel, a soil scientist at the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture pointed out that the lognormal curve described the variation in 

strontium-calcium ratios in human bones (TABLE 6-4).  

 

TABLE 6-4: Normal Strontium in Human Bones
123

 

(% Sr)/(%Ca) 

x 10
3
 

Number of 

Individuals 

3 + logarithm 

(% Sr)/(% Ca)   

0.1 to 0.2 3 -1.00 to -0.70 3 

0.2 to 0.3 20 -0.70 to -0.52 20 

0.3 to 0.4 40 -0.52 to -0.40 40 

0.4 to 0.5 52 -0.40 to -0.30 52 

0.5 to 0.6 51 
-0.30 to -0.15 94 

0.6 to 0.7 43 

0.7 to 0.8 22 
-0.15 to -0.05 42 

0.8 to 0.9 20 

0.9 to 1.0 10 

-0.05 to 0.08 16 1.0 to 1.1 3 

1.1 to 1.2 3 

1.2 to 1.3 3 

0.08 to 0.18 6 1.3 to 1.4 2 

1.4 to 1.5 1 

1.5 to 1.6 0 

0.18 to 0.30 2 

1.6 to 1.7 1 

1.7 to 1.8 0 

1.8 to 1.9 0 

1.9 to 2.0 1 

 

When J. Laurence Kulp, Project Sunshine's human bone collector, published his data 

on Sr-90 in human bone in February 1957, William Neuman noticed that Kulp's samples 

pointed to a skewed curve instead of a normal distribution.
124 

As Kulp explained, 
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however, it was difficult to determine a distribution curve because the distribution of 

strontium varied from one bone to another, and individuals equilibrated Sr-90 in their 

bones with the diet level at different rates.
125

 The determination remained difficult as the 

procurement of human bones was still informal and random, chiefly through the personal 

contacts of Libby and other USAEC scientists.
126

 Project Sunshine managed to muster 

over thousand samples in 1958, but with no regard to the geographic, population, or age 

distributions. Most of them were parts of the human bone structure, whose Sr-90 content 

did not necessarily indicate the whole skeletal burden.
127

 This severe limitation 

notwithstanding, a histogram of the human bone samples led Kulp to conclude by May 

1959 that the average young child in the world would have a skeletal concentration of Sr-

90 of about 4 μμc per gram of calcium, but 10 percent might have twice, and 1 percent up 

to five times.
128

     

As the fallout debate continued, the precise determination of Sr-90 distribution and 

its future trend became politically important for the U.S. government to keep the world 

reassured. The members of Project Sunshine, however, found it difficult to agree on what 

constituted a sufficient degree of accuracy. In October 1956, when USAEC scientists 

discussed the state of fallout surveillance with their British and Canadian counterparts, 

one Canadian observer, C. A. Mawson, pointed out that a mission for them was to act as 

the government’s science advisers capable of answering the human cost of weapons 
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testing.
129

 Others, however, believed in the strict demarcation of the scientific from the 

political dimensions of the risk evaluation. F. D. Sowby of Canada and Col. A. E. 

Walkling of UK insisted that their task was not to discuss fallout as a human hazard at all, 

but to examine quantitative fallout data, its likely accuracy, and plans for further 

research.
130

 Charles Dunham of the USAEC’s DBM, however, pointed out that it was 

impossible to conduct meaningful research divorced from its non-technical contexts. “If 

we are to discuss the validity of data, the accuracy of methodology, I think we can’t avoid 

at least having a good hard look as to why we are doing it.”
131

  

Indeed, as Dunham argued, one hardly could detach Project Sunshine from its 

political mission. Hal Hollister, whose April 1958 report took stock of the project’s aims 

and operation, concluded that its primary purpose was not scientific, but administrative. It 

was to provide hazards estimates on global fallout in order to advise the government, 

reassure foreign countries, and satisfy citizens. Such estimates, Hollister believed, could 

affect the course of U.S. policy not only directly through science advice, but also 

indirectly through public reactions. If the government failed to supply the estimates, he 

pointed out, someone would supply them anyhow in a manner to be “grossly in error” 

and amplify the public’s mistrust in the government.
132

 This political task, Hollister 

stated, could lower the required degree of precision to a point comparable to that of the 

other bases of public policy. The sheer scale of global contamination, however, still made 

it inevitable to keep the errors of the estimates within the order of magnitude of the 
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estimates themselves. Hollister tried to relax this condition in an abstract manner. Each 

component, he stated, did not require a higher degree of accuracy than “the least degree 

which would not affect the overall accuracy of the estimate by more than a pre-assigned 

amount.”
 133

  

The question still remained, however, as to who should determine such a discretion 

range, and how. The U.S. Congress was clearly not in a mood to allow much room for 

errors. The Holifield hearing had helped the USAEC in containing scientist critics by 

demarcating the scientific from the political dimensions of the risk evaluation. This 

maneuver, however, had raised the hurdle of proof for the USAEC to a very high level. 

The Holifield hearing obliged the Commission to do its best to reduce areas of 

uncertainty, not excuse their indelible presence. Worse, the USAEC also publicly insisted 

that scientific uncertainty should lead not to a premature call for a test ban, but to further 

research for accurate scientific knowledge. The strict separation of science from politics 

thus saddled the USAEC with an impossible task of guaranteeing an utmost degree of 

technical accuracy. As will be discussed in Chapter 8, this situation made the USAEC 

extremely vulnerable to any potentially alarming data which escaped its purview.   

The leaders of Project Sunshine, however, remained optimistic for now. In February 

1958, Libby concluded that “I think we answered all the questions we had in mind in 

1953” concerning the process of global fallout contamination. The only need from this 

point was to “ferret out more details.”
134

 A month later, this sense of optimism 

characterized an upbeat presentation J. Laurence Kulp made at an international 

symposium in Switzerland. He identified eight parameters for an ambitious goal of 
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estimating and predicting the level of fallout contamination for every person of the entire 

world:   

 

1. The quantity of fission introduced into the atmosphere with specification of time, 

altitude, and location 

2. Rate and mechanism of transfer from stratosphere to troposphere 

3. Mean annual rainfall distribution 

4. The local diet, particularly with regard to the calcium-rich components 

5. Place of origin of foodstuffs in diet 

6. Discrimination factor between strontium and calcium from food to bone.  

7. Age of the individual 

8. Distribution of common strontium and Sr90 in present groups of the population 

 

“With these factors in hand,” Kulp declared, “it then becomes possible to predict for 

any given program of nuclear testing how much Sr90, for example, a 12-year-old boy in 

Bangkok, New York, Cape Town, or the Amazon jungle would have on the average in 

1978 and the distribution curve for 12-year-olds at each locality.”
135

 The whole world and 

its future, Kulp reassured, were in the safe hand of Washington’s knowledge.  

    

Conclusion  

The fallout debate in the United States following the 1956 presidential election came 

to terms with the trans-scientific nature of risk straddling scientific facts and social 
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values. This differed from the earlier debate, in which U.S. geneticists had observed the 

demarcation of science from politics and refrained from putting forward political and 

moral arguments. Linus Pauling and Albert Schweitzer had no such hesitation. Upholding 

the ideal of the enlightened scientist, both of them blended technical knowledge and 

moral conscience in their calls for a nuclear test ban. Their outspoken rivals, including 

Willard Libby and Edward Teller, similarly mixed technical arguments with the ethics of 

anticommunism and modern progress. This “confusion” of science and morality in the 

fallout debate, however, alarmed and prompted both political leaders and scientific 

experts to redraw a clear line between the two elements. This theme of segregation 

allowed Chet Holifield and other Democrats to attack both sides of the fallout debate as 

mixing up “scientific facts” and “value judgments.” The same logic also prevented the 

NAS committee from conducting a review on the technical and social aspects of Sr-90 

hazards. 

The diverging attitudes toward the nexus of science and morality led each group of 

scientists to pursue different solutions to fallout hazards. Pacifists and liberals, informed 

by dissenting scientists, formed SANE in an attempt to generate a social pressure for a 

test ban. The largest U.S. antinuclear movement sought to put an end to both fallout 

hazards and the danger of an arms race. Teller and his associates, on the other hand, 

championed technological innovations as the best solution to the problem of radioactive 

fallout without halting weapons testing. The dynamic of technological substitution, which 

is often a key element in pollution problems, was born out of these scientists committed 

to anticommunism and modern progress. Finally, those who advocated the strict 

separation of scientific facts from value judgments called for the expansion of scientific 
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research to understand and manage fallout hazards. USAEC scientists, however, found it 

exceedingly difficult to discharge the burden of proof in part because of the nature of 

low-level radiation and in part because of confusion as to what constituted a desirable 

degree of accuracy.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

FALLOUT VICTIMS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!: 

THE SOVIET UNION AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF RISK KNOWLEDGE 

 

The politics of risk became firmly locked in the dynamic of Cold War politics by 

mid-1957 when Moscow‘s propaganda brought Soviet scientists into the fallout debate. 

The Kremlin undoubtedly cynically exploited world anxiety about global fallout as a 

political tool to advance its Cold War aims. Indeed, the Soviet government‘s anti-fallout 

campaign abroad stands in sharp contrast to its utter disregard for a series of radiological 

disasters then occurring at the Soviet nuclear test sites and atomic installations. Jacob 

Darwin Hamblin and Paul Josephson respectively explain that the Soviet Union, boasting 

about its strict waste disposal regulations and denouncing its Western nuclear rivals as 

poisoning the common well of the oceans for humankind, actually polluted its own rivers 

and seas with vast amounts of radioactive sewage.
1
  Murray Feshbach and Alfred 

Friendly, Jr., reporting the true extent of radioactive contamination in the former USSR, 

deliver a harsh indictment of the consequences of the regime‘s ideological commitment to 

the transformation of nature for human needs. ―Ecocide in the USSR,‖ the authors 

conclude, ―stems from the force, not the failure, of utopian ambitions.‖
2
  

With an analysis of Soviet ideology in the Cold War context, this chapter will explain 

why the Soviet Union and its scientists became active in the politics of risk. Contrary to 
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the conventional wisdom, the Soviet Union did not take the offensive in the earlier phase 

of the fallout debate, becoming actively involved only after 1957. A close analysis of this 

transition will reveal a correlation between the state‘s propaganda and the status of Soviet 

biological sciences. While the Kremlin remained secretive and apologetic about its 

contribution to the worldwide contamination, Lysenko‘s theory of non-chromosome 

inheritance remained the orthodox view in the Soviet Union. The situation changed when 

the Soviet government realized that the problem of radioactive fallout could be exploited 

as a diplomatic tool to break an impasse in disarmament talks. The anti-Lysenko forces, 

for their part, actively exploited this new development as a political weapon to roll back 

Lysenko‘s dominance in the biological sciences. This relationship between Cold War 

politics and scientific knowledge catapulted the Soviet scientists into the center stage of 

the fallout debate.     

 

Silence of Soviet scientists  

 A small but influential circle of Soviet atomic scientists first conceived the risk of 

global fallout through the horrifying vision of a thermonuclear war. Within a month of the 

Bikini incident of March 1954, Igor Kurchatov, the leader of the Soviet atomic weapon 

project, his deputy Issak K. Kikoin and two other Soviet scientists to inserted a strong 

warning about the danger of global fallout in a thermonuclear war in a draft propaganda 

material against Eisenhower‘s Atoms for Peace.
3
 Having created and directed a nuclear 

intelligence program since the end of 1952, Kurchatov and Kikoin must have been well 

aware of the widespread fallout contamination. The Soviet fallout monitoring network 
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deployed airplanes and balloons in the Soviet Union and Mainland China to catch any 

slight radioactive dust from U.S. tests in the Pacific.
4
 The Soviet atomic scientists 

immediately noticed rising levels of background radiation as a result of dozens of nuclear 

tests. What worried them, however, was not the health hazards of weapons testing but the 

grim vision of worldwide contamination during a thermonuclear war. Radioactive 

contamination from ―a hundred large thermonuclear bombs,‖ Kurchatov and his co-

authors warned, would make the entire globe no longer habitable.
5
  

The open discussion of the deadly effects of global fallout during a nuclear war, 

however, proved politically too dangerous for the Soviet leadership. Shortly before the 

return of the Fukuryu-maru revealed the Bikini incident to the world, Premier Georgy 

Malenkov had delivered a public speech and depicted a horror of a new world war, 

―which with modern weapons mean the end of world civilization.‖
6
 In the middle of a 

power struggle following the death of Stalin in 1953, however, Malenkov's pessimistic 

view emboldened his rivals, Foreign Minister Viacheslav M. Molotov and Party Secretary 

Nikita S. Khrushchev, to attack the Premier. At the end of January 1955, Malenkov was 

criticized during a session of the presidium for making the ―politically mistaken and 

harmful‖ statement about a thermonuclear war that carried the danger of producing ―the 

mood of hopelessness about the peoples' efforts to thwart the plans of the aggressors, 

which only encourages imperialist arsonists to play with a new world war, hoping to 
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scare the peoples with a nuclear blackmail.‖
7 

Malenkov's view cost him the post of 

premiership, but it belied the widespread awareness among the Soviet leaders of the 

outcomes of a thermonuclear war.
8
 As David Holloway points out, this tacit knowledge 

surfaced during the Geneva Summit of July 1955. Eisenhower repeatedly referred to the 

danger of radioactive fallout in a nuclear war, and Georgy K. Zhukov, the Soviet Defense 

Minister, replied that ―it would be impossible to say what would happen to the 

atmosphere under those conditions.‖
9
 As global fallout rendered a thermonuclear war 

truly suicidal, it laid a common ground for Moscow and Washington to stabilize their 

relations for years to come.
10

    

While the Kremlin quietly acknowledged the horror of lethal fallout during a 

thermonuclear war, it was slow to admit the health risk of slight but widespread 

contamination from weapons testing. Its propaganda campaign following the Bikini 

incident did not stress the inherent danger of low-level radiation, but instead charged the 

United States for conducting nuclear tests in international space, namely the U.N. Trust 

Territory and high seas.
11

 The Soviet Union excused its own tests on grounds that it was 

safely conducting them within its territory, posing no danger whatsoever to its citizens, 

let alone those outside its borders. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Soviet propaganda 

machine used this line of argument to refute mounting protests in Japan against 

radioactive fallout from the Soviet Union. ―Take a map and have a close look at it,‖ a 
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news analyst for Radio Moscow told the audience in its program for Japan. ―You will 

quickly see whether it is even possible that, if the Soviet Union conducts the experiment 

of a hydrogen bomb in the Far East, Vladivostok [a seaport city in the region] is safe but 

there is a dangerous place in Niigata in Japan [across the Sea of Japan from 

Vladivostok].‖
12

    

We now know that this assurance was doubly false. First, it is perfectly possible that 

Vladivostok was relatively free from fallout but Niigata experienced much of it, because 

distance mattered only to a certain extent in case of global fallout. While heavy particles 

tend to fall in the close range of a test site, over 90 percent of small dust, including Sr-90, 

falls back to the ground in the form of rain and snow.
13

 Second, radioactive fallout from 

Soviet tests did endanger its citizens. The first Soviet atomic test of August 1949, 

conducted in the Semipalatinsk proving ground located in northeast Kazakhstan, for 

example, scattered radioactive fallout in the downwind region inhabited by about 200,000 

people, which is believed to have exposed individuals to the total average dose of 142 

mSv during the period from 1949 to 1992.
14

 A far more serious event was the first 

thermonuclear weapon test in August 1953. At the eleventh hour of the test, one of the 

scientists suddenly realized the danger of heavy fallout from this powerful device. 

Several teams worked around the clock to predict a possible fallout pattern and persuaded 

the military director of the test to evacuate residents in the path of fallout where total 

radiation was likely to exceed 200 roentgens.
15

 This fairly high evacuation dose 
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underlined the fact that the Soviet weapons scientists, working in an emergency situation 

and perhaps unaware of the risk of delayed effects, provided only the absolute minimum 

allowance for the protection of its population  

It is unclear whether the Soviet scientists were actually aware of the genetic and 

health risk of low-level radiation from global fallout from weapons testing. The 

knowledge and practices regarding radiation protection shortly after the Stalin era 

strongly suggests that Soviet experts did not conceive or at least act on the risk of low-

level radiation. On the surface, their regulations were extremely stringent. One of the 

Soviet delegates to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held 

in Geneva in August 1955, boasted that his socialist homeland, unlike the capitalist camp, 

observed the ICRP guideline to the strictest possible to protect the welfare of radiation 

workers. While the West allowed up to 3 r per working week as the occupational 

maximum permissible dose, the Soviet Ministry of Welfare insisted on 1/10 of this value 

and its daily control (0.05 r per working day).
16

 In all likelihood, however, this guideline 

was strict only on paper, as Paul Josephson has pointed out.
17

 Indeed, in his post-Geneva 

briefing at the Welfare Ministry, Evgeny N. Pavlovskiy, a Soviet zoologist, lamented that 

the country's atomic installations suffered from the lack of equipment to monitor and 

control radiation levels. Reporting a growing concern about radiation hazards in the West, 

Pavlovskiy called for the improvement of radiation protection to ensure ―the safety of not 

only workers but also the general population.‖
18
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Lysenkoism might have also blinded the Soviet scientists to the danger of low-level 

ionizing radiation was the shackle of Lysenkoism. In 1948, as discussed before, Stalin 

had sanctioned Trifim Lysenko‘s view on the inheritance of acquired characteristics as the 

basis for biology, banning any discussion of the chromosome theory of inheritance. 

Genetics laboratories were forced to shut down, and the total number of biologists purged 

from the academia allegedly numbered over 3,000. Even after Stalin‘s death in 1953, the 

open discussion of radiation genetics was still one of the ―taboo subjects‖ because 

Lysenkoism was entrenched in the regime‘s ideological teaching, political legitimacy, and 

bureaucratic interests.
19

 Lysenko and his disciples focused on external influence as a 

trigger of genetic mutations, overlooking the damage of ionizing radiations to 

chromosomes. It was no wonder that few Soviet biologists heeded the public warning of 

Alfred Sturtevant, Herman Muller, and other U.S. geneticists about the effects of low-

level radiation on genetic materials. Moreover, the Soviet state mobilized biological 

sciences for agricultural production, directing biological research towards plants and 

animals rather than humans. The Lysenko school strongly discouraged any research on 

human genetics as the fascist science of eugenics.
20

  

The East-West gulf in the knowledge of radiation genetics shocked Fedor G. 

Krotkov, the vice-president of the Soviet Academy of Medical Sciences who attended the 

Geneva conference. Upon his return to Moscow, Krotkov told his colleagues that the 

Western radiation geneticists were studying not only agricultural crops but also human 
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genes. He declared: ―we would probably be ashamed of our nation when it becomes clear 

that we, due to some tacit collusion, consider these issues as if nonexistent for our 

country.‖
21

 The shock Krotkov felt in Geneva was still lingering when 297 scientists 

signed the so-called ―Letter of 300‖ in October 1955 and urged the Party's Central 

Committee to rectify Lysenko's distortion of genetics. In this remarkable act of defiance, 

the scientists bluntly pointed out that U.S. geneticists led much of the progress in research 

on the genetic effects of atomic radiations, and that, at the Geneva conference, ―no single 

Soviet report was presented‖ on this crucial subject.
22

 It was clear that the Soviet Union 

first had to defeat the Lysenko school and restore the intellectual basis of radiation 

genetics before joining the international debate regarding the genetic damage of global 

fallout.   

 

Growing trouble  

The dominance of Soviet pseudoscience was not the only problem. Soviet leaders 

initially showed a lack of interest among Soviet leaders in a nuclear test ban as a separate 

measure from disarmament. When Indian Prime Minister Nehru first broached such an 

idea in April 1954, it caused little enthusiasm in the Kremlin, perhaps because of its 

ongoing efforts to develop a large-yield thermonuclear weapon similar to the U.S. design 

until it proved successful in November 1955.
23

 As Matthew Evangelista points out, the 

post-Stalin Soviet leadership also had a genuine interest in disarmament and used the 
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international uproar following the Bikini Incident as an opportunity to make progress in 

this area.
24 

It was no surprise that the Soviet leaders showed no interest in halting nuclear 

tests unless it was linked to disarmament. In May 1955, when the Soviet Union revealed 

a multistage plan of reducing both nuclear and conventional armaments, it included a test 

ban as one of the first steps, but still linked to the whole disarmament process.
25

   

The Soviet pursuit of disarmament, however, went nowhere without the support of 

the United States. The Eisenhower administration insisted on the principle of 

international inspection and put forward a counterproposal for aerial inspection called 

―Open Skies‖ at the Geneva Summit of July 1955. The Kremlin sharply objected to this 

plan as a cover for intelligence and aggression.
26

 In this stalemate, the Soviet Foreign 

Ministry came to the conclusion that it was ―useful‖ to declare a willingness to discuss a 

test ban as a separate issue from other disarmament measures. Accordingly, Valerian A. 

Zorin, the Soviet delegate to the UN Disarmament Subcommittee in London, disclosed 

such intent toward the end of the 1956 session.
27

 Around the same time, on July 16, 1956, 

Foreign Minister D. T. Shepilov delivered a speech at the Joint Session of the Supreme 

Soviet, calling for an immediate test ban. As discussed in Chapter 5, this statement 

coincided with the time when British Prime Minister Eden was advocating a test 

limitation and Adlai Stevenson was campaigning for an H-bomb test ban. Unlike the two, 

however, Shepilov did not refer to radioactive hazards at all in his address.
28
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A political maneuver, not a health concern, seems to have motivated the shift in 

Soviet policy toward a nuclear test ban. Growing anxiety abroad, however, began to 

penetrate the thick firewall of the Iron Curtain through the network of pro-communist 

peace movements. In August 1956, Frédéric Joliot-Curie and his World Federation of 

Scientific Workers published a booklet entitled as ―Unmeasured Hazards.‖ This 

pamphlet, with the sales of about 120,000 copies worldwide, closed in the disturbing 

implications of the scientific unknowns surrounding the risk from nuclear tests.
29

 At the 

1956 annual convention, the World Peace Council (WPC), a mass-based pro-communist 

peace front, adopted an appeal for a test ban with an emphasis on the danger of Sr-90 and 

its cumulative effects. The Soviet news agency TASS allowed this appeal to be published 

for domestic audience without censorship. According to an U.S. intelligence officer, it 

was the first time when the Soviet public was told in any detail about the health hazards 

of nuclear tests.
30 

A Soviet radio news report in November explained more about the 

effects of radiation and stressed the danger of nuclear tests. This broadcast struck a 

Kremlinologist as ―perhaps the frankest discussion‖ on the subject ever heard on the 

Soviet radio.
31

 

The Kremlin was also forced to take up the problem of global fallout because of its 

Cold War rival's propaganda campaign. In summer of 1956, the United States began to 

make an announcement whenever it detected Soviet tests. It was based on the 
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recommendation put forward by the president of Coca-Cola Co. as part of propaganda 

counteroffensive.
32

 As Moscow had never given such publicity to its own tests, 

Washington tried to impress the world that ―the USSR is completely indifferent to health 

and safety considerations and recognizes no responsibility of reporting to world 

opinion.‖
33

 This propaganda offensive triggered strong reactions among Japan, India and 

other nations against the Soviet Union.
34 

Finding itself in the international spotlight, the 

Kremlin declared that it was taking every precautionary measure to minimize radioactive 

hazards from nuclear tests. The TASS statement soon boasted that the Soviet Union, ―as a 

rule,‖ was exploding nuclear devices at a great height in the air.
35

  

Indeed, this method was intended to avoid a Bikini incident-type accident by heavy 

fallout, according to Yulii Khariton, the director of the Soviet nuclear weapons laboratory 

Arzamas-16.
36

 By 1957, for the same purpose, all large-yield detonations moved from 

Semipalatinsk to a new test site in Novaya Zemlya, an archipelago in the Arctic Ocean.
37

 

Aerial explosions in a remote place, however, hardly solved the problem of global fallout. 

While this method prevented a fireball from sucking up matters on the surface and 

creating a dangerous concentration of radioactive dust, it did not change the overall 

volume of Sr-90 and other radioactive materials derived from fission materials. Worse, it 

spread them far around the Arctic Circle and beyond.
38

 It was as if a taller chimney 
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―solved‖ air pollution, only to redistribute its potential harm to a wider group of people. 

As the tropospheric (lower atmospheric) portion of radioactive fallout tended to settle on 

the ground along the latitudes of nuclear detonation point, the Soviet Union's ―fallout 

safety measures‖ resulted in the creation of a new risk community along the upper 

northern hemisphere. The USAEC, however, did not dare to expose this fallacy. Morse 

Salisbury, the Commission's public relations director, pointed out that any implied 

criticism of the Russian fallout ―might bounce back on us.‖ After all, he said, it was the 

USAEC which widely publicized the same method as if it addressed the danger of global 

fallout.
39

  

   A growing outcry over global fallout continued to put the Soviet Union in the 

spotlight. On April 2, 1957, when the executive council of the WPC discussed a public 

appeal to the world, the Japanese delegation from Gensuikyō and some leading pro-

communist scientists, such as Joliot-Curie and J. D. Bernal, a British Marxist chemist, 

quoted numerous scientific reports and warned of the hazards of global fallout from 

nuclear tests.
40

 The resultant Berlin Appeal denounced all nuclear nations, including the 

Soviet Union, for the spiral of nuclear tests which endangered peace, ―scatter[ed] radio 

strontium, and pollute[d] air and land.‖
41

 This unusual resolution of the pro-Soviet peace 

campaign upset the Kremlin because it denounced the Soviet Union together with the 

Western nuclear countries for radioactive fallout.  Party Secretariats and the Foreign 
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Ministry promptly demanded the full explanation of this ―serious mistake.‖
42

  

The Soviet Peace Committee (SPC), the Soviet arm of the WPC, was thrown into a 

chaos. Nikolai Tikhonov, a Soviet writer who chaired the committee, decided not to 

publish the Berlin Appeal ostensibly because of the fear that its reference to the peril of 

Sr-90 might create ―a panic mood.‖
43

 Although the SPC admitted its ―mistake,‖ it also 

found a rare opportunity in the meteoric rise of antinuclear sentiments in the West to 

force the banning of nuclear weapons.
44

 The Soviet Union's peace front, however, 

suffered from the lack of scientific advice. One of the SPC members complained that, 

unlike scientists in the West, their Soviet counterparts, in particular ―our geneticists,‖ 

were criticized for the lack of understanding or willingness to speak of this problem.
45

 

The Soviet geneticists, long marginalized by the Lysenko school, were ill prepared to 

play an active role in the Soviet peace offensive.  

Soviet experts also had great trouble in shaping the course of discussion in the 

UNSCEAR. The Soviet delegation was led by A. V. Lebedinskiy, a corresponding 

member of the Soviet Academy of Medical Sciences. Like the geneticists, Lebedinskiy 

was also subject to a Lysenkoite pressure regarding the orthodox tradition of I. P. Pavlov, 

Russia‘s physiologist renowned for his study of conditioned reflexes. At the 1950 

scientific conference, some of Pavlov‘s disciples charged their fellow Pavlovian L. A. 

Orbeli and his co-workers, including Lebedinskiy, for their sin of ―cosmopolitanism,‖ 

following the ―idealist‖ theories of Western physiologists who stressed subjective 

experiences. This charge was apparently connected to Lysenko‘s antagonism against 
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Orbeli who had failed to endorse Lysenko‘s claims and sheltered some Drosophila 

geneticists in one of his institutes.
46

  

While Orbeli was stripped of all but one post, Lebedinskiy seemingly managed to 

escape. In 1954, he was appointed to the directorship of the Biophysics Laboratory of the 

Health Ministry. On December 24, 1955, shortly after the UN General Assembly 

approved the creation of the UNSCEAR, the Kremlin nominated Lebebinskiy as the head 

of the Soviet delegation. Lebedinskiy, however, was under pressure to promote the work 

of indigenous, original, and ideologically correct sciences in the international arena. 

Instructions for the second session of the UNSCEAR in October 1956, for example, 

included a mission to object to the evaluation of radiation effects on the reproductive 

cells and to make the counterargument that ―genetic effects might happen as a result of 

the activity of radiation on the whole organism, not only on the gonads.‖
47

 This view 

closely reflected that of the Lysenko school, insisting that the environment, not the 

reproductive cells, determined one‘s genetic character.  

The Soviet delegation also followed the Pavlovian tradition and stressed the subtle 

effects of very low radiation on the central nervous system. This claim drew a sharp 

contrast with the radiation hazards paradigm in the West, which centered on lethal effects 

such as cancer and leukemia.
48

 The UNSCEAR experts found a certain academic value in 

the Soviet point of view but brushed it aside, pointing out that the character, duration, and 
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magnitude of nerve effects remained too uncertain.
49

 During the first few UNSCEAR 

sessions, the Soviet experts found it difficult to affect the course of deliberations, let 

alone guide them toward the Soviet political position calling for an immediate nuclear 

test ban.     

 

Reconstruction of risk knowledge  

The dearth of knowledge about radiation genetics and molecular biology hampered 

Soviet initiatives both on the peace front and in science diplomacy. This dismal situation, 

however, was slowly changing. Following Stalin‘s death in March 1953, the marginalized 

community of classic geneticists began to fight back the Lysenko school. A leading figure 

was Nikolay P. Dubinin. One of the prime targets for Lysenko‘s persecution, Dubinin led 

to the closure of his institution in 1948. Beginning in January 1954, Dubinin repeatedly 

petitioned the government, communist party, and the USSR Academy of Sciences (AN 

SSSR) for the rehabilitation of genetic studies. Initially, global fallout was not a factor in 

this intellectual renaissance. Dubinin placed his appeal on the problem of scientific 

integrity as well as on economic and welfare issues which Lysenko had promised to solve 

but failed.
50

 As discussed before, the letter of 300 referred to the Geneva conference, but 

not the problem of global fallout.  

The Academy of Sciences reacted to Dubinin‘s petition only slowly. A. I. Oparin, a 

biochemist and one of the ardent supporters of Lysenko, obstructed its review until his 
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term as the secretary of the division of biological sciences ended in 1955.
51

 In June 1956, 

the presidium finally approved the creation of a Laboratory of Radiation Genetics within 

the Institute of Biophysics and appointed Dubinin as its chief.
52

 Dubinin later recalled 

that the director of the Biophysics Institute since its establishment in 1952, Aleksandr M. 

Kuzin, was supportive but ignorant about classic genetics.
53

 This unflattering account, 

however, belied the crucial role Kuzin was to play in linking the rehabilitated Soviet 

science to the fallout debate. By the time when Dubinin met him, Kuzin had been deeply 

involved in the Kremlin‘s peace offensive. He was one of the three Soviet scientists who 

had participated in Bertrand Russell‘s conference in August 1955.
54

 As we will see, Kuzin 

became a regular member at the Pugwash conferences and later succeeded Lebedinskiy 

as the head of the Soviet delegation to the UNSCEAR.  

Soviet atomic physicists, weighing in for Dubinin and his associates, forged another 

link between the anti-Lysenko struggle and the fallout debate. The success of Soviet 

nuclear weapons development boosted their political status to an unmatched level, which 

created a little corner of intellectual freedom in the totalitarian society.
55

 Keenly aware of 

their privileged position, the atomic physicists strove to extend institutional shelters and 

political capital to the anti-Lysenko geneticists.
56

 What bound the physics and genetics 

community, however, was not only the shared sense of revulsion against Lysenkoism 

across disciplines. The discovery of the molecular structure of double-helix model of 
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deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in 1953 by James Watson and Francis Crick caused a 

worldwide sensation among physicists and chemists and further discredited Lysenko. 

While Lysenko had long insisted on the existence of laws unique to biological 

phenomenon, the DNA model made it possible to reduce the analysis of genetic events 

down to molecular levels subject to the laws of physics and chemistry.
57

 The discovery of 

DNA broke the thick wall between disciplines in the Soviet Union, and thus legitimated a 

larger role for atomic physicists and chemists in life sciences.  

One of the key atomic physicists in the physicists-geneticists coalition was Igor E. 

Tamm. One observer later characterized this Nobel laureate of 1958 as ―a harsh, 

impulsive individual, intolerant to all sorts of hypocrisy and incapable of any kind of 

compromising.‖
58

 As one of the signers of the Letter of 300, Tamm simply could not 

tolerate the pseudoscience of Lysenkoism. In February 1956, Tamm, together with 

Nikolai V. Timofeyev-Resovskiy, a notable radiation geneticist, delivered a lecture on the 

genetic code and radiation genetics at one of Pyotr L. Kapitsa's physics seminars. A 

Russian-born physicist researching at Cambridge, Kapitsa was forced to stay in the USSR 

since 1934. Later he defied Stalin‘s order and refused to work on nuclear weapons, but 

dedicated himself to the development of Soviet science. Known for his exceptional 

courage, Kapitsa successfully deflected Khrushchev‘s pressure to call off the seminar. 

Timofeev-Resovskiy later recalled that the seminar room, hallway, and even staircase had 

been fully packed.
59

 This forum, which continued until 1964 as ―Tamm's lecture,‖ not 
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only provided a protective shelter for anti-Lysenko biologists but also laid an intellectual 

groundwork for atomic physicists to keep abreast of the latest development of genetics 

and molecular biology.   

Another atomic physicist who led the interdisciplinary coalition was Igor Kurchatov. 

As discussed before, Kurchatov was one of the first Soviet scientists who conceived the 

biological danger of global fallout during a thermonuclear war. He was also a tireless 

lobbyist for the revival of Soviet genetics. Although Kurchatov, a member of the Central 

Committee, refrained from signing the letter of 300, he tried to promote Dubinin‘s cause 

whenever possible. In 1956, Kurchatov visited Dubinin at his apartment and introduced 

two of his chief weapons scientists, Iakov V. Zel‘dovich and Andrei D. Sakharov, both of 

who had signed the letter of 300.
60

 At the beginning of 1957, Kurchatov also arranged 

Dubinin‘s talk at one of the presidium meetings of the Academy of Sciences to ensure 

that the Academy‘s leadership understood the compelling need for reconstructing Soviet 

genetics.
61

  

In their joint struggle against Lysenkoism, the coalition of atomic scientists and 

classic geneticists tried to exploit the state‘s growing interest in the biological danger of 

radioactive fallout from a nuclear war and weapons testing. While the Lysenko school 

maintained its status through its extravagant promise of immediate and impressive results 

in agricultural production, it could not possibly make a convincing case for nuclear 

defense and peace offensive because this vital Cold War concern revolved around 

radiation damage on chromosomes. The fallout debate thus provided a powerful political 
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weapon for the anti-Lysenko faction to impress the Kremlin with the usefulness of 

genetic studies. In March 1957, when the Academy‘s presidium discussed the plan to 

create an Institute of Cytology and Genetics under Dubinin‘s directorship as part of a 

scientific complex in Novosibirsk, some presidium members eagerly noted the proposal‘s 

merit for Soviet nuclear policy. One of them was A. P. Vinogradov, a notable geochemist 

who was one of the coauthors of Kurchatov‘s ill-fated propaganda material about the 

danger of worldwide fallout during a thermonuclear war. ―No ordinary slogan or threat 

will decide this struggle for peace, the ban of tests, and the halt of the military use of 

atomic energy,‖ he said. ―The only solution in this battlefront – It is genetics, which will 

stop all talks and provide a singular solution.‖
62

 Kapitsa was equally eager to point to the 

value of radiobiology for nuclear survival. ―It should be said bluntly, and with no 

hesitation at all, that a future war, whether it will happen or not, will be decided by 

biology and nothing else! It is not physics which decide this problem, but biology will 

decide what will be the consequence of an atomic war!‖
63  

The Lysenko school naturally viewed this rapid development with great alarm. ―An 

absolute necessity of the further expansion of radiobiology research should by no means 

serve as a motive to restore Morganism and create a Morganist center,‖ a number of party 

officials in the Institute of Genetics complained to Dmitri T. Shepilov, the party 

secretariat. ―It is no coincidence that this institute [of Cytology and Genetics] rallies all 

Morganist cadres working in the nation's various scientific institutions.‖
64

 The problem of 

radioactive fallout was one of the elements which helped the anti-Lysenko coalition in 
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rolling back Lysenkoism and played an active role in the subsequent fallout debate.  

 

Challenge to the clean bomb  

Around the time when the anti-Lysenko scientists justified the need of genetic 

studies in terms of their political values, the Kremlin turned to them for to help 

undermine U.S. policy toward a nuclear test ban. As seen in Chapter 6, the East-West 

disarmament negotiations commenced in March 1957 stalled when Washington 

conditioned a test ban upon the installation of international inspection and the cessation 

of fission material production for weapons purposes. Harold Stassen tried to loosen this 

linkage, but U.S. allies strongly reacted and John Foster Dulles restrained him by the 

summer of 1957. After this diplomatic blunder, the U.S. delegation refused to make 

concessions, repeating the argument supplied by Willard Libby and Edward Teller that 

the health risk of radioactive fallout was insignificant, and that the United States was 

developing clean bombs to reduce contamination. The Soviet representative, Valerian A. 

Zorin, found it difficult to refute various technical claims the United States made in the 

defense of weapons testing.  

As the United States deployed one side of the fallout debate to resist a test ban, the 

Soviet government realized the vital need of counterarguments. Zorin's urgent request for 

diplomatic ammunition prompted the Scientific-Technological Council within the 

Ministry of Medium Machines-Building, which oversaw the USSR‘s atomic energy 

program, to scrutinize Libby's speeches and articles for possible flaws.
65 

One of the 

detected problems was the argument that the clean bomb reduced fission fallout and was 
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thus less harmful than its conventional type. It was the logic Teller repeatedly cited in his 

attempt to solve the problem of radioactive contamination through technological 

innovations. Kurchatov, the chairman of the Council, asked Andrei Sakharov to write a 

unclassified journal article against the clean bomb.
66

  

The first Soviet scientist who took issue with the clean bomb, however, was Ovsei I. 

Leipunskiy. He was the younger brother of Aleksandr I. Leipunskiy, who developed fast 

bleed reactors to produce plutonium for the Soviet atomic bomb. Like his brother, Ovsei 

worked in the weapons program as an expert of the dosimeter of atomic explosions.
67

 In 

his journal article published in the fall of 1957, Leipunskiy challenged the definition of 

―cleanness.‖ He confirmed that the clean bomb was indeed effective in reducing damage 

from fission fallout such as Sr-90. Leipunskiy, however, pointed out another source of 

danger. High-energy neutrons escaping from thermonuclear explosions, clean or dirty, 

irradiated nitrogen in the air and turned it into Carbon-14. C-14, whose half-life of 

emitting β-radiation was over 5,000 years, added the dimension of time in which it posed 

a relatively small but lasting danger to the human gene pool. A 10-MT clean explosion, 

Leipunskiy argued, would ultimately produce 2,500,000 victims of genetic damage, 

compared to 49,000 in the case of the fission detonation.
68 

Leipunskiy‘s report, submitted 

to UNSCEAR in September 1957, caused a sensation outside the Iron Curtain. It was the 

time when some scientists became disturbed by a reported rapid increase of C-14 in the 

atmosphere. Ray Appleyard, a Canadian geneticist who served as the UNSCEAR‘s 
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scientific secretary, voiced his deep concern. He later told a U.S. scientist that the 

UNSCEAR studied a degree of hazard at any given time, in which C-14 posed an 

extremely small risk to the individual, but overlooked its total cumulative damage of 

radioactive fallout over a long period of time.
69

  

Based on Leipunskiy‘s calculation, Sakharov put forward his own estimate. 

According to him, radioactive fallout from 50 MT nuclear explosions thus far would 

ultimately result in 500,000 victims of genetic illness and health effects among 30 billion 

people to be born to Earth for the next 100 generations.
70

 Sakharov‘s singular 

contribution, however, was his explicit moral message accompanying numerical 

estimates. He later recalled that, in the course of preparing this article, he became 

acquainted with Albert Schweitzer‘s argument which raised the profound moral question 

of harming innocent bystanders for the purpose of nuclear weapons.
71 

If the knowledge of 

radiation genetics informed Sakharov‘s scientific discussion, Schweitzer‘s voice laid the 

ethical ground for Sakharov to challenge the logic of comparative risk analysis, which led 

the U.S. government to dismiss the risk of global fallout as negligible. The comparison to 

natural background radiation, Sakharov argued, did not alter the fact that this artificial 

product caused human suffering, including ―people living in neutral countries and yet-

unborn children.‖
72

 He also rejected the comparison to automobile accidents and other 

modern hazards, insisting that global fallout offered no positive benefit, evaded 
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technological control, and subjected itself to neither consent nor justice.
73

 Sakharov‘s 

argument, driven by the mixture of morality and science, turned out to be an excellent 

propaganda material for the Kremlin. Kurchatov strongly endorsed his draft article, and 

Khrushchev personally edited and authorized its publication at the end of June 1958, 

three months after the Soviet Union had declared a unilateral moratorium on nuclear 

testing (see Chapter 8).
74

 

The Soviet attack on the clean bomb coincided with the outbreak of criticisms 

outside the Iron Curtain against the clean bomb. Linus Pauling, who blended science and 

morality in a strikingly similar manner as Sakharov, conceived the danger of C-14 out of 

his running debate with Willard Libby and Edward Teller. Libby‘s public reference to the 

amount of C-14 produced in nuclear explosions seemed to prompt Pauling to estimate C-

14 hazards. On April 28, 1958, Pauling made the announcement that the danger of C-14 

would exceed that of Sr-90 by 200 times. The C-14 created in all past nuclear explosions, 

he predicted, would lead to 5,000,000 genetically defective children in the next 300 

generations plus millions of cases of bone cancer and leukemia.
75

 His assertion instantly 

triggered strong reactions from Willard Libby, J. Lawrence Kulp, and other scientists who 

denounced Pauling for his inflated estimates and lack of reference to the infinitesimal 

scale of damage compared to that of natural background radiation. Pauling, however, 

continued to press on the peril of C-14—and the clean bomb—through his public 

speeches and writings.
76

  

The danger of C-14, however, was not news for the USAEC. Indeed, one of the 
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initial objections to the making of the H-bomb on the eve of Truman‘s decision in 1950 

was a possibility that C-14 might pollute the Earth‘s atmosphere to a dangerous extent.
77

 

At that time, the USAEC had ruled out such a danger on the basis of its extremely small 

individual health effect.
78

 The arguments put forward by Leipunskiy, Sakharov, and 

Pauling, however, hardly changed the Commission‘s opinion. While these scientists 

stressed the risk in absolute terms, the USAEC dismissed it in comparative terms. One 

estimate predicted that C-14 from bomb tests up to date might produce 48,400 births with 

physical or mental defects for the next 8,000 years. This number, however, was less than 

one millionth of about 54 billion such births from all genetic causes.
79

 Libby, known as 

the world‘s foremost expert of C-14 dating, passionately defended the merit of the clean 

bomb. Such a weapon, replacing a dangerous concentration of heavy fission fallout with 

a much more slight risk of C-14, was ―a net gain from any point of view‖ because it 

would save millions of lives during a nuclear war and make it possible to use nuclear 

explosions for peaceful purposes.
80

 Libby‘s C-14 risk analysis strongly echoed Edward 

Teller‘s ethical outlook which championed social progress through the full use of atomic 

energy for war and peace.  

The debate over the ―cleanness‖ of the clean bomb highlighted the formation of an 

international coalition of scientists across the Iron Curtain, who chose a nuclear test ban 

over technological innovations in order to stop both fallout hazards and arms race. As 
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will be discussed in Chapter 8, the U.S. policymakers were also split over the two choices 

when the Soviet Union suddenly announced a moratorium. The competing approaches to 

global fallout continued to play out until the conclusion of the PTBT in 1963.  

 

The Pugwash conference and the Soviet Union’s pursuit of expert consensus  

The Soviet government‘s propaganda campaign propelled its atomic scientists, now 

fully integrated into the global community of scientific knowledge and moral discourse, 

into the fallout debate. An international meeting of scientists in July 1957 provided an 

institutional framework for their activism. This conference, held in the sleepy town of 

Pugwash, Nova Scotia, was a substitute for the forum the British philosopher Bertrand 

Russell had originally planned in India at the beginning of 1957. The existing scholarly 

studies, however, have rarely referred to the crucial context of global fallout behind the 

Pugwash conference.
81

 As discussed in Chapter 5, Russell fully exploited the lack of 

expert consensus on fallout hazards to create momentum for his idea of gathering 

eminent scientists from both sides of the Iron Curtain and discussing their common 

concern. Russell dropped his ambitious appeal to make the conference as an alternative to 

the UNSCEAR, but make it one of the three working grounds of the Pugwash conference, 

one of which was dedicated to the danger of radiation hazards (The other two concerned 

nuclear disarmament and the role of scientists in society).  

The Soviet government initially approved the participation of A. V. Topchiev (oil 

chemist), D. V. Skobel‘tsyn (physicist), and two biochemists, A. I. Oparin and N. M. 
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Sisakyan, for Russell's cancelled meeting in India. On the eve of the Pugwash 

conference, however, the Kremlin accepted the request of the Soviet Academy of 

Sciences to replace Oparin and Sisakyan with A. M. Kuzin.
82

 The true motive for this 

last-minute shuffle is unknown, but it underlined the growing capacity and willingness of 

the Soviet scientific community to discuss seriously with their Western colleagues 

radiation damage to the chromosome. While Oparin still strongly endorsed Lysenkoism, 

Kuzin was deeply committed to reestablishing the place of genetics in Soviet biological 

sciences.  

At the working group on radiation hazards, Kuzin tried to swing the conference‘s 

opinion toward a test ban by stressing the great uncertainty about the distribution and 

effect of global fallout. First, he challenged the hypothesis that global fallout settled 

down thinly over the world in a uniform manner. Citing some studies by Soviet scientists, 

Kuzin pointed out that wind patterns created a band of fallout, and that some food took 

up Sr-90 more than others. He also disputed the claim, presumably based on the outdated 

U.S. civil defense manual, that a daily dose up to 0.1 r was safe. He pointed out that some 

serious diseases like leukemia and hypofis adenomas (a kind of benign tumor in an 

endocrine gland) might have a much lower threshold than a conventional index of bone 

cancer. Kuzin alleged that opponents insisted that nuclear explosions were ―safe,‖ and 

denounced such a characterization as ―pseudo-scientific.‖ Donning the aura of scientific 

authority, Kuzin also cited ―the great principles of humanism‖ as a moral guide to 

interpret the risk of global fallout. This mixture of science and morality underpinned 

Kuzin‘s call for a test ban as the first step towards the abolition of nuclear weapons.
83
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The Pugwash conference provided the friendly audience for Kuzin‘s argument. The 

representation of scientific disciplines at Pugwash was different from those in the U.S. 

NAS and British MRC committees as well as the UNSCEAR. The working group on 

fallout hazards was made of geneticists, biophysicists, and atomic physicists, but no 

oncologists or clinical experts who had long led the discussion of radiation hazards.
84

  

Eugene Rabinowitch, the editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists and one of the 

U.S. delegates to Pugwash, later justified this skewed composition as a counterweight to 

balance the dominance of medical experts in the USAEC.
85

 It had a considerable effect, 

however, on the way in which Pugwash handled scientific uncertainty surrounding cancer 

and leukemia induction. As discussed before, the NAS pathologists believed that cancer 

events had a practical threshold, and that epidemiological data about leukemia was too 

unreliable. For them, uncertainty was a call for further research, not a premature 

conclusion. The Pugwash members, however, understood uncertainty as a sufficient 

reason to accept the non-threshold hypothesis as a prudent basis for the analysis of fallout 

hazards.  

The Pugwash conference was inclined towards a conservative attitude toward global 

fallout also because it was an international forum, which allowed the Japanese scientists 

to challenge the culture-specific assumption that the main source of calcium and Sr-90 

was milk. Willard Libby repeatedly claimed that the food chain from soil to milk 

screened Sr-90 by a factor of 15 before it was deposited in human bones. The Japanese 

delegates to the Pugwash conference, however, reported that a plant-based diet in Asia 
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had only a factor of 4. This finding indicated that those who took calcium mainly from 

rice and vegetables tended to build up Sr-90 in bone much faster than those who took 

calcium from milk and dairy products.
86

 The international character of the Pugwash 

conference also sharpened its focus on the moral problem of innocent bystanders in the 

world. In its public statement, the committee on fallout hazards declared that the effects 

of widespread fallout, declared, were ―global, and exerted upon citizens of all countries, 

regardless of whether they or their governments have approved the holding of tests.‖ This 

moral dilemma led the Pugwash members to reject the pertinence of comparative risk 

analysis, on which the USAEC relied in defending the continuation of nuclear tests.
87

  

The Pugwash conference interested some Soviet political leaders. By then, 

disarmament negotiations in London had come to a complete halt. While the Soviet 

representative pushed for an immediate test ban, the U.S. negotiator insisted on the 

installation of international inspection and the cessation of the production of fissionable 

materials for weapons purposes. To outmaneuver the United States, Soviet Foreign 

Minister Andrei A. Gromyko turned his eye to the growing trend of scientific activism in 

the West against fallout contamination. In his letter to the Central Committee dated July 

20, Gromyko recounted Schweitzer's speech, Pauling's petition, the Pugwash conference 

and many other initiatives taken by Western scientists to warn the world about the danger 

of fallout and call for a test ban. The Soviet government, he argued, should ―use a 

campaign among foreign scientists‖ to bring about a test ban. What Gromyko wanted, 

however, was not an endless debate. He was keenly aware of the persuasive power of 
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expert consensus. ―An authoritative opinion of scientists,‖ Gromyko observed, ―has a 

large effect upon public opinion.‖ A broad-based international conference of scientists 

like that in Pugwash, he concluded, would bolster the Soviet position against obstruction 

by the Western powers.
88

  

The Kremlin‘s interest struck a responsive chord with the Soviet scientific 

leadership. As we have discussed, the question of radioactive fallout was one of its 

justifications to rehabilitate Soviet genetics against Lysenkoism. The government‘s peace 

offensive also seemed to solve the dilemma between patriotism and pacifism. It was no 

wonder that the Soviet Academy of Sciences proved eager to take part of the propaganda 

campaign following the Pugwash conference. A key question, however, was how to frame 

the risk of global fallout in favor of a test ban. The discussion at Pugwash seemed to 

provide an answer. On August 9, when the Soviet delegates to Pugwash briefed the 

presidium on the Pugwash conference, Skobeltsyn recalled that Hans Thirring, a leading 

Austrian atomic physicist, explained the paradox of risk analysis. The number of victims 

from global fallout was impressively large in an absolute sense. But this number appeared 

to be a small fraction of the overall worldwide casualties of the same disease from other 

causes. Skobeltsyn echoed the sentiment at Pugwash against a comparative risk analysis. 

He rejected the concept of acceptable risk in the case of global fallout because its aim 

was immoral. ―We must reckon with the fact that, intentionally for the purpose of war, we 

condemn these 100,000 persons to death.‖
89

 The distinction of military and peaceful 

purposes, however, led to a double standard, which allowed the Soviet scientists to attack 

the risk of global fallout but excuse the danger of the peaceful atom.   
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To stage expert consensus in favor of a test ban, the Soviet scientists began to speak 

up with a collective voice. On August 13, a statement bearing the signatures of 196 

scientists was released, which stressed the international solidarity of scientists in face of 

the universal threat of nuclear explosions. The signers called for an international 

conference of all kinds of experts to express ―their authoritative opinion‖—not only 

atomic scientists but medical doctors, philosophers, economists, historians, sociologists, 

and teachers. It was their duty, the statement declared, ―to add their voices to the demands 

for the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests.‖
90

 In December 1957, the Pugwash 

movement decided to host a preliminary meeting in Quebec from March to April 1958, to 

be followed by a full-scale conference in Vienna. The Soviet scientists strongly supported 

this plan, and the Kremlin discussed the possibility of launching a major public relations 

campaign abroad in support of the Pugwash movement.
91

  

The call for an international conference of scientists also came from the initiative of 

Czechoslovakia, the only communist member at the UNSCEAR other than the Soviet 

Union. On July 12, on the heels of the Pugwash conference, Prague hastily asked the 

United Nations to schedule discussion on the effects of atomic radiation during the 

General Assembly in the fall.
92

 A month later, the Czechs specified the item as a request 

for a ―broad scientific conference‖ on the subject.
93

 It is unclear if there was background 

coordination between Moscow and Prague. As a Canadian delegation observed, however, 

the Czechs were ―allowed to make the all plays themselves,‖ willing to consult with a 
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number of delegates from the West.
94

 The U.S. delegation to the U.N. sharply objected to 

the Czech call for a conference, denouncing it as a plot to turn the scientist into ―a jack in 

the box in some political propaganda puppet show.‖
95 

The U.S. government managed to 

persuade the Scandinavians, the Japanese, and other potential sympathizers that such a 

conference was not only ―premature,‖ but also disrespectful of the works of the 

UNSCEAR in progress.
96

  

The Czech proposal failed, but it led to a compromise which asked the Secretary-

General to draft a plan for the ―strengthening and widening of scientific activities‖ of the 

UNSCEAR after its report in July 1958. In this unexpected manner, the UNSCEAR 

earned a fresh mandate beyond its original short-term assignment. Above all, the 

communist bloc‘s aggressive pursuit of expert consensus pointed to a hint of trouble for 

the final sessions of the UNSCEAR meeting before it adopted the final report in June 

1958.  

 

Conclusion  

In the course of the fallout debate, the Soviet Union underwent a drastic 

transformation from an apologist for radioactive fallout to a crusader. For the first few 

years after the Bikini incident, the Soviet Union was both politically and intellectually 

underprepared for playing an active role in the fallout debate. The Kremlin was 

thoroughly committed to its nuclear weapons program, and it was interested in a nuclear 

test ban as part of its disarmament policy. The Soviet scientific community was equally 

indifferent to the danger of low-level radiation. Radiation protection received only a low 
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priority in the Soviet nuclear program, and Lysenko‘s intellectual and institutional 

dominance kept Soviet biologists either unaware or silent about the hazards of global 

fallout. By 1957, the situation had changed radically. The Soviet government began to 

exploit the fallout debate as a diplomatic tool to bring about an immediate test ban. The 

Soviet atomic scientists and radiobiologists proved eager to cooperate with the state‘s 

propaganda campaign out of patriotism, pacifism, and antagonism against Lysenko‘ 

dominance in the biological sciences. By taking active part in the Kremlin‘s propaganda 

campaign, the Soviet scientists were fighting a two-front war against Lysenkoism at 

home and those opposed to a test ban abroad.  

 The Soviet government‘s propaganda project helped rehabilitate the epistemic and 

institutional platform of Soviet biological sciences. At the same time, it also familiarized 

a number of leading Soviet scientists with philosophical and moral discourses outside the 

Iron Curtain which put the risk of global fallout into perspective. Albert Schweitzer‘s 

humanism transformed Andrei Sakharov‘s outlook about global fallout and beyond. The 

Pugwash conference also informed the Soviet participants of the deep ethical dilemma of 

innocent bystanders facing fallout hazards. The combination of scientific and moral 

arguments prepared the Soviet scientists for their larger role in both the subsequent public 

debate and the UNSCEAR‘s fallout risk review.   
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

UNSCEAR AND THE NEXUS OF RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT, 

1957-1958 

 

 By the time the UNSCEAR had sped up the preparation for its final report to meet 

the deadline of summer 1958, a growing number of scientists from both sides of the Iron 

Curtain were warning the world about the danger of global fallout. U.S. and British 

groups of atomic scientists, the community of 9,000 scientists bound by Pauling‘s 

coalition, and the Pugwash movement offered their diagnoses of risks, which were 

informed by scientific facts and social values. The anti-Lysenko coalition of Soviet 

scientists, waging a two-front war on ―warmongers‖ abroad and the Lysenko school at 

home, developed its perspective of risk out of the globally accepted scientific theories 

and moral discourses. As the fallout debate reinforced the disturbing impression of 

―scientific‖ disagreement and added momentum for a test ban, the stakes of the 

UNSCEAR report as an authoritative opinion of experts could not have been higher. The 

politics of risk thus became a focus of the international expert review.   

 This chapter will first analyze the course of deliberations within the UNSCEAR, 

which led to the unanimous approval of its final report in June 1958. It will focus on the 

international character which led most UNSCEAR members to distinguish global fallout 

from the rest of radiation sources and reject the concept of acceptable risk. This 

conclusion differed widely from those of the U.S. NAS and British MRC committees 

which warned the future trend of global fallout but also placed its risk in the context of 
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hazards from other radiation sources and benefits from weapons testing. Another key 

issue was whether the UNSCEAR should draw recommendations as to the choice of 

specific methods to address the risk of global fallout. The heated debate over the 

conclusion of the UNSCEAR report will reveal a tension between the opposite impulses 

in the politics of risk: mobilizing scientific authority for a specific policy and 

demarcating them to preserve the usefulness of scientific authority.  

 The rest of the chapter will examine how political leaders and concerned citizens 

incorporated the verdict of the UNSCEAR and fallout anxiety into their positions in the 

test ban debate. The linkage between the fallout and test ban debates took strikingly 

different forms in the Soviet Union, Britain, and the United States. While the Kremlin 

sought to mobilize expert opinion and public sentiment for a test ban, the skeptics and 

opponents of prohibition in the West tried to exploit the same fallout anxiety to promote a 

limited approach designed to control and eliminate nuclear fallout without halting all 

weapons tests. While these maneuvers occurred at the level of policy development and 

diplomatic negotiations, Linus Pauling and his supporters bypassed this political process, 

bringing suit against fallout in U.S. federal court while exploring similar legal action in 

the Soviet Union. A close analysis of this unconventional approach will conclude this 

chapter on the multifaceted connection between the fallout and test ban debates.  

 

UNSCEAR 

 The UNSCEAR moved to the final stage of preparation for the report after its third 

session in April 1957. The committee broke up into seven working groups. Each group, 

comprised of 3 or 4 delegates, was responsible for drafting one of the report's seven 
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chapters. The fourth session, from January 27 to February 28, 1958 in New York, 

discussed the drafts. The Soviet delegation discarded its past low-key posture and took 

the offensive. By then, the anti-Lysenko school was rapidly rebuilding itself and serving 

as a chief source of scientific information for the Soviet delegation to the UNSCEAR. A. 

M. Kuzin advised about the genetic problem, with relevant data supplied by Dubinin and 

two radiation geneticists at Igor Kurchatov's Institute of Atomic Energy, Solomon N. 

Ardashnikov and Nikolay I. Shapiro. Nikolay A. Kraevskii and A. V. Lebedinskiy took 

charge of discussions regarding the health effects of low-level radiation. Soviet 

contributions submitted to the UNSCEAR rapidly increased to about 30 titles.
1
  

 As Lebedinskiy later explained, the UNSCEAR faced ―an interesting situation in the 

history of science‖ because the state of knowledge about the environmental distribution 

and biological effects of global fallout remained uncertain. Some argued that global 

fallout settled uniformly, but others insisted that wind patterns and food chains led to a 

strikingly uneven distribution of risk. Some claimed that cancer induction had a practical 

threshold, but others accepted the non-threshold hypothesis. The UNSCEAR thus had to 

take into account ―two contradicting fundamental positions‖ to predict the future trend of 

fallout contamination and its genetic and health hazards.
2
 The Soviet delegation at the 

UNSCEAR sought to maximize the estimates of the risk from global fallout to arrive to 

an alarming enough conclusion that would compel a nuclear test ban. According to 

Edward Pochin, one of the British delegates, the Soviet scientists were clearly eager to 
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underline much uncertainty surrounding the estimates of damage and emphasize all 

elements leading to their maximization.
3 

 

 In order to achieve its goal of linking risk knowledge to policy action, the Soviet 

delegation shrewdly tried to exploit technical data submitted by a number of non-

communist scientists, in particular by Japanese experts.
4
 But the Soviets' emphasis on this 

data irritated the Japanese delegation, which was walking a tightrope between antinuclear 

sentiment and its alliance with the United States.
5 

Despite this tension, the Soviets and 

Japanese scientists worked together to push the assessment toward the conservative end. 

The Japanese delegation, for example, insisted on making a separate estimate of 

contamination for countries where the population took most of their calcium from 

unpolished rice. Lebedinskiy strongly endorsed this motion, and even the British 

delegation considered it legitimate.
6
 The computation showed a striking variance in the 

ultimate levels of Sr-90 deposition in human bones. If one assumed the halt of all weapon 

tests at the end of 1958, milk drinkers were expected to receive the total of 0.16 rem in 

bone marrow on average for any 70-year period, but rice eaters might receive as much as 

0.96 rem during the same period of time. Regional values might differ further by a factor 

of about 1/5 to 2 because of the latitudinal variation of fallout rate and deposit (TABLE 
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8-1).
 7

 The spatial distribution of global fallout was highly uneven and clearly disjointed 

from the social allocation of alleged national security values from weapons testing.   

 

TABLE 8-1: Estimated Doses from Stratospheric Fallout
8
 

 

 

 As for the biological effects of low-level radiation, all agreed on a non-threshold 

hypothesis for the genetic risk. Indeed, the genetic section of the UNSCEAR report was a 

triumph for the anti-Lysenko faction in the Soviet Union. It declared that ―very many 

geneticists believe that the ultimate carrier of genetic information is likely to be the 

arrangement of the nucleotides in DNA.‖
 9

 The UNSCEAR members, however, were split 

over the health effects. The Soviet delegation naturally endorsed a non-threshold 

hypothesis, which would help it in arguing that even the slightest contamination from 
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weapons testing might result in some deaths. The U.S. and British delegations, in 

contrast, insisted that the UNSCEAR should refrain from concluding for or against the 

existence of a threshold. Indeed, their national expert reports suspended such a judgment 

and called for further research. Both sides reached a compromise, agreeing that the risk of 

bone cancer and leukemia should be estimated according to both the threshold and non-

threshold models.
10

  

 The question remained, however, as to how to express a possible detrimental effect 

in the non-threshold case. As we have seen, calculating the number of potential casualties 

was a powerful rhetorical tool to force the recognition its seriousness. Some UNSCEAR 

members strongly objected to this method of description, insisting that the margin of 

error was too large. Indeed, to calculate the number of casualties from global fallout, one 

had to assume the natural frequency of all cases of a particular effect and the ratio of 

those attributable to a natural radiation level. The U.S. NAS and British MRC reports 

made the above assumptions for genetic damage but refused to do so for leukemia and 

bone cancer. Linus Pauling and other scientists, however, widely publicized various 

numbers of victims. To refute these competing predictions, the UNSCEAR found it 

inevitable to put forward its own number.
11

  

 The genetics section put forward an estimate that one rad to one single generation 

would ultimately result in a range of 100 to 4,000 individual genetic defects in one 

million persons. If the world‘s population stabilized at 5 billion before current mutation 

was so expressed, and the population below the mean age of breeding was about 2.5 

billion, all past tests would ultimately add a total of 2,500 to 100,000 major genetic 
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defects, spreading out in an unknown manner over an extremely long period, when 

natural radiation caused a range of 25,000 to 1 million each single year (TABLE 8-2).
12

 

The UNSCEAR also decided to list the number of casualties from leukemia and bone 

tumors. For this purpose, it adopted the hypothesis that one rem would cause 52 cases in 

one million individuals in 70 years for leukemia, and 4 to 8 cases for bone cancer.
13

 If 

threshold was 0 rem, all past tests would add between 400 to 2,000 to the 150,000 annual 

cases of leukemia, and cause between 70 to 900 in the case of bone cancer each year 

among the world‘s 3 billion people.. A total of leukemia cases from the past explosions 

was a range of less than 25,000 to 150,000 (TABLE 8-2).
14

   

 

TABLE 8-2: Estimates of Certain Possible Annual Consequences of Radiation  

Received by World Population from Certain Sources
15
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The numerical estimates of casualties in the UNSCEAR report, including both the 

threshold and non-threshold hypothesis, and the absolute and comparative analysis of 

casualties, represented a compromise in the fallout debate over the paradigm of radiation 

hazards and the framing of risk. Even this compromise was a significant development, as 

the U.S. NAS and British MRC reports expressed the risk in comparative terms and 

refused to calculate the theoretical number of casualties on the non-threshold hypothesis.  

 The single most important component of the UNSCEAR report was its conclusion, 

Chapter H. This chapter put the above numerical estimates of damage, described in 

TABLE 8-2, in perspective. This crucial chapter was drafted over the summer of 1957 by 

Zénon Bacq (Belgium), Rolf Sievert (Sweden), Pochin (UK), and V. R. Khanolkar 

(India). Once the draft was tabled during the fourth session, Lebedinskiy submitted an 

alternative text, which explicitly recommended that the U.N. General Assembly ban 

testexplosions. Bacq, who was the chairman of the session, tried to remind Lebedinskiy 

of the terms of reference which limited the scope of the UNSCEAR‘s recommendations 

to the standardization, coordination, and direction of scientific research. The Soviet 

delegation, however, insisted that even the slightest biological damage of global fallout 

demanded the cessation of contamination because, Lebedinskiy argued, the concept of 

acceptable risk was not applicable to global fallout. To underline this point, he introduced 

a new paragraph to the draft report. The text readily accepted the principle of acceptable 

risk for radiation hazards relating to medical, industrial, and scientific activities on 

grounds that these uses were ―strictly controlled‖ and ―for man‘s benefit and his 

interest.‖
16

 Contamination from weapons testing, in contrast, defied control and offered 
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no benefit. The Czech delegate quickly added an amendment, which strongly implied that 

a test ban was the only mode of control available.
17

      

 The denial of the concept of acceptable risk for global fallout, as it turned out, earned 

a strong support among UNSCEAR members.
18 

This tide of opinion ran direct counter to 

the U.S. and British position that the risk of global fallout was universally acceptable in 

light of the military value of weapons testing and other modern hazards. A draft text for 

Paragraph 45 of Chapter H, based on the Soviet-Czech proposal, placed a strong 

emphasis on the distinction of risks in terms of control and benefit. It also noted that 

―relevant measures of an international character‖ alone could exercise control over global 

fallout.
19

 Unlike the U.S. NAS and British MRC reports, which concluded that the risk of 

global fallout was insignificant in comparative terms, the majority opinion of the 

UNSCEAR refuted the validity of such a point of view.   

 The Soviet delegation, not satisfied, was insistent on its demand that the UNSCEAR 

should explicitly advocate a test ban. Maurice Errata, a Belgian and one of the 

UNSCEAR‘s staff secretaries, later observed that no one would have objected to such a 

recommendation if the subject were a toxic drug or household chemical.
20

 At issue here, 

however, was national security. But of equal importance was the unanimous adoption of 

the final report. U.N. officials strongly reminded the UNSCEAR members that all past 

U.N. decisions relating to peaceful uses of atomic energy had been made with no 
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dissent.
21

 This was unusual in the Cold War world, and the United Nations wanted to 

preserve this record as a political asset. The U.S. government also attempted to avoid a 

minority report. Shields Warren, the head of the U.S. delegation to the UNSCEAR, 

pointed out that the final report would fail to win confidence of both world opinion and 

the U.N. General Assembly unless it was endorsed by all members.
22

  

 To establish common ground, Belgium, India, and Sweden respectively proposed 

amendments to Paragraph 45. India proposed a text closest to the USSR‘s demand, 

suggesting a test ban as the solution to fallout contamination. Sweden sided with the 

United States, declaring that contamination from weapons testing still required the careful 

consideration of military values, and that such a deliberation lay beyond the scope of the 

UNSCEAR. Belgium took the middle ground with an amendment that referred to a test 

ban as one of the methods to minimize human irradiation, but argued that the choice of a 

specific approach was in the realm of both national and international decisions. On 

February 28, with no compromise reached on Paragraph 45, the UNSCEAR decided to 

postpone its decision until the final session in June.
23

   

 The U.S. delegation realized that it was losing bargaining power in guiding the 

UNSCEAR‘s conclusion toward endorsing the U.S. position. Shields Warren found that 

Sievert and other experts from non-communist countries genuinely worried about the 

lack of control over global fallout. He also sensed ―a strong emotional drive among 

almost all members of the Committee to eliminate weapons testing.‖ Much to his chagrin, 

Warren told a U.S. official, ―the world scientific community as well as the United States 
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community is not convinced of the validity of the US position on testing.‖
24

 The U.S. 

delegation gave up its own initiative and instead tried to work cooperatively on the Indian 

or Swedish draft in order to keep India, Egypt, Japan and other non-communist members 

from signing a minority report with the communists. After Sievert withdrew the Swedish 

text, the United States turned to the Belgium draft, believing that it would compromise 

their position the least of all.
25

  

 The fear of a minority report gripped Washington but hardly bothered London.
26

 The 

British government was firmly determined to fight any proposal for a test ban until the 

U.S. Congress revised the Atomic Energy Act so that the US and Britain could share  

nuclear technologies. The unique personality of the British delegation also seemed to 

reinforce its adamant resistance against the tide of opinion at the UNSCEAR which 

exempted global fallout from the concept of acceptable risk. Edward Pochin, the head of 

the British delegation, strongly believed in the notion of acceptable risk as applicable to 

all modern social activities. Later in life, Pochin became one of the most ardent 

popularizers of this concept, advocating the quantification of both technical/biological 

hazards and social benefits.
27

 David Sowby, a notable Irish radiation protection expert 

who served as the scientific secretary of the ICRP, later recalled Pochin‘s habit of 

calculating the risk to ‖steeple-jacks, acrobats, deep-sea drivers, and others‖ whenever he 
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heard news on bizarre incidents.
28

 Naturally, Pochin was the one who had a ―marathon 

argument‖ with Lebedinskiy hour after hour during the fourth session of the UNSCEAR. 

―It was like the Men‘s Final at Wimbledon,‖ Sowby stated in his recollection.
29

  

 After the session adjourned, the British delegation called a meeting of Western 

UNSCEAR members to modify the Belgium text in such a manner as to deny the unique 

risk of global fallout and its implication for a test ban. The British tried to incorporate the 

option of test ―limitation,‖ as opposed to a total ban, as one of the means to contain 

fallout contamination. They also played up the risks of the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy, such as nuclear reactor accidents and radioactive wastes disposal, to divert focus 

away from global fallout.
30

 This argument was ironic because the British government was 

still reeling from Britain‘s worst nuclear accident. In October 1957, one of the Windscale 

Piles, which was producing plutonium for nuclear weapons, caught a fire and released an 

estimated 750 TBq (terabecquerels) of fission products.
31

  

 Despite its desperate attempt, the British delegation failed to persuade other Western 

colleagues in altering the Belgium text. The Canadians, for example, pointed out that 

placing too much emphasis on the dangers of the peaceful atom might be counter-

effective. A test ban could be justified as a means to preserve the maximum margin for 

industrial leaks and reactor accidents in the future.
32

 The U.S. delegation also found it 

difficult to equate global fallout with other types of radiation hazards because the former 
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lacked technological means of control. Above all, the U.S. and Belgian members feared 

that any attempt to revise the Belgian text would make the situation worse because the 

Indian and other less sympathetic delegations would insist on their amendments.
33  

In the 

end, the Western delegations agreed to a minor amendment alone, inserting a reference to 

reactor accidents as another example of uncontrollable radiation hazards.
  

 During the fifth session in June, the UNSCEAR voted on the Russian, Indian, and 

Belgian texts for the report's conclusion. The Russian draft was soundly rejected, and the 

Indian text also failed to pass. The winner was the Belgian text, with 9 in favor, 5 against 

(Czech, USSR, Egypt, India, and France) with 1 abstention (Japan). Upon the request by 

the Soviets, the final report included the Indian and Russian texts in the  footnotes. After 

this compromise, the UNSCEAR unanimously approved the whole report.
34

 The report's 

conclusion soundly rejected the logic of comparative risk analysis in the case of global 

fallout. It also made a clear reference to a test ban as one of the ―steps designed to 

minimize irradiation of human populations.‖ It stopped short of making explicit 

recommendations, however, which the report declared lay ―outside the scope of [the 

UNSCEAR's] work.‖
35

 The task of linking an assessment of risk to a nuclear test ban was 

lodged in the hands of policymakers in the three nuclear countries. 

 The 1958 UNSCEAR report delivered most to the Soviet Union. The lack of a clear 

call for a test ban, however, deeply disappointed some Soviet scientists who tried to turn 

a propaganda achievement into a boost for the reconstruction of the biological sciences. 

Back in Moscow, Dubinin fumed at the fact that the UNSCEAR report did not fully 
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discuss genetic damage . He reminded his colleagues that Khrushchev had once deplored 

that Soviet scientists only ―shyly‖ wrote about the harm of hydrogen bombs. It was the 

genetic effect, Dubinin claimed, which could provide the Soviet Union with scientific 

grounds against nuclear weapons that were ―impossible to dispute.‖
36

  

 The anti-Lysenko school desperately needed a decisive propaganda victory when 

Khrushchev‘s attitude was still oscillating between the two factions of the biological 

sciences. The Soviet Premier even indicated his support for Lysenko who pledged to help 

with the state‘s aggressive plan for agricultural production. Later in June 1959, 

Khrushchev complained that all Dubinin did was attack Lysenko, bringing ―very little 

benefit to science and practical work.‖
37

 In his letter to Khrushchev dated August 1959, 

Dubinin tried to legitimize his science in terms of numerous practical results, including 

its singular contribution to the Soviet campaign for a test ban. ―Currently, it is radiation 

genetics which gives major biological arguments demonstrating the inadmissibility of 

testing atomic and hydrogen bombs.‖
38

 Dubinin even claimed that his conservative view 

on the doubling dose had successfully persuaded U.S. and other UNSCEAR members, 

leading to their conclusion in favor of a test ban. ―Certainly in this case,‖ Dubinin stated 

in the letter, ―the aggressive spirit of Soviet science showed itself, leading to the 

achievement of a political victory.‖
39

  

 Lebedinskiy, however, reminded Dubinin that the Soviet delegation could advance a 

political argument at the UNSCEAR only so far when it had managed to submit only 

three scientific reports on the subject of genetics. The Soviet members at the UNSCEAR 
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were no less eager than their Western colleagues in preserving the source of their 

authority by presenting arguments as purely technical. ―We must always remember that 

science is science and it requires exact quantitative data,‖ Lebedinskiy told Dubinin.
40 

With the rehabilitation of Soviet biological sciences still in progress, Lebedinskiy knew 

well how far the Soviet Union could promote a test ban without stretching its scientific 

findings too much and undermining its power of persuasion. The UNSCEAR report, in 

short, was a product which reflected both the strength and limits of Soviet science in the 

fallout debate.  

 Despite this mixed result for the two-front war of the anti-Lysenko Soviet scientists, 

the UNSCEAR interpreted data and theories and framed the risk in favor of some 

decisive action to control nuclear explosions. It clearly ruled out the principle of 

acceptable risk in the case of global fallout, urging the world to minimize the 

―unnecessary‖ irradiation of human population. The international committee of scientists 

left the choice of the particular means to realize this goal in the hands of political leaders 

and concerned citizens. The site of risk politics shifted from the forum of experts back to 

Cold Warpolitics, where the three nuclear powers were trying to outmaneuver one 

another in the test ban debate.  

 

Global fallout in Moscow’s diplomatic offensive for a test ban  

 On March 31, 1958, two and a half months before the UNSCEAR adopted its final 

report, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko delivered a speech before the 

Supreme Soviet. Gromyko proudly announced that the government decided to halt 

nuclear testing pending reciprocal action from the Western nuclear powers. What 
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motivated Gromyko's drastic declaration was not the fear of health hazards, but 

Khrushchev's political gamble to outmaneuver Cold War rivals while consolidating his 

leadership within the Kremlin. In October 1957, the Soviet Union had launched Sputnik, 

the first man-made satellite, into orbit. Its phenomenal success, combined with Georgy 

Zhukov's downfall during the same month, signaled victory for Khrushchev in the post-

Stalin power struggle. These successes emboldened Khrushchev to take unilateral actions 

for disarmament. A breakthrough in this field was doubly rewarding, allowing the 

chairman to score another propaganda victory while reliving the burden of arms race 

upon the Soviet economy.
41

  

 Khrushchev had already hinted at his inclination towards a unilateral action as early 

as late October 1957, when the presidium of the Central Committee entertained the idea 

of declaring its intent to walk out of multilateral disarmament talks at the United 

Nations.
42

 Although Foreign Minister Gromyko successfully dissuaded the Kremlin from 

taking such a drastic action, the Soviet leadership took another step to bypass the endless 

disarmament talks. In his open letter to Eisenhower dated December 10, 1957, Soviet 

Premier Nikolai A. Bulganin proposed a summit meeting, together with a call for the 

prompt suspension of nuclear tests. Eisenhower dodged the summit proposal and 

reiterated the U.S. proposal for a test ban conditional upon the cessation of the production 

of fissionable materials for weapons purposes. Bulganin continued to press on, declaring 

that a test ban agreement should be the first item on the agenda at the summit. In the 

meantime, the presidium of the Central Committee decided in January 1958 to announce 

its plan for a unilateral moratorium. Gromyko's announcement two months later 
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underlined its motivation in terms of peace propaganda and arms control. The Soviet 

foreign minister played up the ―danger of a rocket-nuclear war‖ on the heels of the 

Sputnik and stressed the merit of a test ban as the first step towards disarmament and 

peaceful coexistence.
43

  

 The risk from global fallout, however, was not absent in this rapidly unfolding 

political drama. The Kremlin shrewdly exploited the tide of expert opinions on fallout 

hazards to add pressure on the other two nuclear nations to follow suit. The timing of the 

moratorium, March 31, was opportune. By then, the UNSCEAR had agreed on all but the 

conclusion of its conservative fallout assessment, making it clear that comparative risk 

analysis was not applicable to the problem of global fallout. Gromyko's statement was 

well-informed by this paradigm shift. ―Let us assume,‖ the Soviet Foreign Minister 

rhetorically asked, that the probability of a fatal health effect of global fallout might be 

―only 50 or, say, 25, or even 10 percent.‖
44

 Indeed, the U.S. and British governments 

framed the risk as an infinitesimal percentage of chance to the individual. Gromyko, 

however, urged them to consider its absolute scale of damage in the world population. 

―Still, do we have the right not to take such a risk into account when the fate of millions 

upon millions of human beings is at stake?‖
45

  

 This political utilization of risk knowledge resonated with Soviet scientists who 

reacted enthusiastically. By then, their propaganda project had aroused genuine alarm. 

Andrei Sakharov later recalled his excitement when he heard the news of the forthcoming 

moratorium because, as he explained to one Kremlin official, nuclear tests were in his 
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view ―responsible for significant genetic damage.‖
46

 A combination of political motives 

and genuine concerns led Soviet experts to speak loudly for an immediate test ban outside 

the Iron Curtain. In early April, Kuzin again attended a Pugwash meeting in Quebec, 

warning the danger of Carbon-14 from ―clean‖ bombs and urging a conservative attitude 

toward the risk as public health professionals.
47

 On June 11, shortly before the 

UNSCEAR unanimously adopted its report, the Soviet delegation briefed the 

Radiobiological Committee of the Soviet Academy of Sciences in order to use this 

international expert review as propaganda material for peace rallies sponsored by the 

WPC and Gensuikyō in summer.
48

 Around the same time, as discussed in Chapter 7, 

Khrushchev personally approved the publication of Sakharov's propaganda articles. A 

popular version of them soon appeared in English, German, French, Spanish, and 

Japanese translation.
49

  

 The Kremlin's exploitation of widespread anxiety about fallout hazards outside the 

Iron Curtain, however, required a delicate handling of fallout information to avoid a panic 

at home. One directive issued in August 1958 clearly attested to this dilemma. It ordered 

the Soviet Academy of Sciences and several sections of the Central Committee to launch 

a two-month campaign for ―the dissemination abroad of scientific materials about the 

danger for life and health of people of the continuing tests of atomic and hydrogen 

weaponry.‖
50

 This campaign was aimed exclusively at ―the capitalist countries,‖ however, 
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―in order not to allow the populations in the socialist states to become frightened.‖
51

 

Unlike the chanting of banal peace slogans, the widespread awareness of fallout hazards 

inside the Iron Curtain was dangerously subversive to preparedness for a nuclear war. 

In these highly sensitive circumstances, the spontaneous surge of grassroots protests in 

the world presented not only an opportunity but also a threat to the Soviet Union.  

 The delicate issue of fallout propaganda transpired when Linus Pauling approached 

the Soviet Academy of Sciences in the fall of 1957 for the circulation of his petition in 

the USSR, about half of its members instantly signed. But the Academy apparently kept 

the petition drive within the institution, not allowing it to reach the wider Soviet scientific 

community.
52

 The thick wall of censorship inside the Soviet Union also confronted a 

Japanese antinuclear documentary film. In November 1957, Gensuikyō released the 

movie ―The World Trembles,‖ which explained the health risk of global fallout with a 

series of highly sensational images of atomic survivors and malformed animals. The 

Japanese donated a copy of the film to the Soviet Union for a public showing, but the 

Soviet Academy of Medical Sciences recommended against its release. In his letter to 

Bulganin, Aleksandr N. Bakulev, the Academy‘s president, stated that the film was ―a 

kind of radio-fatalism.‖ It might inspire the ―unprepared and poorly oriented viewers‖ a 

feeling of ―fear and hopelessness, even a sense of an imminent catastrophe which is 

impossible to prevent.‖
53

  

 The Soviet state‘s mobilization of its scientific experts for propaganda had its own 

dangers, which surfaced when Khrushchev tried to retreat from his unilateral pledge of 
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moratorium since March. As we will discuss later, the U.S. and British governments only 

slowly responded to the Soviet initiative, declaring their intent to observe a moratorium 

on August 22. In the meantime, the United States conducted its Pacific test series from 

April until August, followed by another round of 37 explosions in Nevada until the 

moratorium pledge took effect in November. The British also carried out their 

experiments in the Pacific in April and in September. Sergei Khrushchev later testified 

that, by the end of summer, his father became nervous, facing mounting complaints 

among military officials and weapons engineers.
54

  

 When Khrushchev decided to resume testing, Andrei Sakharov strongly disagreed. 

Sakharov later recalled that he had feared that the resumption would trigger another 

deadly spiral of nuclear tests, which might contaminate the world and produce millions of 

potential casualties before it was stopped again. His deep involvement in the propaganda 

campaign had changed his outlook. In September, Sakharov visited Igor Kurchatov at his 

house, arguing that it was feasible to avoid nuclear testing through various alternative 

methods, including warhead redesigning and computer simulation. Kurchatov was 

seriously ill, but he agreed to bring the case to Khrushchev then on vacation in Yalta. His 

visit to Yalta, however, failed to change the Premier‘s mind, and the Soviet Union 

restarted testing from September 30 until November 3.
55

 This episode underlined the 

remarkable development that at least some leading Soviet atomic scientists, allowed to 

speak up against global fallout through state propaganda, became genuinely alarmed by 

its biological and moral implications.  
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 The Soviet scientists were shocked when their Western colleagues turned away from 

the problem of global fallout. The third Pugwash conference, held in Vienna in 

September 1958, welcomed the declaration of moratorium by all three nuclear countries. 

It was silent, however, about the possible health effects of the U.S. and British tests still 

in progress. The chief concern of Western scientists was now fixed on the technical 

problems of the test ban inspection.
56

 Upon return to Moscow, A. V. Topchiev and A. M. 

Kuzin reported to the Soviet Academy of Sciences that their Western counterparts tended 

to downplay the biological dangers of nuclear tests. These scientists, Kuzin said, ―did not 

act with any kind of concrete data, numbers, contending position and consideration of our 

Soviet delegation‖ regarding fallout hazards. To ―counter these phenomena‖ outside the 

iron Curtain, Kuzin proposed that the Soviet scientists should make more use of 

UNSCEAR materials and concentrate on the health risk from global fallout to make a 

final push for a test ban.
57

 

 The collapse of collaboration among the Pugwash scientists reflected the position of 

the atomic scientists‘ movement that the risk of global fallout, although real, was far less 

serious than the danger of the nuclear arms race. When the Soviet government began to 

play up the problem of fallout hazards, it became increasingly wary of placing too much 

emphasis on the subject. The FAS issued a statement in September 1957, reiterating its 

support for a test ban as a first step toward arms control rather than as a means to 

eliminate fallout contamination. The fallout effects, it declared, deserved only ―moderate 
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weight‖ in decisions.58 Even Herman Muller pulled his earlier support for Linus Pauling, 

who consistently warned about the fallout danger. When Pauling‘s lawyers approached 

Muller about joining their lawsuit against nuclear testing on grounds of fallout hazards 

(discussed below), Muller declined the request. ―Since the real aim is the avoidance of 

nuclear war, in a manner consistent with the retention of human freedoms,‖ he bluntly 

replied, ―it is necessary to stand four-square on this proposition rather than to make the 

complaint seem to center on the damage produced by test fallout, even though the latter 

maneuver is likely to arouse much support both from the unthinking and from those who 

have ulterior motives of one kind or another.‖
59

 

 The Soviet scientists, however, continued to take upon themselves a propaganda 

mission to alert the world to the peril of global fallout. For this purpose, A. M. Kuzin 

authored one booklet in January 1959, while A. V. Lebedinskiy edited and published the 

writings of Soviet scientists during the same month.
60

 In his forward to Kuzin‘s booklet, 

Topchiev asserted that the world should listen to the solemn warning of scientists. ―The 

weightiest word is that of the scientist,‖ he declared, ―for he is better informed about all 

the terrifying consequences of nuclear blasts.‖
 61

  Kuzin estimated that the total sum of 

worldwide damage in the form of leukemia, bone cancer, and hereditary diseases might 

amount to the deaths of 354,000 people at the turn of the 21
st
 century and about 10 

million in one generation. ―Such is the horrifying price that man will pay if he does not 
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stop nuclear weapons testing at once,‖ Kuzin concluded.
 62

 The common people in the 

world,‖ he stated, ―should know this [danger] in order to raise their voices more firmly 

and insistently against nuclear testing, to unite their efforts in the struggle for complete 

prohibition of atomic weapons, for lasting peace on earth.‖
 63

  

 

The subversive use of fallout anxiety by test ban opponents in the West 

 President Eisenhower had been long interested in a nuclear test ban as a small but 

feasible step towards arms control. He could not preempt the Soviet announcement of 

unilateral moratorium, however, because the British government refused to consider a test 

ban until the U.S. Congress amended the Atomic Energy Act. Eisenhower and Dulles 

both worried about the deteriorating image of the United States as militaristic. At this 

juncture, the President's Scientific Advisory Committee (PSAC), established in 

November 1957, supplied a timely review. It stated that it was technically feasible to 

detect nuclear explosions, and that a test ban after the current Pacific test series would 

freeze the U.S. nuclear technological lead. Although the Atomic Energy Act was not 

amended until July, Eisenhower no longer waited for the British. In his letter to 

Khrushchev dated on April 28, the President suggested that their experts should discuss a 

blueprint of inspection for a test ban. Khrushchev accepted this proposal.
64

   

 What role did the health risk from global fallout play in this rapid turnabout of U.S. 

policy? We can clearly see that the White House, like the Kremlin, did not see the fallout 

danger as a direct reason for a test ban. Its paramount concerns rested rather with the 
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nation's ―peace‖ image and the problem of international inspection. The state of expert 

consensus against the concept of acceptable risk in the case of global fallout, however, 

had an indirect but strong effect: there was no longer an option of dismissing the risk in 

comparative terms. On April 26, when Eisenhower's principal advisers discussed a 

possible policy change, USAEC Chairman Lewis Strauss and PSAC Chairman James 

Killian both ruled out a possibility of having a new expert review more reassuring than 

the NAS and MRC reports.
65

 The UNSCEAR report fared no better. Ambassador to the 

U.N., Henry Cabot Lodge, realized that the UNSCEAR‘s terms of reference, strictly 

limited to the technical assessment of risk, actually backfired. The non-political definition 

of task forced the UNSCEAR to review the biological effects of global fallout divorced 

from its national security context. As the risk of global fallout was redefined as a problem 

of public health, the UNSCEAR was inclined toward a conservative attitude due to its 

global scale and uncertain degree of damage. The final report, bearing the U.N. imprint, 

was bound to be authoritative, fueling a worldwide call for a test ban on health grounds.
66

 

Lodge concluded that the United States should change its ―belittling attitudes‖ and take a 

―posture of candor‖ consistent with the UNSCEAR report.
67  

 Perhaps the most unexpected development, however, was the fact that the foes of a 

test ban in the United States exploited widespread anxiety about global fallout to advance 

the alternative solution of the ―clean bomb‖ and underground explosions. Edward Teller, 

the champion of the technological approach to the fallout crisis, tried to persuade Lewis 
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Strauss to speed up the replacement of conventional tests with clean and underground 

explosions. The suspension of all tests, Teller stated in his letter to Strauss, would 

―deprive us of this last advantage‖ of nuclear strength grounded on technological 

innovations.
68

 Strauss, however, initially resisted Teller‘s counsel. He was not sure about 

the feasibility of moving all tests underground.
69

 On May 7, however, the USAEC 

General Advisory Committee (GAC) issued a statement, proposing the transfer of most 

tests underground while seeking an international agreement to cap the annual fallout of 

aboveground tests at one MT fission equivalent.
70

 Strauss finally adjusted his position in 

line with the GAC plan before his term as the USAEC chairman expired at the end of 

June.
71

   

 London also began to propose some test limitation to control the sources of fallout 

contamination without agreeing to a total ban. In early May, British Foreign Minister 

Sewlyn Lloyd proposed to John Foster Dulles an immediate MT-test moratorium, to be 

followed by a total ban only after the establishment of international inspection. This two-

stage ban aimed to buy more time until the sharing of nuclear information began. The 

Macmillan government also tried not to alienate the French too soon to conduct their first 

nuclear test, because it was considering an application to the European Economic 

Community.
72

 The continuation of nuclear tests as usual, however, was no longer on the 

table. In a personal memo to Lloyd, Macmillan wrote that ―we will not be able to stand 
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up against the pressure in the [U.N.] Assembly and public opinion here after the medical 

report of the United Nations.‖
73

 When the British Prime Minister visited Washington in 

June, he raised this point to Eisenhower. The UNSCEAR report, Macmillan pointed out, 

―contains inexact estimates of the consequences of the tests and some speculation which 

could be used to our disadvantage in propaganda.‖ Dulles and Eisenhower agreed. 

Despite the contradicting opinions of Teller and other scientists, Eisenhower said, ―public 

opinion is a most important element.‖
74

 

 For Eisenhower, however, the aim of a test ban had to be more than surrendering to 

the political fact of health concerns. ―We want something in return for agreeing to 

suspend tests,‖ the President told Macmillan. A total ban was a more desirable option 

than the British proposal for limitation in terms of its effects for peace propaganda and 

arms control.
75 

Above all, only a total ban could lead to the installation of international 

inspection and lift the Iron Curtain surrounding the communist camp. It was considered 

helpful not only for the progress of arms control but more importantly for the end of the 

Cold War. ―The only chance of a détente between east and west and of beginning to open 

up the U.S.S.R.‖ laid in ―some system of inspection in some field of disarmament,‖ 

observed the British Foreign Office. A test ban appeared as the ―most promising 

experiment in this field.‖
76

 The limitation of nuclear tests, although its merit of 
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controlling fallout contamination, could not achieve such an ambitious task of ending the 

Cold War.  

 After the Eisenhower-Macmillan talk, the preconditions were quickly fulfilled for a 

total ban. In July, the amendments to the Atomic Energy Act passed through the U.S. 

Congress. The U.S., British and Soviet scientists also met in Geneva during the period 

from July 1 to August 21 to discuss a technical blueprint for international inspection for a 

test ban. All parties agreed that a system consisting of 170 ground stations, seaborne and 

aerial reconnaissance, and mobile on-site inspection could achieve a 90% success in 

detecting nuclear explosions down to 1 KT aboveground up to 20 to 30 miles high, and 5 

KT underground.77 Dulles believed that some positive action was necessary before the 

Geneva experts released the report on August 22. ―It would in any event be imperative for 

the next General Assembly,‖ he observed, ―particularly having regard to certain aspects 

of the prospective UN report of experts.‖
78 

As the worldwide health concerns limited the 

timetable, the White House moved fast towards announcing one-year suspension of all 

tests when the Geneva conference concluded on August 21. 

 At this crucial moment, the test ban opponents played up the health dimension and 

staged their last resistance from within. On July 31, Edward Teller and Willard Libby 

jointly sent a teletype to the new USAEC chairman, John A. McCone. ―People 

everywhere feel a great concern about the possible effects of radioactive fallout from 

weapon tests,‖ the two scientists told McCone. ―A most powerful objection to continued 

testing would be removed if radioactive fallout from future tests could be limited or 
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eliminated.‖ To reassure the health-minded public without choosing the dangerous path 

of a total ban, Teller and Libby endorsed the GAC's proposal of a test limitation.
79

 The 

British, still worrying whether the United States would share its nuclear technologies, 

were also reluctant to a moratorium on all tests. On August 20, Macmillan asked Dulles 

and Eisenhower to consider the option of a threshold ban detectable by national means, 

namely above 25 KT. He explained that its aim was to mitigate public alarm about global 

fallout without compromising the principle of inspection and obstructing the French 

nuclear program.
80

 

 Eisenhower and Dulles, however, chose temporal suspension of all nuclear tests over 

limited control of fallout contamination. As Dulles explained to Macmillan, his 

government decided against explaining the suspension in such a way as to imply the 

recognition of health hazards. Dulles wanted to characterize the forthcoming moratorium 

as a step toward disarmament. It was a negotiation tactic to place a pressure on the 

Soviets to cooperate in international inspection and other disarmament measures. If the 

Western powers suspended nuclear testing on grounds of its health risk, Dulles said, ―then 

indeed we might have burned our bridges behind us‖ because it would be impossible for 

them to resume weapons testing even if the Soviet Union refused to accept international 

inspection.
81

 On August 22, London and Washington released their respective statements, 

which announced a one-year moratorium from November 1 without any reference to the 

problem of radioactive fallout.  
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 The alternative of a limited approach, however, quickly resurfaced as soon as it 

became clear that the problem of international inspection blocked the prospect of a 

comprehensive ban. In November, technical experts from the three nuclear powers met in 

Geneva again to detail the previously agreed blueprint for the enforcement of a 

comprehensive ban. The Soviet delegation, however, demanded a veto in the control 

commission and also proposed that most inspectors operating in the USSR should be 

recruited among Soviet citizens. The Kremlin resisted international supervision because, 

as Khrushchev later recalled in his memoirs, the Soviet Premier was bluffing about the 

status of its nuclear forces after Sputnik‘s propaganda success. He gambled not only his 

political fortune but also the nation‘s security upon the impression that the Soviet Union 

could unleash its version of ―massive retaliation‖ upon the United States.
82

 The exposure 

of nuclear weakness through international inspection, Khrushchev feared, would raise the 

risk of war for the Soviet Union.
83

 A combination of security anxiety and mutual mistrust 

led the Kremlin to oppose any type of genuinely international inspection.   

 In the United States, the same combination of anxiety and mistrust led military 

officials and anticommunists to insist on the most stringent system of international 

inspection. Edward Teller and his Livermore scientists frantically explored how to 

conduct testing secretly—not to do so by themselves, but to prove that the Russians could 

and would surely violate a test ban with impunity.
84

 One hypothetical scenario was to 

create a huge hole deep underground to muffle seismic waves from a nuclear explosion. 
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Even a 200-KT detonation, if occurring in a 360-foot-diameter hole, would generate a 

seismic signal of only a 1-KT explosion.
85

 The cost of such a decoupling system was 

prohibitively expensive, and its technical challenges were truly enormous. Those with no 

trust in the Soviet Union, however, argued that even the remotest risk of secret testing in 

a hole was too dangerous as long as it was theoretically possible. Some also conceived 

the equally outrageous scenario that the Soviet Union might secretly conduct testing 

behind the moon.
86

 In this extremely distrustful mood, the Eisenhower administration 

was shocked when it discovered that the technical blueprint of inspection agreed to in 

Geneva turned out to be less effective than had been believed. A series of U.S. 

underground tests in October 1958 revealed that the threshold of reliable detection in the 

Geneva system might be at 20 KT instead of the original 5 KT. To lower the threshold 

back to 5 KT, the inspection system would require a total of 200-1,000 onsite ground 

inspections a year. Predictably, the Soviet side adamantly refused to change the already 

agreed scheme of detection stations and inspections.
87

  

 As the Geneva conference was stalled over the problem of inspection, Democratic 

leaders in the U.S. Congress weighed in on an alternative approach. During the first few 

weeks of the conference in November 1958, Senator Albert Gore, Sr. witnessed the 

impasse as an observer who represented the JCAE. Upon his return to Washington, the 

Democratic senator reported to the White House that the Russians, in an attempt to evade 

the demand for effective inspection, pushed for a comprehensive test ban on grounds of 
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health hazards.
88

 ―Mounting fears of radioactive contamination of the air is Russia's most 

powerful propaganda weapon against us,‖ Gore stated in his memorandum to 

Eisenhower. The senator recommended that the United States should declare a unilateral 

cessation of atmospheric testing for three years or more to halt fallout emission and shift 

the focus of discussions in Geneva back to the problem of inspection.
89 

Gore's proposal 

soon earned support from JCAE chairman Clinton Anderson and Frank Church, a 

member in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. For these Democrats, the fallout 

danger was a political fact to reckon with. ―Regardless of the qualitative appraisal we 

make, the fact that the experts themselves disagree is enough to alarm the world, and 

rightly so,‖ Church stated on the Senate floor.
90

 

 The Eisenhower administration, however, was divided over whether an atmospheric 

ban was a desirable alternative to a comprehensive version. McCone, speaking for the 

USAEC, believed that world opinion worried about the health risk of fallout and 

supported Gore's recommendation.
91

 All other policymakers, however, remained 

committed to a comprehensive ban. James Killian argued that an atmospheric ban would 

have no effect on the arms race or nuclear proliferation. The PSAC chairman also pointed 

to the danger that such a measure would amount to admitting that global fallout was 

indeed harmful. Unlike Teller and his colleagues, Killian was skeptical as to whether 
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nuclear testing in outer space and underground could be remotely useful.
92

 Daniel 

Quarles, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, added that an atmospheric ban would put aside 

the principle of effective inspection, which he believed was the most important benefit to 

balance out military problems arisen from any kind of test ban.
93

 Dulles also objected to 

any policy change, fearing that it might weaken the U.S. position in Geneva.
94 

Above all, 

as the historian Benjamin Greene has argued, Eisenhower was firmly committed to the 

goal of a comprehensive ban.
95

  

 Across the Atlantic, the Macmillan administration pursued a comprehensive ban with 

equal vigor. As the third and lesser nuclear power, London aimed to halt a nuclear arms 

race which it could ill afford. It also feared a wave of nuclear proliferation which was 

about to begin with the French. Not least, Macmillan proved eager to compete with the 

Labor Party in catering to a mounting public sentiment against nuclear armaments. The 

impasse in Geneva convinced him that the number of onsite inspections should be 

reduced to a level enough to act simply as political deterrents to violations. In February 

1959, Macmillan flew to Moscow to explore a compromise. When he raised the 

possibility of banning only atmospheric testing, Khrushchev reacted negatively.
96

 The 

British Prime Minister then brought up the idea of capping an annual quota upon the 
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number of ground inspection trips to keep it to the absolute minimum. As Khrushchev 

showed a keen interest, Macmillan returned to London in an optimistic mood.
97

  

 For now, Eisenhower and Macmillan managed to keep the hope for a comprehensive 

ban. It became increasingly clear, however, that the inspection problem had dimmed its 

prospect by the spring of 1959. At the same time, it became no longer politically possible 

to walk out of the Geneva talks and return to the era of atmospheric testing. Even 

opponents and pessimists did not advocate such an option. Rather, their various 

counterproposals to a comprehensive ban positively acknowledged and sought to exploit 

fallout anxiety as a political fact. It was an ironic development because, as we have seen, 

the U.S. government publicly denied the factor of health hazards in decisions concerning 

nuclear testing. The opponents of a comprehensive ban played a crucial role in 

legitimizing and reinforcing the social perception of global fallout as an unacceptable 

risk.  

 

The fallout suits and the unanswered appeal to the law  

 On April 4, 1958, shortly after the Soviet Union declared moratorium, Linus Pauling 

and 17 individuals
98

 filed a suit in the U.S. federal court for an injunction against nuclear 

tests. Their complaint consisted of two major legal claims. One of them was the 

allegation that the health risk of low-level radiation from global fallout violated the 
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constitutional and human rights of the plaintiffs. The other claim was that the Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954 was unconstitutional because it delegated indefinite power to the 

USAEC and the Pentagon in violation of the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment.
 

This ―fallout suit‖ purported to be a class action of all potential victims in the world. For 

this purpose, its plaintiffs were diverse in nationality and profession. Brock Chisholm, a 

Canadian physiatrist and the first director of the World Health Organization, joined the 

suit. So did three Britons including Bertrand Russell, plus four Japanese, one French, and 

one German. Most of them were academic scholars and Christian leaders, but the 

plaintiffs included three fishermen from Japan and a U.S. housewife to voice their anxiety 

about food contamination. At the time of filing their complaint at the U.S. court, Pauling 

and his lawyers, Francis Heisler and A. L. Wirin, also announced their intention to 

explore the possibility of pressing on an identical complaint in the British and Soviet 

courts.
99

 

 In one aspect, the fallout suit was just another piece of peace propaganda for a test 

ban. In 1956, David Walden, a young Quaker pacifist who lived in Pasadena, California, 

where Pauling also lived, first conceived the idea as a means of protest.
100 

The appeal to 

the law, however, also had a unique consequence in the politics of risk because it tried to 

take advantage of the court‘s power to establish ―facts‖ about fallout contamination and 

order remedial action. The conventional process of expert reviews dwells on a degree of 

scientific exactitude (i.e. statistical confidence) and leaves the task of prescribing courses 

of action at the doorstep of administrators and politicians. The law, in contrast, has its 

own set of rules to establish facts and call for action for sake of justice and fairness. In 
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civil cases, court reviews see whether the plaintiff has the standing to sue under the law, 

and whether s/he can meet its burden of a ―preponderance of the evidence.‖ If the 

plaintiff fulfills the above requirements, the court will determine a winner and order 

action to redress injustice.
101 

In short, the fallout suit was an idiosyncratic alternative to 

the conventional procedure of expert reviews and diplomatic negotiations. 

 Another unique feature of the fallout suit was its challenge to a common legal root of 

fallout contamination in all three nuclear countries. It was the absence of the due process 

of law. The U.S., British, and Soviet governments, the plaintiffs alleged, loosely defined 

the legal mandate concerning their respective national atomic authorities, allowing them 

to become a law unto themselves in judging the safety of their own acts.
102

 The complaint 

of the fallout suit, for example, argued that the 1954 Atomic Energy Act determined the 

USAEC‘s mandate in such a vague, indefinite, and uncertain manner that it violated due 

process of law set forth in the Fifth Amendment.
103

 The plaintiffs asserted that such 

anomaly in the rule of law, justified in the name of national security, led to the 

irresponsible discharge of radioactive fallout from weapons testing.  

 The fallout suit took place at the time when the legal doctrine of tort liability was 

undergoing a historical transformation in the United States. The tort law had originally 

aimed to punish the fault of producers and practitioners. This doctrine made it 

exceedingly difficult for the plaintiffs to prove their cases. By the middle of the twentieth 

century, however, the purpose of tort law shifted toward protecting the consuming public 
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on the basis of strict liability regardless of fault. This transformation relaxed the burden 

of proof on the part of the plaintiffs, encouraging litigation drawing on uncertain causal 

theories.
104

 This legal revolution posed a serious challenge to the users and experts of 

radiation. James H. Sterner, an industrial hygienist for Eastman Kodak, complained to the 

NCRP about a ―confusion of the term ‗possibility‘ with that of ‗reasonable probability‘‖ 

concerning the effects of low-level radiation in the workers compensation courts. The 

equation of probabilistic damage with actual injury, Sterner feared, was about to spread to 

medical malpractice suits and beyond because of ―the very nature of our court system, in 

which precedent bestows an authority and validity far beyond scientific merits.‖
105

  

 For a strikingly similar reason, the U.S. government had consistently avoided a court 

decision regarding alleged damage from nuclear tests since the opening of the Nevada 

Test Site in 1951. When the 1953 test series brought some suits complaining about bodily 

injuries and damage to sheep, the USAEC tried to settle out the court without establishing 

a precedent or admitting legal liability. This practice was consistent to its similar 

extralegal settlements with Japanese fishermen and Marshall Islanders in the aftermath of 

the Bikini incident.
 106

 To be sure, the existing law still favored the USAEC. The Federal 

Tort Claim Act of 1946 did not admit a standing to sue in those cases involving policy 

decisions, and courts upheld this interpretation through the 1980s.
107

 But the USAEC 

believed that even a coincidental accident, such as a loss of hair after driving on the 
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highway contaminated by fallout to an only minor extent, might lead a skeptical court to 

―find it most difficult not to believe plaintiffs even in the face of overwhelming medical 

and scientific testimony‖ against the causation. ―Even a single adverse ruling,‖ the 

USAEC feared, would unlock a flood of similar claims and ―might make it impossible to 

continue nuclear tests, in effect if not in a legal sense.‖
108

 The stakes were too high for the 

USAEC to take any chance with the court, no matter how outrageous some claims might 

be.  

 The fallout suit confronted the federal government with this highly delicate legal 

situation. Its legal representatives found it difficult to claim that the complaint‘s factual 

allegations, based on the theoretical damage of low-level radiation, were false. One 

possible refutation was to point out the underdetermined state of scientific knowledge, 

arguing that the plaintiffs put forward exaggerated claims and unproven opinions. A 

counsel from the Pentagon, however, strongly insisted that the fallout suit ―should not be 

dignified by contesting the substantive merits‖ and proposed a motion to dismiss instead, 

despite the fact that this tactic would have the effect, for the purpose of the case, of 

admitting the facts.
109

 On July 24, the government lawyers filed a motion to dismiss, 

arguing that the plaintiffs lacked a standing to sue. The foreigners could not ask for 

protection under the U.S. Constitution, and none of the U.S. plaintiffs suffered from a 

clear and specific damage more than anyone else. The defendants also insisted that the 

problem of nuclear testing was not judiciable because foreign and military affairs 
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belonged to the executive and legislative branches. Weapons testing, they argued, was as 

constitutional as waging war.
110

 A week later, the U.S. federal district court accepted the 

defendants‘ allegations and summarily dismissed the case without considering its merit.  

 Pauling‘s legal team immediately brought the case to the Court of Appeals and then 

to the Supreme Court. It argued against the need of proving direct injury and also 

protested that the lower court denied the standing of non-resident aliens subject to the 

effects of global fallout.
 111

 To drive the points across, the plaintiffs cited some landmark 

environmental litigation cases, such as the 1907 case of inter-state pollution in Georgia 

from a copper smelter in Tennessee.112 The fallout suit also cited a court case in progress 

against an aerial DDT spraying program in Long Island, New York, arguing that the 

nature of contamination and its danger was similar in both DDT and radioactive fallout. 

Although this DDT case ultimately lost, one of the U.S. Supreme Court justices, William 

O. Douglas, wrote a famous dissenting opinion, supporting the complaint‘s claim that 

changing technological innovations and use of unknown matters might give rise to a 

change in the judicial approach.113 The fallout suit, in short, was standing at the dawn of 

the revolution in environmental jurisprudence in the United States.  

 The upper courts, however, firmly upheld the lower court‘s judgment that the 

plaintiffs lacked a standing to sue, and that the case was not judiciable. The Court of 

Appeals insisted on the proof of immediate danger and direct injury, rejecting general and 
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indefinite allegations based on the risks of nuclear contamination to humankind. It also 

maintained that weapons testing was within the power of the executive and legislative 

branches and hence beyond judicial review. Although the defendants, for sake of the 

motion to dismiss, admitted all pleaded facts put forward by the plaintiffs, the court 

denied that this procedural admission indicated sweeping legal conclusions cast in the 

form of factual allegations.114 The case was finally closed in October 1960 when the 

Supreme Court denied the writ. In the end, the problem of standing prevented Pauling 

and his associates from using the U.S. court system to establish the risk of global fallout 

as a legal fact and secure injunction against nuclear testing. The fallout suit illustrates 

how difficult it was to use the U.S. court system to address global environmental 

problems. The vexing question of standing to sue recently resurfaced once again when 

the State of Massachusetts and other states and cities brought suit against the U.S. EPA in 

2007 to force it to regulate carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases as pollutants.115  

 While Pauling‘s legal team struggled to have its case heard by the U.S. court, a 

similar attempt in the Soviet Union faced great difficulty. The legal action against the 

Soviets was essential for Pauling and other plaintiffs to defend themselves from red-

baiting smears that the suit aimed to sabotage the U.S. nuclear weapons program on 

behalf of the Soviet Union. It was significant also for a positive reason, however. 

Whether Soviet lawyers and citizens could participate in the suit against their government 

for its share of global fallout, Pauling‘s group insisted, was ―a test of the freedom of the 

individual in Russia to pursue the dictates of his own conscience and to challenge the acts 
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of his own government in the same manner as citizens of the United States and Great 

Britain are doing in these suits.‖116 The vision of the fallout suit was perhaps naïve, but it 

nevertheless illuminated one of the major sources of environmental ills in the Soviet 

Union: the state‘s intolerance of spontaneous protests. 

 On April 4, 1958, the same day as Pauling‘s lawyers filed a lawsuit at the U.S. court, 

an identical complaint was mailed out to Roman A. Rudenko, the Soviet Union 

procurator-general. The plaintiffs asked Rudenko to assist them to bring the suit in the 

Civil Division of the Supreme Court of the USSR. It was based on the advice of Harold J. 

Berman, one of the foremost U.S. experts in the Soviet law, who observed that there was 

at least in theory a way for aliens to sue the Soviet government for an injunction.117 In 

response, Rudenko followed a strikingly similar logic as his U.S. counterpart used to 

dismiss the fallout suit. In his memo forwarded to the presidium of the Central 

Committee, the procurator-general observed that the plaintiffs had no recourse to Article 

403 and 404 of the civil codes of RSFSR (Soviet Russia) concerned with damage to 

specific persons and properties, and that the constitutionality of the government‘s 

decisions did not need to be confirmed by the Supreme Court. Rudenko speculated that 

Pauling simply did not realize that the Soviet Union had announced its unilateral 

moratorium. The presidium then approved the letter of Soviet scientists to Pauling, which 

reiterated Moscow‘s moratorium initiative and asked him to bring pressure on his 

government to follow suit.
118
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 The fact of moratorium, however, was beside the point for Pauling‘s group which 

was committed to mobilizing and assisting Soviet citizens in confronting the nuclear 

policy of their own government. Hearing nothing from Moscow, Pauling‘s lawyers 

applied for visas to visit the Soviet Union, interview victims of global fallout, and sue the 

Soviet government. The Soviet Embassy politely received the request but simply put it on 

the shelf. It eventually offered tourist visas, but the fallout suit members insisted on 

special permits for the purpose of the lawsuit.119 In June 1959, Pauling‘s representative 

finally visited Moscow. Rudenko, however, refused to allow them to file a lawsuit, 

arguing that it was meaningless because the Soviet government abided by the 

moratorium.120 The Soviet government sanctioned the fallout propaganda only in a 

manner not to challenge its domestic social control. In this inconclusive manner, the 

ambitious project of the fallout suit in the Soviet Union came to the end.   

 

Conclusion  

 The perspective of risk transformed when UNSCEAR repudiated the logic of 

comparative risk analysis in the case of global fallout. This conclusion reflected the 

growing awareness that the risk was not only truly global but also highly uneven from 

place to place. The spatial disjunction of health damage and national security accentuated 

the dilemma of innocent bystanders. The comparative approach lost its ground further 

when UNSCEAR adopted the non-threshold hypothesis and calculated estimates of 

theoretical casualties from global fallout in absolute terms. The international expert 

review, exempting global fallout from risk-benefit analysis and urging the world to 
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minimize all ―unnecessary‖ human irradiation, legitimized a call for the strict control of 

fallout contamination. The international committee of scientists, however, refrained from 

making recommendations for a test ban. Although the Soviet delegation tried to stretch 

UNSCEAR‘s scope of work to its limit to help the Kremlin‘s test ban propaganda, it 

shared the common interest with others in maintaining the ―scientific‖ nature of this 

international committee as an exceptionally useful source of authority. The commitment 

of all UNSCEAR members to the demarcation of the scientific from the political domains 

led to the unanimous adoption of the UNSCEAR report.  

 Political leaders and concerned citizens, left with the freedom to choose particular 

means to realize the control of fallout contamination, mobilized fallout anxiety and 

pursued various options to address the problem. Not surprisingly, the Soviet government 

proved most eager to exploit the pronouncement of experts for its demand of an 

immediate test ban. Moscow‘s aggressive propaganda, however, was not without a 

danger of alarming its own citizens and creating some dissidents against its own weapons 

testing. Moreover, the problem of radioactive fallout in the West became a weapon for 

those who resisted a comprehensive ban. While Eisenhower and later also Macmillan 

explored the safeguarded total prohibition in order to reap its benefits for peace 

propaganda and arms control, opponents and skeptics put forward a limited approach 

aimed to reduce or eliminate fallout contamination without halting all weapons testing. 

The fallout debate had a paradoxical impact on the course of the test ban, and the latter 

debate, in which both sides now acknowledged the problem of fallout, fed back to the 

former debate, undermining the notion of global fallout contamination as an acceptable 

risk.  
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 Finally, the fallout suit pointed to the unrealized path toward the control of 

radioactive pollutants. This ambitious project intended to bypass the conventional 

procedure of expert reviews and diplomatic negotiations, riding on the wave of historic 

change in tort jurisprudence in the United States. The legal team chaired by Linus 

Pauling, however, was barred from arguing the substantive merit of the case. The U.S. 

courts denied its standing to sue and declared that the pleaded subject was beyond 

judiciary review. Soviet legal authorities cited strikingly similar reasons to dodge this 

unwelcomed intrusion of Western activists into the Soviet domestic order. The failure of 

the fallout suit underlined the fact that the discourse of risk from global fallout remained 

to be a political force rather than a legal fact.  
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

IS THE MARGIN OF SAFETY VANISHING?: 

POLITICS OF FALLOUT MONITORING AND THE PARADOX OF 

PERMISSIBLE DOSE, 1958-1960 

 

For a few days after March 20, 1958, heavy rains pounded northern California. The 

rains coincided with a news report about Russia's intensive nuclear tests on the eve of its 

announcement of a moratorium. This coincidence worried Karl Lindbergh-Holm, a young 

biochemist at Berkeley. He decided to sample rainwater, which showed radiation 

intensity 208 times higher than the NCRP's guideline for radioactive materials of an 

unknown source in drinking water. This shocking revelation prompted state and local 

authorities to test surface water and vegetables, some of which showed the high levels of 

gross beta radioactivity from 1,000 to 10,000 μμc per liter (kg).
1
 The federal 

government, however, refused to take any protective action in the affected area. It 

explained to anxious residents that no danger would arise even if some food items 

temporarily exceeded the NCRP guidelines. Their “permissible dose” assumed a lifetime 

consumption, and no one would diet entirely on a few isolated contaminated foods for a 

long time.
2
  

The scare in California captured the moment when the phenomenon of “hot spots” 

and “hot foods” transformed the nature of fallout hazards from a slight but universal 

                                                 
1
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2
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danger toward an unevenly distributed risk. Some places and food items were found to be 

more contaminated than others due to a complex interplay of locations, wind patterns, 

precipitation, soil characteristics, and food chains. As discussed before, the discovery of 

Sr-90 contaminated rice in Asia broke the politics of global risk into regional clashes 

between Asia and Europe. The unevenness of risk also pushed the levels of politics down 

to sub-national levels. The scale-down trend in risk politics is common to other global 

environmental problems. Stratospheric ozone depletion, for example, radically changed 

its character when “ozone holes” began to appear in the polar regions.
3
 Climate change is 

now believed to pose a disproportionate burden of risk to those living in lowlands and 

atolls.
4
  

Fallout contamination outside test sites in the 1950s, as it turned out, concentrated 

within the Marshall Islands (see Chapter 1), the United States, Australia, and the Soviet 

Union, where their respective proving grounds added local (up to a few hundred km) and 

regional (up to a few thousands kilometers) fallout to the share of global fallout (TABLE 

9-1).  

 

 

                                                 
3
 The 1998 report of United Nations Environmental Programme estimated that increases in surface 

erythemal (sun-burning) UV radiation relative to the values in the 1970s were about 4 to 7% at 

northern hemisphere mid-latitudes and 6% at southern hemisphere mid-latitudes, but about 130% in 

the Antarctic in the spring and about 22% in the Arctic in the spring. United Nations Environmental 

Programme, Environmental Effects of Ozone Depletion: 1998 Assessment (Nairobi: UNEP, 1998), x.  
4
 The 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change stated that the most vulnerable 

societies would be “those in coastal and river flood plains, those whose economies are closely linked 

with climate-sensitive resources and those in areas prone to extreme weather events, especially where 
rapid urbanisation is occurring.” It added that “poor communities can be especially vulnerable, in 

particular those concentrated in high-risk areas.” Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, The 
Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007, Synthesis Report (2007), 48.   
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TABLE 9-1: Atmospheric Tests at Each Test Site
5
 

    Yield (Mt) Partitioned fission yield (Mt) 

Test Site 

Number 

of Tests Fission Fusion Total 

Local 

and 

regional Troposphere Stratosphere 

Nevada 86 1.05 0 1.05 0.28 0.77 0.004 

Australia 12 0.18 0 0.18 0.082 0.096 0.0007 

Semipalatinsk 116 3.74 2.85 6.59 0.097 1.23 2.41 

 

Residents near the test sites were subject to disproportionate risk from local fallout. This 

fact, however, came to light only toward the end of the era of atmospheric testing and, in 

Soviet cases, well after the end of the Cold War. In contrast, as the 1958 incident in 

California indicated, the combined effects of regional and global fallout aroused much 

concern among contemporaries in the United States.   

This chapter will focus on the United States during the moratorium period and 

analyze the interplay of fallout monitoring and permissible dose behind risk politics’ local 

turn. If the epistemic outlook of classic geneticists globalized the risk of radioactive 

fallout, the widespread operations of fallout monitoring by non-federal agencies, such as 

the one conducted by the young Berkeley biochemist, detected the problem in local 

settings. The motivation and implications of this seemingly technical project, however, 

were thoroughly political. Environmental monitoring, made possible by the ubiquitous 

presence of pollutants in the surroundings, had long been a civic protest against pollution. 

During the early 1910s, Britain’s campaigners against coal smoke began to monitor the 

foul air in London and encouraged others to follow suit.
6
 Unlike many other pollutants, 

the characteristics of radiation are such that the monitoring is particularly effective. 

                                                 
5
 UNSCEAR 2000 Report, Annex C, 205. 

6
 Thorsheim, Inventing Pollution, 127.  
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Radiation is imperceptive to our senses, but it is readily detectable by instrumentation 

even when present in trace amounts. As Shields Warren, the U.S. chief delegate to the 

UNSCEAR, once observed, “the very fact that we can measure to this minute extent has 

tended to add to our apprehension as to the effects of radiation.”
7
 This chapter will 

discuss this paradox and examine the origins and outcomes of various non-USAEC 

monitoring programs as a new feature of risk politics in the United States.   

Another parallel development that magnified the impact of fallout monitoring was a 

sharp reduction in the permissible dose specified for the general population. As Theodore 

Porter argues, the quantification of policy decisions thrived in U.S. politics as a means by 

which the government tried to contain competing interests.
8
 The permissible dose was 

one such technocratic device to interpret fallout data, although radiation-protection 

professionals repeatedly denied the applicability of their guidelines to cases of weapons 

testing. This chapter will explain why the permissible dose declined drastically at the 

exact time when radiation exposure was rising sharply. This paradox of permissible dose 

had far-reaching implications, as it created the alarming impression that the margin of 

safety was rapidly vanishing. The chapter will consider its impact of on U.S. test ban 

policy during the moratorium period and also on the domestic reform of radiation 

protection leading to the creation of the Federal Radiation Council in August 1959.         

 

Monitoring as a civic protest 

 State and local authorities in the Midwest United States, which found itself at greater 

risk than the other parts of the nation, took the initiative on fallout monitoring. Their 

                                                 
7
 U.S. Congress, JCAE, Fallout, Radiation Standards, and Countermeasures, part 2, 569. 

8
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disproportionate share of fallout was revealed in October 1956 when USAEC 

Commissioner Willard Libby disclosed that some communities in Illinois and Wisconsin, 

located under the path of air masses from the Nevada test site, had 50 percent more Sr-90 

than elsewhere in the world.
9
 This revelation was followed by an incident in July 1957 

when rainfall from a radioactive cloud from Nevada fell on the Dakotas. This incident 

would have passed unnoticed if a local uranium prospector had not turned on his Geiger 

counter.
10

 The actual extent of contamination in the Plain States came to light when the 

Governor's committee of atomic scientists in Minnesota, first convened in October 1957, 

decided to collect basic radioactive data within the state.
11

 Some local samples of wheat, 

as it turned out, showed unexpectedly high levels of radioactivity. The contamination of 

the state’s main product prompted the Governor’s committee to conduct a more precise 

measurement of Sr-90 content in these samples.
12

  

 The main figures who directed fallout monitoring in Minnesota were Maurice B. 

Visscher, the head of the Department of Physiology at the University of Minnesota, and 

his young colleague William O. Caster. Visscher was a renowned physiologist who 

pioneered the use of radioactive isotopes to study the absorption of electrolytes by the 

small intestine. He was also well known as a humanist who actively participated in peace 

works, including his membership in SANE.
13

By the time of the 1956 presidential race, 

Visscher had grown concerned about the human toll of radioactive contamination from 

                                                 
9
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weapons testing. He joined other colleagues to write a public letter endorsing Stevenson’s 

call for an H-bomb ban, asserting that “any appreciable increase in the number of 

[genetic] defectives in the world at large should not be ignored.”
14

  

Like Visscher, Caster worried about the individual fate of potential victims from 

weapons testing. In his 1957 letter to the editor of Science, Caster expressed his strong 

concern about an uneven distribution of risk across ages and locations. He pointed out 

that the USAEC placed an exclusive emphasis on the average contamination level, 

leaving unknown the fate of the upper 50% of a population above this mean value.
15 

Caster raised the same point again in a section of the 1958 report of the Minnesota 

Governor’s Committee report of 1958. The part of the report he coauthored sharply 

criticized the USAEC’s “handy, but highly dangerous” tendency to “forget the 

individual” and average out the effects of fallout over large areas or groups of people.
16

 

Visscher and Caster shared misgivings about the moral implications of global fallout 

with Linus Pauling and other outspoken scientists. Their approaches, however, differed 

widely. Pauling, on the one hand, upheld the progressive ideal of the enlightened 

scientist, blending scientific facts and social values through the calculation of fallout 

victims, the public debate with Edward Teller, and the fallout suits. Caster and Visscher, 

on the other hand, chose to work quietly to build an independent source of fallout data 

through state authorities. When Pauling asked Visscher to join the fallout suit, he politely 

declined. In his reply, the Minnesotan physiologist explained that his state’s fallout 

monitoring offered the best prospect for “independent evidence” to demonstrate that 
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“pooh-poohing the consequences of bomb testing approaches the quality of dishonesty.”
17 

 

Why did Visscher and Caster focus on scientific research instead of public protests? 

The reason was the widespread belief that the USAEC was suppressing fallout 

information. In fulfilling its legal obligation to guarantee the safety of weapons testing, 

the USAEC and its cooperating federal agencies built the most extensive infrastructure of 

fallout monitoring in the world. The dissemination of data, however, was not automatic 

but selective. The USAEC released information through public speeches, writings, and 

congressional testimonies to ensure that it was accurately processed and not 

misinterpreted “out of context.” This practice, however, was bound to raise a suspicion of 

information suppression when the interpretation was hotly disputed.  

Visscher confronted the problem of information ownership when he received data on 

Sr-90 in milk from the USAEC in March 1958. As the provided information was marked 

as “For Official Use,” Visscher could not discuss it in public. He promptly wrote to the 

editor of the New York Times and complained about the USAEC’s information policy. In 

his open letter, Visscher issued a passionate plea for the strict demarcation of scientific 

facts from social values in the assessment of risk. He declared that scientists had “no 

special competence in arriving at policy judgments” concerning the source of 

contamination: weapons testing.
18

 As discussed before, this notion of boundary led Curt 

Stern and many U.S. scientists to refuse to speak up against weapons testing. Holifield’s 

hearing also played up this demarcation to discredit outspoken scientists and ask them to 

return to the laboratory. Visscher, however, deployed the same argument against the 

USAEC, which he blamed for “mix[ing] up science and public policy.” He insisted that 
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all data should be fully disclosed so that informed citizens, not the USAEC, could judge 

the question of risk by themselves.
19

 This “information-provision model,” as the 

historical sociologist Kelly Moore has called it,
20

 stimulated the rise of independent 

fallout monitoring as an alternative to public protests.  

 While the State of Minnesota was investigating Sr-90 in wheat, the consumer 

movement launched an investigation of fresh milk. As discussed in Chapter 5, a small 

group of St. Louis women, protesting the fallout contamination of food as consumers and 

mothers, was instrumental in starting the USPHS program of monitoring radioactive 

contents in fresh milk. Its geographical coverage, however, grew only slowly from 5 to 

10 sites. In the summer of 1958, Consumers Union (CU), the nation’s largest consumer-

product-testing organization, decided to conduct an “independent, non-government 

sponsored check on the validity of government-published data” on Sr-90 contents in fresh 

milk.
21

 Irving Michelson, a chemist who headed the Division of Special Projects, drew a 

plan to collect one milk bottle from 50 cities across North America and test the samples 

for “a new constituent of our food, even one not proclaimed on any label.”
22

 

 CU’s Sr-90 milk project attested to both the organization’s radical past and 

technocratic approach. Formed in 1936 by radical activists who split from the product-

test organization Consumers Research, CU sought to combine the technique of product 

checks with pro-labor activism. The postwar tide of anticommunism, however, forced CU 

to tone down its social radicalism and emphasize its role as a supplier of expert advice for 
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the consumer choice and satisfaction of middle-class shoppers.
23

 As CU sharpened its 

technical expertise, the subscription of its periodical Consumer Reports soared to 850,000 

by 1960, with over 4 million potential readers. The reputation of CU among consumers 

matched the fame of Benjamin Spock, whose childrearing manual published in 1946 

became a huge best-seller. “What Dr. Spock is to freshman parents,” one observer stated, 

“the Consumers Union is to bewildered housewives.”
24

  

CU’s self-adjustment to Cold War America, however, did not mean that it lost its 

critical social outlook. To the contrary, CU actively exploited the doctrine of what 

President Eisenhower once called “the sovereign right of choice” to take part in 

controversial social issues such as inflation, health, nutrition, and air and water 

pollution.
25

 Likewise, CU approached the problem of fallout contamination as a threat to 

the enshrined principle of consumer choice. Consumer Reports drove this point home by 

comparing the risk of harm from fallout in food to that of X-rays. CU admitted that, as 

Edward Teller and others claimed, the former’s radiation dose was indeed much smaller 

than the latter’s. CU quickly added, however, that consumers nonetheless worried about 

the risk of fallout because there was no reliable expert knowledge, technological control, 

or consumer choice.
26

 As consumers found themselves defenseless in the face of global 

fallout, CU deployed its technical expertise as a leading third-party product tester to keep 

them informed about the hidden risk in fresh milk.  
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Grassroots initiatives for fallout monitoring extended even to children’s bones, the 

most vulnerable age group whose bones actively absorbed Sr-90 as they formed and 

grew. As discussed in Chapter 6, this most notorious index item was among the most 

difficult to collect. Even Project Sunshine, which Willard Libby once called one of the 

USAEC’s most important programs, had trouble gathering a large number of children’s 

bones from hospitals around the world and estimating the contamination levels of the 

whole skeleton from these dissimilar bone fragments.  

The idea of collecting baby teeth gradually came to some scientists, including those 

NAS members who were anxious to review the Sr-90 problem. The first scientist who 

raised this possibility in public was Herman M. Kalckar, a Danish biochemist who 

worked for NIH since 1952.
27

 Encouraged by Warren Weaver, the former chair of the 

NAS Genetics Committee, Kalckar publicized the idea of an “International Milk Teeth 

Radiation Census” in the August 1958 volume of the British scientific journal Nature.  

The principal aim of Kalckar’s proposal was scientific; namely, to enlarge the 

sampling size and geographical representation of children’s bones so that statistical data 

became more accurate. What made his proposal unique, however, was its emphasis on the 

“educational values” of baby teeth collection through the active participation of 

communities across the globe. Kalckar was well aware that global fallout, touching the 

life of every child on Earth, offered a singular opportunity to rally the divided world 

behind the welfare of children. “Such a concrete demonstration of respect and reverence 

for life, regardless of creed, colour, or political system,” Kalckar concluded, “might well 
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contribute to a growing feeling of confidence among nations.”
28

 The teeth survey, in 

short, had a potential to awake and empower the fallout victims across the globe as a 

positive force for change during the Cold War.   

Kalckar‘s proposal captured the attention of the British government’s scientific 

committee in charge of fallout monitoring. Its members agreed that such an international 

survey would be highly desirable to secure a more accurate picture of Sr-90 hazards and 

their future trend. The committee, however, was uncertain about its scientific value 

because the turnover and distribution of Sr-90 in the baby teeth might not represent the 

contamination levels of the whole skeleton.
29

 While the British scientists remained 

reluctant to take the lead, the Greater St. Louis Citizens' Committee for Nuclear 

Information (CNI), a local information clearinghouse founded in March 1958, answered 

Kalckar’s call. In December 1958, CNI launched a Baby Tooth Survey to check how 

“hot” St. Louis area was.
30

 In the first two years of the program, this local association 

managed to collect an astonishing 67,500 milk teeth, by far the largest pool of children’s 

bones for Sr-90 analysis.
31

  

The origin of CNI and its Baby Tooth Survey underlined a key moment in the 

politics of risk when scientific experts and concerned citizens began to join their 

respective sources of power and authority to overcome the barrier of the science-policy 

division and create an independent source of fallout information. The group of St. Louis 
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women, on the one hand, found it increasingly difficult to have their non-expert voice 

heard by the U.S. government. In May 1957, Gertrude Faust, the president of the St. 

Louis Consumers Federation, contacted Congressman Chet Holifield with the offer to 

testify before his fallout hearing. Faust claimed that the group of St. Louis women was 

“truly representative,” including those “young, and not so young, mothers, housewives, 

career women, colored, white, Protestant and Catholic and Jewish, our common interest 

being in the danger of radioactive fallout.”
32

 Holifield, however, turned down her 

request, explaining that the hearing admitted scientific experts alone.
33

 His insistence on 

the separation of scientific facts from value judgments threatened to silence the St. Louis 

women’s voices of protest.  

Around the same time, a small group of Washington University scientists was trying 

to reach out to local citizens through public seminars on fallout hazards. Their leader was 

the botanical professor Barry Commoner. He was one of those who helped Linus Pauling 

in launching his petition drive from St. Louis. Like Pauling, Commoner firmly believed 

in the social responsibility of scientists in public affairs. He was instrumental in the 

establishment of the Committee on the Social Aspects of Science within AAAS.
34

 Like 

Maurice Visscher, however, Commoner affirmed the separation of scientific facts from 

policy judgments. In a manifesto published in Science in May 1958, Commoner declared 

that there was “no scientific way to balance the possibility that a thousand people will die 

from leukemia against the political advantages of developing more efficient retaliatory 

weapons.” He asserted, however, that the scientist had a special mission to inform the 
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public of all scientific facts so that every citizen, not the government, could “decide for 

himself whether nuclear tests should go on or be stopped.”
35

 While Holifield and other 

political leaders used the science-policy division to deprive outspoken scientists of their 

aura of authority in the fallout debate, Commoner deployed the same distinction for the 

opposite purpose; namely, restoring influence to scientists as the providers of objective 

“information” for concerned citizens.
36

 In short, laypeople and experts needed one 

another to participate effectively in the politics of risk, which straddled scientific facts 

and social values. If citizens turned to experts for scientific authority, the latter relied on 

the former for political power.     

CNI’s Baby Tooth Survey served as a unique platform where local citizens and 

scientific experts supplemented one another in building an independent source of fallout 

information. Local citizens, concerned about the actual levels of contamination specific 

to their region and children, strongly supported this grassroots initiative. The numerous 

teeth samples provided local scientists with a solid ground to confirm and predict an 

upward trend of contamination. The information, in turn, raised the citizens’ awareness 

about the looming danger. This positive feedback between civic activism and fallout 

information uniquely empowered the coalition of experts and laypeople to work as one 

collective voice against fallout contamination.  

 

Paradox of “permissible dose” in the contaminated world    

As fallout monitoring gradually became decentralized, USAEC Commissioner 
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Willard Libby became seriously concerned about confusion with regard to “permissible 

dose.” In May 1958, a month after the PHS began to release the data of fallout in fresh 

milk, Libby told the USAEC’s general manager, Maj. Gen. Alvin R. Luedecke, that 

public health officials cited, as a permissible dose for milk, 1/10 of the occupational MPC 

for Sr-90 in drinking water, 80 µµc per liter (kg). This number appeared in the USAEC's 

regulations of 1957 based on the NCRP's guidelines. This value, however, did not take 

into account the effect of calcium in the food, which reduced the absorption and retention 

of Sr-90 inside the human body. All favorable elements combined, Libby argued, the 

MPC for milk should be raised upward two or three times above the MPC in drinking 

water.
37

  

Libby's concern, however, went unnoticed. The PHS continued to cite the same 

standard of 80 µµc per liter, whereas the levels of Sr-90 in milk reported by various 

bodies, still relatively low, showed ominous signs of rising. As the margin of safety 

appeared to be slowly shrinking, the mass media as well as ordinary citizens became 

alarmed. In September 1958, Libby asked for immediate consultation among the USAEC, 

PHS, and NCRP to resolve “the absurb [sic] situation where AEC and USPHS use 

different standards.”
38

 In a follow-up letter to Luedecke, Libby called for swift action 

“before the PHS attitude gets so firmly entrenched in the public mind that irreparable 

damage will have been done.”
39

 Despite his repeated intervention for an upward revision 

of the MPC for milk, the same number—80 µµc per liter—stubbornly remained in 
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place.
40

  

While Libby was unsuccessfully in his attempts to revise the MPC for Sr-90 in milk 

upward, the ICRP and NCRP took the opposite course of action. By the summer of 1958, 

a task force chaired by Karl Z. Morgan drafted a new guideline for both the ICRP and 

NCRP with regard to the MPCs for radioisotopes retained in the body. The new 

guidelines enacted changes on two counts. First, Morgan’s committee recommended the 

upward revision of the occupational MPC for Sr-90 in bone marrow from 1 μc (1000 SU) 

to 2 μc (2000 SU). Second, it laid out two different MPCs for the general population: a 

maximum ceiling for an individual and an average level. While a conventional factor of 

10 was added to the occupational MPC to arrive at the individual limit, Morgan’s 

committee proposed a factor of 100 to the average exposure limit to the reproductive cells 

and the whole body.  

Why did Morgan propose the very conservative average population limit? His logic 

was surprisingly arbitrary. Back in 1956, the ICRP had decided to limit the average 

population exposure of the reproductive organ and the whole body, excluding that from 

natural and medical sources, to an order of magnitude of natural background radiation (5 

rem per 30 years). Morgan’s committee then allocated 2 rem out of the 5 rem to cover the 

population exposure, with a three-fourth of this, or 1.5 rem per 30 years, to be reserved 

for internal exposure from radioactive waste. This number, 1.5 rem, as it turned out, was 

equal to 1/100 of the 30-year total of the annual average occupational exposure limit (5 

rem per yr, or 150 rem per 30 yrs).
41

 The question remained as to whether this new 
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guideline intended to address radioactive waste hazards was applicable to global fallout 

from weapons testing. Morgan, however, was personally affirmative, warning not to 

allow many loopholes and exhaust “the bank account” of 2 rem/30 yrs until more data 

became available regarding damage from low-level radiation.
42

 

Morgan’s conservatism placed the U.S. government in a dilemma. Until then, the 

USAEC relied on the NCRP as its principal supplier of radiation safety guidelines. The 

ICRP and NCRP were authoritative, however, precisely because of their independent 

operations. The USAEC, which had long turned to the NCRP as a reliable source of 

scientific authority, suddenly found itself at the mercy of the NCRP’s decisions. If the 

NCRP adopted Morgan’s advice and applied a factor of 100 to Sr-90, as M. Allen Pond of 

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) warned, the levels of Sr-90 

concentrations in several U.S. milk supplies would have instantly exceeded this new 

limit. If the NCRP adhered to the old factor of 10, however, “there may be significant 

public reaction, and the international propaganda potential is clear.”
43

 In either way, the 

U.S. government was bound to court public relations disaster.  

This predicament led Pond to conclude that the concept of “permissible dose” was no 

longer valid—or even dangerous. He observed that the levels of environmental radiation 

were bound to rise with the expansion of military and peaceful uses of atomic energy. As 

the scale of exposure gradually increased, however, the permissible dose had to be 

constantly revised downward in order to ensure that the larger scale of exposure would 

not lead to a notable increase of radiation damage. As a result, the margin between 

contamination levels and upper limits would disappear sooner or later. Panic might break 
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out if people believed that the permissible dose denoted a breaking line between absolute 

safety and actual injury. Instead of assuming a single point of “permissible dose,” Pond 

proposed to correlate a series of graded actions to the spectrum of contamination levels. 

At each stage, a specific action was to be instituted after damage was carefully weighed 

against other key factors.
44

  

In September 1958, the PHS and USAEC officials alerted the NCRP to the serious 

problem of Morgan’s very conservative guideline and Pond’s alternative approach.
45 

In 

November, the NCRP postponed the guideline’s approval and established an ad hoc 

committee to explore a new approach to assess the population dose in terms of health 

effects.
46

 By the time the ad hoc committee was convened, however, fears of an 

immediate crisis had receded. Morgan’s committee decided to relax the factor of safety 

from 100 to 30 in the case of radioisotopes which affected a single critical organ, such as 

Sr-90 (bone) and I-131 (thyroid), on grounds that damage in these body parts might 

require a much larger dose than in the case of the whole body.
47

  

The relaxation of the factor of safety for the permissible dose for the whole 

population from 100 to 30 dispelled the fear that Sr-90 levels in fresh milk might exceed 

the new limits. The passing of one crisis, however, was followed by another. The NCRP’s 

ad hoc committee adhered the concept of permissible dose and, as it turned out, adopted 

an even more conservative number than the ICRP. The committee determined that a 

maximum limit of Sr-90 concentrations in bone marrow for the non-occupational 
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individual should be of the same order as natural background radiation. The population-

average level was to be further lowered by a factor of 10.
48

 In effect, the NCRP’s ad hoc 

committee put forward 1/10 of the ICRP’s recommendation for the maximum individual 

limit (0.1 r/yr vs. 1 r/yr) and 1/30 of that for the population average (0.01 r/yr vs. about 

0.3 r/yr).
49

 Edward Lewis, one of the committee members, was still reluctant to allow 

this extremely low level of exposure to a large population size. It was “'acceptable' only 

because of present world conditions,” Lewis told NCRP Chairman Lauriston Taylor.
50

  

The conclusions made by the NCRP’s ad hoc committee was shocking for many 

NCRP members. One of them complained that it was bound to be “taken out of context 

by the Linus Paulings” to call for a “complete elimination of all man-made radiation.”
51

 

Although the report was withheld from public release, its existence was well known even 

outside the NCRP. The USAEC feared its serious implication for weapons testing. In a 

letter to Taylor dated on March 13, 1959, Forrest Western, a USAEC scientist and 

member of the ad hoc committee, urged exempting radioactive fallout from the 

committee’s conclusions. Western reminded Taylor that the NCRP had no mandate to 

determine what constituted an “acceptable risk” for military uses of atomic energy. But 

Clinton C. Powell of National Institutes of Health, another committee member, found it 

unrealistic to disavow the guideline's inclusion of radioactive fallout. Even if the NCRP 

did so, Powell observed, public pressure would soon mount for a specific statement 

regarding the fallout danger. His solution was to leave the entire matter to a high-level 
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discussion between public health and military officials in Washington.
52

 Such leadership, 

however, was not forthcoming from the U.S. government until the results of various 

fallout monitoring initiatives triggered a fallout scare in the spring of 1959.  

 

Is the margin of safety vanishing?  

 On February 7, 1959, the Minnesota Governor’s atomic energy committee disclosed 

a shocking finding. In a press statement, Maurice Visscher reported that one batch of 

local wheat contained 112 μμc of Sr-90 per kg or 600 SU. This contamination level was 

much higher than the maximum permissible concentration for Sr-90 (80 μμc per kg in 

drinking water or 100 SU in human bones). Visscher reassured his audience that this 

isolated case would pose no immediate hazard. He still argued, however, that some food 

was so contaminated that even a small amount of such “hot” food could raise the human 

body burden of fallout close to the permissible dose. Visscher’s choice of fallout 

monitoring as a method of confronting the USAEC paid off. “What the world public has 

a right to resent,” Visscher stated in his reply to an anxious citizen, “is the bland 

reassurances it has been given in the absence of factual information.”
53 

Visscher 

immediately brought his findings to the attention of two Democratic Senators from 

Minnesota, Hubert H. Humphrey and Eugene McCarthy. In his letter to them, Visscher 

asked for a full-scale congressional investigation into the USAEC’s disregard for wheat 

in its fallout risk evaluation. He insisted that all legislators from the Plains States, forced 

to “take the brunt of so much fallout burden,” should unite behind a call for the halt of 
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further fallout contamination.
54

   

   The news of “radioactive wheat” soon became an international sensation. A British 

Member of Parliament demanded the ban of cereal imports from the United States. 

Willard Libby, however, insisted that Visscher’s finding hardly changed the overall 

picture. In a March 6 briefing for Eisenhower and his cabinet, the USAEC commissioner 

explained that any effect of unusually contaminated products would be averaged out over 

a period of time and in a full diet. He admitted that the tolerance figure “really isn't 

known,” but quickly added that the risk from global fallout was “very small compared to 

other hazards of life.”
55

 Libby also realized, however, that Visscher’s finding, combined 

with his strong ties to the Democrats, amounted to a serious political blow to the USAEC. 

Libby testified before Congress in an unusually conciliatory tone, stating that he was 

“very concerned” about Minnesota's results and in favor of a congressional hearing on the 

subject.
56

 Libby even wrote directly to Visscher and made a gesture of taking the blame. 

“We have been concentrating on human bone, milk, rain, and soil,” he admitted, “and I 

am afraid thus somewhat underemphasizing grain and vegetables.”
57 

 

Visscher’s discovery of irradiated wheat was soon followed by an alarming report on 

Sr-90 milk by the Consumers Union. The March 1959 volume of Consumer Reports 

published the result of CU’s fresh milk survey in 50 cities across North America. Its mean 

value, 8 SU, was in good agreement with the PHS’ samples. CU’s data, however, pointed 
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to its wide variation from 2 to almost 16 SU and possibly much more. It was, of course, 

no news to the government, which was well aware of the uneven distribution of Sr-90 in 

the environment. CU’s challenge was rather methodological in terms of fallout 

monitoring. The government selected its sample basis in a manner designed to estimate 

the average value and distribution curve across the nation. In other words, the selection of 

particular sampling sites made sense only within a wider context. The PHS sampled milk 

in St. Louis, for example, because of its representative character, not its uniqueness. As 

discussed before, however, this selective approach had long suffered from a lack of 

guidelines concerning the desired level of accuracy. Consumers, however, refused to bear 

the burden of uncertainty about estimates of the nationwide average and deviation. Their 

reliable sources of information were instead local samples specific to their communities. 

As Irvin Michelson later told Congress, “averages for the country … are no substitute for 

knowing local levels.”
58

 CU’s milk survey successfully demonstrated that even a private 

organization of limited means could carry out extensive monitoring as demanded by 

consumers. This demonstration forced the PHS to admit “the generally unsatisfactory 

nature” of its milk-monitoring program and its inability to reassure the public.
59  

 The last straw in the crisis of public confidence in the U.S. government’s assessment 

of risk came from within the government. When the meteorologist Lester Machta 

disputed Willard Libby’s model of fallout diffusion and precipitation from the 

stratosphere, the USAEC launched a direct stratospheric sampling program with balloon-

bore filter systems. Upon the request of the USAEC, the Air Force also began the High 

Altitude Sample Program (HASP) in November 1957, deploying U-2 reconnaissance 
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aircraft, then top-secret equipment, to monitor fallout in the stratosphere.
60

 Data from 

HASP soon cleared up some unknown factors. The stratospheric debris was not as 

extensive as had been previously feared. The data, however, also revealed that 

stratospheric fallout descended at a much faster pace—a few years for a lower latitude 

and a year or less in a higher latitude—than Libby's 10-year estimate. This indicated that 

some fallout elements whose half-lives were relatively short, such as Iodine-131 

(exhausting 98% of its radioactivity in 48 days) and Strontium-89 (300 days), could reach 

the ground before their effect on human health became negligible.
61

  

The state-of-art capabilities of U.S. military intelligence were key to obtaining this 

important finding. Its secret character, however, made it difficult to apply the insight to 

the government’s assessment of risk in an open and timely manner. As early as January 

1958, Harry Wexler, Lester Machta, and other NAS meteorologists became aware of 

HASP data and urged its prompt declassification.
62 

The director of HASP, however, 

failed to persuade the CIA, Pentagon, and USAEC to meet this request.
63

 In May 1958, 

the Pentagon finally agreed to make the data available to the NAS members, but only on 

a secret basis.
64

 In the meantime, Libby refused to modify his model, insisting “further 

data are necessary for the answer.”
65

 The commissioner continued to insist that no short-

half-life product would reach the ground and Sr-90 and other long-half-life elements 

would settle thinly and evenly so that no one in the world was at undue risk.   
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Libby’s argument might have been legitimate, as HASP findings were preliminary in 

nature. But his handling of scientific uncertainty behind the cloak of military secrecy 

proved politically dangerous when U.S. Congress discovered the HASP data’s 

implications. In February 1959, the Pentagon’s atomic energy adviser, Herbert B. Loper, 

communicated this data to JCAE Chairman Clinton Anderson. Libby immediately wrote 

to Anderson, explaining that the findings were still tentative. On March 18, Loper 

contacted Anderson again, confirming that his previous correspondence contained no 

secret information except for a few lines. Loper asked the JCAE chairman, however, to 

treat the information as confidential because “there is not full agreement as to the 

interpretation of the data that has been obtained so far.”
66

 This request, however, raised a 

red flag for Anderson. As a fervent critic of the USAEC and the Republican 

administration, he did not miss the political opportunity furnished by Loper’s appeal to 

administrative confidentiality. Anderson immediately publicized a series of his 

correspondence with Libby and Loper. Describing them as further proof of the USAEC’s 

cover-up of the fallout danger, Anderson demanded a full-scale congressional hearing to 

interrogate the USAEC.
67 

 

The various independent fallout monitoring initiatives underlined the fact of 

indelible uncertainty in the assessment of risk, which the USAEC was well aware of and 

striving with much difficulty to reduce. Critics, however, depicted their findings as proof 

of the USAEC’s “secrecy,” “negligence,” and “incompetence.” As public confidence in 

the USAEC faltered, the commission found changes to its fallout information policy 
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unavoidable. Shortly after Anderson broke the news about HASP’s findings, USAEC 

Chairman John McCone publicly pledged “so long as I am Chairman of the Atomic 

Energy Commission I shall not be a party to the suppression or distortion of any 

information bearing on the safety and health of the American public.”
68

 The USAEC 

abandoned the practice of occasional releases through individual speeches and technical 

articles and began in September 1959 to publish all fallout data on a quarterly basis.
69

 

This automatic dissemination of all collected data made it no longer possible for the 

USAEC to dictate the timing of data release, offer the official interpretation of 

information, and dismiss critics as merely “speculating” without access to quantitative 

data.  

  Distrust in the USAEC also manifested in a growing call for the transfer of the 

commission’s mandate for radiation protection to the PHS. This was a serious 

development because the question of who should determine the acceptable risk from 

weapons testing was central to the politics of fallout risk. The USAEC was willing to 

seek advice from advisory committees, but it never relinquished its legal mandate as the 

sole regulator of operations relating to atomic energy. The USAEC’s dual role in 

conducting weapons testing and judging its risk, however, became increasingly 

problematic as the concept of “conflict of interest” in postwar U.S. political culture 

changed. The political scientist Andrew Stark argues that the definition of “conflict” 

shifted from a case-by-case approach toward a universal axiom that ignored the 

circumstances of discrete affairs. The conception of interest also moved from a narrow 
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focus on financial stakes toward a broader context of commitments which could affect 

one’s judgments.
70

 The USAEC’s dual function, authorized by Congress due to its 

unmatched expertise in atomic energy and its sensitivity to national security imperatives, 

turned out to be the commission’s Achilles’ heel in the politics of risk.  

By the time that the USAEC’s conflicts of interests attracted public scrutiny, the PHS 

had become more assertive in the field of radiation protection as a whole. Back in 

February 1958, the Surgeon General had upgraded the Office of Radiological Health to 

division status and established a National Advisory Committee on Radiation (NACOR). 

On March 26, 1959, NACOR released its first report in the middle of the fallout scare. 

The report discussed medical and industrial uses of radiation solely and carefully avoided 

the subject of weapons testing and radioactive fallout. It nevertheless pointed to the 

rapidly shrinking margin between the exponential increase of radiation exposure and the 

constant reduction of permissible dose (TABLE 9-2).  

 

TABLE 9-2
71

 

Estimated annual whole-body dose in millirems received externally from natural and 

medical x-ray sources: 

Year 

Natural 

Sources 

X-ray 

sources 

1925 100 15 

1935 100 40 

1945 100 75 

1955 100 135 
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Predicted Power capacity and accumulated volume of radioactive waste resulting 

from development of the nuclear power industry: 

 

Year 

Power 

Capacity 

(megawatts) 

High/medium 

level waste 

products 

(gallons) 

1965 1.5x10
4
 1.5 x 10

6
 

1975 8 x 10
4
 2 x 10

7
 

1985 2 x 10
5
 8 x 10

8
 

1995 5 x 10
5
 2 x 10

9
 

 

Curies of radioisotopes shipped by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Number of 

medical users of radioisotopes in the United States: 

 

Year Curies 

Number 

of Users 

1952 12,000 445 

1954 30,000 870 

1956 100,000 1533 

1958 230,000 1935 

 

Recommended Annual Maximum Permissible Dose in Rems for Workers 

occupationally exposed to ionizing radiations: 

 

 Period  MPD (annual) 

 1931-36  60 

 1936-48  30 

 1948-58  15 

 1958-present  5 

 

In view of this alarming general trend, NACOR advocated that all radiation sources 

should be placed under unified surveillance and control. It argued that the USAEC was 
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unfit for this role because of a potential conflict of interests in the commission’s dual 

function of promotion and regulation. To ensure the uniform control of radiation hazards 

and secure the independence of regulators from users, NACOR recommended that the 

PHS take charge of radiation protection from all radiation sources.
72

 NACOR’s bold 

challenge to the USAEC’s mandate aroused widespread support from Democratic 

members of Congress. Although NACOR did not discuss the military uses of atomic 

energy at all, some congressmen seized the momentum and submitted a resolution to 

authorize the PHS to control environmental radiation from all sources including weapons 

testing and allow no tests unless the Surgeon General expressly approved.
73

 

As the USAEC’s legal mandate to determine the acceptable risk was under threat, the 

Eisenhower administration immediately asked the Bureau of the Budget (BOB), whose 

mission included advising on administrative streamlining, to propose a new arrangement 

for radiation protection.
74 

The BOB agreed with NACOR’s argument that the USAEC's 

dual function undermined public confidence in the government's judgment about 

radiation hazards in general. It found it equally objectionable, however, to concentrate the 

function of radiation protection under the PHS because such a measure would allow the 

public health officials to dictate “the whole future of the use of radiation” without input 

from radiation users.
75

 The BOB advised the President that neither the USAEC nor the 

PHS should determine the acceptable risk of radiation from the federal government’s 

activities, including weapons testing. This politicization of the judgment of risk from 

radiation uses marked a major departure from the past practice in which the USAEC 
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followed the NCRP as a source of authority due to its professional competence, not its 

political accountability.   

The political definition of risk also affected the mechanism of technical advice on 

radiation hazards. In August 1959, a Federal Radiation Council (FRC) was created within 

the White House to assist the President in weighing the prospective health damage 

against the social benefits of radiation uses. The FRC was not a committee of scientific 

experts, but a consultative body of major interested parties in radiation uses: the 

secretaries of Commerce, Defense, and HEW, as well as the USAEC Chairman.
76

 This 

political approach stood in sharp contrast to the technocratic model in Britain, which 

strove to depoliticize the decision on the acceptable risk by designating the MRC as the 

government’s advisor. Perhaps out of concern that the USAEC might exercise undue 

influence within the FRC, some Democratic members of U.S. Congress preferred the 

technocratic model and insisted on the inclusion of the NAS and NCRP chairmen in the 

FRC.
77

 In September 1959, Congress reached a compromise with the White House and 

passed a resolution that authorized the President to appoint non-federal-government 

representatives to the FRC.
78

 The White House, however, refused to change the FRC’s 

composition, but the FRC, lacking its own full-time technical staff, heavily relied on the 

scientific expertise and cognitive authority of the NCRP 

 

The loss of trust and the rise of a taboo   

The USAEC, criticized for the selective scope of its fallout monitoring, limited 

disclosure of data and conflict of interest, changed its fallout information policy, and 
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ceded part of its mandate in determining radiation safety guidelines to the FRC. These 

momentous changes in the assessment of risk coincided with a major watershed in U.S. 

test-ban policy. As discussed before, Eisenhower and his foreign-policy adviser John 

Foster Dulles pursued a comprehensive ban because of its merits for arms control. The 

opponents and skeptics of the total prohibition championed an atmospheric ban as a 

compromise between fallout anxiety and national security. The White House was 

interested in this limited option but only as a fallback position in case the negotiations in 

Geneva to secure a total ban collapsed.   

An atmospheric ban, however, came to take on a different connotation in the spring 

of 1959 when public reaction to fallout contamination reached a high point. The alarming 

report on Minnesotan wheat pushed the Democratic-majority Congress further toward an 

atmospheric ban. Senator Frank Church reiterated his support for his colleague Albert 

Gore’s proposal. Hubert Humphrey still preferred a comprehensive ban but endorsed an 

atmospheric ban as an absolute bottom line.
79

 The White House reached a similar 

conclusion around the same time. On March 17, Eisenhower told his aides “all available 

evidence indicates that nuclear testing is bad.” Like many citizens, the President was 

under the impression that the margin of safety between contamination levels and 

permissible dose was rapidly shrinking. “The allowable dose of strontium 90 is being 

approached in some foods in some areas of the country,” he said. “We would no longer 

test atomic weapons in the atmosphere.”
80

 In a subsequent U.S.-British summit meeting 

on March 22, Macmillan agreed with Eisenhower’s view and nodded to a possible 
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initiative to ban atmospheric testing.
81

  

Both Eisenhower and Macmillan believed that an atmospheric ban would remove 

both the inspection and fallout problems at one stroke. As Eisenhower’s science adviser 

James Killian explained, however, the actual meaning of the atmospheric ban depended 

on how to define the “atmosphere.” It had to cover extremely high altitudes, thousands of 

kilometers from the surface, in order to eliminate radioactive contamination. Otherwise, 

fission product from the detonation would ultimately drift back to the ground. If the 

“atmosphere” indicated a range of effective inspection by national means alone, however, 

it could not include the extreme upper atmosphere because detection techniques were still 

underdeveloped.
82

 When Eisenhower and Macmillan disclosed the joint offer of an 

atmospheric ban on April 13, the atmospheric range was defined in terms of inspection: 

from the surface up to 50 km.
83

 The Kremlin immediately exposed the hidden 

implications and intent of the Western proposal. In his April 23 letter to Eisenhower, 

Premier Khrushchev pointed out that banning weapons testing up to 50 km would make 

no difference as to the health risk from fallout.
84

 Christian Herter, who would shortly 

succeed Dulles as secretary of state, later confided to a British official that the Soviets 

made an “effective point” that the Western position would not eliminate fallout 

contamination.
85

  

The U.S.-British joint proposal of an atmospheric ban, however, soon became a 
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genuine measure against fallout contamination. The Kremlin agreed that their scientists 

should discuss the problem of high-altitude detection.
86

 The Soviets were willing to 

cooperate in this field of inspection which involved no risk of espionage on the Soviet 

soil. The Americans also came to conclude that detection was feasible using available 

means. A group of experts reported to the White House in July that it was feasible to 

detect nuclear explosions up to 50,000 km from the ground. Beyond this limit of 

detection, no fallout would drift back to the earth.
87

 As an enforceable atmospheric ban 

became equally effective in containing fallout contamination, the U.S. Congress 

overwhelmingly favored this option. All JCAE members expressed their support for the 

atmospheric ban, and the Senate seemed ready to ratify such an agreement.
88

   

The Kremlin, however, firmly resisted an atmospheric test ban. Khrushchev called it 

a cunning scheme to perpetuate nuclear arms race elsewhere.
89

 He remained silent about 

the proposal’s advantages, however. This response was puzzling because the Soviet 

Union had always stressed the health risks from global fallout and feared the intrusion of 

ground inspection. It was all the more puzzling when Vasily Emelyanov, chief of the 

Directorate for the Peaceful Utilization of Atomic Energy, told USAEC Chairman John 

McCone in December 1959 that, at some point before their conversation took place, the 

Soviets had been prepared to take the initiative on an atmospheric test ban for propaganda 

reasons. But the Kremlin called off the plan, Emelyanov said, after the Western powers 
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became willing to accept such a proposal.
90

 This off-the-cuff remark awaits further 

corroboration from Soviet records, but it nevertheless raises the question of what 

motivated the Kremlin’s resistance to an atmospheric ban. 

 One of the probable reasons was military-technical. Before the moratorium took 

effect in November 1958, the United States had conducted over a dozen fully contained 

(fallout-free) underground tests, whereas the Soviet Union had done none.
91

 The Soviet 

nuclear weapons program was geared toward large-yield missile warheads, whose tests 

underground, even on a mock scale, often proved difficult. In addition, as Matthew 

Evangelista explains, the nuclear weapons development process in the Soviet Union 

tended to eschew a high-risk, high-return approach. Underground testing was one of such 

cases. A Soviet weapons designer later testified that the Soviets became familiar with this 

method mainly through U.S. sources.
92

 This observation underlined the irony that Teller 

and other opponents of a test ban, claiming that the Soviets could cheat a test ban by 

underground testing, inadvertently made its feasibility known to the Soviets.
93

 

Another possible motivation behind Khrushchev’s opposition to an atmospheric test 

ban at this time was the enormous costs associated with underground nuclear weapons 

tests. We can see their expense from a price quote the British later received from the 

Americans for their possible use of underground facilities in Nevada: £2 to 3 million plus 

additional charges on the site and services support.
94

 Indeed, Sergei Khrushchev claims 
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that his father was well aware of economic costs if nuclear arms race continued 

underground.
95

 An atmospheric test ban, above all, contravened the Kremlin’s public 

position in favor of genuine disarmament. Khrushchev made a passionate speech for 

“general and complete disarmament” during his visit to the United States in September 

1959. The Soviet Union followed up this proposal in January 1960 with the 

announcement of a deep cut in the armed forces.
96

 Its true motive still remains unclear 

and perhaps is multifaceted, but it was evident that the Soviet leadership still pursued a 

comprehensive ban despite its reluctance to accept international inspection.   

London and Washington, for their part, also returned to their original pursuit of a 

comprehensive ban. It was not difficult for the Macmillan administration, which 

consistently looked for a breakthrough in nuclear disarmament and was willing to 

compromise on the problem of inspection.
97

 The Eisenhower administration also 

resumed its bid for a comprehensive ban after August 1959 when George B. 

Kistiakowsky, a Harvard chemist, succeeded Killian as Eisenhower’s science adviser.
98

 It 

also announced the extension of one-year moratorium to the end of 1959 as a positive 

signal. Both sides of the Geneva talks, however, remained apart over the inspection of 

underground testing. At this point, Eisenhower decided to let the moratorium expire but 

not to resume nuclear testing. This self-restraint reflected the President’s strong desire to 

persuade the Soviets to accept international inspection for a comprehensive ban. “Our 

real aim,” Eisenhower told his advisers, “is to open that country up to some degree.” 
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Herter agreed, adding that a comprehensive ban would also serve as a test case for 

workable disarmament agreements in the future.
99

  

The Western nuclear powers had a choice to resume underground testing but 

refrained from doing so in order to not to wreck the test-ban negotiations. The reopening 

of atmospheric testing, on the other hand, became increasingly difficult if not impossible 

for them regardless of the outcome in Geneva. Macmillan had repeatedly stated that he 

would never allow atmospheric tests at any future time.
100

 A similar sentiment also 

existed in Washington. As USAEC Chairman McCone succinctly expressed, “we are 'out 

of the business' of atmospheric testing anyhow.”
101

 Eisenhower strongly agreed. “No free 

country can go back to atmospheric testing,” he once told his aides. “World opinion – the 

adverse effect of alienating free world countries – would stop it.”
102

 By the time when 

the moratorium expired, the U.S. and British political leaders had come to recognize the 

political harm of fallout contamination.    

The final straw for the White House was the report of the bran from 1958 wheat from 

9 states, which contained up to 675 μμc of Sr-90 per kg. Calcium and Sr-90 concentrated 

easily in this outermost layer of the kernel, which was consumed mainly in the form of 

dry cereals and wheat breads. Since consumers usually ate only a small amount of the 

bran, the actual human intake of Sr-90 from this source was much lower than the 

permissible level.
103

 The extent of contamination in the bran as such, however, indeed 
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“look[ed] high,” far above the permissible concentration. This finding, confirmed by 

March 1960, greatly alarmed Eisenhower’s science adviser George Kistiakowsky and 

HEW Secretary Arthur Flemming.
104

  

The news of “radioactive bran” came on the heels of the so-called “great cranberry 

scare” in November 1959. This incident was strikingly similar to that of radioactive 

fallout, both resulting from the increasingly stringent regulation of food contamination. 

The Miller Pesticide Amendment of 1954 prohibited the FDA from setting a permissible 

dose in food for any chemical shown to cause cancer in laboratory animals. Only few 

weeks apart from Thanksgiving, Secretary Flemming publicly announced that some 

cranberries were contaminated by aminotriazole, a carcinogenic chemical used as 

pesticide or weed-killer. As this news terrified U.S. consumers, the sale of cranberries 

nosedived.
105

 Despite this disastrous economic impact, as Suzanne Rebecca White 

argues, the public supported the strict enforcement of zero tolerance.
106

 An agricultural 

economic adviser for Eisenhower, Donald Paarlberg, saw the writing on the wall. The 

cranberry scare, arising from the conservative trend of tolerance to food contamination, 

he observed, “may be only a forerunner of similar and more serious problems.”
107

 

A series of discoveries concerning heavily contaminated foodstuffs deeply shook 

Eisenhower’s confidence in his science advisers. At the end of March 1960, when 

Kistiakowsky briefed Eisenhower on the chemical contamination of cranberries, he also 
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explained the radioactive contamination of bran. He found the President “obviously 

unhappy about the past assurances from the AEC that there was no problem from 

fallout.”
108

 Eisenhower’s sense of disillusionment must have been profound because of 

his leadership style, which always trusted “his scientists” in the government despite his 

keen awareness of the deep differences of opinion that existed among experts. The loss of 

trust in science advice brought Eisenhower decisively on the side of caution about fallout 

hazards. The President told McCone that “he ha[d] become more concerned about the 

consequences of testing on the human body.” He blamed “our scientists” for being “too 

rosy regarding the possibilities of damage to the world.” The USAEC chairman agreed, 

reassuring Eisenhower that he would not recommend testing nuclear weapons in the 

atmosphere.
109

  

No longer certain about the judgment of risk by the USAEC, Eisenhower refused to 

resume fallout-producing nuclear tests for the rest of his presidential term. By the time he 

reached this conclusion, his final push for a comprehensive test ban had failed. In May 

1960, the Paris Summit fell apart with no agreement on international inspection in the 

aftermath of an incident in which an American U-2 spy plane was shot down over Soviet 

airspace.
110

 Eisenhower openly regretted this failure, but still found some comfort in his 

unilateral abstention from atmospheric testing. In August 1960, he declared in a press 

conference that “I will not allow anything to be exploded in the atmosphere that would 
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add anything to the apprehensions of people about their health.”
111

 Eisenhower abided by 

this pledge until he left office in January 1961.  

 

Tyranny of number    

The paradox of permissible dose, which constantly declined as contamination levels 

rose, magnified the social impact of heavily contaminated but isolated foodstuffs. As 

discussed before, the NCRP and ICRP reduced exposure limits to keep the infinitesimal 

degree of radiation damage to the individual from becoming statistically noticeable 

within a large population. Laypeople, in contrast, tended to interpret “permissible dose” 

as a magic number between life and death. One JCAE memo reflected the widespread 

alarm over the confusing concept of “permissible dose.” “We have conditioned public 

thinking to the position that if the Sr-90 in a loaf of bread exceeds the MPC, the person 

who eats the bread will get leukemia,” the JCAE memo observed. This confusion had 

already begun to affect the course of national policies on nuclear tests, atomic plants, and 

other activities involving radiation hazards. “We are stuck with the problem, which is of 

our own making, and it is too late to go back and start over again.”
112

 Even President 

Eisenhower, the highest political leader in the nation, now found any further fallout 

contamination socially unacceptable and politically dangerous. 

 The situation was strikingly similar across the Atlantic. Back in 1956, the British 

MRC determined a “warning dose” (10 SU) for Sr-90 in bone, a 1/10 of the non-

occupational individual MPC. This conservative value was based on the assumption that 

radioactive fallout might remain in the upper air for a long time, and that too much fallout 
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injected into the stratosphere might make it too late to check Sr-90 contamination on the 

ground. As the levels of contamination in Britain continued to rise, opposition parties and 

labor unions became restless, pressing for an immediate test ban.
113

 To dodge the 

mounting pressure, Prime Minister Macmillan asked the MRC to conduct a new review. 

The report released on April 28, 1959 confirmed that, with no more tests conducted, the 

total amount of Sr-90 in food and water would remain well below the thresholds at which 

a “warning dose” was being delivered to human bone.
114

 By the end of the year, 

however, one bone sample showed 6.9 SU, double the highest levels (3.2 SU) thus far 

recorded. Although a further drastic increase was not expected because of the 

moratorium, this finding looked fairly close to the “warning dose.” MRC Secretary 

Harold Himsworth concluded that the further interpretation of fallout data based on the 

“warning dose” had become politically dangerous.
115

   

 To prevent a public relations disaster, the U.S. FRC and the British MRC released 

reports in May and December 1960, respectively. Both documents tried to remove the 

impression of a “peril point,” stressing that there was no such thing as a “safe” or 

“dangerous” dose because any amount of low-level radiation, no matter how small it was, 

entailed a health risk in direct proportion to the dose. Charles Dunham, the DBM director 

in the USAEC, likened the situation to a traffic speed limit. “A speed equal to the speed 

limit is not an absolutely safe speed since many serious accidents occur at lower speeds,” 

he said during the 1959 JCAE hearing. “Nor is it extremely dangerous to drive at speeds 

somewhat greater than the speed limit.”
116

 The denial of a threshold of safety, however, 
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created a new problem for risk communication. As one attendant at Eisenhower’s cabinet 

meeting pointed out, the assumption of no safe point would “almost inevitably be taken 

out of context” as a powerful argument against any amount of radiation exposures.
117

    

To contain the specter of mass panic based on the “no safe” hypothesis, the FRC and 

the MRC tried to frame the biological effects of low-level radiation in terms of acceptable 

risk. The FRC report declared that no exposure should occur unless 1) the various 

benefits, “as evaluated by the appropriate responsible group,” should outweigh the 

potential risk, and 2) the reasons for permitting a particular level of exposure should 

outweigh the decrease in risk to be expected from reducing the exposure.
118

 The MRC 

also characterized the risk as a matter of balancing “the possible risks of harm against the 

advantages of using radiation in particular circumstances.”
119

 This balancing act pointed 

to the central role of informed judgment because each case of radiation exposure, 

including radioactive fallout, involved different kinds of social benefits. To stress the 

principle of informed judgment, the FRC even created a new metric, Radiation Protection 

Guide (RPG), as a substitute for the term Maximum Permissible Dose. RPG was defined 

as “the radiation dose which should not be exceeded without careful consideration of the 

reasons for doing so.”
120

 As the chief of the PHS Division of Radiological Health, 

Donald A. Chadwick, later explained, RPG had “the incalculable advantage that it's an 

utterly meaningless term.”
121

 As the definition of this equivocal term implied, RPG was 
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intended to restore leeway for administrative discretion as opposed to the inflexibility of 

mechanically applying a single number.  

The ICRP and NCRP gladly asked government authorities to take over policy 

decisions. Despite the fact that risk assessment cannot be divided into scientific and 

social components, many contemporaries insisted on their separation, blaming the 

“trespass” of scientists into politics for the growing sense of public distrust in radiation 

protection. ICRP chairman Rolf Sievert was shocked when a 1958 World Health 

Organization report specifically mentioned the case of permissible dose as a notorious 

example for what it perceived as the confusion of science and politics.
122

 The leading 

members of the ICRP and NCRP, who also subscribed to the notion of demarcation, 

disavowed any interest in making policy decisions. Gioacchino Failla and Lauriston 

Taylor both insisted that the ICRP and NCRP had only reluctantly recommended the 

permissible dose for the general population because no other responsible group had ever 

addressed the vital problem.
123

 In the same vein, Taylor declared that the NCRP had 

never considered radioactive fallout as one of its subject matters because it involved “a 

social and political decision.” When Congressman Chet Holifield criticized his attitude as 

that of those in “ivory towers,” Taylor bluntly replied that someone else should make 

decisions in order to maintain a clear line between science and policy in the judgment of 

risk. “The ‘ivory tower position’ is very important here,” he said.
124
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Radiation protection experts, in a desperate attempt to defend their authority as 

dispassionate, unbiased experts, relinquished the policy decisions to government 

authorities. The question nonetheless remained: if the judgment of risk was not entirely 

technical, who should determine the acceptable risk from radioactive fallout? In the 

United States, the FRC from its inception faced a serious challenge to its status as the 

authoritative interpreter of fallout hazards. The FRC’s troubled mandate stood in sharp 

contrast to the conspicuous absence of criticism against the British MRC. This difference 

seemed to lie in the fact that the FRC’s composition as a committee of U.S. federal 

agencies magnified the political dimension of risk, which made it more difficult to justify 

the lack of democratic representation. Walter Selove raised this point when he spoke for 

the FAS during the 1960 congressional hearing. The FRC, he said, could hardly be 

impartial in its assessment of risk because of “the most severe kind of disagreement” 

regarding the value of weapons testing. Selove also insisted that the FRC could not 

balance the risks and benefits involved in global fallout because it was unaccountable to 

those in the world who bore the burden of risk with no return.
125

 Selove asked Congress 

to represent the nation and assess fallout hazards based on advice not only from the FRC 

and its consultants but also from concerned citizens and scientists who formed grassroots 

information clearinghouses across the country.
126

  

Another problem for the FRC was that its principle of balancing risks and benefits in 

the establishment of radiation protections was utterly useless as a practical administrative 

guide. As Failla bluntly told Congress, the risk-benefit formula was “a good appeal,” but 
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“in practice it is never used.”
127

 Russell Morgan, NACOR’s chairman, was also frank. “It 

is like balancing apples and pears,” he told Congress. “It is difficult to do [so] in any but 

a philosophical way.”
128

 The malleable norms of informed judgment, invoked to avoid 

the apparent rigidity of numbers, could not replace the need of a concrete numerical 

guide. In the end, the FRC followed the recommendations of the ICRP, which set the 

limit of average population exposure in proportion to the levels of natural background 

radiation (TABLE 9-3).
129

 Most scientists, including some critics like Ralph Lapp and 

Jack Schubert, agreed that the levels of natural background radiation provided a sound 

baseline for the radiation protection of the general population.
130

 

 

TABLE 9-3: Radiation Protection Guides for Normal Peacetime Operations
131

 

Type of Population 

Exposure Condition Dose (rem) 

Individual 

Year (whole 

body) 0.5 

Average 

30 Years 

(gonads) 5 

 

The politics of risk thus came full circle. Government authorities, in an attempt to avoid 

the misleading impression of the permissible dose as a magic number, insisted that there 

was no absolute point of safety or danger. The concept of acceptable risk, however, could 
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not eliminate the need to set a new number, which turned out to be very low, and 

determined in comparison to the natural dosage. The FRC’s RPG thus contained an 

inherent tension between the flexible concept of acceptable risk and the utility of a rigid 

numeric value.  

 

Conclusion 

The politics of risk moved from the international to the subnational levels during the 

moratorium period. A key driving force behind this transition was the proliferation of 

fallout information. The USAEC, adopting a selective method of sampling and releasing 

data only when required, resisted pressure from anxious citizens for more extensive 

monitoring and more frequent reporting. Although the vexing issue of what constituted a 

desired degree of accuracy remained unsettled,
132

 government scientists were averse to 

wasting resources to collect and disclose redundant or misleading data. This reluctance in 

Washington prompted state and local authorities as well as nongovernmental 

organizations, each combining political power and scientific expertise, to launch 

operations to monitor fallout levels in wheat, fresh milk, baby teeth and many other 

articles. These initiatives coincided with the time when radiation protection professionals 

drastically lowered the permissible dose of radiation for the general population to prevent 

radiation damage, which was bound to increase with the rise of radiation uses. The 
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upward trend of fallout contamination and its wide fluctuations on the one hand, and the 

downward trend of the permissible dose on the other, combined to alarm both experts and 

laypeople, including those in the highest seats of power across the Atlantic.  

The impact of various findings about the highly uneven distribution of risk from 

place to place, and from food to food, reverberated through the politics of risk. The 

USAEC was forced to change its fallout information policy, and fallout data began to be 

disseminated on a more frequent basis. The erosion of trust in the USAEC also magnified 

the perceived conflict of interest in the commission’s dual mandate of promotion and 

regulation, leading to the establishment of the FRC. Even President Eisenhower, who had 

firmly trusted the USAEC’s science advice, became so disturbed that he decided not to 

resume atmospheric tests regardless of the outcome of the Geneva talks for a 

comprehensive ban. To dispel the widespread impression of an imminent danger at the 

levels of permissible dose, the U.S. and British authorities tried to reassert the principle 

of acceptable risk. In the end, however, both the FRC and MRC subscribed to very low 

numerical limits comparable to the levels of natural background radiation. This decision 

had serious repercussions when the Soviet Union abruptly ended the moratorium in 

September 1961 and reversed the downward trend of global fallout contamination.  
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CHAPTER TEN 

 

TABOO BREAKER: THE END OF MORATORIUM 

 

The process leading to the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 began with the sudden end 

of the informal moratorium in place since November 1958. The Soviet Union conducted 

a massive aboveground test series in the fall of 1961, and the United States followed suit 

in April 1962. In appearance, this development seems to indicate the irrelevance of 

radioactive fallout. A closer look, however, reveals the opposite: the politics of risk 

entered the stage when fallout acquired a status akin to a “taboo.” It was not that every 

expert agreed that fallout was harmful. Indeed, scientific opinions remained as divided as 

in the past. But, as Nina Tannenwald explains in her pioneering study on nuclear weapon 

use, the taboo pushes the burden of proof upon skeptics, who have to face the irresistible 

tide of inertia not to dare to open Pandora’s Box.
1
 One could violate the taboo, but the 

hurdle to clear is very high if not impossibly high. One could use the taboo as a political 

instrument to promote one’s agenda, but in doing so the user finds oneself bound by it, 

reinforcing fallout’s taboo-like status. As we will see in this chapter, the taboo proved to 

be “sticky” at every turn of the events until both sides finally managed to resume 

atmospheric testing.  
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Genie came out again  

Harold Brown, an atomic physicist at Livermore who served as the Pentagon’s 

research & development director from 1961 to 1965, later recalled that John F. Kennedy 

entered the White House with an “instinctive feeling against nuclear testing.” The new 

president felt “very strongly about fallout, much more strongly, I think, than was justified 

on purely technical grounds.” This feeling, Brown said, was “a correct evaluation” of the 

political situation of the time.
2
 Indeed, Kennedy was sworn into office when radioactive 

fallout had become a political taboo within and outside the United States. The 1960 

presidential campaign, unlike in 1956, saw no partisan debate as to the danger of fallout. 

In line with his party’s line, Kennedy endorsed Senator Albert Gore’s proposal and 

pledged that he would unilaterally prohibit any fallout-producing tests if one more round 

of negotiations failed to conclude a comprehensive test ban.
3
 His Republican opponent, 

Richard Nixon, shared President Eisenhower’s aversion to fallout and promised that 

future nuclear tests be kept underground. Even Nelson Rockefeller, who openly 

questioned the alleged danger of fallout during his failed bid at presidency, declared that 

he preferred an underground version with no fallout.
4
  

Beyond playing politically “safe” with fallout, Kennedy seemed to be genuinely 

concerned about its moral implications. During the campaign, Kennedy declared that, 

unlike Rockefeller, he would never discount the effects of fallout. Starting with the 

proposition that there was no completely safe amount of radiation, the future president 
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forcefully rejected the principle of an “acceptable risk.” Even a very small number of 

individual tragedies, too small to measure with statistics, “loom very large indeed in 

human and moral terms.” Moreover, he advised great caution with fallout not because its 

danger was well established, but precisely because “there is still much that we do not 

know.”
5
 According to Jerome Wiesner, the president’s science adviser, Kennedy brought 

his personal distaste for fallout to the White House. One rainy day, the MIT physicist 

recalled, the President asked him what happened to fallout up in the air. The rain, Wiesner 

explained, would wash it down to the ground. Kennedy then looked out the window and 

said, “You mean, it’s in the rain out there?” He looked “very sad,” Wiesner remembered, 

staring at the rain outside the window in silence for a few minutes.
6
   

 The chief aim of a test ban for Kennedy and his “best and brightest” team, however, 

was not simply to remove fallout from the environment but to address the national 

security threat from the nuclear arms race and proliferation.
7
 The Kennedy administration 

thus preferred a comprehensive ban for its arms control effect and tried to break an 

impasse over the principle and substance of international inspection that had been stalling 

the test ban talks in Geneva. For this purpose, the Western side introduced a draft treaty 

in April 1961, proposing to ban all weapons tests but those underground below 4.75 on 

the Richter scale, coupled with the offer of a 3-year moratorium on the underground tests 

of any scale. In an attempt to encourage a Soviet compromise at the upcoming summit 

meeting in Vienna in early June, the Anglo-American powers also relaxed their demands 
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on the annual quota of onsite inspections from a fixed number of 20 to a range of 12 to 20 

depending on the number of unidentified seismic events on Soviet soil.
 8
   

 Kennedy’s push for a comprehensive ban, however, was ill timed. Khrushchev had 

already lost his interest in such a measure. The U-2 Incident of May 1960 seemed to 

validate the Kremlin’s suspicion that any kind of international inspection for arms control 

connived with it the danger of espionage. The Congo crisis, in which the U.S.-backed 

forces toppled the Soviet-supported regime in September 1960 at the time of U.N. 

intervention, deepened Moscow’s distrust in the appointment of a “neutral” official in 

charge of monitoring a test ban. The Soviets now demanded a “troika” scheme, in which 

the communist administrator could veto his Western and neutral counterparts. On the eve 

of the summit meeting, Khrushchev told the presidium members that the conclusion of a 

test ban agreement “never happens.”
9
 To avoid a “harmful appearance” before the world 

opinion, he proposed to link a test ban to an impossible demand of general and complete 

disarmament. The risk of espionage through onsite inspection, after all, was not worth 

taking for Khrushchev unless it brought about a breakthrough for the Soviet national 

security. “If we do not give them an espionage system,” he said, “this will be given to 

them only upon agreement on disarmament.”
10

 At the Vienna Summit in June, 

Khrushchev made no concession on the troika demand and declared that a test ban was 

useless except as part of complete disarmament.
11
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On July 10, about a month after the failed summit meeting, Khrushchev abruptly 

convened a meeting of scientists in the Kremlin. Before his experts, the Prime Minister 

announced that he decided to resume nuclear tests in the fall. Sakharov, recalled from his 

vacation in the Crimea, was the only dissent among the participants. He sensed that 

Khrushchev’s decision was “politically motivated,” with its technical grounds even less 

solid than his similar decision back in the summer of 1958.
12

 Indeed, the paramount 

agenda for the Soviet Prime Minister in Vienna had been the unsettled status of divided 

Berlin. It was a hole in the Iron Curtain through which an increasing number of East 

Germans escaped to the West.
13

 Kennedy, however, refused to discuss the problem during 

the summit meeting. Khrushchev issued an ultimatum, threatening to sign a separate 

peace treaty with East Germany and let the regime take over the control of the guaranteed 

Western access to West Berlin. In a speech of July 25, Kennedy expressed his willingness 

to talk but also decided to dispatch armed forces to Berlin and asked the Congress to 

authorize a massive arms buildup. Tensions continued to mount in August when the 

Soviets threatened unilateral action and the East Germans began to build a wall 

surrounding the western zone of Berlin.
14

 

Against this backdrop of international politics, Sakharov ventured to raise his 

opposition to the resumption during the Kremlin meeting. His memoir later claimed that 

the reason for this open defiance was based on the threat of nuclear tests to the cause of 

disarmament and peace. Khrushchev’s version supposedly on the same episode, on the 
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other hand, described Sakharov alluding to the health effects of fallout to humans.
15

 

Perhaps Sakharov must have expressed his misgivings in terms of both arms control and 

fallout effects. In any case, one thing was clear: Khrushchev was angry at the trespass of 

the weapon scientist into a matter of public policy. His anger unwittingly echoed with 

Eisenhower’s complaint in his farewell address. With his face turning red, the Prime 

Minister lectured Sakharov in front of the Presidium members and the invited scientists. 

“Leave politics to us—we’re the specialists,” Sakharov recalled Khrushchev’s words. 

“You make your bombs and test them, and we won’t interfere with you; we’ll help you. 

But remember, we have to conduct our policies from a position of strength. We don’t 

advertise it, but that’s how it is!”
16

 A day after the meeting, Khrushchev told his son 

Sergei. “Sakharov talks about humanism, but I have to think about the country's security,” 

he said. “If a war began, how many people would die if we couldn’t retaliate properly?”
17

  

With the clock ticking for the resumption of nuclear testing, the Soviet weapons 

developers rushed to arrange nuclear bomb tests. Among them was a 50-MT mock-up 

device designed for a 100 MT bomb, being developed by Sakharov’s team since the 

spring of 1961.
18

 Sakharov, despite his opposition to the new test series, nevertheless took 

charge of the superbomb experiment. As Khrushchev later observed, the scientist had “a 

kind of inner division.” He was torn between his patriotism to work on nuclear weapons 
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for national defense and his dread of their actual use.
19

 Sakharov tried to choose a lesser 

evil when he decided to test a “clean” version of the superbomb to minimize strontium-90 

and other fission fallout. He was well aware, however, that it would still produce carbon-

14, whose worldwide biological effects would last over the next five thousand years.
20

 

One of his propaganda articles had once solemnly warned the world that the total 

estimated number of victims of C-14 in a megaton explosion was 6,600.
21

 If Sakharov 

still upheld this estimate, 330,000 nameless victims expected from a 50-MT detonation 

must have haunted his mind. Sakharov’s self-education about fallout thus came to the full 

circle. Having once attacked Teller’s enthusiasm for the “humanitarian” clean bombs as 

wicked, Sakharov found himself forced to make the same compromise between ethical 

concerns and national security.  

Fallout risk neither factored in Khrushchev’s policy calculus nor created a domestic 

pressure like Kennedy and Macmillan faced. The Soviet Premier, however, still found the 

latitude of his policy options bound by fallout hazards. Sergei Khrushchev reports that his 

father was truly alarmed by the fact that his nation had to conduct too many tests in 

Semipalatinsk, located in the heart of the nation. To avoid an accident from heavy local 

fallout, Khrushchev asked for the transfer of as many tests as possible to Novaya Zemlya, 

an archipelago in the Arctic Ocean above 70 °N. The Ministry of Medium Machine 

Building was also ordered to develop the techniques of underground testing on a crash 

basis.
22

 Fallout proved to be more than a convenient propaganda tool the Kremlin could 
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exploit or ignore as it wished.   

Despite prodding from the Kremlin, Minister Yefim P. Slavsky was skeptical about 

such a need. A Ukrainian trained as a metallurgical engineer, Slavsky was a political 

pragmatist and a technological enthusiast. Sakharov later remembered that he was 

“unsentimental about such ‘minor matters’ as the damaging effects of radiation on the 

health of workers at atomic plants and mines, and even less concerned about the 

anonymous victims of nuclear weapons testing.”
23

 Slavsky, a passionate advocate for 

bigger bombs, did not believe it feasible to bury their detonations safely below the earth. 

He also objected to the enormous financial burden of underground tests.
24

 Despite his 

reluctance, Yulii Khariton led the development of underground techniques as the director 

of Arzamas-16. Although Khariton remained silent when Sakharov confronted 

Khrushchev, he tried unsuccessfully to persuade Brezhnev to cancel the test series at the 

eleventh hour before resumption in September.
25

 In the meantime, Khariton continued to 

work on methods to contain fallout below the earth. His initiative resulted in the first 

fully contained Soviet test (1.2 KT) conducted in Semipalatinsk on October 11, 1961.
26

 

Like Sakharov, Khariton was also searching for a method to fight the Cold War without 

polluting the air.  

While Moscow quietly prepared to end the moratorium with a massive nuclear test 

series, London and Washington were slowly moving toward resumption as well. The 

problem for them was not a compelling military-technological factor, as an internal 
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expert review reported none for the immediate future.
27

 At stake was the principle of 

effective control, on which the Western powers had insisted before agreeing on any arms 

control measure. Two and half years had passed since the uncontrolled moratorium 

began, with no prospect for a formal agreement on the test ban. Chet Holifield and other 

powerful U.S. congressmen, suspecting that the Soviets might be secretly conducting 

nuclear tests, clamored for immediate resumption.
28

 Above all, U.S. domestic opinion, 

frustrated by the Geneva talks and alerted by the Berlin crisis, now demanded a unilateral 

resumption by more than two to one.
29

 

The Kennedy administration concluded that it was inevitable that moratorium would 

end soon or later. Its policy advisers, however, strongly preferred limiting any test to 

underground. Wiesner preferred no fallout, and Rusk agreed, pointing to “an important 

difference” between tests with fallout and those without fallout. As long as there was no 

fallout, Rusk stated, it was “a manageable political problem.”
 30

 Across the Atlantic, 

Macmillan made an identical point. The British Prime Minister was prepared to support 

the resumption by the United States, but in a manner not to be “the first to create fall-

out.”
31

 Kennedy reassured him, stating that any U.S. test would remain underground 

unless and until the Soviets conducted atmospheric tests. The President, however, was far 

from being passive in face of a fallout taboo. He showed much interest in exploiting it to 

legitimate U.S. underground tests. Kennedy proposed an international campaign for a 
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fallout-test ban in an attempt to “get wide public understanding of ‘fall-out testing’ as 

bad, and underground testing as reasonable.”
32

 Macmillan agreed with this idea, 

convinced that such an overture would demonstrate that “we are fully conscious of 

world-wide anxiety about fallout and ready to do our best to avoid it.”
33

  

 

Resumption of Soviet atmospheric tests  

A decisive moment came on August 31. TASS abruptly announced the resumption of 

Soviet nuclear tests, justifying the decision as a compelled defensive act in face of a 

series of Western provocations, such as French nuclear armament and the Berlin crisis.
34

 

As the Kremlin let the genie of radioactive fallout out once again, it changed places with 

the U.S.-U.K in the politics of risk. The Soviet government was most defensive about its 

own tests in domestic media output, which remained eerily silent about the end of the 

moratorium. People in the Soviet Union, a U.S. information analysis stated, “had to read 

between the lines to discover that the USSR had broken the test moratorium.”
35

 The U.S. 

Embassy in Moscow, however, reported “some sign of awareness” among some Soviet 

citizens, in particular among the intelligentsia.
36

  

The White House turned the fallout taboo into a policy instrument, just as the 

Kremlin had learned to exploit it to bring about the moratorium. Three days after the 
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TASS announcement, Rusk met Kennedy and raised the possibility of an Anglo-

American joint offer of a fallout-test ban based on health concerns.
37

 As Rusk explained 

to the British ambassador in Washington, his proposal was more than propaganda. It was 

designed to mobilize public anxiety against the Soviet Union and interrupt Soviet anti-

ICBMs tests.
38

 Macmillan welcomed Rusk’s idea but added a vague call for peace in 

order to dilute the sharp focus on the fallout danger and retain the option of atmospheric 

testing.
39

 The public appeal to Khrushchev, issued on September 3, nevertheless placed 

the Soviet Prime Minister squarely on the spot over the problem of fallout. In his reply of 

September 9, Khrushchev spurned the partial ban proposal. While admitting that fallout 

was an “undesirable phenomenon,” he stressed that this harm was clearly outweighed by 

the security of the Soviet people in face of the danger of nuclear war.
40

  

The fallout taboo, however, was more than an expendable policy tool for the Western 

nuclear powers. It continued to delimit the latitude of their policy options. On September 

5, to impress the world with Washington’s determination to stay ahead of Moscow in the 

nuclear arms race, Kennedy ordered the resumption of testing—but only underground. 

Macmillan endorsed his deliberate choice. While only a small minority protested any 

kind of testing because of their moral opposition to nuclear arms, he observed, many 

more felt a “legitimate anxiety” about the health risk from fallout. “We must not 

gratuitously cause them alarm,” the British Prime Minister told Kennedy. He then asked 
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for “full, prior consultation” before any future decision to resume atmospheric testing.
41

 

The fallout taboo certainly did not deny Washington the possibility of resumption, but 

raised a hurdle to clear in the form of trans-Atlantic policy coordination.   

In the meantime, Moscow’s complete about-face regarding the danger of fallout had 

a mixed impact on its transnational partners in the West. On the one hand, Pugwash 

scientists, whose chief interest rested with arms control and tension reduction, put aside 

the problem of fallout. The seventh annual Pugwash conference, held in Vermont shortly 

after the Soviet resumption of testing, refrained from denouncing the Soviet action and 

explored with their Soviet participants a common interest in arms control studies and 

international scientific cooperation.
42

 The fallout from the Soviet tests, on the other hand, 

disillusioned Linus Pauling and his associates, who were deeply concerned about the 

human toll of radioactive fallout. In the aftermath of the Soviet 50-MT bomb, Pauling 

warned that it would cause gross defects in more than 40,000 children born in the next 

few generations and 400,000 more in subsequent centuries. Radio Liberty, a U.S. 

propaganda agency, beamed his message behind the Iron Curtain.
43

 In the following 

month, on a visit to Moscow as a foreign honorary member of the Soviet Academy of 

Sciences, Pauling openly challenged his fellow members, including Topchiev, criticizing 

the Soviet tests on grounds of their effects on human health and arms race.
44

 After 
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unsuccessfully asking for a personal interview with Khrushchev, he forwarded to the 

Premier a draft of an agreement for a limited ban which reportedly resembled the actual 

treaty of 1963.
45

  

A massive amount of Soviet fallout, moreover, aroused much alarm in many non-

nuclear countries located in the direct path of fallout from Novaya Zemlya. Thanks to 

their extensive fallout surveillance programs, Japan, Canada, Iceland, the Scandinavian 

countries, and others could “see and hear” the debris made in USSR. The reported peak 

levels of gross air radioactivity ranged from a few times above natural background 

radiation up to as much as 1,500 times in Toronto. Although the readings quickly returned 

to normal levels, the governments of these countries strongly protested the Soviet action 

bilaterally as well as at the U.N. General Assembly.  

A leading voice among these countries “at risk” was Canada. Prodded by Lester 

Pearson, the head of the opposition Liberal Party, Howard C. Green, Canada’s External 

Affairs Secretary, deployed fallout statistics and the UNSCEAR reports as a diplomatic 

asset.
46

 Ottawa believed that worldwide fallout monitoring provided “a telling argument 

for the need to cease at least unregulated testing in the atmosphere.” It also tried to draw 

on the UNSCEAR reports to underline the harmfulness of the Soviet fallout.
47

 The 

Canadian resolution submitted to the U.N. General Assembly, cosponsored by 25 

countries and overwhelmingly approved by the U.N. members, invited all nations to 
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submit fallout data to the UNSCEAR and asked the scientific committee to speed up its 

review work. It also requested the WMO to added fallout measurements to its daily 

weather reporting system from 8,500 stations worldwide. Canada’s successful maneuver, 

however, alarmed Washington. In anticipation of its own atmospheric testing, the 

Kennedy administration preferred treating the health hazards “in low key.”
48

 Arthur 

Dean, the head of the U.S. delegation to the Geneva talks, complained that Green’s strong 

emphasis on fallout hazards “confused the situation.”
49

  

 The fallout risk earned an even more prominent place in the international arena when 

Khrushchev broached a plan to detonate a 50-MT superbomb by the end of October. Both 

London and Washington sharply criticized this fantastic test as a political-psychological 

gimmick with no military value at all, in the hope of countering any impression of the 

nuclear balance tilting in favor of Moscow. A worldwide terror nevertheless followed, as 

this single shot, if 50% of its power came from fission, could add an amount of fresh 

fallout roughly equivalent to all 1958 explosions. In an attempt to grasp the true import of 

this act, Macmillan and his aides even came up with what could be called a fallout 

terrorism theory. The Kremlin, by “using up the world’s ration cards for atmospheric 

testing” with excessive fallout, might intend to exploit worldwide fear of fallout and force 

political concessions from the West. “We cannot but lose in such a race, knowing the 

ruthlessness of the Russian mind,” concluded a memo to the Prime Minister.
50

  

The Soviet 50-MT test created a new alignment of countries at risk, which in turn 
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actively exploited such an image to halt the test. On Denmark’s initiative, Canada, 

Iceland, Japan, Norway, and Sweden agreed to cosponsor a U.N. resolution asking 

Moscow to cancel the 50-MT test. These six countries in the direct path of Soviet fallout 

identified themselves as the peoples “most exposed to the immediate fall-out risks.”
51

  On 

October 27, 1961, when the tensions over Berlin peaked, with U.S. and Soviet tanks 

facing off across the divided line, the U.N. General Assembly passed the resolution with 

a vote of 87 to 11 (the communist bloc plus Cuba) plus 1 abstention (Mali). Despite this 

action, three days later at 11:32 AM in Moscow time, a 50-MT sun rose above Novaya 

Zemlya at an altitude of 4,000 meters. All parts of the stem except for the lowest 5,000 

feet drifted eastward across Siberia, with the lowest part moving westward toward 

Europe.
52

 To the surprise of the West, however, it soon became evident that, thanks to 

Sakharov, the dreaded radioactive cloud was actually very “clean.” Solly Zuckerman, 

chief science adviser for the British Defense Minister, concluded that the Russians after 

all did not aim to “saturate the atmosphere with radio-active debris.”
53

  

 

Resumption of U.S. atmospheric tests  

 The Soviet superbomb test did not unleash a global radiological nightmare, but 

resulted in a kind of political fallout for London and Washington. On October 25, shortly 

before the 50-MT test, Macmillan approached Kennedy with a draft joint declaration. In 

an attempt to differentiate the West’s future need of atmospheric testing from the Soviet 
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case, the proposed statement made clear the intent not to conduct atmospheric testing 

unless its military-technological value was “clearly proved and agreed by them [the 

British and U.S. governments].”
54

 Macmillan’s proposal was in part a public relations 

gesture to the agitated public opinion, in an attempt to deny a political opportunity to the 

Labor and CND. It was, however, also based on his national security agenda. As Susanna 

Schrafstetter and Stephen Twigge point out, Macmillan tried to halt the spiral of nuclear 

arms race in which his nation could not compete. He also feared that, with no positive 

progress in disarmament, a wave of nuclear proliferation unleashed by France might soon 

reach Germany. It was a dreadful scenario for those whose memories of WWII were still 

fresh.
55

  Macmillan thus took advantage of the fallout taboo to promote his interest both 

at home and abroad.  

Well aware of his motives, Kennedy declined to endorse Macmillan’s proposal which 

was tantamount to giving the British veto power over his future decision. But the U.S. 

President agreed to express a similar intent through less-binding individual remarks.
56

 

Accordingly, Macmillan delivered a speech before the House on October 31, followed by 

a similar statement by Kennedy on November 2. Both leaders indicated the beginning of 

preparations for possible atmospheric testing but pledged to weigh carefully “two duties” 

before the final decision: to minimize “the dangers to the health of mankind” and to 

maintain “the balance of power in the world.”
57

 As Washington feared, the public pledge 

of balancing the “two duties” helped Macmillan’s attempts to delay the resumption of 
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U.S. nuclear testing. It was especially ominous because the United States was trying to 

borrow Christmas Island for atmospheric testing instead of reopening the test sites in the 

U.N.-mandate Marshall Islands, which would certainly offend U.N. members.
58

 

Macmillan continued to dodge Washington’s request for the use of Christmas Island, 

demanding that Washington should provide the irrefutable proof of military needs for 

atmospheric testing.  

 As the dust from the Soviet test series settled, however, the analysis of its outcomes 

seemed to point to such a compelling military-technological need required by Macmillan. 

The internal review of the Soviet tests, made by an expert panel headed by Hans Bethe, 

was inclined toward the conclusion that Moscow had made much progress in some of 

nuclear weapons technologies, in particular anti-ICBMs.
59

 The U.S. and British science 

advisers, Wiesner and Zuckerman, however, disputed such a conclusion, believing that 

the success of anti-ICBM hinged rather on non-nuclear components.
60

 With the science 

advice divided, Kennedy decided on November 30 to prepare for the resumption of 

atmospheric testing in the next spring but reserved the final decision to himself. 

Macmillan, meeting with Kennedy in late December, asked him to reconsider what 

constituted national security. For him, it was not the danger of being behind the Soviet 

Union, but rather the peril of nuclear proliferation.
61

 In his follow-up letter to Kennedy, 

Macmillan elaborated on the horror, warning in vivid terms of nuclear weapons becoming 
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available to “dictators, reactionaries, revolutionaries, [and] madmen.”
62

  

Kennedy agreed with Macmillan’s analysis of a new factor in national security. The 

President himself feared the domino of nuclear proliferation which might soon reach 

Communist China in Asia and West Germany in Europe. He also predicted that the 

nuclear arms race would come to a stand-off in a year or two. As his aides explained, 

however, this stand-off might remain psychologically and technologically unstable. 

Washington also refused to risk another Soviet violation of the moratorium, which might 

prove decisive in changing the future balance of nuclear deterrence. Although calling 

himself a “great anti-tester,” Kennedy was determined to resume atmospheric testing.
63

 In 

the end, Macmillan accepted his judgment and, shortly after the summit meeting, agreed 

to lease nuclear testing facilities on Christmas Island to the United States.
64

 A  National 

Security Council (NSC) meeting held on February 27 finalized Kennedy’s decision to 

resume atmospheric testing unless dramatic progress in arms control and other 

international problems occurred.
65

  

The self-perpetuating drive of nuclear arms race, in which the United States found 

trapped, ultimately tilted the balance scale of risks in favor of atmospheric testing. In the 

meantime, the biological effects of radioactive fallout, supposedly placed at the other end 

of the balance scale of risk, were relegated to the margins of consideration. Rusk, who 

conducted a policy review before the NSC meeting of February 27, believed that the most 
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important argument against the resumption was its effect of accelerating arms race and 

hampering disarmament talks. The problem of radioactive fallout, by contrast, hardly 

mattered in Rusk’s reasoning. While the secretary sympathized with Kennedy’s concern 

“at having even one individual affected by radioactive fallout,” he argued that the hazards 

from fallout produced by U.S. tests would be “minimal as compared with the hazards 

which might be caused by misunderstandings about our nuclear strength.”
66

  

Kennedy’s advisers refused to recognize the danger of radioactive fallout because of 

its relatively small magnitude of risk compared to the environment of modern risks which 

was taken for granted as a small price for social progress.  “Except for the moral problem 

of inflicting damage on the environment of other nations,” a presidential briefing material 

described, “the magnitude of the fall-out problem is smaller than that of building roads on 

which, statistically, many thousands of people will die.” This judgment also reflected the 

technological optimism of the time. The briefers to the President simply could not 

imagine that people would ever protest this minute risk if the purpose were harbor-

building, canal-making, and other peaceful activities. Kennedy’s aides concluded that the 

fear of fallout was simply a psychological scapegoat for the horror of atomic war.
67

 

Deemed an irrational sentiment, the fear of fallout was marginalized in the policymaking 

process in the White House.   

The fallout problem also took a backseat position when the UNSCEAR experts 

gathered in New York from March 5 to discuss the final draft of its second report. The 

Soviet delegation led by A. M. Kuzin no longer pushed for a linkage between risk 
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knowledge and a test ban, as Canada and others used the 1958 report as a tool to 

embarrass the Soviet Union during its 1961 test series. The British and U.S. 

representatives, Edward Pochin and Shields Warren, were also quiet, as their 

governments were about to resume atmospheric testing. The second report also adopted a 

very low-key approach to fallout hazards. Unlike the first report, it refused to make an 

estimate of the numbers of bone cancer and leukemia due to radioactive fallout. Instead, 

the new report simply compared the degree of risk from fallout contamination with that 

from natural radiation (TABLE 10-1).  

 

TABLE 10-1: Comparative Risks from Main Sources of Irradiation
68

 

 

The British welcomed this approach, pointing out that any concrete figure of 

potential victims from radioactive fallout, when taken out of context and quoted without 

qualification, could have resulted in “quite misleading publicity.”
69

 The conclusion of the 

draft report about radioactive fallout was similarly reserved, simply reiterating the 

consensus of the previous report. Pointing to the absence of effective controls over the 
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occurrence of harmful effects of global fallout, the draft text deemed a cessation of 

nuclear tests as “beneficial” for humankind.
70

 In contrast to the first report, which 

involved a few disputed paragraphs, the second report was unanimously approved on 

March 23.
71

   

Faced with no serious opposition from government experts on grounds of radioactive 

fallout, Kennedy proceeded to make a public announcement on March 2, declaring that 

he had authorized a series of atmospheric tests starting in late April. In explaining his 

decision, he referred to the two duties on the balance sheet of risk and stated that a purely 

military need outweighed the biological effects of radioactive fallout. He quickly added 

that he would not dismiss the moral implication of risking “even one additional 

individual’s health.” “However remote and infinitesimal those hazards may be,” the 

President said, “I still exceedingly regret the necessity of balancing these hazards against 

the hazards to hundreds of millions of lives which would be created by any relative 

decline in our nuclear strength.”
72

  

 

Conclusion  

The resumption of atmospheric testing underlined both the strength and limits of 

global fallout as a political element in the test ban debate. What shaped the decision-

making process in the White House, Whitehall, and Kremlin was not the actual or 

perceived danger of fallout, but the long-standing problem of international inspection for 
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a comprehensive test ban. Khrushchev did not raise the question of radioactive fallout at 

the time of his decision for resumption, and Macmillan and Kennedy delayed the time of 

resumption because of their desire to halt a vicious cycle of arms race. As we have seen, 

the Western leaders announced their willingness to enter an atmospheric test ban 

agreement as a political tool to direct the anger of world opinion against the Kremlin.  

Was global fallout no more than an expendable tool of propaganda, which Kennedy, 

Macmillan, and Khrushchev freely manipulated to advance their Cold War agendas? This 

chapter has attempted to illustrate a two-way dynamic between the political manipulation 

of fallout hazards and its boomerang effects. Khrushchev, who had long exploited the 

propaganda value of global fallout for his Cold War policy, faced a considerable political 

setback at the United Nations. Although most Soviet scientists, once vocally warning the 

danger of global fallout, went into silence, the lingering awareness of risk drove Andrei 

Sakharov to confront Khrushchev’s decision for resumption. With global fallout on his 

conscience, Sakharov tried hard to keep Soviet tests, in particular a 50-MT superbomb, 

relatively “clean.” Yuri Khariton also promoted the dynamic of technological 

substitution, playing a leading role in the development of techniques required for 

underground testing. Although the 1961 Soviet test series turned out to be the dirtiest of 

all past series, the success of underground testing made it technologically feasible for the 

Kremlin to choose a limited test ban in the future.  

The pressure from world opinion and a small number of Soviet scientists kept the 

problem of global fallout on the Kremlin’s agenda. The Western leaders found themselves 

even more strongly bound by public anxiety about fallout hazards within and outside 

their countries. For them, the risk of global fallout was real as a political fact to be 
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reckoned with, no matter how uncertain its actual nature and magnitude remained. It did 

not prevent Kennedy and Macmillan from resuming atmospheric tests, but it raised a 

hurdle of justification and allowed Macmillan, pursuing his agendas, to push it to an even 

higher plain. The apparent return to the old game of arms race belied the new situation in 

which political leaders could no longer afford to dismiss the element of global fallout as a 

technical issue divorced from political and moral contexts.  
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

 

POLITICS OF COUNTERMEASURES, 1961-1963 

 

When the fallout taboo was broken and fresh radioactive dust appeared in the air 

once again, Khrushchev could maintain his silence about its health risk in the Soviet 

Union. Kennedy and Macmillan, however, had no such option in face of their restless 

publics. To control this potentially explosive situation, the U.S. and British governments 

tried to replace the fallout taboo with the principle of acceptable risk. This chapter will 

examine how the Western nuclear powers sought to ensure the acceptance of this 

“acceptable” risk at social levels. In particular, it will analyze the politics of 

contamination control when there was no clear safe or danger point. As we will see, the 

numerical guides for progressive radiation control, considered as a key mechanism to 

reassuring people, proved unworkable and even subversive of their original aim. While 

most citizens still calmly if not uneasily embraced the risk, those who refused to do so 

took their grievances to the street. We will also discuss this relatively small but vocal 

segment of the public, with a focus on its “maternal turn,” in which an increasing number 

of women protested fallout in their homebound image of housewives and mothers.  

 

Graded system of countermeasures 

Khrushchev, Kennedy, and Macmillan all deemed radioactive fallout an “acceptable 

risk” for sake of national survival in the Cold War world.  With a massive amount of 

fresh fallout back in the air, however, people had to choose whether to accept such a risk. 
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A key mechanism for the Western nuclear powers to secure their citizens’ tacit if not 

expressive acceptance of the risk was the promise of counteractions to minimize the 

effects of fallout. As discussed in Chapter 9, the U.S. FRC and the British MRC explicitly 

pronounced the principle that any amount of radiation exposure was harmful. This 

principle had a corollary, requiring a graded system of actions in proportion to the 

magnitude of exposure. The problem remained, however, as to when to take such actions 

when there was no clear safe or danger point.  

The second FRC report, released in September 1961, adopted three grades of actions 

based on the transient rates of daily intake in diet with regard to iodine-131, strontium-89, 

and strontium-90. Range I called for no more than a normal operation of routine 

surveillance. Range II required “active surveillance and routine control” because its upper 

value, if continued over a long period of time, corresponded to an annual RPG for the 

thyroid in case of I-131 and one-third of it for bone in case of Sr-89 and Sr-90. If 

contamination levels rose to Range III, the FRC would recommend a “strong and prompt 

action” (TABLE 11-1).
1
 

 

TABLE 11-1: Guidance on Daily Intake (µµc per day)
 2

 

 

Range I Range II Range III 

Iodine-131 0 to 10 10 to 100 100 to 1,000 

Strontium-89 0 to 200 200 to 2,000 

2,000 to 

20,000 

Strontium-90 0 to 20 20 to 200 200 to 2,000 

Note: The value of I-131 intake is for milk. That of Sr-89 and Sr-90 is total diet. 
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The appearance of the Soviet fallout also prompted the MRC to adopt a similar but 

simpler system. It determined a single number, corresponding to the MRC’s “warning 

dose,” as an index point of considering some remedial actions. It was an annual average 

of 130 µµc per liter in milk in case of I-131, and an annual average of 130 µµc per gram 

of calcium (Strontium Unit, or SU) in the total diet in case of Sr-90.
3
  

On the surface, the graded system of actions automated the process of 

countermeasure by numbers. This procedure seemed to turn the question of control 

actions into a technical problem. In reality, however, the assigned numbers hardly helped 

in determining the timing of counteractions against radioactive fallout. To begin with, an 

acceptable risk, expressed numerically as the RPG (U.S.) and Maximum Permissible 

Limits (MPL) (U.K.), was determined as an annual breakdown of a cumulative lifetime 

limit (30 years for genetic effects and 70 years for health effects). It was based on the 

assumption that a biological effect of radiation did not change regardless of the delivery 

rate of a certain dose. In this paradigm, a transient daily value hardly mattered as long as 

its aggregate dose remained below the annual RPGs.
4
 For example, 1,000 µµc per liter in 

milk, a value in excess of the daily index of 100 µµc (or 130 µµc for the British), might 

not necessarily call for actions if the value would last only for a brief time and no further 

contamination occurred for the rest of the year. But in case of global fallout, Kennedy, 

Khrushchev, and Macmillan (and De Gaulle after 1960) determined the timing and scale 

of its release. Moreover, its eventual settlement had no clearly defined distribution 

pattern, creating “hot spots” due to various local circumstances. Given the above unique 
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features of global fallout, health officials in charge of countermeasure found it 

exceedingly difficult to foresee a future trend and determine when to take action.
5
  

Another factor that complicated the timing of countermeasures was the fact that 

health officials were explicitly warned against using the numerical ranges as the sole 

guide to initiate counteractions. In the spirit of an “acceptable risk,” guideline users were 

asked to decide whether to take actions only after balancing radiation hazards against 

benefits from associated activities as well as various socioeconomic and health problems 

involved in countermeasures. The problem in this balancing, however, was that almost 

any kind of environmental control posed some sort of risk to be reckoned with, and the 

nature and magnitude of such risk were often unknown.
6
 Furthermore, health officials 

were in no position to balance the biological effects of global fallout against national 

security imperatives. Even if one considered the danger of fallout from U.S. tests as 

“acceptable,” there was no benefit at all to U.S. or British citizens from Soviet tests. “Yet 

you’re to weigh the benefits against the risks,” Edward Lewis said in a session of the 

NACOR meeting. “So it is a very bizarre position to be in to apply any kind of rules.”
7
   

The Soviet Union, by restarting atmospheric testing first, forced the dilemma of 

environmental control upon its Western nuclear rivals. In particular, it pushed the British 

government to the verge of taking drastic nationwide countermeasures. Upon hearing the 

Soviet plan to detonate a 50-MT bomb, the MRC began to worry about a worst-case 

scenario that 830,000 infants of 0-1 year of age in Britain might consume the whole 

annual permissible dose of I-131 in fresh milk. The sequence of events in the production 

and distribution of milk amplified the overall impact of I-131 despite its relatively short 
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half-life (8 days). Dairy cows would consume I-131 deposited on the surface of forage 

crops and pass it to the milk. The processing and marketing of milk was designed to bring 

the freshest possible product to the public. For example, the time between cow and 

consumer in the United States was of the order of 2 to 4 days.
8
 The cult of “fresh milk” in 

the modern Western world allowed only a small amount of decay of I-131 and thus posed 

a unique danger.
 9

   

To protect this population segment most vulnerable to the effects of I-131, the 

Ministry of Health planned a switch in the infant diet from fresh to dried milk through its 

Welfare Foods Scheme.
10

 On the eve of the superbomb test, however, a special meeting 

of experts concluded that the Health Ministry should not implement the milk substitution 

plan until the trend of I-131 levels in fresh milk became apparent.
11

 While the MPLs were 

supposed to denote the numerical expression of an acceptable risk, taking drastic actions 

to hold exposure below the MPLs had a danger of alarming people as if contamination 

was about to cross a threshold of danger. “Every attempt should be made to avoid 

impressions of criticality,” Marley insisted.
12

 The Agriculture Ministry, speaking for the 

interest of milk producers, also added a voice against milk substitution, arguing that any 

premature action might simply result in a loss of milk consumption.
13

 While containing 

the pressure for action from inside, the British government also sought to reassure the 

public about milk safety. Macmillan even made a public performance of drinking a glass 
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of fresh milk at the Royal Dairy Show.
14

 In the end, the crisis did not materialize, as the 

superbomb proved to be astonishingly “clean” with much fewer fission products such as 

I-131. But the British public remained restless about the danger of radioactive fallout. An 

opinion poll taken in the aftermath of the superbomb test found that 22% of the 

respondents perceived “much danger” from the Soviet fallout and 39% feeling a “slight 

danger,” while 26% sensed no danger at all.
15

 

During the same time, the U.S. government adopted a markedly different policy. It 

was determined not to take any countermeasures or announce anything which might 

precipitate a change in the diet or the production of milk. Aware of the U.S. need for 

atmospheric testing, the State Department and the Pentagon urged avoiding a situation 

that required the establishment of a clear-cut maximum permissible level. It was feared 

that the Soviet fallout alone might fill up an arbitrary quota of “acceptable risk” before 

any U.S. action. One of the NACOR members reported this consensus at one of their 

meetings. “We would hate to contribute anything to establishing a ceiling unless one 

actually exists,” he said.
16

 Just as the British experts did, the U.S. advisers also resisted an 

urge for countermeasures which might unnecessarily alarm the public and jeopardize its 

acceptance of the calculated risk for national security.  

The federal political system, however, posed an idiosyncratic obstacle to 

Washington’s containment of a pressure for countermeasures. The Surgeon General was 

only capable of advising state health agencies on the matter of radiation protection.
17

 On 

the eve of the Soviet superbomb test, the PHS called a two-day emergency conference 
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with state and territorial health officers. In it, the federal government forced 

“understandings” that no countermeasures were needed. The PHS insisted that the 

infinitesimal risk from fallout, which was on average equivalent to a small fraction of 

natural radiation, hardly justified various hazards involved in countermeasures.
18

 In the 

end, the federal government managed to control the situation, and most U.S. citizens 

calmly embraced what it deemed was the calculated risk. In contrast to the opinion 

survey in Britain, a U.S. poll in December found that only 21% of the respondents 

believed that fallout in the air was sufficient to be a danger to people. As George 

Mazuzan and J. Samuel Walker point out, however, this poll took place well after the 

Soviet fallout subsided, masking an underlying sub-current of apprehension.
19

  

The United States weathered the first storm of radioactive fallout, only to encounter 

another one looming on the horizon. By the time the U.S. test series began in April 1962, 

radioactive contamination resulting from the Soviet tests had pushed exposure levels in 

some regions of the United States to just short of a numerical point of “acceptable risk.” 

Infants of 6 to 18 months age in the nation, approximately 4 million in number, by 

estimate received an average thyroid dose of approximately 0.15 rem from I-131 in fresh 

milk. This was comparable to the annual dose of natural radiation and about 30% of the 

annual RPG (0.5 rem). Among those exposed to the highest amount of I-131 in market 

milk were 12,000 infants in Des Moines and 45,600 in Minneapolis (0.44 rem, or 88% of 

the annual RPG set at 0.5 rem).
20

   

A hearing organized by the JCAE in June 1962 revealed that the FRC was far from 
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ready to deal with a looming crisis. Congress was horrified when it found no clear lines 

of authority and responsibility for invoking countermeasures. The FRC also admitted that 

there was no proper guidance on the problem of fallout. Donald R. Chadwick, the head of 

the PHS Radiological Health Division and the former FRC Secretary, denied that the 

RPGs printed in its FRC guides could be applicable to radioactive fallout. He pointed out 

that weapons testing involved a set of hazards and benefits which differed from “normal 

peacetime operations” for which the RPGs had been developed.
21

 The numbers, however, 

still stood no matter how hard the FRC denied their applicability to fallout. Herbert M. 

Parker, chief of radiation protection at Hanford nuclear complex, played on a famous 

patriotic quotation to express the tyranny of numbers: “Our numbers, may they be always 

in the right, but our numbers, right or wrong.”
 22

 This bizarre situation boded ill for the 

control of situations when the levels of contamination in some areas threatened to exceed 

the RPGs at any time. Gordon Dunning, a USAEC official, saw the writing on the wall. 

“I can just see someone pushing the panic button one of these days just because we 

scientists and others in Government and elsewhere have not made the guides clear to the 

layman.”
 23  

Upon the conclusion of the hearings, the JCAE fired off a letter to the FRC, pressing 

the Council for the immediate clarification of its guides to prevent a potential public 

relations disaster. The FRC was thrown into disarray. By denying the applicability of the 

RPGs to radioactive fallout, it tried to reassert the flexible principle of an “acceptable 

risk.” The PHS, however, had a strong view that the government should order 

countermeasures whenever the guides were exceeded at any place. It pointed out that one 
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could hardly wait and see a future trend of radioactive fallout before taking action 

because it was too uncertain, predicated in no small part upon what the USSR might do. 

Health officials in the field were in no position to exercise discretion and determine an 

“acceptable risk” on the spot. The PHS agreed that a brief excess of Range II should not 

trigger countermeasures, but pushed for a tabulation of actions to be installed with no 

consideration of “why.”
24

 Informed of this turmoil within the FRC, Jerome Wiesner 

reported to Kennedy two courses of action: either instituting countermeasures if guides 

were exceeded or establishing new numbers.
25

  

On June 20, with U.S. tests still in progress, the FRC desperately asked for help from 

NAS experts. On a very short notice, members of the NAS committee met over the 

weekend and reviewed data concerning the biological effects of I-131.
26

 Its conclusion 

was reassuring, stating that even an excess far above the RPGs would pose very little 

hazard, too small or perhaps zero. There was no reported case of thyroid cancer 

ascribable to I-131 in humans. The exposure of the thyroid region of infants and children 

to therapeutic X-rays, involving a relatively high range of doses from 100 to 600 r, 

pointed to a small but significant incidence of thyroid cancer. But evidence at low-level 

doses closer to the RPGs (0.5 r per year) was “incomplete.”
27

 The review was published 

on July 17. Howard L. Andrews, the secretary of the NAS committee, boasted that the 
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NAS report “carried enough weight to avert a national decision on iodine that would, in 

my opinion, have been a disaster.”
28

 

The FRC’s ability to resist strong pressure for countermeasures was soon put to an 

actual test. On July 6, 1962, Shot SEDAN, a peaceful nuclear explosive with a yield of 

about 100 KT, was detonated shallow underground in the Nevada Test Site. As the 

planned demonstration of blasting a harbor in Alaska was cancelled, SEDAN was 

expected to prove the benefit of nuclear explosives and refute any lingering doubt about 

radiological hazards involved.
29

 As it turned out, SEDAN released the highest amount of 

I-131 into the atmosphere among all Nevada tests.
30

 When the radioactive cloud passed 

over Utah, Robert C. Pendleton and his University of Utah radiobiology team happened 

to be measuring natural background radiation outside Salt Lake City. As their Geiger 

counters suddenly began to scream loudly, Pendleton immediately contacted the Utah 

State Department of Health. State health officials and university scientists immediately 

surveyed the contamination of fresh milk throughout the state. The data from milk led to 

an estimate that 53,000 children in Utah received about 1 rad to the thyroid on average, 

with the maximum case up to 14 rad.
 31

  

Pendleton’s team immediately urged the state government to divert highly 

contaminated milk and alerted one of the local newspapers to the problem. In their 
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opinion, a swift countermeasure was needed to minimize any undue exposures because 

Utah faced a prospect of numerous repetitions of contamination in the future.
32

 In 

Washington, however, the FRC objected to any countermeasure, judging from the 

“exceedingly small” risk entailed in the foreseeable value. It was so small that, Tompkins 

later explained in his congressional testimony, “almost anything that one tries to do to 

modify it after it has occurred will probably do more harm than good.” Exercising this 

“subjective judgment,” he said, the FRC decided to “do nothing.”
33

 Upon hearing Utah’s 

initiative for countermeasures, USAEC experts hurried their way to Salt Lake City in an 

attempt to dissuade the local health officials from activating the plan.
34

  

Torn by opposite opinions, the government of Utah tried to find a compromise, 

asking the milk producers to “volunteer” transferring cattle from pasture grass to stored 

hay and holding fresh milk from sales until I-131 decayed.
35

 The actual installation of 

countermeasures was further delayed until better than 80% of the potential iodine intake 

had already taken place. The high cost of dry feeding forced most farmers to shift back to 

open pastures after only 2 or 3 days.
36

 Convinced that confusion about the RPGs caused 

much delay in taking effective actions against I-131, a Utah state health advisory board 

passed a unanimous resolution in May 1963, demanding that preventive actions should 

take place in a manner to hold the annual levels of exposure below the RPG levels. “The 

AEC should not be surprised to receive bills for the cost of these measures,” Charles 
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Mays, Pendleton’s colleague at the University of Utah, warned in his congressional 

testimony.
37

  

The crisis in Utah demonstrated an irreconcilable division of opinion in Washington 

as to the philosophy of risk. While the FRC deplored the actions as “premature,” the PHS 

lauded the milk industry for its “responsible” approach to radiation hazards.
38

 This lack 

of consensus within the federal government deeply disturbed the Congress. Chet 

Holifield and Melvin Price wrote to the FRC on behalf of the JCAE, warning that 

incidents like in Utah would occur again unless the FRC promptly clarified the meaning 

of the RPGs and delineated the legal and administrative scheme for countermeasures. 

“We do not want to see another ‘cranberry’ emergency develop as a result of Government 

inertia or ill-timed action,” Holifield and Price insisted.
39

 

The Congress’ warning notwithstanding, the federal government soon faced another 

case of independent local actions against radioactive fallout. Minnesota, the epicenter of 

the radioactive wheat scare in 1959, had by then developed a sophisticated statewide 

network which closely monitored the upward trend of I-131 concentrations in fresh milk 

monitoring. Upon hearing about the beginning of a new Soviet test series on August 5, 

state officials feared that the arrival of fresh fallout might soon push the accumulative 

levels of I-131 in fresh milk from some areas beyond the annual RPGs. The committee 

drew a plan to urge about 20,000 fresh milk producers, with the offer of a premium in the 

purchasing price, to feed their herds on dry fodder free from I-131.
40

 Many producers fell 
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out from the pledge even before starting, but the effect of advertising “iodine-free milk” 

threatened to spread to nearby Mid-West states such as Iowa, Kansas, and Wisconsin.
41

  

An impending disaster to the milk industry horrified the USDA. As one of its 

officials observed, a key action for the federal government to take control of the situation 

was to determine a “danger point” warranting countermeasures in clear terms. If the 

Minnesota program was allowed to commence before the federal government set a new 

number, he said, “it will set a precedent that might be hard to reverse to the satisfaction of 

State and local health authorities and consumer interests if a less conservative standard is 

set by the Federal Government subsequently.”
42

 The federal government, however, could 

do little to prevent Minnesota from implementing its countermeasure plan. Minnesota’s 

dry fodder program took effect in late August and, as it turned out, put a considerable 

financial burden upon milk producers within the state.
43

 Those in its neighboring states, 

by contrast, managed to refrain from taking costly actions against fallout. Upset by this 

divergence, Minnesota’s state assembly passed a unanimous resolution, asking the 

Congress to establish a central information agency to determine clear and uniform 

standards for fallout and other radionuclides in the environment.
44

  

As the RPGs prompted various parts of the nation to activate countermeasures, the 

FRC began to consider the possibility of raising the numbers upward. It was predicated 
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on the proposition that exposures many times the RPG levels would not result in any 

detectable increase in disease. The Pentagon, the Department of Commerce, and the 

USAEC were reported to be in favor of the upward revision but felt no immediate need 

for action. HEW, on the other hand, found itself under intense public pressure not to 

allow such a revision unless it could be factually justified in terms the public could 

understand. Jerome Wiesner pointed to an adequate scientific basis for the upward 

revision and also warned about the domestic and international repercussions from 

radiation scares resulting from US nuclear tests. Given the “extremely conservative 

position” of health officials, however, a USDA observer was left wondering whether the 

FRC could possibly agree on the safe levels any time soon.
45

     

In the end, the FRC released a report in June 1963, announcing its decision of raising 

the RPGs for food but without naming a specific number.
46

 The FRC also retreated from 

the numerically expressed ranges of graded actions. During the JCAE hearing in early 

June, Paul Tompkins of the FRC reasserted the principle of a flexible judgment based on 

a predicted trend of contamination instead of putting up “legal type maximum 

permissible doses.”
47

 The FRC’s decision, aimed not to alarm the public, had an opposite 

effect of spreading a sense of mistrust. Richard Starners, a syndicated columnist, called it 

“madness that George Orwell in his wildest genius never imagined.” Like the limit on the 

public debt, he said, “the limit on fallout will be progressively raised until – when we 

take off our clothes – we all begin to glow in the dark.”
 48

 Some key members of the 
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Congress were equally upset. During the JCAE’s hearing, Chairman Melvin Price 

insisted that the FRC should determine a proper number to initiate countermeasures. “The 

public has a right to know that criteria—call them numbers, call the guides, call them 

ranges—that these criteria exist for determining when protective measures should be 

invoked,” Price said. Otherwise, he warned, “a Pandora’s box of ill-timed, ill-advised, 

and uncoordinated action may be opened.”
49

  

 

“We the irradiated”: Food contamination and politics of motherhood  

While the majority of the U.S. and British citizens calmly if not uneasily accepted 

the fallout risk, the profile of the worrying minority underwent a sub-current shift in the 

post-moratorium period. Until then, nuclear pacifism and consumerism had inspired 

grassroots campaigns against radioactive dust. When fresh fallout reappeared in the air, 

however, an increasing number of women began to raise their voice of protest explicitly 

as women. On November 1, 1961, over 50,000 women across the nation went on a 

“strike” for peace, leaving kitchens and workplaces in protest. This unprecedented protest 

was a result of canvassing initiated by Dagmar Wilson, a Washington-based children’s 

book illustrator and member of SANE, together with four friends. Their demand was to 

end nuclear testing and open talks for nuclear disarmament. Building on the success of 

the demonstration, Wilson and her supporters launched a campaign called Women Strike 

for Peace (WSP).
50

  

What was unique to WSP was that the participants identified themselves first and 
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foremost as “concerned housewives and mothers.”
 
The typical profile of its members was 

racially white, middle-class, and more educated and politically active than most women 

of the time.
51

 Their homebound image, however, offered a unique political opportunity 

for these dissenters against the Cold War consensus. Historian Elaine Tyler May argues 

that postwar U.S. society idealized nuclear families as its organizational unit. Women, 

increasingly educated and active as workforce, were “contained” into the domestic sphere 

as housewives and mothers.
52

 The U.S. government sought to mobilize these women to 

contain a nuclear threat through civil defense, but in a manner to ensure and reinforce 

their domestic role at home.
53

 WSP women, however, made subversive use of this gender 

discourse. Under the protective cover of their non-threatening traditional role, these 

radical women tried to roll back the Cold War politics of containment.
54

  

Like SANE, CND and other groups, WSP was chiefly interested in promoting 

nuclear disarmament and international peace. Its founding members had been active in 

SANE, and decided to organize a radical campaign for peace out of frustration over 

SANE’s bureaucratic structure, focus on lobbying instead of direct action, and self-

censorship on the issue of communism. But these women decided to act also because the 

male leaders both in the government and in peace campaigns alike remained reluctant to 

address “mothers’ issues,” in particular the contamination of milk for children. From the 

outset, WSP pushed this theme to the forefront. “Pure Milk Not Poison” and “Let the 

Children Grow” were among the most widely used slogans in WSP’s first nationwide 
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strike.
55

   

 WSP’s unusual sensitivity to radioactive fallout reflected a gender gap in the 

perception of risk. This trend appeared as people became aware of contamination. During 

the earlier period of the politics of risk in the West, in which the problem of an 

“acceptable risk” largely remained within the scientific community, only 9% of U.S. 

women questioned correctly answered what fallout meant, compared to 25% of men. The 

poll taken in December 1961, however, showed that 57% of those questioned (no 

indication of sex) answered correctly. Against the backdrop of this widespread awareness, 

the same poll found that 24% of the female respondents perceived the immediate danger 

of fallout, while 17% of the males did so.
56

 To explain why some people worried about 

fallout more than others, the pollsters of the time tended to focus on a variable of 

education levels. This line of inquiry reflected the “ignorance” hypothesis: the more one 

knew the scientific “fact” about radioactive fallout, the less s/he was fearful of it. The 

surveys did confirm a reverse relationship between the sense of danger and the degree of 

education.
57

 But the research failed to address the fact that the most vocal protesters 

against fallout like WSP members were far more educated than the average.  

What contemporaries overlooked was the cultural discourse of motherhood. One of 

the common images of a “bad” mother was one who failed to protect her children from 

harm.
58

 The mother was supposed to do her best in reducing all hazards known to be 

detrimental to her children. Radioactive fallout endangered a sense of moral commitment 
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to the health of their children, which powerfully shaped the essence of self-identity as 

mothers.
59

 It was no wonder that concerned mothers found it exceedingly difficult to 

embrace what was deemed as an “acceptable” risk for their children. Another related 

factor that sharpened a sense of alarm among mothers was a model of “scientific 

motherhood,” which synchronized their attitude with the advice of scientific experts. 

Modern U.S. mothers increasingly turned to pediatricians and childcare providers for 

advice and assistance at every turn of childrearing.
60

 Experts, however, hardly exercised 

hegemonic control over mothers. Rather, these women acted as the “discriminating 

consumers” of expert knowledge, actively seeking alternative opinions and drawing their 

own conclusion.
61

 It held true for the case of radioactive fallout where scientific experts 

disagreed publicly as to the nature and magnitude of its risk. In the process of active 

learning and participation in the politics of risk, an increasing number of mothers felt less 

reassured.  

Shortly after the first mass demonstration, WSP set out to educate itself by 

organizing a Committee on Radiation Problems. Jeanne Bagby, one of the five founding 

members, chaired this committee. By the spring of 1962, its local branches counted 40 

across the nation. Their activities encompassed much more than self-education about 

radiation hazards. WSP pressed federal and local authorities to improve fallout 

surveillance and release its data on a regular basis. It also lobbied for the development 
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and installation of countermeasures such as the decontamination of milk.
62

 At the same 

time, WSP also joined grassroots fallout surveillance, urging its members to mail the 

teeth of their children to the Baby Teeth Survey organized by Barry Commoner’s CNI. 

The lab report was then forwarded to their senators as a protest against contamination.
63

 

To be informed of an alternative interpretation of risk and practical countermeasures, 

WSP actively sought expert advice from Linus Pauling and other “independent scientists” 

outside the government as a counterweight to the opinions of government experts.
64

 In 

return, Pauling, who had been marginalized from SANE, the FAS, Pugwash and other 

mainstream non-communist peace and scientist movements, allied himself with these 

women and joined their demonstrations against nuclear testing.
 65

   

Anxious British women also sought alliance with counterexperts. Whereas most 

experts were male, some women organized an information clearinghouse for their fellow 

sisters. The Women's Association for Radiation Information (WARI), based in the 

Greater London area, began with the membership of 12 but soon expanded to over 450 by 

February 1962.
66

 Although many of its members were active in various ban-the-bomb 

groups, WARI disavowed connection with any of them. It instead stressed its apolitical 

nature as “an experiment in communication” to bridge the gap between counterexperts 

and concerned citizens. Its sponsors included some ASA scientists like Dame Kathleen 

Lonsdale and Joseph Rotblat, but also some notable female scientists like Dame Hilda 
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Lloyd, a surgeon who became the first woman elected as the president of the Royal 

College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
67

 Like WSP, WARI lobbied the government 

for a prompt release of fallout data to help women in judging the timing of taking 

countermeasures by themselves.
68

 Its members were also asked to monitor media 

coverage about radiation hazards and report any “false or misleading information” to 

WARI, which would check its accuracy with help of scientific advisers and protest in 

writing to the source of misinformation.
69

 

The active search of mothers for expert advice put childcare specialists to a severe 

test of professionalism. This challenge seemed to be quite common in the United States. 

As one pediatrician testified before the Congress, “almost daily the pediatrician faces 

parental concern about fallout.” It was “a challenge for the individual pediatrician in 

practice to be informed with reasonable, honest answers to these inquiries.”
70

 To provide 

information and guidance for its members, the American Academy of Pediatrics, founded 

in 1930, created a Committee on Environmental Hazards. Its report, released in April 

1962, expressed a fulsome trust in the government’s capacity of monitoring the situation 

and advising proper actions. It warned its members against taking individual actions, 

arguing that the health risk involved in countermeasures was likely to outweigh the 

magnitude of fallout hazards.
71

   

The mainstream U.S. pediatric community perhaps reassured most mothers who 
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trusted the government but still remained unresponsive to the anxious minority. A leading 

figure who emerged to speak for the dissenters was Benjamin Spock. As the author of a 

bestselling childcare manual first published in 1946, Dr. Spock helped countless parents 

in coping with their everyday crisis of childrearing in Cold War America. Trained in 

Freudian psychology, he strongly objected to the imposition of fear-inspiring disciplines 

and advocated a child-centered, common-sense approach. In the same vein, Spock 

publicly warned about the adverse effects of the Cold War and nuclear fear upon the 

mental development of children.
72

 Well aware of his view, SANE repeatedly invited the 

doctor to join as one of its national sponsors, but Spock continued to decline. In January 

1962, when Homer Jack, the executive director of SANE approached him once again, 

Spock denied expertise in the matter of radioactive fallout. “I have no expert knowledge 

at all about the relationship between radiation and health,” he insisted in his reply to an 

invitation extended by another SANE member. Convinced that the existing levels of 

contamination were inconsequential to the health of children, he saw it his mission as a 

parent doctor to be a “no-alarmist.”
73

  

According to Spock’s biographer Lynn Z. Bloom, a series of events soon changed his 

mind. Homer Jack, in his reply to Spock, cited some lines from Einstein’s biography and 

challenged him to bear the social responsibility that accompanied his fame as America’s 

foremost childcare expert.  The news coverage of WSP’s demonstration also encouraged 

him to follow the example of brave mothers. Moreover, he felt disturbed in face of 
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parents’ desperate call for advice about fallout contamination. Asked by some local 

SANE members if their children should drink powdered milk instead of fresh milk, 

Spock studied the matter and realized that even the best pediatric care could not protect 

children from fallout and other nuclear disasters.
 
The pursuit of nuclear strength, 

however, had no end point in sight; it only created a stronger sense of insecurity and the 

call for more arms. Spock heard Kennedy reassuring his nation that the United States was 

still ahead of the Soviet Union in terms of nuclear forces. He nevertheless announced his 

decision to resume atmospheric testing, insisting that the nation could ill afford to be 

behind in the future. This remark convinced Spock that nuclear testing would never stop 

unless people rose up and demanded it.
74

  

On February 28, 1962, Spock joined SANE as one of its national sponsors. A month 

and half later, he appeared in an opinion ad of SANE in the New York Times, with him 

looking over a one-year-old little girl. “I am worried,” Spock stated in the ad. “Not so 

much about the effect of past tests but at the prospect of endless future ones. As the tests 

multiply, so will the damage to children – here and around the world. Who gives us this 

right?” (ILLUSTRATION 11-1)  
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ILLUSTRATION 11-1: SANE Ad, “Dr. Spock Is Worried”
75

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spock’s statement projected the fallout risk into the future, both in terms of the trend of 

contamination and children’s future. In two weeks, the ad was reprinted in more than 80 

newspapers across the United States and abroad.
76

 Concerned mothers were naturally 

delighted. On behalf of WSP, Bagby sent a thank-you letter to Spock. “Our efforts have 

been largely dismissed as the rantings of hysterical women,” she wrote. Spock’s 

authoritative voice as America’s child doctor, however, legitimized and boosted their 

protest against fallout as unacceptable to their children. Bagby turned the tables against 

the charge of irrationality, wondering how one could be “so determined to see only the 

strategic considerations and discount all human values as unscientific and therefore be 
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disregarded.”
77

 

The tide of maternalism in the grassroots politics of risk also turned contaminated 

milk into a visible symbolism of nuclear peril across the Atlantic. The Committee of 100, 

a group of militant pacifists led by Bertrand Russell, launched a campaign to label 

hundreds of milk bottles DANGER-RADIOACTIVE and place them in front of the 

Russian Embassy in London.
78

 It also added a word, “strontium 90,” to a British milk 

billboard advertisement (ILLUSTRATION 11-2). In the United States, One of SANE’s 

opinion ads featured a bottle of milk with the mark of skull and crossbones 

(ILLUSTRATION 11-3).
79

 Contaminated milk was also instrumental to rallying 

concerned women. According to Amy Swerdlow, WSP’s slogan, “Pure Milk Not Poison,” 

became “their most effective peace slogan” and “did much to swell the ranks of WSP in 

1962 and 1963.”
80
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ILLUSTRATION 11-2:  

CND Ad, Graffiti on British Milk Poster
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ILLUSTRATION 11-3:  

SANE Ad, “Is This What It’s Coming to?”
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Contaminated food was more than a vehicle of peace propaganda. For concerned 

mothers, it affected their everyday decision in the kitchens. When WSP women visited 

the PHS, the health officials refused to issue any advice in selective buying or preparation 

of foods to decrease radioactivity intake.
83

 This refusal of advice had an ironic effect, 

prompting WSP to disobey official health guidelines and publish their own how-to guide 

about a wide range of practical countermeasures, such as feeding canned or powered milk 

to children, serving processed vegetables, avoiding bran and whole grains, and washing 

and peeling vegetables and fruits.
84

 WSP also staged protests against contaminated food 

at supermarkets and pressed milk producers to decontaminate milk with a not so subtle 

threat of cancelling home delivery.
85

 CND women similarly acted in the defense of peace 

at their dining tables. A leaflet entitled “Shopping in a Nuclear Age,” distributed at a 

CND rally of nearly 2,000 women, listed various food items less contaminated by 

radioactive fallout. It recommended white bread over whole-wheat bread, breast feed 

over cow's milk, and fresh produce from New Zealand and Australian over that from the 

Northern Hemisphere.
86

   

The culmination was a nationwide boycott of fresh milk in April 1962 organized by 

WSP in reaction to the resumption of U.S. atmospheric testing. Its aim was to stage a 

symbolic protest against Kennedy’s decision and also to protect children from I-131 in 

fresh milk. “The economic weapon is our greatest power,” WSP declared in one leaflet. 
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“We should not hesitate to use it when the health and lives of our children are at stake.”
87

 

The call for boycott had a wide repercussion. The PHS issued a warning to mothers not to 

curtail their children’s milk consumption.
88

 Many scientists dismissed the existence of 

any danger in fresh milk, concluding that the boycott came out of ignorance. Asked about 

a possible motive for boycott during the 1962 JCAE hearing, Cyril Comar of Cornell 

University replied by simply saying that “it is a lack of understanding on their part.”
89

  

In fact, milk was not the only major contaminated food, and its close association 

with children was far from universal even within the United States. To be sure, a focus on 

milk had some scientific validity since milk was a major fallout path reaching most 

children. But the obsession with milk was culturally specific to the middle-class, racially 

white constituents who made up most peace activists and their target audience. The 

simple fact that fresh milk reflected a variable of class, race, and geography came as a 

surprise even to those experts closely monitoring the fallout situation. One NACOR 

member found it “a little shocking” to learn that “about 200 miles north of here 

[Washington] several hundred thousand Puerto Ricans and Negroes never see milk.”
90

  

The image of milk as “the” contaminated food was created also in part by the 

government’s practice of using this product as a reliable, cheap, and readily available 

sample of fallout monitoring across the nation all the year round. The bad publicity 

increased as the monitoring network of milk expanded and its data was published on a 

more frequent basis. The timing was ominous as “nature’s perfect food” was under attack 

from all corners, reflecting the new trend in health awareness about saturated fats and 
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residues of agricultural chemicals.
91

 The National Farmers Organization lobbied the U.S. 

Congress against sampling fresh milk as an index of fallout contamination, arguing that 

this practice was harmful to dairy interests.
92

 Even President Kennedy was forced to 

make a public gesture on behalf of milk producers. Delivering his speech before the 

National Conference on Milk and Nutrition in January 1962, the President reassured the 

public that milk offered “no hazard” from radioactive fallout or saturated fats, concluding 

his remarks with a toast of milk (ILLUSTRATION 11-4).
93

   

 

ILLUSTRATION 11-4: “President Toasts Milk with Milk”
94
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The pursuit of purer and safer food on the part of concerned women, however, had 

the potential danger of individualistic adaptation to the contaminated world. It resonated 

with the “neoliberal” variation of environmentalism, where one buys bottled water and 

organic food for self-health without addressing the force of contamination that still poses 

a disproportionate risk to the less economically privileged.
95

 In the end, the boycott of 

contaminated food left an ambiguous legacy, at once protesting and embracing the 

increasingly irradiated environment.     

 

Conclusion 

 Despite the strong fear of mass panic, U.S. and British citizens calmly if not 

uneasily accepted the contamination of their environment during the post-moratorium 

period. What drove the politics of contamination control was fear and confusion on the 

part of government authorities. The FRC and MRC designed their respective graded 

systems of countermeasures based on a combination of the principle of acceptable risk 

with the need of clear numerical guides. This mechanism, the governments hoped, would 

reassure worried citizens and steer public health officials without losing a room for 

flexible judgment and operation. As it turned out, the dynamics of global fallout and of 

arms race rendered the graded systems not only useless but even counteractive. A sudden 

scourge of I-131, resulting in a transient but highly uneven distribution, made it 

exceedingly difficult to foresee and act on the future trend. The problem was 

compounded by the fact that public health officials had no knowledge or control over the 

sources of pollution—nuclear explosions. In this fluid situation, concerned citizens and 
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public officials turned to numerical guides and took countermeasures. As the points of 

judgment and action spread out of central governmental control, the room for flexible 

judgment to put risk in perspective rapidly diminished. 

 The reappearance of radioactive dust and the lack of effective control over this 

danger drove many concerned citizens to protest the resumption of nuclear weapons 

testing. The philosophy, methods, and symbolism of grassroots activism was increasingly 

shaped by the discourse of motherhood. The homebound social identity as mothers 

alerted U.S. and British women to the small but potentially fatal risk of global fallout to 

their children. At the same time, the discourse of motherhood empowered and legitimized 

the voices of women as a moral protest in the male-dominated public sphere. The moral 

appeal as mothers, however, was inseparably fused with the rhetoric and authority of 

science, which women actively exercised through alliance with public scientists and 

childcare professionals. Yet another tool of protest was women’s domestic role as 

consumers. The moral, scientific, and consumer sources of power for women crystalized 

as the groundswell protest against contaminated milk in the United States and Britain.  
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

 

STUFFING “THE GENIE OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION”  

BACK INTO THE BOTTLE: 

THE BIRTH OF THE PARTIAL TEST BAN TREATY 

 

The Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 has ranked as the “Great Disappointment” in the 

history of the Cold War. Contemporaries noted its utterly incomplete value as an arms 

control measure compared to a comprehensive ban. USAEC chairman Glenn T. Seaborg 

called the conclusion of the PTBT short of achieving a comprehensive ban “a world 

tragedy of the first magnitude.”
1
 British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan aptly called 

the agreement “a second prize.”
2
 With the benefit of hindsight, historians have confirmed 

the disappointing outcomes of the PTBT. Paul Boyer and Lawrence Wittner respectively 

observe that the agreement hardly had any effect on arms race, created a false impression 

of turn toward peace, and took the wind out of the nuclear disarmament movement.
3
 The 

PTBT is poorly rated even in terms of its modest goal of promoting détente. While Marc 

Trachtenberg offers a positive assessment of the limited ban as a capstone for peace 

between the nuclear superpowers without the settlement of the German question, Vojtech 

Mastny argues that the agreement was a “missed opportunity” for a deeper détente.
4
 As 

Paul Rubinson summarizes, scholars are nearly unanimous on the verdict that the PTBT 
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was truly limited in every sense of the word.
5
  

 This unwanted child of the Cold War, however, proved to be one of the first global 

pollution control treaties in modern international history. One of the declared objectives 

of the PTBT was to “put an end to the contamination of man’s environment by 

radioactive substances.” Indeed, fallout emissions in the environment sharply declined 

after 1963, and fallout contamination ceased to be a global environmental problem 

despite its lasting deadly legacy in various nuclear test site regions. The PTBT utterly 

failed its intended aim to be the first step toward overcoming the Cold War, but 

unexpectedly succeeded as a global environmental regulation. In tracing the course of 

events leading to the conclusion of the PTBT, this chapter seeks to understand this 

paradox surrounding the birth of the PTBT.  

In the end, the grassroots politics of risk did not force a test ban but, combined with a 

continuous international uproar over fallout, set the stage where those opposed to a 

comprehensive ban successfully pushed for a partial alternative. As we will see, it was the 

strong desire among the U.S., British, and Soviet leaders to overcome the Cold War 

through a comprehensive ban which ironically delayed the cessation of radioactive 

fallout. And it was the resilience of the Cold War distrust which finally dashed any hope 

for a total ban, leading to the birth of the PTBT and adding an antipollution dimension to 

the agreement.  The birth of the PTBT as a global antipollution regulation was a product 

of the Cold War.  

 

Option of limited ban resurfaced   

While the grassroots politics of risk became increasingly volatile, the prospect of the 
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ultimate solution—the cessation of nuclear testing that released fallout into the 

biosphere—remained remote. To be sure, Kennedy and Macmillan had stood by the offer 

of an atmospheric ban since September 1961. But their chief political aim in the test ban 

was not to remove radioactive fallout but to reverse the spiral of nuclear arms race and 

stem the tide of nuclear proliferation. After the U.S. test series restarted, the fear of 

nuclear arms spread returned to haunt Kennedy and his aides.
6
 To prevent a future nuclear 

power from developing its armaments, the Kennedy administration preferred a 

comprehensive ban to a partial version. This judgment was wholeheartedly shared by 

Macmillan, who had constantly reminded Kennedy about the danger of nuclear weapons 

dissemination.
7
 A potential breakthrough for prohibiting all tests suddenly appeared in 

July 1962 when the U.S. seismic research program called Project Vera pointed to the 

possibility that one could identify underground explosions more accurately with fewer 

control posts and onsite inspections within the Soviet Union. The Congress, however, 

refused to allow any relaxation of its demand for international inspection.
8
  

In the meantime, the eight neutral powers in Geneva brought the focus back to the 

problem of fallout-producing tests. On May 9, Mexico proposed a cut-off date of January 

1, 1963, for all atmospheric tests. Brazil put forward its own proposal on July 25, calling 

for an immediate atmospheric ban to be followed by intensive negotiations on the control 

of underground testing. Sweden merged both proposals into one package, pressing on the 

suspension of all tests requiring no international inspection after January 1963. The tide 

of world opinion led Rusk to see propaganda merit in taking initiative for an atmospheric 
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ban. It had an additional advantage for the battered White House to avoid disputes over 

international verification both at home with the Congress and abroad.
9
 Kennedy endorsed 

the idea but still regarded the atmospheric version as a fall-back position. “In terms of 

world opinion, atmospheric fall-out may be more important than the arms race itself,” he 

wrote in his letter to Macmillan. “On the other hand, in terms of the great problem of 

nuclear proliferation, a comprehensive treaty still seems better to me.”
10

 In reply, 

Macmillan reiterated his commitment to a comprehensive ban as Kennedy did, but also 

agreed on the simultaneous offer of an atmospheric ban and a comprehensive 

alternative.
11

  

Accordingly, the U.S. and British representatives in Geneva introduced two draft 

treaties on August 27. Interestingly enough, the draft for a partial ban, a model for the 

future PTBT, did not include any reference to radioactive fallout at this point. Its 

preamble simply stated that this partial ban was intended to facilitate negotiations for a 

total ban. This wording clearly reflected the priority Kennedy and Macmillan assigned to 

a comprehensive ban and its arms control effects. Their joint initiative, however, failed to 

move the Soviet Union. Khrushchev summarily rejected a comprehensive ban involving 

any sort of international inspection. He gestured toward agreeing on a partial option, but 

only on condition of an unpoliced moratorium on underground testing, a demand 

unacceptable to the West.
12
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Road toward the limited ban  

Khrushchev rejected the Western proposals perhaps in part because the Soviet Union 

had just started another around of atmospheric testing on August 5. He had once told U.S. 

ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson that both the U.S. and the USSR would become 

ready to conclude a test ban following the completion of their respective nuclear tests.
13

 

The Kremlin, however, was not insensitive to fallout hazards involved in the Soviet tests 

then in progress. Even Khrushchev now questioned the wisdom of exploding another 

superbomb, as it had provoked much roar in Scandinavia and elsewhere in the previous 

year. When Slavsky brought up a plan of exploding a 100 MT warhead, Khrushchev 

spurned the request.
14

 Despite this sporadic intervention from the leadership, the 1962 

Soviet series, which continued until Christmas Day, turned out to be the most polluting of 

all. Its estimated fission yield of over 50 MT exceeded the total of fission products 

released by all parties in any single year.
15

 The logic of nuclear arms race invalidated the 

past talk about a sustainable annual rate as discussed during the 1957 Holifield hearings.  

Behind the scenes, Sakharov fought a lone, losing battle to keep the Soviet fallout to 

the absolute minimum. Upon learning the plan to detonate two almost identical models 

designed by different nuclear weapons laboratories, Sakharov directly phoned Slavsky, 

Khrushchev, and Frol Kozlov, a member of the Presidium, asking for the cancellation or 

at least postponement of one of them. Up to a six-figure number of people, he told 

Slavsky, “are going to die for no reason.”
16

 His desperate efforts nevertheless failed in 

face of a fierce bureaucratic rivalry between the laboratories. When the duplicate tests 
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were allowed to occur, Sakharov put his face down on his desk and wept. This 

experience, he later recalled, convinced him to end biologically harmful tests.
17

  

Sakharov became part of what Matthew Evangelista calls a “tacit,” or “virtual,” 

transnational alliance, working in parallel on both sides of the Iron Curtain to realize a 

certain policy.
18

 Sakharov and his like-minded associates, however, differed from most of 

their Western counterparts on one crucial point. FAS members, Pugwash scientists, and 

other supporters in the West continued to work for a comprehensive ban with an aim to 

advance arms control. The Soviet experts, in contrast, advocated a partial ban, reflecting 

their serious concerns about the future levels of fallout contamination as much as about a 

continuous arms race. In the summer of 1962, Viktor Adamskiy, a young theoretical 

physicist at Arzamas-16 working under Sakharov, handed his “boss” a draft letter to 

Khrushchev. The message included a proposal of a partial ban. Sakharov later 

remembered that, like him, Adamskiy harbored a strong concern regarding the harmful 

effects of fallout. In the draft letter, he explained the merits of the partial ban in 

eliminating fallout and slowing nuclear proliferation without abandoning the project of 

using nuclear explosives underground for construction purposes. Sakharov brought this 

idea to Slavsky, who in turn forwarded it to the Foreign Ministry.
19

 

The differences within the transnational partnership for a test ban over a degree of 

emphasis on fallout hazards might have reflected the extent of direct involvement in 

nuclear weapons programs. Sakharov and Adamskiy worked as active-duty nuclear 

weapon designers, whose privileged status made their dissenting voices heard by the 
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Kremlin as a singular exception. As Sakharov’s failed attempt to cancel a duplicate test 

indicates, these weapons scientists faced an ethical dilemma of radioactive fallout in the 

most intimate manner. In contrast, most of their Western counterparts, except for Herbert 

York (the first director of UCRL) and a few others, stayed clear of political activism in 

the post-progressive era following the downfall of J. Robert Oppenheimer. This 

situational distance might have led them to feel contented with downplaying the risk of 

fallout and staying focused on the peril of arms race.    

A few months after Sakharov approached Skavsky with the idea of a partial ban, 

Slavsky telephoned the scientist, saying that the Kremlin was interested and was about to 

take actions in line with his proposal.
20

 If Sakharov’s recollection is correct, the timing of 

Slavsky’s phone call must have occurred in the winter of 1962 or the spring of 1963. 

What delayed the realization of a partial test ban was the radical shift in the political 

context of a test ban following two international crises in October. The Chinese incursion 

into India dramatized the danger of Beijing’s acquisition of nuclear arms in Western 

eyes.
21

 While the Sino-Indian clash pointed to the menace of nuclear arms proliferation 

beyond the existing club members, the Cuban Missile Crisis underlined the existent 

danger of nuclear arms race among them. In this sense, the two crises boosted the 

potential value of a comprehensive test ban to arrest both the vertical and horizontal 

spread of nuclear arms.  

Historians, however, have remained split over the ultimate implication of the events 

of October 1962 for a test ban. While Andreas Wenger and Marcel Gerber see the Cuban 

missile crisis as “the watershed” which strengthened Kennedy’s bargaining power at 
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home and abroad, Vojtech Mastny and Kendrick Oliver respectively contest such an 

assessment. In their opinions, the nuclear confrontation certainly weakened Cold War 

thinking in the White House and the Kremlin but also agitated opposition to any 

disarmament deal enough to cancel out this effect.
22

 From our analytical point of view, 

however, the winding course of events following the Cuban crisis marked a threshold, 

thrusting the partial ban option to the forefront and magnifying its merit as an 

antipollution regulation.  

The experience of Cuba initially led both the U.S. and Soviet leaders to explore a 

comprehensive ban as one of the outstanding arms control problems. Shortly after the 

Cuban crisis, Khrushchev told British Ambassador Roberts that he was ready to sign a 

partial test ban agreement, but added that he also preferred stopping underground tests as 

a brake upon arms race.
23

 His son Sergei also later testified to the Premier’s strong desire 

for a total ban from this point of view.
24

 To clear the roadblock, Khrushchev persuaded 

the Presidium to agree on accepting 2 to 3 annual inspection trips in Soviet territory.
25

  In 

his letter to Kennedy dated December 19, he officially made this offer and asked 

Kennedy to persuade the U.S. Senate to approve a comprehensive ban.  

Khrushchev’s belief that Washington needed only a token number of inspections, 

however, was based on a serious misunderstanding. Soviet officials seemed to 

misinterpret talks with their U.S. contacts who signaled U.S. willingness to meet halfway 

on a smaller number. Arthur Dean, the U.S. chief negotiator in Geneva, later explained 
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that on October 30 he had mentioned to Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister V. V. Kuznetsov 

a possible compromise on a “small number” but did not specify a figure. During the same 

month, Jerome Wiesner also had told Yevgeni K. Federov, a Soviet scientist, that it was 

possible to break the impasse in Geneva if Khrushchev admitted a few inspections so that 

Kennedy might reciprocate the move with a lower quota, leading to a possible middle 

ground around 5 or so.
26

 This miscommunication publicly embarrassed Khrushchev at the 

time when he encountered a strong pressure against détente from Frol Kozlov within the 

Presidium and Communist China.
27

 Once it was evident that his concession would not 

work, the Premier vowed not to admit any higher number whatsoever.  

In the meantime, the Cuban Missile Crisis, which began with the Soviet covert 

introduction of nuclear arms into the island, deepened the U.S. Congress’ distrust of 

Moscow. The test ban issue took on an aura of partisanship in January 1963 when House 

Republicans led by Craig Hosmer created a committee, advised by expert critics such as 

Edward Teller, to defeat any test ban agreement with the Soviets.
28

 The opposition soon 

spread among conservative Democrats when a news leak broached Kennedy’s decision to 

lower the required number of onsite inspections from 12 to 7 as a bait to lure further 

concessions from Moscow. Senators Henry M. Jackson, Stuart Symington, and Richard 

Russell, Jr., all ranking members in the Armed Services Committee, strongly warned the 

White House not to make any compromise. Senator Thomas J. Dodd also joined the 

circle of dissenting Democrats, sharply criticizing Kennedy’s test ban policy on the 
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Senate floor and through open letters.
 29

  

While the Cold War frame of mind in the Congress darkened the prospect of a 

comprehensive ban, it unexpectedly rekindled an interest in an alternative option of an 

atmospheric ban enforceable by national means alone. Democratic Senator Joseph S. 

Clark drew fresh attention to the still standing offer of an atmospheric ban since August 

1962.
30

 Dodd, who had backed Gore’s similar proposal in 1960, now reiterated his 

support of this idea. On May 27, Dodd, Hubert Humphrey, and 32 of their colleagues 

including 6 Republicans introduced a resolution, calling for an uninspected agreement 

banning all atmospheric and underwater tests and endorsing a unilateral pledge by the 

United States to refrain from such tests.
31

 Dodd and other cosponsors praised Humphrey 

for his role in proposing this compromise, which ironically put an end to his long-term 

crusade for a comprehensive ban. “The nuclear powers can ban all tests which 

contaminate the air we breathe and the food we eat,” Humphrey said in his supporting 

speech for the resolution. “They can do so without in any way jeopardizing … the 

military security of the United States.” He called the resolution as a “major attempt to 

stuff the genie of radioactive contamination and proliferation of nuclear weapons 

capabilities back into the bottle where it belongs.”
32

  

Kennedy realized that his hands were completely tied by the Senate. He confided to 

British ambassador David Ormsby-Gore that he would not risk an almost certain defeat 
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because a comprehensive ban was not really in the category of the very first importance 

like the Versailles Treaty at the time of Woodrow Wilson. Finding it pointless to press 

Kennedy further, Ormsby-Gore reported to London with the proposal that Macmillan 

should sound out whether Kennedy was interested in either a summit meeting or sending 

personal emissaries to Khrushchev as a final push for a compromise on the matter of 

onsite inspection.
33

 Macmillan immediately exchanged a few letters with Kennedy, who 

agreed to send a joint letter to Khrushchev and try out the idea of dispatching private 

messengers to Moscow.
34

  

By the time when a joint letter dated April 15 arrived in Moscow, the Kremlin was 

well informed of Kennedy’s problems with the Senate. Three days earlier, Norman 

Cousins had met Khrushchev in his capacity as he Vatican’s emissary, informing him that 

his offer of 3 inspections would not help Kennedy on Capitol Hill.
35

 In his note to the 

Presidium, Khrushchev reported his conversation with Cousins and made it clear that he 

no longer considered a test ban a major problem of arms control. He now argued that the 

real crux was rather settlements of Cuba and Germany. This argument, however, might 

have been a rhetorical exercise of masking his strong desire for the test ban. As Vojtech 

Mastny points out, these Cold War flashpoints had by then largely been settled in a de 

facto manner.
36

 Perhaps also intentionally, Khrushchev dismissed the value of 

atmospheric testing, citing some military official’s view that it was no longer required for 

military programs. The Premier then tried to sell a partial ban as “useful” not in terms of 
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arms control, but simply to promote Moscow’s peaceful image in the world.
37

  

A session of the Presidium held on April 25 duly endorsed Khrushchev’s proposal of 

exploring a partial ban.
38

 In the end, the Kremlin dropped its longstanding objection to a 

partial ban, overriding the persistent fear that it might simply perpetuate the arms race 

underground in a much more costly manner.
39

 Against the backdrop of this policy shift, 

Khrushchev returned to the theme of radioactive fallout. In a letter to Kennedy and 

Macmillan dated May 8, Khrushchev agreed to receive their personal emissaries and 

called the cessation of fallout contamination a problem of an “incontestable significance 

from the moral-humane point of view.”  “As we see it,” he said, “this alone is a sufficient 

incentive motive to agree on a test ban,” aside from the test ban’s positive effect of 

relaxing Cold War tensions.
40

   

A historical step toward ceasing global fallout came on June 10 when Kennedy 

delivered a public speech to create a favorable mood for the upcoming trip of W. Averell 

Harriman to Moscow as his messenger. At Kennedy’s insistence, the speech included a 

pledge that the United States would not resume atmospheric testing as long as the Soviet 

Union also refrained.
41

 As Rusk observed, this unilateral declaration of moratorium 

aimed to rally Dodd and other Senators behind the White House at this crucial moment 

for the test ban.
42

 Its merit in terms of the cessation of fallout emissions, however, was 

not originally intended. For London and Washington, the prize was still a comprehensive 
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ban. The option of a partial ban was conceived merely as the first step toward this 

ultimate goal. Harriman was thus instructed to pursue a compromise in Moscow as close 

to a total ban as possible.
43

 Indeed, Kennedy consciously avoided undue emphasis on the 

pledge of moratorium in the speech for fear that it might garble his firm commitment to a 

comprehensive ban in Moscow’s eye.
44

  

Khrushchev, however, was determined to seek a partial ban only. In a July 2 speech 

in East Berlin, the Soviet Premier for the first time declared in public his readiness to 

conclude a partial test ban treaty, with some hint of his desire to sign also a non-

aggression pact between NATO and Warsaw Pact. Quinton Hailsham, Macmillan’s 

Science Minister appointed as his envoy to accompany Harriman to Moscow, 

immediately realized the import of Khrushchev’s speech. It essentially “slammed the 

door on a total ban,” he said, “and opened the door to a partial ban.”
45

 On July 15, when 

Harriman and Hailsham finally met Khrushchev, the Premier eliminated any prospect for 

a comprehensive ban by withdrawing the offer of accepting a token number of 

inspections. The emissaries were forced to bring up the fall-back position of a partial 

ban.
46

 

Khrushchev took the initiative in adding a dimension of fallout control to the partial 

ban. The Soviet draft, unlike the Western version of August 1962, explicitly declared that 

one of the treaty’s objectives was “to put an end to the contamination of man’s 
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environment by radioactive substances.”
47

 It is conceivable that this choice of emphasis 

on radioactive fallout closely reflected Khrushchev’s aim in the partial ban, namely to 

boost Moscow’s image in world opinion. The dimension of antipollution, however, did 

not shape the essence of the agreement. Its definition of the prohibited types of 

explosions covered those in the atmosphere and underwater leading to the contamination 

of the biosphere, but it also included detonations in outer space, which reflected the limits 

of enforcement by national means. The treaty’s impact as a fallout control measure was 

also limited because it allowed those underground which might result in the deposition of 

radioactive debris on the surface unless it would cross the territorial limits of the state.
48

 

This term was meant to accommodate a danger of venting from underground detonations 

for both military and peaceful purposes. In this manner, the Limited Test Ban Treaty, 

formally signed in Moscow on August 5, took into account both the chilling realism of 

nuclear arms buildup and the technocratic dream of nuclear excavation.  

The aspect of the PTBT as an international anti-fallout measure, however, became an 

asset for Kennedy when he confronted the U.S. Congress. In his public request for 

ratification, Kennedy stressed the treaty’s contribution to “freeing the world from the 

fears and dangers of radioactive fallout” as one of its major advantages aside from 

reducing Cold War tensions and slowing the arms race and nuclear proliferation. Indeed, 

he linked both the antipollution and arms control dimensions, arguing that the 

continuation of unrestricted nuclear arms buildup, soon to be joined by many more 
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nations, would spread contamination far more than the existing levels. Even then, he 

warranted, the fallout effects might seem statistically small compared to those from 

natural radiation, as test ban opponents insisted. “But,” he said, “this is not a natural 

health hazard—and it is not a statistical issue.” He continued to explain to the nation why 

he refused to dismiss this exceedingly small risk in numerical terms:  

The loss of even one human life, or the malformation of even one baby—who 

may be born long after we are gone—should be of concern to us all. Our 

children and grandchildren are not merely statistics toward which we can be 

indifferent. Nor does this affect the nuclear powers alone. These tests befoul 

the air of all men and all nations, the committed and the uncommitted alike, 

without their knowledge and without their consent. That is why the 

continuation of atmospheric testing causes so many countries to regard all 

nuclear powers as equally evil; and we can hope that its prevention will 

enable those countries to see the world more clearly, while enabling all the 

world to breathe more easily.
49

  

 

Kennedy’s rhetoric strongly echoed with those who had long raised the moral dimension 

of fallout. Shortly after Kennedy’s tragic death in November, Edward Lewis wrote to 

Pauling, recalling the President’s assessment of the fallout problem as “beautifully and 

eloquently developed.”
 50

  

 Once the Congress began its deliberations on the PTBT, however, the White House 

toned down the problem of radioactive fallout. When Glenn Seaborg spoke of the treaty’s 

benefits before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Richard Russell did not 

hide his “surprise” that the USAEC chairman “did not refer to any advantages to be 

gained from lessened fallout” in light of the importance of the “mother vote.”
51

 Seaborg 

declared that he did not assign primary importance to the “fallout peril.” Indeed, he said, 
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“I don’t rate it [fallout] as great a problem as some of the other reasons for the test ban.”
52

 

All witnesses for the White House invariably stressed that the Congress should ratify the 

PTBT solely from a point of view of national security.  

The administration’s reticence about and even dismissal of fallout hazards seemed to 

be a deliberate tactic to avoid the endless debate on this still uncertain danger in the 

Congress. Indeed, those appearing in the Senate against the PTBT, such as military 

chiefs, weapons lab directors, and Republican senators, all cited the argument a lá Teller 

that a small dose from fallout was inconsequential or even perhaps beneficial to health.
53

 

Rather than taking issue with this counterargument, the White House chose to let its 

grassroots partners underline a moral implication of fallout outside the Congress. A 

Citizens’ Committee for a Nuclear Test Ban led by Norman Cousins and others, for 

example, actively solicited favorable messages from doctors, biologists and other life 

scientists to make an appeal to those concerned with the biological effects of testing.
54

 Dr. 

Spock, who was by then “over-used” in this matter of fallout, was still active, appearing 

on TV and issuing a public statement to “get at the so-called mothers' vote.”
55

  

Public opinion was far from being unanimous behind the moral dimension of fallout. 

For some, anticommunism constituted morality. A man from Pennsylvania angrily wrote 
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to Harriman, shouting “Fallout, Yes, Sellout, No!”
56

 Some women of Cold War 

persuasion tried to defy the manipulation of maternalism by WSP and others as naturally 

concerned with fallout. In the letter of protest against the PTBT, a woman from California 

raised her voice as one of “some stout-hearted wives with ‘patient wisdom’ who have the 

courage to declare that this treaty solves very little.”
57

 Their voices, however, failed to 

swing the Senate. Its central question was not whether fallout was harmful, but whether 

the United States could enforce the PTBT. Most legislators endorsed this treaty limited to 

nuclear detonations detectable by national means, although Teller and his allies still 

worried of a theoretical risk of deception—a secret test behind the moon, for example. On 

September 24, 1963, the Senate approved the PTBT by a wide margin, with a vote of 80 

to 19.   

 

Conclusion  

As it turned out, the PTBT was grossly ineffective in slowing the nuclear arms race. 

The U.S. Congress continued to demand massive arms buildups as “safeguards” to 

compensate for the risk of deception in the PTBT. Lyndon B. Johnson, succeeding 

Kennedy as president in November 1963, was forced to make an announcement the 

following spring that the United States would conduct “comprehensive, aggressive, and 

continuing underground nuclear test programs.”
 58

 The tempo of U.S. testing accelerated 

thereafter. The United States detonated 338 nuclear devices underground in 8 years from 
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1964, at a faster annual pace than a total of 347 conducted for the first 18 years of the 

atomic age.
59

 Neither did the PTBT reverse the tide of nuclear proliferation at least in an 

immediate sense. France scorned the agreement and continued its atmospheric testing 

programs. Mainland China proceeded with its first atomic weapon test in October 1964. 

A diplomatic follow-up for a comprehensive ban went nowhere, and the nuclear powers 

instead pursued a nonproliferation treaty to stop the spread of nuclear weapons.
60

  

As the Cold War persisted and nuclear armaments increased, Johnson naturally found 

it difficult to name any positive consequence of the PTBT when he delivered a message 

at the first anniversary of the Senate’s ratification of the treaty. The only decisive 

outcome that came to his mind was the cessation of fallout contamination. In this ironic 

way, the PTBT earned its recognition as a global antipollution regulation. “We can live in 

strength without adding to the hazards of life on this planet,” Johnson stated in the 

anniversary message. “We need not relax our guard in order to avoid unnecessary risks. 

This is the legacy of the nuclear test ban treaty and it is a legacy of hope.”
61

 Johnson’s 

rebranding of the PTBT as an environmental agreement mirrored the fact that the world 

failed to overcome the Cold War but managed to render it “sustainable” from a point of 

view of radiation health. As Edward R. Murrow, Kennedy’s information adviser, once 

observed, the PTBT constituted “a partial recognition of the realities of the world in 

which we live.”
62
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CONCLUSION 

 

The Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 was a product of the struggle for the authorship 

of risk that began with the radiological disaster at Bikini in 1954. This dissertation has 

analyzed two major pathways through which global fallout became a social problem and 

then an unacceptable risk. One was global in nature, revolving around the theoretical 

existence of hereditary and cancer effects on humanity as a whole. The other conduit was 

local, concerning the process of fallout monitoring and the interpretation of its data in 

light of the concept of permissible dose. In each case, scientific experts, political leaders, 

and concerned citizens constantly redrew borders between two inseparable parts of risk, 

scientific facts, and social values in an attempt to secure a leading position in determining 

the risk and prescribing a solution.  

 

Macro-politics of risk 

The politics of risk on a global scale originated from the epistemic outlook of classic 

geneticists. These scientists were among the first to become alarmed by the total and 

ultimate hereditary effects of low-level ionizing radiation on the general population. 

What turned their concern into a subject of public debate, however, was the nature of risk 

as a trans-scientific object. After the Lucky Dragon incident, the U.S. genetics 

community pressed the USAEC to recognize the scientific fact of genetic damage from 

global fallout. The Commission readily complied. In spite of this, the real source of 

problem lay in the social dimension of risk, which complicated public communication. 

The USAEC insisted on the comparative perspective, declaring that the risk, although 
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extant in theory, was negligible compared with other hazards and defense needs. Most 

classic geneticists shared this point of view but also harbored strong concern about the 

individual suffering of the afflicted population. These mixed feelings led the geneticists 

to interpret the USAEC’s comparative analysis as belittling both the scientific doctrine 

and the moral implications of genetic damage.  

If the fallout debate emerged under the guise of a scientific disagreement of experts, 

it soon entered a new stage where both sides explicitly blended science and morality in 

conceptualizing the risk of global fallout. Harrison Brown, Linus Pauling, Albert 

Schweitzer, and other critics deemed nuclear weapons immoral and dangerous, protesting 

any slight increase of risk to the global population. Andrei Sakharov and other Soviet 

scientists also closely followed this line of argument. Since their concern was specific to 

nuclear weapons and innocent civilians in the Cold War, their protest did not extend to 

radiation hazards from peaceful uses of atomic energy. Edward Teller, Willard Libby, 

and others, in contrast, treated nuclear weapons as part of the atomic energy development 

essential for national security and modern progress. Firmly convinced of the positive 

value of nuclear weapons, defenders of weapons testing refused to treat the risk of global 

fallout differently from any other hazard arising from the natural environment, modern 

civilization, or the Cold War. The explicit mixing of science and morality allowed both 

sides of the debate to judge the acceptability of risk, but only at the cost of their authority, 

which was predicted on the demarcation of the two.  

The public debate concerning fallout hazards raised the political value of expert 

reviews as a key device to demarcate science from moral judgment and stage 

authoritative consensus among experts. The NAS and MRC committees as well as the 
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UNSCEAR invariably guarded their independent and technical nature to preserve their 

cognitive authority. But this did not mean that the expert panels were free from the 

contention of social values involved in the judgment of risk. This dissertation has 

demonstrated the politics of risk penetrated the deliberations within expert panels and 

their outcomes, but took a subtle form in the guise of “scientific” disputes. At the center 

of controversy was how to derive a social implication from the linear non-threshold 

(LNT) hypothesis, which all committees accepted as a prudent basis. The NAS and MRC 

geneticists stressed that there was no minimum dose for avoiding genetic damage, but 

also embraced the concept of permissible dose and specified its numerical range. Their 

common aspiration to provide a practical guide for radiation protection, rather than 

consensual knowledge, led to this agreement. The NAS and MRC pathologists, on the 

other hand, took a contrasting attitude toward the administrative implication of the LNT 

hypothesis concerning leukemia and bone cancer. While the NAS scientists refrained 

from usurping the NCRP’s jurisdiction and endorsed its numerical recommendations, 

their MRC counterparts laid out a much lower “warning dose.”  This divergence, once 

publicized, was construed to indicate scientific disagreement and fuel fallout anxiety. The 

UNSCEAR members also disagreed over a method of representing the risk based on the 

LNT hypothesis in terms of estimated worldwide casualties. 

 Perhaps the most significant outcome from the expert panels concerned the notion of 

acceptable risk in the case of radioactive fallout. The USAEC insisted on this concept, as 

did defenders of weapons testing such as Edward Teller. The ICRP and NCRP, restricting 

their guidelines to peacetime activities, firmly refused to weigh in on the problem. The 

NAS and MRC took a dual approach, warning about the biological effect of any small 
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radiation dose but also reassuring the public that the radiation dose from global fallout 

was much smaller than other radiation sources. The UNSCEAR soundly rejected the 

application of comparative perspective to the issue of global fallout. The Soviet 

delegation successfully convinced other UNSCEAR members that the risk of global 

fallout was a singular exception in all radiation hazards because the contamination source, 

weapons testing, defied technological control and offered no positive benefit for the 

world population. This reasoning, however, had the effect of legitimizing the concept of 

acceptable risk in radiation hazards from medical and industrial sources.  

 

Micro-politics of risk  

While the global dimension of risk politics developed through abstract discussion in 

the public forum and expert panels, the local dimension stemmed from the politics of 

fallout monitoring that first occurred in Japan and soon spread elsewhere. Like other risk-

related activities, it was rooted in a tension between science and non-science. While 

monitoring was a technical procedure designed to increase the understanding of the 

distribution of fallout, it was also meant to reassure citizens. It had the ironic effect of 

fueling their anxiety, however, when public authorities used a very stringent 

administrative criterion to reassure the public. This dissertation has shown that the panic 

in Japan following the Lucky Dragon incident was less a product of its “atomic hysteria” 

than a dynamic of fallout monitoring and interpretative standards. A strikingly similar 

development occurred in Norway, Britain, and other countries that also deployed a very 

conservative value to interpret fallout data.  
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What amplified the social impact of fallout monitoring was the dynamic of fallout 

dispersion, which tended to sharpen the discrepancy between the average and extreme 

values. USAEC staff scientists were well aware of the uneven distribution of fallout, but 

uncertain about the degree of accuracy in monitoring. Anxious citizens in the United 

States became increasingly reluctant to accept the pragmatic state of accuracy, 

demanding extensive monitoring to ensure the safety of their communities and food 

sources. Dissenting experts soon took up this demand and launched monitoring programs 

of their own to challenge the USAEC’s judgment of risk. As the episodes of the State of 

Minnesota, Consumers Union, and St. Louis Information for Nuclear Information have 

demonstrated, fallout monitoring became a subversive tool of civic protest bordering on 

science. It was a methodological alternative to the political protests Linus Pauling and 

others staged.   

The expansion of fallout monitoring became increasingly problematic for 

government authorities to control the situation because it coincided with the sharp 

reduction of the permissible dose. The NCRP and ICRP, embracing the concept of 

acceptable risk, always denied the applicability of guidelines intended to cover medical 

and industrial sources to radioactive fallout. The mass media and public officials, 

however, continued to refer to them as a handy tool to interpret fallout data. This 

informal practice began to alarm the public when the increase of radiation exposure led to 

the reduction of numerical limits to keep radiation damage from becoming noticeable on 

the population scale. The result was the widespread impression that the margin of safety 

was vanishing, creating serious political repercussions for weapons testing. The situation 

failed to improve even after the U.S. and British government authorities reiterated the 
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LNT hypothesis that there was no absolutely safe or dangerous point of radiation hazard. 

To reassure the public, the FRC and MRC published a graded system of countermeasures 

to check the risk based on the LNT hypothesis. This new guideline created another 

dilemma when it was discovered that fallout contamination widely fluctuated. Contrary to 

its original aim, the graded system of action in the United States wound up triggering 

panic and undermining public confidence in the government.    

 

Politics of risk and policymaking  

The two intertwining paths of risk politics transformed the risk of global fallout from 

a material fact to a social problem, and then to an “unacceptable” object. How did the 

changing perception of risk affect policy decisions regarding weapons testing? This 

dissertation agrees with the verdict of existing studies that fallout anxiety was not a 

principal driving force behind test ban policy. It remained an issue of arms control and 

détente from the beginning to the end. This basic characterization does not mean, 

however, that the factor of nuclear fallout was absent from the process. To the contrary, 

the three nuclear powers consciously tried to forge or severe a direct link between risk 

assessment and its management in the form of a test ban. The expert panels failed to 

establish an explicit connection not because the risk of global fallout was insignificant as 

an objective fact, but because their members, even the politically conscious, upheld the 

demarcation of science from policy in order to remain authoritative in the politics of risk.  

As this dissertation has demonstrated, the fallout debate had several indirect but 

significant impacts on the test ban debate. First, the reports of expert panels, expected to 

endorse the argument that the risk of global fallout was negligible, turned out to be 
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alarming enough for political leaders to take initiative on the control of contamination. 

The MRC report, for example, determined a “warning dose” and predicted a future 

contamination levels above this limit. This prospect prompted the British government to 

explore a global fallout emission ceiling. The UNSCEAR report refrained from making 

an explicit demand for a test ban but declared radioactive fallout as one of the 

“unnecessary” radiation sources that should be minimized.  This conclusion did not force 

Washington and London to take a specific course of action but it did eliminate the option 

of unregulated weapons testing. The expert reports created momentum for fallout 

regulations when their reassuring pronouncements were disputed in public. The NAS 

report’s controversial conclusion on Sr-90 hazards, for example, prompted Adlai 

Stevenson to cite the peril of Sr-90 as an additional reason for an H-bomb test ban during 

the 1956 presidential race.   

While the fallout debate prepared the political environment for a test ban, it also 

stimulated the development of technologies to reduce fission fallout and contain 

contamination underground. By the time the three nuclear powers agreed to a moratorium 

while negotiating a comprehensive ban, the technological groundwork had enabled cold 

warriors to propose a partial ban, removing the subject of health concerns from the debate 

entirely. In the end, this alternative approach led to the Partial Test Ban Treaty. The 

politics of global fallout is strikingly similar to those of stratospheric ozone depletion and 

global climate change, in which public debate facilitates both emission regulations and 

technological innovations, with each dynamic reshaping what is feasible in the other.  

The problem of fallout also affected test ban politics when it became a political taboo 

for the leadership of the nuclear countries. The drastic change in Dwight Eisenhower’s 
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attitude toward global fallout underlines the role of trust in the perception of risk. 

Eisenhower knew very well that his government’s judgment of risk was controversial, but 

he continued to trust the opinions of his science advisers. His real problem was public 

relations. Eisenhower took this factor seriously, but did not allow it to dictate his 1958 

decision to suspend weapons testing for one year. The situation abruptly changed during 

the moratorium when a series of sensational reports about heavily contaminated 

foodstuffs reached the president. Although these findings did not invalidate the USAEC’s 

judgment that the risk of global fallout was relatively minor, Eisenhower interpreted them 

as disturbing evidence that his scientists were too optimistic about fallout hazards. No 

longer sure about the reassuring judgment of risk, the president enacted a complete 

moratorium on atmospheric testing. His successor, John F. Kennedy, internalized this 

moral repulsion concerning fallout by the time he came to office. Although it did not 

prevent him from restarting atmospheric testing in the spring of 1962, Kennedy was 

forced to justify his decision to the public.  

This dissertation has argued that political leaders were far from passive in face of the 

fallout taboo. The Kremlin was among the first to exploit the taboo for its Cold War 

interest. Harold Macmillan also mobilized the sentiment for his own policy goal, namely 

to dissuade Washington from reactivating the spiral of weapons testing. Once the Soviet 

Union suddenly resumed atmospheric testing in September 1961, Macmillan and 

Kennedy sought to direct fallout anxiety against Khrushchev to score a public relations 

triumph and to pressure him to abandon weapons testing aboveground. Their exploitation 

of the fallout taboo for political gains had the effect of reinforcing the taboo, thus making 

it more difficult to legitimize the health risks of fallout as an acceptable price for national 
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security. Nikita Khrushchev was not immune from this feedback. World opinion 

denounced the Soviet resumption of fallout emission, while Andrei Sakharov confronted 

the Premier over his decision. While this self-reinforcing dynamic of the fallout taboo 

alone was not sufficient to halt weapons testing, it was one of the underlying forces that 

brought about the partial ban.  

 

Politics of risk and social activism  

Finally, this dissertation explored the politics of risk in the bottom-up context of 

social movements. There was no “environmentalist” campaign against weapons testing 

during the period concerned in this dissertation. The absence of environmentalism, 

however, is analytically useful in tracing the diverse threads of social identities and their 

interactions in their own historical contexts. One of the most prominent centers of 

grassroots activism was the transnational movement of progressive scientists and 

intellectuals. Groups like the FAS, ASA, and WFSW, as well as Bertrand Russell and 

other public intellectuals, explored a nongovernmental forum of international scientists. 

Many of them, including Linus Pauling, Andrei Sakharov, and others, offered 

independent estimates about the human cost of fallout contamination. Joseph Rotblat and 

Norman Cousins , among others, helped pacifists understand the meaning of fallout 

hazards and launch successful campaigns against weapons testing on both sides of the 

Atlantic.  

In the final analysis, however, the legacies of these progressive forces on the politics 

of risk proved ambiguous. For most of them, the risk of global fallout, although certainly 

not insignificant, was far less important than the risk of nuclear war. This priority led 
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them to stress the merits of a test ban as a step toward arms control. Moreover, the 

leading figures in the U.S. atomic scientists’ movement upheld the strict demarcation of 

technical facts from social values in an attempt to maintain their authority and autonomy 

in the post-Oppenheimer era. As Linus Pauling, Albert Schweitzer, Soviet scientists, and 

others blended both spheres and advocated a test ban based on the moral implication of 

global fallout, many U.S. scientists distanced themselves from these critics, condemning 

them for confusing the priority of risks and blurring science and politics. Undeterred by 

criticisms from his fellow scientists, Pauling continued to emphasize fallout hazards and 

engaged in a battle of words with Edward Teller. As both sides attacked one another as 

“unscientific” despite the trans-scientific nature of their arguments, the debate ultimately 

curtailed their standings and effectiveness in public.  

Another major thread of social activism related to the nexus of food, which is the 

principal vehicle of global fallout to humans. The crises over “radioactive tuna,” 

“radioactive milk,” and others captured the historical moment when an increasing number 

of people began to worry about the environmental feedback of chemical and radioactive 

materials via food. This dissertation has described the contrasting attitudes of food 

producers and consumers toward fallout information as a significant factor in driving the 

politics of risk forward. The main source of anxiety for consumers lay in lack of 

information, prompting them to refraining from buying food items suspected of 

contamination. This spontaneous boycott forced government authorities to expand food 

inspection and plan countermeasures, but the same actions intended to reassure 

consumers often had the opposite effect of publicizing food contamination, which 

alarmed consumers and hurt producers. Consumers in the United States even managed to 
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produce their own fallout data through cooperation with independent sources of expertise, 

shaking public confidence in the government’s judgment of risk.  

 The nexus of food interacted with the gender norm of the mid-20
th

 century. This 

dissertation has demonstrated that the identity of women as housewives and mothers 

deepened and legitimized the anxiety of urban, middle-class women about contaminated 

food. Well-educated, politically conscious women also exploited the non-threatening 

image of motherhood to launch peace activism. Japan’s first mass-based antinuclear 

movement began as a campaign of housewives, and a strikingly similar force crystallized 

later in Europe and North America. The sources of authority in the politics of risk, 

however, were divided into the scientific and non-scientific spheres. To make their voice 

heard, women actively sought cooperation with independent scientists to combine their 

respective sources of authority.   

 

Politics of risk in the age of global environmental challenges  

The mid-20
th

 century world, faced with global biological risks of its own creation, 

managed to contain most sources of radioactive fallout thanks to the Partial Test Ban 

Treaty. It was not because they suddenly “discovered” the risk as a scientific fact, 

however. This dissertation has argued that stakeholders managed to renegotiate its terms, 

trans-scientific in nature, from acceptable to unacceptable. This process was full of twists 

and turns because of the paradox that we must blend scientific facts and social values to 

conceive of risk but must also demarcate them to secure cognitive authority for judgment 

of risk. All participants in the fallout debate found or lost their voices in the constantly 

changing matrix of science and non-science.  
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The ultimate outcome of risk politics, the PTBT, was a joint product of the opposing 

visions of world peace, one striving to reverse the nuclear arms race and the other 

exploring the full potential of nuclear weapons as the ultimate peacemaker. The cessation 

of global fallout emission marked not the triumph of the new vision over the old, but 

instead a seamless fusion of the two. Although this outcome helped avert a catastrophic 

risk of environmental radiation, all life on this planet now carry a radiological heritage of 

security anxiety in the age of extremes for thousands of years to come. As our world is 

currently facing numerous environmental challenges of our own creation, the historical 

case of global fallout might help us come to grips with their dynamics and consequences.   
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APPENDIX:  

 

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

 

Alpha particles: The composite of two protons and two neutrons, with the lowest penetration 

depth of all types of ionizing radiation. It can be stopped by a few centimeters of air or a thin 

sheet of paper.  

 

Becquerel (Bq): The unit of activity per second. The activity is defined by the number of nuclear 

transformations occurring in a given quantity of material per unit time.  1 Bq is equal to 

approximately 2.7 x 10
-11

 Ci.  

 

Beta particles: High-energy, high-speed electrons or positrons emitted by certain types of 

radioactive nuclei. It has the medium penetrating power and the medium ionizing power.  

 

Curies (Ci):  The unit of decay at a rate of 37 GBq, based upon the disintegration rate of 1 gram 

of radium-226.   

 

Gamma ray: Electromagnetic radiation of high frequency emitted by the nucleus. It has the most 

penetrating power, which can irradiate the whole body from outside.  

 

Gray (Gy): The unit for absorbed dose, joule per kilogram. The absorbed dose is defined by the 

mean energy imparted to matter of mass divided by ionizing radiation.  
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Half-life: The rate of nuclear decay. The time required for one half of the atoms of that material 

to decay to some other material.  

 

Rad: The non-SI unit for gray (Gy). 1 Gy = 100 rad  

 

Rem: The non-SI unit for sievert (Sv) . 1 Sv = 100 rem  

 

Roentgen (R): The amount of radiation required to liberate positive and negative charges of one 

electrostatic unit of charge in one cubic centimeter of dry air. One roentgen of gamma ray 

exposure produces approximately 1 rad (or 0.01 Gy) tissue dose.     

 

Sievert (Sv): The unit of equivalent dose and effective dose, joule per kilogram.  Equivalent dose 

is the dose in a tissue or organ, defined by the mean absorbed dose from radiation in a tissue 

or organ multiplied by the radiation weighting factor (a particular organ or tissue). Effective 

dose is the tissue-weighed sum of the equivalent doses.  

 

Strontium unit (SU): The unit to measure the amount of radioactivity from strontium-90 in 

relation to calcium. One SU is equal to 1 picocurie from Sr-90 per gram of calcium.  
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